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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Since 1970, researchers of the department of Computational linguistics of 
the University of Nijmegen have been working on the automatic analysis of 
Dutch. The emphasis in this research was put on purely linguistic research, 
in which efficiency, speed or compactness of the programs to be developed 
was of secondary importance. 
In the early eighties, after the development of an artificial semantic lan-
guage, this research opened perspectives to machine translation. In Septem-
ber 1985, the TRANSIT project was started. Its main objective was to test 
whether the semantic language mentioned above, called SELANCA, as it ex-
isted at that moment, reflected the semantic contents of Dutch sentences 
adequately. This adequacy could be tested by using SELANCA as a hinge 
in an MT system. Senders (1984) served as a pilot project. It discussed 
an MT system written in SYGMART (cf. Chauché (1985) , Rolf (1983)) that 
translates from Dutch into Dutch, or rather; from SELANCA into Dutch. It 
emphasized on syntactic restructuring rules; a lexical transfer was not nec-
essary, because the Dutch lexical items were still available in the SELANCA 
structure. 
The analysis of Dutch by the computer programs AMAZON and CASUS 
took place without the intention to use the results in a machine translation 
project, and the analysis can therefore be seen as target-language indepen-
dent. Thus, it did not matter what language would be chosen as target 
language. And so it became Turkish. 
Turkish was chosen as the target language for several reasons. 
Firstly, a non-Indo-European language was preferred. Translating from 
Dutch into German, French or English is difficult and interesting enough, 
especially where lexical items cannot be translated or only by using a 
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(syntactically more) complex construction, and where equivalent syntac­
tic structures are missing in the target language. However, using a non-
Indo-European language as target language seemed to make the translation 
process linguistically more interesting, because of the minimal resemblances 
between source language and target language. Alliance of source and tar­
get language could even hinder the insights of a language-pair-independent 
translation system. 
For practical reasons, the set of non-Indo-European languages to be used 
was narrowed down to three: 
• Finnish; 
• Hungarian; 
• Turkish. 
The option of Turkish was the most obvious one, for the research had to be 
done in the Netherlands. The Netherlands have a considerable number of 
Turkish natives speakers, many more than Finnish and Hungarian native 
speakers. It would be easier to get feedback. 
Secondly, Turkish is an interesting language for its agglutinating nature. 
The sequence of meaning-carrying suffixes following a stem can easily con­
sist of five, six or more suffixes. An often used example of this is the 
following: (Lewis (1984; XX)): 
(1.1) avrupahlagtiiilamiyanlardansiiuz 
avrupa-li-lag-tir-xl-a-mi-yan-lar-dan-siniz 
Europe-belonging-to_a_place-to-become-CiUS-PlSS-POTENTIiL-
NEG-PARTIC-PLUR-lBL-2nd.Pere. sing 
you are one of those who cannot be Europeanized 
In (1.1), the stem А тира (— Europe) is followed by ten suffixes. This way, 
a sentence is formed consisting of one word. 
In addition, Turkish has a caie-system1: every satellite to a verb carrying 
a thematic role, gets one of the following suffixes in Turkish: 
1. absolute (comparable to nominative); 
2. genitive; 
'The status of the term case is unclear with respect to agglutinating languages, be­
cause it should only be applicable to declensions. In modern literature, however, the 
term case has become vacant, because it is borrowed from (lectional languages to refpr to 
suffixes in agglutinating languages that fulfil the same function as cases do in flectional 
languages. Furthermore, it is used to denote «emanile functions. To prevent confusion, 
I will use the term thematic role instead of semantic case. The term case always refers 
to syntactic case in this study. 
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3. dative; 
4. accusative; 
5. locative; 
6. ablative. 
References like 2nd case henceforth refer to the numbering of syntactic cases 
in this table. 
A fourth characteristic of Turkish is vowel harmony. All vowels in a lexical 
item undergo strict rules, relying on the first vowel of the lexical. Foreign 
borrowings with exceptional vowel harmony are easy to distinguish from 
real Turkish words, although some foreign words that found their way in 
Turkish underwent minimal adaptations of the vowels. The rules relating 
to vowel harmony are presented in the next section. 
A fifth remarkable feature of Turkish is its SOV-nature. SOV-order is 
adopted in main clauses as well as in embedded clauses2. In fact, Turkish is 
strictly head-final: the head of the phrase is always in the rightmost position 
of the phrases it C-commands (cf. Chomsky (1981)). Neither prepositions 
nor postmodifiers exist in Turkish, only postpositions and premodifiers. 
Exceptions to SOV are three constructions borrowed from Persian. Lewis 
(1984; 211) refers to the particle ki (= that): 
"The importation of this Persian conjunction opened the 
door to the Indo-European pattern of sentence, which is in many 
respects the reverse of the native Turkish literary pattern." 
The other two exceptions are çûnkû (= because) and едет {= i l ) (cf. Lewis 
(1984; 211, 270)). 
In this study, we do not discuss these exceptions, for two reasons: the 
ki construction hardly matters in generating Turkish sentences. Genuine 
Turkish alternatives can always be generated. The implementation of these 
constructions is therefore postponed. The last two exceptions are not dis­
cussed, because both introduce adverbial clauses. Adverbial clauses are left 
out this study. 
In this chapter, I will pay attention to a number of machine translation 
systems (MT systems). For a historical survey, however, I would like to refer 
to other literature in which the history of machine translation is discussed in 
extenso (e.g. Hutchins (1982), Slocum (1985), Van Eynde (1986), Papegaay 
e.a. (1987)). 
2
 In some dialects, a Verb-Second rule is applied: influenced by the approach of Turkey 
to Western Europe and America, progressive language reformers have imported a similar 
rule. In this study, however, the starting-point is SOV-structure. 
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The purpose of my discussion of some MT systems is to determine the 
place of the MT system TRANSIT in the Netherlands. It will come as no 
surprise therefore that only Dutch systems are subjected to analysis. 
A study of the history of MT tells us that in the fifties the USA and the 
USSR put huge amounts of money and great effort into MT for military 
purposes. Results were disappointing and finally the ALPAC-report (AL­
PA С (1966)) meant the end to research in MT. The revival of research in 
MT during the seventies started in Japan, where a shortage of people with 
knowledge of English was the reason for developing MT systems involving 
Japanese and English. In 1985, there were about 15 research centres in 
Japan. (Van Eynde (1986)). 
In the eighties, there were initiatives in Western Europe to start research 
in MT. Three major systems are discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 discusses the nature of SELANCA and the presupposition that 
SELANCA indeed contains adequate semantic representations. It will end 
with the presentation of the translation theory which is used to develop 
and implement TRANSIT. 
The translation system TRANSIT, which is discussed in the following 
chapters, was developed on the basis of the insights presented in chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 discusses the way the source language analysis is performed by 
the AMAZON-CASUS system (cf. Van Bakel (1984), Coppen (1991b)). 
Chapter 4 provides a formal characterization of the target language of 
the translation system (i.e. Turkish). This characterization provides an 
important contribution to the insights in the process of how to generate 
Turkish. 
Chapter 5 provides a comparative analysis of the subset of Dutch that 
can be handled by AMAZON-CASUS and the counterpart subset of Turkish. 
All this must be seen in the light of the competence of the ideal bilingual 
speaker of both languages. The analysis is formalized into a transforma­
tional grammar, the organization of which is discussed in detail. 
In chapter 6, the translation strategy used in TRANSIT is discussed. Af­
ter the project started in 1985, we changed this strategy more than once. 
The chapter presents a survey of the strategies used, discusses the present 
strategy in detail, and ends with a description of the necessary transforma­
tions from Dutch constructions into Turkish ones. 
The order in which the different constructions are discussed is determined 
by the route via which the translation system searches the input trees to 
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deliver an acceptable translation. This order is also used in discussing the 
comparative analysis. 
Chapter 7 is dedicated to the implementation of the transformations 
discussed in chapter 6. The differences between theoretical linguistics and 
computational linguistics will become painfully clear. 
Chapter 8 discusses the results of the work done. 
1.1 MT Systems in the Netherlands 
In the period 1980 - 1992, much attention was paid to three major MT 
projects in the Netherlands. A project like TRANSIT with a duration of 
three years is therefore not to be compared with these three, TRANSIT'S 
objective was not to develop a fully automatic machine translation system, 
but to test a linguistic theory by means of machine translation. So MT is 
the means for finding an answer to a question. In this survey, the emphasis 
is on the linguistic aspects of the three projects. Features like efficiency, 
commercial feasibility and speed are not of primary importance from a 
linguistic point of view. It is more interesting to find out whether and to 
what extent the stormy progress of linguistics since 1957 has been put to 
use: this progress is mentioned in several publications (e.g. Witkam (1983), 
Van Eynde (1986)) as one of the main reasons for restored confidence in 
research into machine translation. 
1.1.1 Distributed Language Translation 
The Distributed Language Translation (DLT) project by BSO (Bureau voor 
Systeem Ontwikkeling) was started in 1985. In Schubert (1987; 11 ff), it is 
described as a semi-automatic translation system involving a monolingual 
interactive dialogue with the end-user. The basic idea of DLT is splitting 
up the translation proces into two steps: 
1. The text is fed into the computer and translated directly into an 
intermediate language. If the system detects any problem, it consults 
the end-user using the language in which the text has been entered. 
2. The text translated into the intermediate language is sent to another 
end-user via a computer network. Only after a request of the end-
user will it be translated into a natural language without further 
interaction. 
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DLT is modular in the sense that the intermediate language can be used foi 
translation into any language. It is designed as a multi-lingual translation 
system that is extensible: i.e. other languages can be incorporated into the 
system. 
As this method requires an exceptionally transparent intermediate lan-
guage, Esperanto was chosen for this purpose. Being an artificial language, 
it was assumed to have a one-to-one-relation between lexical items and 
their meaning. This assumption was found to be incorrect: some adap-
tations had to be made to the Esperanto vocabulary. To keep the lexical 
knowledge base in which the knowledge of the world is stored as general as 
possible, Esperanto became the Language of Artificial Intelligence in DLT. 
All semantic and pragmatic processing is concentrated in this knowledge 
base. The semantic and pragmatic decisions are delayed until the entire 
source language input has been transferred to an Esperanto format. This 
format consists of all syntactically possible translation alternatives. The 
semantic and pragmatic decisions are taken in the knowledge base, after 
which a single surface structure emerges as the most likely translation. In 
this final phase no interaction with the end-user is allowed. 
Given the fact that a choice must be made from several syntactically pos-
sible alternatives, two interfaces are needed to establish the connection 
between source language and target language on the one hand and the 
Esperanto kernel of DLT on the other. These two interfaces are: 
• a metataxis rule system, and 
• a bilingual lexicon. 
The extensibility principle of DLT assigns an important role to the metataxis 
of the system. The term metataxis denotes the structural change a text or 
sentence undergoes as it is being translated. It is a contrastive rule sys-
tem connecting two languages with each other. The term metataxis was 
adopted from Tesnière (1959; 283): it is directly related to the term depen-
dency grammar. Dependency structures consist of governing and governed 
elements. There are several alternative definitions of the relation between 
these elements (Schubert (1987; 41 if)). Schubert asserts that all syntactic 
relations in DLT are dependency relations and he stipulates that no lexical 
item in the sentence is allowed to be governed by more than one element. A 
generalization over lexical items is made by introducing word classes: word 
classes are defined in terms of paradigms of syntactic dependency patterns. 
These dependency patterns reflect the nature of the dependency relation 
(Schubert (1987; 57)): 
"It is quite expedient to use traditional names for depen-
dency types, insofar as such names are available: "Subject", 
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"object" etc. are such names for syntactic functions." 
Dependency relations are divided into two groups: 
• complements, and 
• adjuncts. 
Complements are dependency relations in which the dependency has a value 
in terms of valency3. 
Adjuncts are dependency relations that are derived from word classes to 
which also the governors belong. 
An example of a dependency structure is (Schubert (1987; 143)): 
(1.2) he gives it to hei 
Bubj obj l I to I 
R 
FIG. 1.1 Dependency structure of example (1.2). 
When parsing sentences, interaction is established between the dependency 
grammar and the lexicon. The lexicon contains information on word classes 
and valency of lexical items. Not all information is explicitly present with 
the lexical items. For instance, adjunct relations can be derived from the 
type of word class. 
Let us return to the metataxis: metataxis is the syntactic restructuring in 
the translation process. The metataxis describes how sentences like example 
(1.2) change structurally as they are translated into another language, for 
instance German (Schubert (1987; 143)): 
(1.3) 
English 
he gives it to her 
German 
Er gibt es ihr 
3
 Valency is the possibility and necessity of constituents, especially verbs, to appear 
together with other constituents in such a way that these constituents can be seen as an 
amplification. (Booij e.a. (1980)). 
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geben 
eaubj 
Ξ 
e«kk ed«l 
FIG. 1.2 
A D C A B C 
Representation of metataxis belonging to example (1.3). 
A metataxis rule system is both language pair and translation direction 
specific (Schubert (1987; 132)). The bilingual lexicon should, according to 
Schubert (1987; 138), 
"(...) deliver (...) not just words or word groups, but syn­
tactically related words." 
In other words: the bilingual lexicon does not consist of word pairs, but 
rather of dependency structures. The lexical transfer is described by Schu­
bert (1987; 203) as follows: 
"Metataxis submits syntactically possible translations with 
the target language words inserted. From the dependency types 
made explicit in the trees and from function words, relations are 
derived which closely follow the dependency types. The trees 
are chopped up in pairs of two content words connected by a 
relator. These pairs are compared with similar pairs in a lexical 
knowledge bank. The most likely solution is chosen." 
The most remarkable feature of DLT is that during the translation process 
the two languages are not connected to each other directly, but indirectly 
via an intermediary: the modified version of Esperanto. So, DLT needs two 
metataxes to translate from source language into target language: 
1. from source language to Esperanto, and 
2. from Esperanto to target language. 
The semantic word expert system, which is responsible for the selection 
of words, only processes on the Esperanto level. So, the lexical transfer 
uses Esperanto as a hinge. Metataxis is a strictly form-oriented contrastive 
syntax: it must be considered part of the translation system, which governs 
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the structural change. In the bilingual lexicon, the lexical items of source 
and target language are related to each other. Detailed information can be 
obtained in Witkam (1983), Schubert (1987) and Papegaaij e.a. (1987). 
The project, however, was shelved in 1992, probably because of insufficient 
results. 
1.1.2 ROSETTA 
ROSETTA is an interlingua translation system which is based on Mon­
tague Grammar. Two notions from Montague theory play a large role 
in ROSETTA: 
• the compositionality principle, and 
• the derivation tree. 
The first principle goes back to Frege: the meaning of the whole is to be 
computed from the meaning of the basic elements. The starting-point is the 
hypothesis that sentences in languages A and В are each other's translation 
if they are built up from identical meaning elements and if they have run 
through identical derivations. Not the definition of the interlingua, but 
the development of isomorphic4 grammars is the essence in ROSETTA. The 
source language analysis and the target language synthesis are divided into 
four components: 
1. morphological component; 
2. surface-syntactic component; 
3. deep-syntactic component; 
4. semantic component. 
The first two components are self-evident. The third component is neces­
sary because a constituent in language A can play a different role in lan­
guage B, whereas the semantic role in both languages is the same. In the 
fourth component, a predicate-argument structure is built in which, among 
other things, lexical ambiguities are solved. All consistent semantic rep­
resentations of the sentence under analysis are generated. The framework 
4
 Grammars of two languages A and В are isomorphic if the basic expressions and rules 
in grammar A correspond in meaning (italics by me (A.S.)) with the basic expressions and 
rules of grammar B. In all ROSETTA literature I have read, no définition of meaning is 
presented. Meaning elements, which form the basis of the composition, are not clarified. 
Meaning of a sentence is determined by deciding what are the meaningful elements and 
how are they combined with the aid of grammar rules. 
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in which interpietations are provided is the semantic theory by Montague 
(1974). 
The connection between the two semantic components of language A and В 
is made by the transfer component. The predicates in logical formulas that 
form the semantic derivations of source language sentences are translated 
into the target language predicates. 
Because of the isomorphism of the grammars of source and target lan­
guage, a third principle is implicitly present: reversibility. For every analy­
sis rule, there is a generative rule. The advantage of this principle is obvious. 
In each language, only one grammar needs to be developed to accept the 
language in the translation system as source and target language. Detailed 
information can be obtained in Landsbergen (1982, 1987), Landsbergen е.a. 
(1989), Leermakers & Rous (1986). 
ROSETTA, which was developed at Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium, 
was suspended in 1992 for economic reasons. In 1994, the former team of 
ROSETTA published a book (Rosetta (1994)) in which an overall view of the 
project is presented. 
1.1.8 EUROTRA 
The EUROTRA project was the most ambitious project of the three discussed 
here. It was fully financed by the European Commission. In every member 
state of the E.C., universities and research centres were involved in analyz­
ing and generating their mother tongue. As mainly linguists were involved, 
the project certainly did not suffer from a lack of linguistic knowledge. A 
major obstacle, however, seemed to be the lack of communication between 
the various research centres. Convergence of the work was therefore prob­
lematic. It is for instance still unclear what or where the hinge is by means 
of which the transfer is to be made from source language to target language. 
Another point is the purely theoretical way of working: in each research 
institute, much has been invested in theoretical research, while the applied 
sub-field within computational linguistics is not taken care of: i.e. imple­
mentation. Discussing the methodology of computational linguistics, Van 
Bakel (1982) points out that testing the validity of linguistic theories by 
implementing them in a computer model adds more theoretical value to 
the discipline. In this light, I would like to refer to the Second Law of 
Computational Linguistics by Brandt Corstius (1978; 125): 
"Elke taalkundige beschrijving, hoe exact ook, maar niet 
zelf een programma, blijkt een fout te bevatten als men er een 
programma van wil maken." 
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(Any linguistic desciiption, no matter how precise, which is not a computei 
program itself, will prove to contain a mistake the moment one wants to 
implement it). In EUROTRA, one does not have one working analyzing or 
generating system. Some laboratories developed their own system on the 
basis of linguistic insights originated from their own research. There were 
plans to have the theory (and the prototypes) implemented by a commer-
cial software house after it had been elaborated. Converging of the theories 
developed was not possible and that is why theory-forming was stagnating: 
corrections could not be introduced into the ideas developed. 
EUROTRA'S theory about machine translation is based on the notions lin-
guistic analysis and meaning representation. Translation is nothing more 
than adopting a theory about representing meaning and describing two re-
lationships: the relation between source language and meaning representa-
tion and the relation between meaning representation and target language. 
This method of machine translation (the interlingua approach) is preferred, 
but meets with one problem: there is no adequate theory about meaning 
representation yet. For pragmatic reasons, EUROTRA could only choose the 
transfer approach, whereby the interlingua approach is pursued as much as 
possible. This sounds more cryptic than it is. The idea is that if syntactic 
restructuring is not sufficient, a more complex transfer is accepted, in which 
formal expressions in the Intermediate Structure of the source language are 
"translated" into formal expressions in the Intermediate Structure of the 
target language. A stepwise refinement of the Intermediate Structure def-
inition, allowing for simpler transfer, and ideally elimination of transfer 
contains a move from a transfer method towards an interlingua method (cf. 
Maegaard & Perschke (1991)). Extension and correction of the interlingua 
part could lead to the formulation of a theory about semantic representa-
tions. 
A basic principle is splitting up the analysis of the source language into 
linguistically motivated phases, as a morphological, a surface-syntactic, a 
deep-syntactic and a semantic phase. Furthermore, the Compositionality 
principle (= the principle that translation of a complex object is a function 
of the translation of its parts) and the "one-shot principle" (= objects of the 
source level are mapped directly onto objects that are input to the target 
level without any intermediate steps) play important roles in EUROTRA. 
A year after the ending of the Eurotra programme at the end of 1990, two 
volumes of Studies in Machine Translation and Natural Language Process-
ing appeared. One of the objectives of these volumes was to reflect some 
of the research results, for "it has been practically impossible for external 
readers and assessors to gain an accurate view of the Research and Devel-
opment work done within the confines of the project" (preface of Copeland 
(1991a) and (1991b)). For more information, see also the Eurotra Reference 
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Manual 6.1. 
Chapter 2 
SELANCA as 
Intermediary Language 
The staiting-point of the translation system TRANSIT is the semantic lan-
guage SELANCA. SELANCA is the result of a three-phase model foi the 
analysis of natural language. A description is supplied in chapter 3. 
The model consists of the following components: 
• Lexicalising: provides structure L; 
• Syntactic structuring: provides structure Sy; 
• Semantic interpretation: provides structure Se. 
Each component provides its own structure with a form and a meaning. 
The meaning is the semantics of the structure and must be made explicit 
in a set of rules in order to be formal. Thus, the structure makes features 
of meaning explicit, and it disambiguates. Let us illustrate this with the 
following example: 
(2.1) dat boek heb ik gelezen 
that book have I read 
I have read that book 
Features of meaning of the words in the string are made explicit by lexical-
ization: 
(2.2) RPR0N0|DET110|DET100|VGWGRV0|(dat)NC0UNT0|(boek)HVTP0 
|HVTIP0|VSUBP0|(heb)DET110|(ik)VDW0| (gelezen) 
Disambiguation is self-evident. The syntax of L is fixed in the following 
rewriting grammar: 
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(2.3) 
Sentence 
Item 
Lex.cats 
Lex.cat 
Lexical item 
Item*. 
Lex.cats*, "('*, Lexical item, " ) ' 
Lex.cat, "0|". 
"N" ; "VSUBP" ¡ ... . 
Word. 
The meaning of the structure of L is provided by the syntactic parser. The 
syntactic parser disambiguates the structure by providing surface structures 
of L and again, features of meaning are made explicit: 
(2.4) (SE-(NC-(NC-(N2-(DT-dat)(N1-(NK-Ъоек)))))(VC-(вв-heb) 
(MI-(NC-(NC-(N2-(DT-ik)))))(CL-(ww-gelezen)))) 
The syntax of Sy is reflected in the following rules: 
(2.5) 
Sentence 
Synt.cats 
Synt.Cat 
SCorT 
Synt.cats*. 
" ( " , Synt.Cat, "-", SCorT, " ) " . 
"NP" ; "VP" ; . . . . 
Synt. cat s ; "lexical item". 
The semantic interpretation of Sy is laid down in SELANCA. This is a 
language in which expressions are structured in such a way that they fix 
the meaning of a syntactic structure. It could thus serve as a hinge in a 
translation system that generates Turkish translations. 
2.1 The Nature of SELANCA 
The main idea behind SELANCA is that meaning representation of natural 
language should fulfil two conditions: 
1. the formalism should reflect all semantic information that is linguis­
tically relevant; 
2. the formalism should reflect as little as possible the language-specific 
way in which meaning is coded in the natural language under analysis. 
The following grammar reflects the content of SELANCA (cf. ASI (1984; 
40)): 
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(2.6) 
SELANCA expression: semantic kernel (arguments), 
semantic kernel: [ constituent + semantic function ]. 
constituent: V; A; N. 
semantic function: Proposition; 
Agentive; 
Dative; 
Objective; 
Factitive; 
Instrumental; 
Locative; 
Attribute, 
arguments: argument, arguments; . 
argument: operator; 
SELANCA expression, 
operator: adverbial constituent. 
We must explain some rules of this grammar, because they do not match 
the usual way of writing grammars. A SELANCA expression is rewritten 
as a semantic kernel followed by a number of arguments between brackets. 
The meaning of the brackets is subordination. The arguments must be 
considered nodes dominated by the semantic kernel. The square brackets 
used in the rewriting rule of a semantic kernel indicate an ordered pair 
consisting of a constituent and a related semantic function. The semantic 
function Proposition indicates the semantic function of a semantic kernel 
on the highest level of the sentence. The arguments of a semantic kernel 
are defined as a set of zero or more constituents, which can be operators 
or SELANCA expressions. An operator is an adverbial constituent, i.e. an 
adverb, a prepositional phrase that is optional in that it is not claimed by 
subcategorization rules, or a conjunction construction, giving information 
about the time when, the place where, the reason why etc. the event or the 
act that is indicated by the semantic kernel occurred or was performed. 
There are some relations between SELANCA and other representations 
of natural language meanings. Fillmore (1968) contains the underlying 
theory of the design of SELANCA (cf. Van Bakel & Hoogeboom (1981)). 
Differences with Fillmore's theory are evident: Van Bakel builds seman-
tic interpretations of sentences, without dealing with questions such as: 
"Which sentences have the same deep structure?", "What should really be 
considered to be the deep structure of a certain sentence?" and "How is a 
surface structure generated from a deep structure?". Fillmore's theory is 
explanatory, while SELANCA is descriptive. 
An important question to be answered is that about the status of the 
lexical items in SELANCA. Should they be avoided in a semantic represen-
tation (cf. Jackendoff (1976)), or should they be present to give insight in 
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how reality is structured by language? In SELANCA the second option is 
chosen. 
If we put the three-phase model of language analysis into a diagiam, we 
get the following figure: 
LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS 
... 
' ' 
Lexicalization 
' * 
Surface Stiucture(s) 
-' 
SELANCA 
' ' 
I 
meaning representation 
of string of words 
meaning representation(s) 
of lexicalization 
meaning representation(s) 
of surface structures 
FIG. 2.1 Linguistic analysis as a part of a larger model. 
The diagram is apparently paît of a larger model. One can think of a com-
ponent of lexical decomposition before lexicalization. Several researchers 
tried to define the entities forming the fundament of lexical items (Wilks 
(1977), Simmons (1973)), but virtually every semantic primitive defined can 
always be subdivided into smaller parts. Thus, there exists a fundamen-
tal difficulty to decompose lexical items to elementary semantic entities. 
Omitting lexical decomposition, however, does not undermine the second 
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condition made to SELANCA: the fact that lexical items of the semantic ker-
nels in the analysis are expressed by means of Dutch items does not alter 
the general linguistic (semantic) information of the sentence under analysis 
expressed in terms of thematic relations. 
The phase following the semantic interpretation could be the Intentional 
Logic calculus, that expresses the truth conditions of the sentence. However, 
the outcome of truth values of sentences is rejected in ASI for its irrelevance 
to linguistics. 
Some attention is paid by ASI (1984; 43) to the problem of the different 
levels of linguistic meaning and to the way these are accounted for by 
SELANCA representations. JackendofF (1972) distinguishes four levels: 
1. functional level: the relations in the sentence that are induced by the 
verbs. This level of meaning is the central topic of Fillmore (1968) 
and is fully represented in SELANCA. 
2. modal level: this level contains the conditions under which a sentence 
purports to correspond to situations in the real world. This level is not 
accounted for in SELANCA, since it is considered to be of importance 
mainly to the semantic representation of the NP, a subject which 
received much attention in Coppen (1991a), but not yet in ASI (1984). 
3. coreferential relations: Salemans & Bouhof (1981) paid attention to 
this level in the framework of SELANCA. However, it seems only pos-
sible to indicate non-coreferentiality between different constituents: 
coreferentiality of pronominals is a matter of context, situation and 
other considerations lacking a purely linguistic nature. It is not pos-
sible to determine coreferentiality on the basis of purely linguistic 
arguments. Pragmatics is left out of SELANCA and consequently the 
possibility to account for coreferentiality. Bound anaphors, however, 
can be interpreted unambiguously. 
4. focus and presupposition: this level is not accepted by Van Bakel as 
a linguistic one and therefore not adopted by SELANCA. ASI (1984; 
109) claims that the interpretation of focus and presupposition should 
be dealt with on a level of interpretation that may follow long after 
the functional level that is mainly accounted for within the semantic 
interpretation model. 
For clarity's sake, it should be emphasized that, despite the definition of N , 
A and V as semantic kernels, at the time of the TRANSIT research only the 
semantic interpretation of the verb was provided for in SELANCA. A theory 
about N and A is only rudimentarily present in order to make it possible 
to interpret the attributes in SELANCA. 
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2.2 T h e Sufficiency of S E L A N C A 
In the previous section, a remark was made on the subjectivity of making 
identity judgements in relation to meanings (ASI (1984; 32)). Any attempt 
to formalize can be torpedoed by anyone: any effort to formalize the identity 
of meaning of an utterance in language L1 and an utterance in language L2 
can be disputed. It is impossible to verify or falsify a statement on identity 
of meaning of an utterance in language L1 and an utterance in language L2. 
Because of the undermining nature of this statement with respect to linguis-
tics, it is put aside from a linguistic point of view. Support for this can be 
found amongst translation theorists: it is certainly possible (or: acceptable) 
to translate an utterance in language L1 into an utterance in language L2. 
The only way to evaluate the translation from language L1 into language L2 
is by asking bilingual (native) speakers of both languages about the identity 
of meaning of the utterances in language L1 and language L2 (ASI (1984; 
134)). This statement is supported by Van Eynde (1985, 1986), who, on the 
basis of Chomskyan language theory, pleads for a model in which the com-
petence of the ideal bilingual speaker (i.e. a speaker with a competence in 
both languages) forms the model for a translation system: the set of trans-
lation pairs defined by the translation system has to be a subset of the set 
of translation pairs considered well-formed by the speaker. The parallel 
with generative linguistics is evident: generative grammar forms the model 
according to the competence of the ideal native speaker, where the set of 
theorems derivable from the grammar is a subset of the set of sentences 
considered well-formed by the speaker. In this framework it is possible to 
define a translation theory, parallel to linguistic theory in Transformational 
Grammar. Translation theory provides a specification of the notion pos-
sible translation system. A possible translation system is more universal 
in proportion to the language pair independence, which means: the more 
the analysis of the source language is elaborated, the simpler the trans-
fer step between the source-language analysis and target-language-meaning 
representation can be. Translation systems that are more descriptively ad-
equate are possible according to this model. The construction is of course 
hypothetical: the ideal bilingual speaker does not exist just as the ideal 
monolingual native speaker does not exist, but the model makes a work-
able situation possible. 
A model of a translation theory is presented in the following diagram: 
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T(r(x)) 
r(x) 
ANA GEN 
FIG. 2.2 Model of a translation theory (a). 
χ is a well-formed source language sentence; y is a well-formed taiget lan­
guage sentence. A certain analysis of ζ piovides a representation of x: r(x). 
A transfer step yields a representation of a well-formed target language sen­
tence y: r(y). The third phase is generative and provides for a manipulation 
on r(y) in such a way that it results in a surface structure y. Translation 
from ζ to y can be formalized as follows: 
(2.7) y = GEN(T(ANA(x))) 
The projection of this on to the AMAZON-CASUS-line (cf. chapter 3) will 
result in: 
T(r(x)) 
FIG. 2.3 
rW ι -Ί r(y) 
CASUS 
AMAZON GEN 
AMAMORPH 
χ 
Partly filled in model of a translation theory (b). 
The statement above that the possible translation system is more universal 
in proportion to the language pair independence implicates that the more 
the analysis of the source language is elaborated and thus the less the 
representation r(z) contains source language specific entities, the simpler it 
is to transform τ(χ) into r(y). Represented in a diagram: 
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Interlingua 
A 
Souice Language Target Language 
FIG. 2.4 Model of an ideal translation system. 
Figuie (2.4) clarifies that a source language analysis in an extreme case 
may lead to a, let's say, interlingua, from which generation of the target 
language is started. The claim is: the higher the transfer step takes place 
in the picture, the more language pair independent is the translation sys-
tem. The ideal situation sketches an analysis which is completely target 
language independent and a synthesis which is completely source language 
independent. Reaching the top of the figure, however, is for the present 
impossible: a source language independent analysis implies decomposition 
of lexical items into basic semantic features. This set of features must be 
finite, but has not been defined exhaustively yet. We believe, however, 
that it need not be defined exhaustively and completely. Depending on 
how meaning has been defined, one can speak of an interlingua in different 
ways. SELANCA could be considered an interlingua. Here we get to the 
heart of the theoretical problems of machine translation: 
If a translation system can be developed, which can gener-
ate well-formed sentences in some language, from well-formed 
sentences in some other language via SELANCA, in such a way 
that the sentences generated paraphrase the input sentences, it 
can be claimed that SELANCA is an adequate interlingua and 
thus a semantic language. 
The main point of research is whether the semantic information present 
in the intermediary language is sufficient to generate well-formed sentences 
in the target language. The term intermediary language should be read 
explicitly as SELANCA. 
2.3 The Translation Theory of TRANSIT 
If we look again at FIG. (2.3), we see that the final phase of the scheme, 
marked with the abbreviation GEN, must be filled in. Following the theory 
about the ideal bilingual speaker, we claim that the generation of a target 
language in an MT system is a derivative of the same principle the generation 
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of natural language is deiived of. The following consideiations imply this 
statement. 
In generative linguistics, it is studied how the surface structure of a 
sentence can be generated from its deep structure. In a machine transla-
tion system, the same has to be done assuming that SELANCA expressions 
are deep structures and the sentences in the target language are the de-
sired surface structures. Although SELANCA and Fillmore's case theory 
are explicitly distinguished in ASI (1984) (because Fillmore's theory is ex-
planatory and SELANCA is descriptive, cf. §2.1), the descriptive function of 
SELANCA changes when SELANCA is used as a hinge in an MT system. It can 
now be considered as a starting-point in a generative system, comparable 
to the semantic theory of Fillmore. 
Chomsky (1981; 120) depicts a lexicon in generative grammar: in it, 
each lexical item contains an abstract phonological form together with the 
semantic properties associated with it. Among these are aelectional prop-
erties of heads of constructions, the semantic roles which the complements 
bear (s-selection), the syntactic categories which the complements bear 
(c-selection) and the meaning of each item, although it is not elaborated 
explicitly how meaning is to be represented or even formalized. Chomsky 
argues that the structure of sentences is controlled by the lexicon. The 
selection of lexical items is driven by the lexicon. 
Compared to a machine translation system, there are differences, although 
all the properties mentioned above should be present in the target language 
lexicon. The formalism or form in which meaning is present in SELANCA 
is reflected in terms of source language. In terms of source language, the 
meaning of target language items has to be fixed clearly and evidently. 
Then the correct lexical target language items are chosen in the transfer 
from SELANCA to target language. If there existed an equivalence relation-
ship between all lexical items of all languages, there would be no problem 
in choosing the correct lexical target language item. However, this desired 
equivalence does not exist. In translating, whether automatically or not, 
three situations can occur: 
• substitution; 
• deletion; 
• insertion. 
We will discuss these cases extensively in §6.3. 
Even if one does not agree with the statement that SELANCA represents 
the deep structure of a natural language, for instance because the structure 
of SELANCA expressions does not match the selectional properties or the c-
selection of the target language, one must agree that SELANCA expressions 
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can serve as input to get converted into a deep structure on the basis 
of the meaning which is expressed by SELANCA, combined with the lexical 
information that must be made available with the lexical items of the taiget 
language. 
After converting the SELANCA expressions into a deep structure repre­
sentation of the target language, the next logical step is to transform deep 
structure into surface structure. In the final phase, the abstract phonologi­
cal form of the lexical items and the added suffixes is converted into surface 
representation. Represented in a diagram: 
T(r(x)) 
r(x) 
CASUS 
AMAZON 
AMAMORPH 
χ 
FIG. 2.5 Model of CASUS-TRANSIT translation system 
Г(У) 
Deep Structure Generator 
Surface Structure Transformer 
Phonological Form Provider 
У 
The analysis of ζ resulting in r(x) is done in three phases, the first two of 
which are at a syntactic level (AMAMORPH, AMAZON) and the last is at a 
semantic level (CASUS). These phases are discussed in chapter 3. 
The function T() in the figure, which is responsible for the conversion ofr(x) 
into r(y) represents the lexical transfer of the Dutch lexical items to Turkish 
lexical items. Together with this lexical transfer all kinds of subcategoriza-
tional information related to the Turkish lexicals will become available. 
The information presented in chapter 4 about the formal characterization 
of Turkish, and in chapter 5 about the comparisons made between subsets 
of Dutch and Turkish forms the foundation of the theoretical background 
for both lexical transfer and the three phases to deliver у from r(y) (the 
generation of Turkish). This background is discussed in chapter 6. 
The implementation of the theory of chapter θ is discussed in chapter 7. 
This implementation only concerns the route from r(x) (the output of CA­
SUS) to у (the Turkish translation). 
Chapter 3 
Analysis and 
Interpretation of Dutch 
This chapter discusses the analysis and interpretation of Dutch, the source 
language of the TRANSIT project. The analysis of Dutch is done in three 
phases: 
• Lexdcalization; 
• Syntactic structuring; 
• Semantic interpretation. 
Lexicalization is performed by a component named AMAMORPH; the syn-
tactic structuring takes place in the component AMAZON and the semantic 
interpretation is done in CASUS. 
The diagram of the AMAZON-CASUS-line looks like this: 
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AMAZON-CASUS 
Dutch sentence 
i 
Lexicon 1 
Lexicon2 
AMAMORPH 
' ' 
AMAZON 
V ^ A 3 U O 
Lezicalization 
Syntax 
Semantics 
SELANCA 
FIG. 3.1 Analysis of Dutch by AMAZON-CASUS. 
In ASI (1984; 9), this model is described as a two-component model. The 
first two phases, AMAMORPH and AMAZON, are regarded as one component: 
the definition of terminal symbols by AMAMORPH is part of the syntax. 
Linguistically, AMAMORPH has nothing to offer: it just consists of a search 
for representations of lexical items in different lexicons. If this search suc-
ceeds, the relevant category is assigned to the lexical item. If it fails, no 
category is assigned. A very restricted morphological analysis is performed 
(decomposition of plurals, diminutives and verb declension). Although the 
borderline between syntax and semantics is transparent - without any se-
mantic notion it is not possible to define any syntactic structure -, it has 
nevertheless been drawn in ASI (1984; 11-12) for two reasons: 
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• There is a principal difference between the structure of a sentence 
and its semantic content. This difference is projected in the analysis 
model. 
• Only part of the phenomena in language can be analyzed in a context-
free grammar. Overgeneralizations provided by the context-free parser 
must be filtered out in later stages (e.g. semantic interpretation). 
Despite the fact that the analysis of Dutch takes place in a two-level model, 
we discuss it in three phases. In the syntactic phase, lexicalization of the in-
put takes place. This lexicalization is a remnant of the past, when AMAZON 
was a syntax-embedded parser: the linguistic information was programmed 
in the programming language SPITBOL. To gain insight in the linguis-
tic properties of AMAZON, not only knowledge of linguistics was required, 
but also quite some familiarity in the field of computer science. In 1983, 
the morphological subroutines were separated from the syntactic functions. 
The syntactic functions were written in a context-free grammar that, after 
it was put in the parser-generator of Dr. Hans Meijer (Meijer (1986)) was 
transformed to a parser. The main advantage of the separation of lexicaliza-
tion and syntax is that the linguistic information concerning the syntactic 
structuring has not been laid down in the programming language, but in a 
context-free rewriting grammar. The transparency of linguistic aspects of 
the analysis makes it easier to implement new subjects in the syntax. 
In §3.1, the lexicalization by AMAMORPH is discussed. §3.2 is dedicated to 
the syntactic structuring, while §3.3 discusses the semantic interpretation 
by CASUS, resulting in expressions that reflect the semantic content of the 
sentences under analysis: SELANCA expressions. 
3.1 Lexicalization 
Lexicalization of the input string, a Dutch sentence, takes place in the mod-
ule AMAMORPH. AMAMORPH consults different lexicons for different word 
categories. In this module, only a small amount of morphological analysis 
takes place. Dutch does not have a rich morphology, at least compared to 
Turkish. A major problem, however, is compounding. AMAMORPH does 
not recognize compounds on the basis of their parts. Compounds should 
be specified in the lexicon of the category to which they belong. 
In ASI (1984; 15-20), a short survey of the morphological activities in 
AMAMORPH is given. Nouns, adjectives and verbs are the three major 
categories. With respect to verbs, all forms of regular verbs in Dutch can 
be recognized on the basis of their stem forms in the verb lexicon. 
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(3.1a) maak (stem form of maken) 
make 
to make 
(3.1b) wij maken 
« β make 
we are making 
(3.2a) stap (stem foim of stappen) 
•tep 
to step 
(3.2b) wij stappen 
«e step 
we are stepping 
This implies the existence of an algorithm to double long vowels (cf. (3.1b)) 
and to reduce double consonants (cf. (3.2b)) in order to be able to find the 
stems of these forms: (3.1a) and (3.2a). Once a certain stem form has been 
defined in the lexicon, the morphological analyzer is able to associate it 
with compound verb forms by means of derivation. 
(3.3a) haal (stem form of halen) 
g ·* 
to get 
(3.3b) neerhalen 
get down 
to get down 
(3.3c) neerhaalde 
got down 
got down 
On the basis of (3.3a), (3.3b) and (3.3c) can be identified as verbal forms. 
Irregular verb forms are defined ad hoc in the morphological analyzer. Dif­
ferent verb forms are not formally characterized as, say, 1'' person singular 
present tense, 3 r d person plural past tense etc., since the AMAZON syntax is 
not equipped to control agreement or tense correspondences. These seman­
tic aspects of sentence structure are only treated in the semantic analyzer 
CASUS. 
Possibly auxiliary verbs receive special marking in the lexicon. Auxil­
iaries are divided into different categories on the basis of expectations of 
types of verbs that can follow an auxiliary. These categories are relevant in 
the syntactic analysis (cf. Coppen (1987b)). 
Of the nouns, only stems, plurals and diminutives are recognized. Nouns 
formed by means of suffixation with -enaar, -nier, -nis, -iaan, -isme, -ment, 
-schap, etc. are recognized as well. In the noun lexicon, the singular form 
of nouns is adopted. 
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Adjectives are stored in an adjective lexicon. Inflected adjectives (by 
means of -e), as well as derived adjectives (by means of suffixation with 
-baar, -loos, -isch, -zaam and -ig), comparatives and superlatives are rec-
ognized. Nominalized adjectives, such as: 
(3.4) kleinsten 
l i t t l e u t s 
the smallest 
are not recognized. This would require adding kleinste to the noun lexicon. 
Noun, adjective and verb are open categories. In AMAMORPH, a facility 
has been built in to add items to these three lexicons in case the program 
reports an error. All other categories are closed sets: the lexicons for these 
are supposed to be complete. 
AMAMORPH counts 80 lexical classes. All ambiguities at class level are 
detected. 
3.2 Syntactic Analysis 
Syntactic analysis is performed by a context-free parser. It is created by 
feeding a context-free grammar into the parser-generator of Dr. Hans Mei-
jer (cf. Meijer (1986)). In the present section, attention is paid to the input 
of the parser-generator, not because the parser-generator itself is not inter-
esting enough, but because of the nature of this book, which is linguistic 
and not computer-technical. 
The context-free grammar is in fact a context-free affix grammar. Gen-
eralizations on syntactic constructions are made by providing syntactic cat-
egories with affixes. The linguist outlines a grammar and refines it by using 
affix rules. The AMAZON grammar is such an affix grammar. It consists of 
two parts: 
• production rules, and 
• metarules. 
The production rules form the part of the grammar that contains the gener-
alization rules. They are recognized by the production symbol ":" (colon). 
Metarules specify the affixes of the categories in the production rules. Their 
production sign is: "::" (double colon). Before the grammar is fed into the 
parser-generator, it should be checked to meet the following criteria: 
• all affixes must be expanded; no affix expansion rule is allowed in the 
grammar; 
• the grammar is not allowed to be left-recursive. 
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In ASI (1984; 21), the principle of the affix rules is explained by an example. 
It is repeated heie: 
(3.5) 
X<featurea,featuieb> : Y<featurea>, Z<featureb>. 
featurea :: "p"; V · 
featureb :: "A"; "B". 
This rule followed by two metarules will result in the following four grammar 
rules: 
(3.6) 
X<p,A> : Y<p>, Z<A>. 
X<q,A> : Y<q>, Z<A>. 
X<p,B> : Y<p>, Z<B>. 
X<q,B> : Y<q>, Z<B>. 
The simple way to generalize must be evident. Expanding all the affixes in 
the grammar is carried out automatically by a program called BLOWUP1. 
The grammar cannot be left-recursive because the resulting parser pro-
cesses top-down and left-right. Suppose the next rewriting rule is part of 
the grammar: 
(3.7) S : S, CJ, S; NP, VP. 
(S is rewritten by S, followed by a conjunction, followed by an S; or ("5") 
S is rewritten by an NP, followed by a VP). 
Analyzing from top to bottom, the parser will, after finding an S, search 
for the rule that contains S as a left symbol. And again. And again. And 
it will never stop. 
In the AMAZON grammar, left-recursion is reduced to paeudo-lefl-recurs-
ion by means of a recursion counter with a maximal value. 
An example of left-recursion in Dutch is the following: 
(3.8) de water happende vissen vangende otters jagende mannen 
the water bit ing f i shes catching otters hunting men 
the men who are hunting otters that are catching fish that are biting 
water 
(3.9) de [[[water happende vissen] vangende otters] jagende mannen] 
A thorough, linguistic treatment of the grammar is given in chapter 5, 
where a comparative analysis of source language and target language of the 
translation system is presented. In general, the AMAZON grammar finds its 
basis in Rijpma e.a. (1978). New developments in AMAZON-CASUS since 
ASI (1984) are the following. 
1
 Designer of BLOWUP is Dr. P.A. Coppen, department of Language and Speech of 
the University of Nijmegen. 
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The subgrammar describing the nominal phiase is adopted fiom Coppen 
(1981, 1991a). In his work, Coppen presents a specifying system to the 
NP, which is a generalization of case theory from sentential structures to 
NPs. In this theory, the Three Level Hypothesis is presupposed. Although 
the case theory has not been adopted (because Van Bakel does not allow 
empty terminals in the AMAZON grammar), the resulting surface structures 
from the NP generation theory of Coppen are provided by AMAZON. In the 
adjectival phrase, the Three Level Hypothesis is adopted too. 
Another new development is the treatment of conjunctions. Conjunc-
tions used to be analyzed in a right-recursive, right-branching way. Now 
they are provided as so-called mirror structures. Compare for instance the 
following two structures of the conjunction with each other: 
(3.10) Jan en Piet 
Jan and Piet 
NC 
NK CJ NC 
NV NC NK CJ NK 
Jan en Piet Jan en Piet 
FIG. 3.2 Two differently branching phrase markers of a conjunction. 
Recent treatments of co-ordination (Cremers (1993), Grootveld (1994)) are 
not taken into consideration here. 
The elegant treatment of verbal clusters in Dutch is discussed in Coppen 
(1987b). The idea in this treatment is the prediction that can be made 
to the type of verb that must follow another verb. These predictions are 
discussed extensively in Van Bakel (1975) at the time AMAZON was still an 
embedded parser. The translation of these predictions into a context-free 
grammar, in 1983, had been carried out less elegantly and perhaps even too 
extensively, missing a number of generalizations. Coppen (1987b) proposes 
a new set of rules for implementation in AMAZON. The principle behind this 
implementation is percolation of the predictions by the affixes, a technique 
called threading. 
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3.3 Semantic Interpretation 
The semantic parser CASUS is a completely syntax-embedded implemen-
tation in the programming language SPITBOL. In ASI (1984; 29-30), it is 
aigued why CASUS is not designed analogously to AMAZON. This is due to 
the fact that a context-free grammar is not powerful enough to handle the 
complex transformations involving both insertion and deletion, which are 
needed for semantic interpretation. According to ASI (1984; 30), there do 
not exist any parser-generators to generate context-sensitive grammars: 
"Transformational parser generators with full mightiness ex-
ist only in abstract form in somebody's head: they cannot be 
built, since an instrument without constraints is impossible in 
a constrained world. Some restrictions will have to be chosen." 
Searching for an adequate way to parse semantically, SPITBOL was found 
to be the ideal programming language to work with. The objection against 
the duality of the researcher (on the one hand linguist, on the other hand 
programmer) plays a major role here. During its development, the com-
plexity of CASUS has increased enormously and implementation of linguistic 
items gets more and more difficult. As we will see in chapter 7, linguis-
tic complexity already hampers implementation of linguistic problems in a 
syntax-directed system, because of the interference of rules. 
3.3.1 The program 
The program CASUS consists of a number of components not all of which 
are of a linguistic nature. The first action in CASUS is loading the lexi-
con and adding redundant lexical features to lexical items. After this, the 
AMAZON-tree under analysis is loaded. After the consultation of the lexi-
con, lexical information is popped to the maximal projections of the lexical 
items. Next, the declarative or interrogative nature of the sentence is de-
tected. 
As a first transformation, a detopicalization is performed under the assump-
tion that the first phrase of the sentence is always topicalized and should 
be put back to the verb from which the phrase receives its thematic role 
(cf. Chomsky (1981)). This is not always the verb of the main sentence: 
(3.11) Wie denk jij dat ik probeerde te fotograferen? 
Who think you that I t r ied to take-a-picture.of 
Who do you think I tried to take a picture of 
The topicalized NP[+nh] obtains the object role from fotograferen. It must 
not be associated with denk. The topicalized phrase is marked as a possible 
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case candidate to all verbs. 
Now all the verbs are reordered in such a way that a structure is formed 
in which the verbs are the kernels to which the other phrases are attached 
as satellites. From this moment, a top-down traverse of case candidates is 
started (for each verb) to determine the appropriate thematic role for each 
candidate. This algorithm runs as long as there are still thematic roles 
free and there are still candidates without thematic roles. When every case 
candidate has a thematic role and every obligatory thematic role has a 
phrase, an analysis is reported. 
This description is general and not exhaustive, but should be sufficient 
for understanding the following. For further elaboration, see ASI (1984; 
45ff). 
3.3.2 The lexicon 
The lexicon is an essential part of the CASUS program. It contains informa-
tion on the lexical items with respect to the lexical categories they belong 
to, and additional features. Verbs and adjectives are marked with case 
frames; nouns and pronouns are marked with additional features. There 
are eleven lexical categories. 
Because the morphological information that is used by AMAMORPH to 
lexicalize is not stored in the output of either AMAMORPH or AMAZON, CA-
SUS needs its own morphological component. However, the algorithms to 
recognize verbal stems or to decompose plurals, diminutives, comparatives 
and superlatives are not implemented in CASUS: the several forms of ap-
pearances of verbs, adjectives and nouns have all been stored in the lexicon. 
The additional features mentioned above and used in controlling the the-
matic roles of the case candidates are the following: ±human, ±animate, 
dzliving, concrete/abstract, temporal/local, word gender (neuter), sex (mas-
culine/feminine), count/mass, -iiscriptural, ± audible, ±question, singu-
lar/plural, person (1 2 3), nominative, genitive, dative and accusative. 
Features of lexical classes other than nouns are not implemented yet. The 
thematic roles which CASUS uses are (ASI (1984; 119)): Agent, Object, 
Dative, Instrument, Locative and Attribute. Optional thematic roles are 
marked with a question mark "?" in the lexicon. If a thematic role must 
be assigned to a certain phrase (for instance a PP), this requirement can 
also be specified in the lexicon. The same holds for selectional restrictions 
on semantic features. 
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3.3.3 CASUS output versus SELANCA 
Figure (3.1) suggests that the output of CASUS is identical to the definition 
of SELANCA expiessions (cf. §2.1), but this is not entirely the case. 
Next to the fact that the semantic kernels contain the additional features 
described above, Van Bakel introduces the features QUESTION (ASI (1984; 
46)) and PASSIVE (ASI (1984; 57)) into the analyzing process of CASUS 
(cf. §5.7 and $5.8, respectively). These features are introduced on the 
basis of syntactical peculiarities of the sentence under analysis. They in-
fluence the algorithm CASUS follows to come to an analysis. For instance, 
in yes/no questions, no topicalization is assumed as in indicative sentences, 
and clauses in passive voice without a passive-by phrase are analyzed cor-
rectly, despite the absence of one of the obligatory thematic roles. 
Although these additional features are not accounted for in the definition 
of SELANCA2, the features QUESTION and PA SSI VE appear in the regular 
output of CASUS, as if they were part of SELANCA. Restricting ourselves 
here to the feature QUESTION, it is hard to think of an adequate transla-
tion of a yes/no question without it. We will return to a discussion about 
the importance of the PASSIVE feature in a translation system in §5.8 and 
§7.3.9. 
Furthermore, the semantic function Proposition to indicate the semantic 
function at the highest level of the sentence does not appear in the CASUS 
output. But this is not insurmountable. Moreover, the structure of the 
output does not match the structure described in the grammar presented 
in §2.1. Let us for example have a look at the interpretation of the following 
sentence: 
(3.12) Ahmet slaapt 
Ahmet sleeps 
Ahmet is sleeping 
In (3.12), the verb selects only one thematic role. The simplified SELANCA 
expression is the following: 
2In ASI (1984; 173), it is remarked that the representations of the CASUS output, 
which are used in ASI and in this study, and which seem representative of SELANCA, are 
not a full account of the information that is present. For other purposes (experiments 
in automatic translation), structures with detailed semantic feature specification axe 
provided. 
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SE 
PV(slaap) 
NCAge 
NK 
FIG. 3.3 Interpretation of (3.12) by CASUS. 
Following the rules of the giammai of §2.1 the structure should have been: 
[V(sl&ap) •+• Proposition] 
I 
[N(Ahmel) + Agentive] 
FIG. 3.4 Interpretation of (3.12) in SELANCA. 
The most important difference is that the syntactic structure of the argu-
ments is (partly) maintained in FIG. (3.3). The nominal phrase (NC) has 
kept its structure, but the verbal phrase has been changed into a depen-
dency structure (PV(slaap)). This is related to the fact that only the V 
has been under analysis for the time being. Furthermore, a node SF has 
been introduced indicating the set of semantic functions that belongs to 
the dominating node of SF. The following grammar presents a global im-
pression of the structure of the output of CASUS. The nodes followed by 0 
do not appear in the actual output: 
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(3.13) 
SE: 
VC: 
CL: 
cluster -of_aux-verbsO: 
Proposition!}: 
veibaLphraseO: 
PV: 
VI: 
VD: 
TD: 
SF: 
argumentât): 
argumento: 
constituentO: 
semantic JunctionO : 
CC 
Wl 
W2 
W3 
W4 
W5 
ve. CL. 
cluster.of^aux-verbsO, Piopositio 
auxiliary, cluster_of_aux.verbsO; . 
veibal-phiaseO (verb stem). 
PV; VI; VD; TD. 
SF. 
SF. 
SF. 
SF. 
argument sO. 
argumento, aigumentsO; . 
constituentO + semantic-functior 
NC; AJ; CC; W2; W3; W4; W5; 
PC; BW. 
Age; 
Dat; 
Obj; 
Fac; 
Ins; 
Loc; 
Att; 
Oper. 
VW, Wl. 
CL. 
CL. 
CL. 
CL. 
CL. 
The nodes rewritten by constituentO have not been rewritten in this gram-
mar, except for CC: Co-ordinative Conjunction and the verbal nodes W2, 
W3, W4 and W5. It is, however, possible to meet propositions below all 
of these nodes. This is another difference with SELANCA. In SELANCA, 
all semantic functions can be expected under V, A and N. In the output 
of CASUS, the proposition has been left out of the semantic functions. If 
the proposition is a sub-proposition, it is always dominated by one of the 
semantic functions. The brackets in the rewriting rule of PropositionO indi-
cate the dependency structure; they include the verb stem of the semantic 
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kernel under analysis. 
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Chapter 4 
Formal Characterization 
of Turkish 
In the present chapter, a formal characterization of Turkish is given. Al-
though this study involves the generation of Turkish, a formal character-
ization is indispensable in gathering information on the formal aspects of 
Turkish. With all kinds of computational means at hand, we developed 
tools to analyse Turkish automatically in a heuristic pre-phase. 
Three components are distinguished here: 
• a morphological component; 
• a syntactic component; 
• a semantic component. 
The morphological component (discussed in §4.1) is fixed in a context-free 
affix grammar (cf. Stoop (1993)) which, if offered to the above-mentioned 
parser-generator by Dr. Hans Meijer (cf. Meijer (1986)), results in a parser. 
The syntactic component (cf. §4.2) is also fixed in a context-free affix gram-
mar. Following the same procedure as in the morphological component and 
in AMAZON, a syntactic parser is generated. 
§4.3 is dedicated to the semantic component called ATMACA. This compo-
nent is fixed in a transformational grammar of which the rules can be exe-
cuted by the translator-interpreter GRAMTSY. (cf. Coppen (1987a, 1987b, 
1991b)). 
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4.1 Automatic Morphological Analysis 
The automatic morphological analysis of Turkish lexical items is done by a 
context-free parser, called TURCOFAX (an acronym for TURkish COntext-
Free AffiX grammar). This parser is generated by Meijer (1986)'s parser-
generator from a context-free grammar. The basic rewriting rules of this 
grammar are taken from the suffix file of keçi, a Turkish morphological 
parser developed by Jorge Hankamer (cf. Hankamer (1986)), written in the 
programming language C. 
Turks is an agglutinating language: Lewis (1984; XX): 
"(...) in Turkish the process of adding suffix to suffix can 
result in huge words which may be the equivalent of a whole 
English phrase, clause, or sentence (...)" 
It can be analyzed perfectly by means of left-to-right morphological parsing. 
Hankamer (1984) claims that Turkish morphology can be described in a 
finite state transition network. In Stoop (1993), it is claimed that the 
information implicitly present in the root of the lexical item can be used to 
generate correct morphological analyses through the affixes in a context-free 
affix grammar. 
4.1.1 Morphological analysis of Turkish 
Vowel harmony in Turkish is made explicit in the following three rules 
(Lewis (1984; 15), Köksal (1975; 35-38), Lees (1961)): 
V 
a back (4.1a) 
(4.1b) 
(4.1c) 
V ] =*• [Q back] / 
V ] => [- round] / 
V 
α round => 
α 
V 
round 
round 
α high / 
V 
-f round 
Vowels in suffixes also undergo these rules. Some suffixes are twofold; oth­
ers are fourfold. In fourfold suffixes, the vowels appear as i and ñ after 
unrounded and rounded front vowel words respectively, and as ι and и 
after unrounded and rounded back vowel words respectively. In twofold 
suffixes, the vowels are e after front vowels and α after back vowels. This 
is illustrated in the following example: 
(4.2) gezdirecek 
gez-DIr-(y)EcEG 
walk-CiUS-FUT 
he let walk 
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-Dir is fourfold. The suffix can be realized as dir, dir, dir and dur. 
The iules (4.1a) to (4.1c) aie applicable to words and to suffixes to woids. 
As we aie only inteiested in the suffixation of words, we try to determine 
whether the rules can be used as they aie piesented heie. Rule (4.1a) can 
stay as it is with lespeet to vowel haimony in suffixes. The iules (4.1b) and 
(4.1c), however, can be compressed into one rule: 
(4.3) V 
+ high [ a round J / 
V 
α round 
Variation is possible with lespeet to the iealization of d, which becomes 
voiceless if pieceded by one of the following voiceless consonants ç, ƒ, h, к, 
ρ, з, §, t. This consonant alternation is formalized and generalized in two 
rules: 
(4.4a) [ С ] =» [a voice] / 
(4.4b) С 
+ voice => [- voice] / . • # # 
-(Y)EcEG is a twofold suffix. The disappearance of the consonant у in the 
FUT suffix -(y)EcEG is the result of the following rule: 
(4.5) 0/[ С ] # [ V ] 
G has become voiceless under the influence of iule (4.4b): k. 
4.1.2 TURCOFAX 
In Stoop (1993), it is discussed in detail in what way Turkish morphology 
is analyzed by a context-fiee patsei. Here the content of this paper is 
summarized briefly. 
In paising Turkish morphologically, two types of infoimation aie relevant 
to achieve adequate analyses: 
1. the last vowel of the substiing that has been analyzed so fai; 
2. the last chaiactei of the substring analyzed so far. 
The first matters because of the vowel harmony rules; the second because 
of consonant alternation. This infoimation is passed thiough the structure 
of the paise tiee in the following way: 
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FIG. 4.1 
VI < vowel,flnal-ch«r> 
VO<vowel,fln»l-ch»r> FUT 
VO<vowel,nnal-char> CAUS 
gcz dir ecek 
Abstract percolation of phoneme information. 
The stem of the lexical item is: gez (= to walk). 
The affixes1 final-char and vowel at level VI differ from final-char and 
vowel of its son VO and its grandson VO. The realizations of the affixes are 
in fact as in the figure below: 
Vl<e,k> 
FUT 
FIG. 4.2 
V0<c,z> 
Realization of phoneme percolation. 
These realizations of the affixes depend on the nature of the suffix with 
respect to twofoldness or fourfoldness and the voicelessness of the first and 
the last character. Therefore, one needs a link between the information 
that Turkish suffixes contain and their dominating categories. 
1
 We will use the terms affix and suffix. Although in general the latter is a hyponym 
of the former, we use in this study the term ¡vffix to express Turkish bound morphemes 
and the term affix to refer to labelled attribute nodes in the context-free grammar. 
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W W 
I 
Vl<tu/o/old,k> 
VO<tujo/old,z> 
I 
gez 
VO</our/olir> FUT<from-+yoiir/oW+-to- + tti/o/o/<i,k> 
CAUS<from- + ttuo/old+-to-+/otir/old,r> 
d<fovrfold>r < t\uojold>c< twoJold> к 
FIG. 4 .3 Vowel linking in grammar affixes. 
In (4.3)2, it is made explicit how features of nodes have been linked to 
features of other nodes. The twofold affix refers to e and a; the fourfold 
affix to i, й, ι and u. Zooming in on the CAUS node, for example, it has 
to be realized in the next two forms: 
(4.6) CAUS<from-e-to-i,r>. 
(4.7) CAUS<from-a-to-i,r>. 
The other six forms are not well-formed: 
(4.8a) CAUS<from-e-to-u,r>. 
(4.8b) * CAUS<from-e-to-u,r>. 
(4.8c) * CAUS<from-e-to-i,r>. 
(4.8d) * CAUS<from-a-to-u,r>. 
(4.8e) * CAUS<from-a-to-ü,r>. 
(4.8f) * CAUS<£rom-a-to-i,i>. 
These suffixes will only appear to the right-hand side of the production 
sign: never to the left. Therefore, they will never be parsed. 
(4.9a) gezdurecek 
(4.9b) gezdixacak 
(4.9c) gezduiacak 
Thus, examples (4.9a), (4.9b) and (4.9c) will never be accepted by the 
grammar. 
For convenience, only the vowel link is explained in this phrase marker. 
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The power of TURCOFAX is that the context-sensitive rules of vowel har­
mony, as mentioned in §4.1.1, are converted to context-free rules. This is 
done in the <from-a-to-y>-notation. 
Let us converge to the Turkish morpheme FUT. Its twofoldness is expressed 
in only two cases: 
• χ is <-back> and y is <-back,-high,-round>; 
• χ is <+back> and y is <+back,-high,-round>. 
X represents the vowels e, г, й (= <-back>) and a, t, и respectively, while 
у represents the vowels e and α respectively. 
In the metagrammar of the parser, rewriting rules are needed to describe 
these four categories. In each Turkish suffix underlying the twofold vowel 
harmony, this χ and у are used as affixation. 
The rewriting rules related to the fourfold vowel harmony are defined in 
the same manner. Three situations must now be covered by the rules in 
the <from-»-to-y>-notation: 
• ζ is <-back,-round> and у is <-back,+high,-round>; 
• χ is <+back,-round> and у is <+back,+high,-round>; 
• χ is <+round> and у is <+high,+round>. 
X represents the vowels e, i (= <-back, -round>), α, ι (= <+back, 
-round>) and й, и (= <+round>) respectively, while у represents the vow­
els i (= <-back, +high, -round>), г (= <+back, +high, -round>), 
and и, и (= <+high, +round>) respectively. In the metagrammar of the 
parser, rewriting rules are needed to describe these five categories. In each 
Turkish suffix underlying the fourfold vowel harmony, this χ and у are used 
as affixation. 
Additionally, the last character is percolated to control consonant al­
ternation. Relevant in this case is the question whether it is a vowel, a 
voiceless consonant or a voiced consonant. 
4.1.3 Linking the stem 
In §4.1.2, we mentioned that two types of information are relevant to achieve 
adequate analyses: the last vowel of the substring under analysis (here: 
the stem) and its last phoneme. We have not yet discussed the following 
problem: how does the grammar get the relevant features of the stem? Or, 
applying this question to the phrase marker given above: through which 
process will the grammar know 
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1. whether the affix twofold in the node dominating gez should be e and 
not o? 
2. whether the consonant affix denotes a voiced consonant (= z), and 
not a voiceless consonant or a vowel? 
The solution is found in a pie-editoi that searches all possible stems in a 
lexicon and administrates the information required. Our example gezdirecek 
is pre-edited as follows: 
(4.10) (VOeZ...|)gezdixecek 
VO denotes the category gez belongs to; Ζ denotes the final character of 
the stem (the voiced consonant г); e represents the final vowel of the stem. 
The number of dots denotes the length of the stem3. 
Note that lexical exceptions to vowel harmony (e.g. saat-i from saat 
= hour, watch, and harb-i from harp = war) are marked in the lexicon. 
Although α is the final vowel in the stem, the pre-editor must generate an 
i. 
(4.11) * (NOaZ |)harbi 
(4.12) (NOiZ | ) haib i 
In a number of cases, more information on the stem is necessary. Exam­
ples are causative and passive suffixation. -Dir is the unmarked causative 
suffix, but is not used in polysyllabic stems ending in a vowel, an I or an 
τ (Lewis (1984; 146)). This information can be obtained from the stem in 
the pre-editor: if the verb contains only one vowel, then it is monosyllabic, 
otherwise it is polysyllabic. All other causative exceptions, however, have 
to be adopted in the lexicon. 
The treatment of the passive suffixes is identical: the form of the suffix is 
dependent on the nature of the final character of the string to which it is 
attached. 
To parse lexical items such as }ehir (where the stem is §ehr) correctly, the 
procedure of keçi is used (Hankamer (1986; 6)): 
"This epenthetic vowel (i.e. the vowel inserted between A 
and r, A.S.) must harmonize with the preceding vowel of the 
root, so after the vowel is inserted the vowel harmony rule is ap-
plied to it. Thus §ehr becomes §ehir, but ogl becomes ogul,ttc." 
' W i t h the help of this dot notation, the parser is able to determine the size of the 
stem. I am indebted to Dr. P.A. Coppen of the department of Language and Speech 
of the University of Nijmegen for this solution. The stem is parsed by counting dots. 
Every time a dot is recognized, a character of the stem is parsed simultaneously. When 
there are no dots left, the stem has been found (cf. Coppen (1991a; 298-316)). 
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The pre-editor determines the stem of a string. An extensive discussion of 
the implementation of morphology in a context-free affix grammar was pre­
sented in Stoop (1Θ93). Related research has been done by Köksal (1975), 
Nilsson (1985), Hankamer (1986), Solak L· Oflazer (1992) and Oflazer (1993). 
4.2 Automatic Syntactic Analysis 
For the sake of efficiency, the automatic syntactic analysis is preceded by a 
lexicalization process, similar to the syntactic AMAMORPH-AMAZON analysis 
of Dutch (Van Bakel (1981, 1984)). The lexicalizer AMATUMOR4 is a copy of 
AMAMORPH, except for the linguistic (Turkish) part. In the present section, 
the pre-processor AMATUMOR and the grammar AMATURKA are discussed 
briefly. A detailed discussion can be found in Stoop (1987). 
4.2.1 AMATUMOR 
AMATUMOR lexicalizes by means of pattern matching. Three dynamic lex-
icons are read: 
1. lexicon of nouns; 
2. lexicon of adjectives; 
3. lexicon of verbs. 
The agglutinative nature, the rich morphology and the fact that suffixes 
appear in a fixed order make it possible to dismantle a lexical item in such 
a way that its stem can be found in the lexicon (cf. Stoop (1987)). 
We will discuss here the word categories recognized, which are mainly 
adopted from Lewis (1984). 
Nouns 
The longest possible concatenation of suffixes attached to a noun is the 
following: 
(4.13) noun + plural + possessive + syntactic case5 
Lexicalization of the noun is restricted to the word class N followed by the 
syntactic case number 1 to 6, because only this information is of importance 
to the syntactic structuring. 
4AutoMAtic TUrkish MORpho-analyzer. 
5However, if the noun has the function of a nonverbal predicate, a personal ending 
concludes the concatenation of suffixes. 
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An algorithm has been built in to remove the obstacle of consonant alter-
nation. Dictionary items are, in contrast to the dictionary items of TURCO-
FAX, adopted in their absolute form (the surface representation of the first 
syntactic case) (cf. kitap and kiiab ( = book): see also §6.5.11). 
To lexicalize Arabic borrowings with an epenthetic vowel in absolute 
case, another algorithm is applied to delete this vowel (cf. jeA.tr and sehr 
( = c i t y ) : cf. §4.1.3; see also §6.5.11). 
Finally, nouns formed by adjective or verb stem and productive suffixes are 
also lexicalized. 
A d j e c t i v e s 
With respect to adjectives, Lewis (1984; 53) discusses some general obser-
vations. He reports that the dividing line between noun and adjective is 
a thin one, but still worth drawing. To lexicalize a noun, it is not enough 
to test the possibility to put a plural, a possessive or a syntactic case suf-
fix to a lexical item. He suggests that a better criterion for adjectivehood 
is the possibility to put the lexical item in the comparative and superla-
tive degrees. However, it would be impracticable to use this criterion in a 
lexicalization algorithm, so it has been decided to simply store the word 
forms in the appropriate lexicon. Furthermore, an algorithm is adopted to 
decompose independently used adjectives similarly to the analysis of the 
nouns. Finally, adjectives derived from nouns and productive suffixes are 
also lexicalized. 
Verbs 
Verbs in main clauses can have a complex structure. The scheme below 
reflects the possible internal structure of the stem: 
(4.14) root + (reflexive) + (reciprocal) + (causative) + (passive) + (nega-
tion) + base ending 
Every substring in front of a negation can be the stem of the verb: in the 
lexicon of AMATUMOR, however, only the root is adopted. The rest of the 
stem is unraveled by a specially designed algorithm. 
The base ending reflects either tense or conditional or necessitati ve. It can 
be followed by a row of other suffixes: 
(4.15) (gerund) + (plural) + (question particle) + (projection ending) + 
personal ending 
Some suffixes may reappear: 
(4.16a) ol-
d ie 
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(4.16b) ôldûi-
die-CiUS: l e t die = to k i l l 
(4.16c) Sldürt-
die-CAUS-CAUS: l e t - l e t - d i e = to l e t k i l l 
(4.16d) ôldûrttûit-
die-4 ζ C1US: 4 ζ l e t die = 
to get someone to get someone to get someone 
to make someone die i . e . to k i l l through the 
agency of three intermediaries (cf. Levis (1984; 146)) . 
All verbs with a personal ending in main clauses are lexicalized as VSUBP. 
The following verbal suffixes are lexicalized separately by AMATUMOR: 
• Participles; 
• Verbal nouns; 
e Gerunds. 
Before we continue with the classification of verbal suffixes by AMATUMOR, 
we must state that the discussion on this classification is still going on. 
We like to refer to Underbill (19856), Kornfilt (1984) and Kennelly (1990). 
Kural (1992b) ends the discussion for the time being. The classification 
presented here has been based on Lewis (1984) and suffices for the purpose 
of lexicalization. Participles are labelled TDW, followed by the case number 
they are carrying: 
(4.17) bekleyen 
bekle-(y)en 
Bait-participle.suff ix 
waiting 
The suffixes indicating participles are -(y)En, -DIG and (y)EcEG. 
Verbal nouns are all verbal forms ending in: 
• -mEk; 
• -mEkllk; 
β -mE; 
. -I§. 
First published in 1976. 
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Although Lewis (1984) does not reckon -I§ a noun, AMATUMOR does. An 
argument for this is the fact that it combines with all kinds of specifiers 
(quantifiers, determiners). This is impossible with the other verbal noun 
types. Therefore, these are lexicalized as VSUBI. 
Gerunds are all adverbial forms of the verb. One should not confuse this 
term with the Latin term gerund. Only the adverbial form of the verb 
-(y)erek (i.e. by doing) is similar to the ablative case of the Latin gerund. 
In the literature, several other terms are also being used, such as déverbal 
adverbs, adverbiah, gerundives, gerundia, and converbs. We adopt Lewis' 
term for convenience. 
To avoid overgeneralizations by the syntactic parser AMATURKA, AMATU-
MOR distinguishes five subcategories of gerund: 
• Verbal Gerund (= VG); 
• Verbal Gerund ending in -(y)E (= VGEA); 
• Verbal Gerund ending in a syntactic case (= VGNC); 
• Verbal Gerund ending in -(y)EII (= VGELI); 
• Verbal Gerund ending in -(y)Ip (= VGIP). 
Dete rminers 
According to the Case theory for Dutch NPs in Coppen (1981, 1991a), 
and projected to Turkish NPs in Stoop & Coppen (forthcoming), personal 
pronouns are taken to be determiners. 
As the class of determiners is a restricted one, contrary to the classes of 
adjectives, nouns and verbs, it is entirely coded in the computer program. 
The class consists of basic elements: the syntactic cases are similar to the 
cases of nouns. Only exceptions are defined explicitly. 
(4.18) ben 
I 
(4.19) * bene 
ben +3 
to me 
(4.20) bana 
ban +3 
to me 
In addition to the basic elementary form ben, the deviating form ban is 
adopted. To the class of determiners, the number of syntactic case is 
added. Thus, bana is lexicalized as: DT113 {DT = DeTerminer, 113 is 
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[ + d e f i n i t e , +pronominal], 3rd syntactic case). 
More justification can be found in Coppen (1981, 1991a), Stoop & Coppen 
(forthcoming) and $5.2. 
Quantif iers 
The category of quantifiers is divided into two subcategories: high and low 
QP (Quantifier Phrase) (cf. Stoop & Coppen (forthcoming)). QP1 is high 
QP; QP2 is low QP (See also: §5.2). 
In QP1, the distinction between definite and indefinite is made. These 
forms can carry a syntactic case, as in: 
(4.21) dort 
four 
(4.22) dordûnû 
dörd-ün-ü 
four-Pose. 3rd.Pers.sing-iCC 
four (substantively used: "I saxn four") 
Example (4.22) belongs to the category QP104: QP1 is high QP; 0 is in-
definite; 4 is accusative. 
Numerals up to 10 are embedded in the program. 
P o s t p o s i t i o n s 
In Turkish, there are no prepositions. Instead, postpositions are used. 
(4.23) bisiklet ile 
bicycle with 
by bicycle 
Like pronouns, the closed class of postpositions is embedded in the program. 
Besides real postpositions, Turkish has noun + possessive + syntactic case-
constructions with the status of postpositions: 
(4.24) üst 
upper/outside surface 
(4.25) üstünde 
üst-ün-de 
upper/outside surface Poss.3 .Pers.sing-LOC 
on 
(4.26) bisikletin üstünde 
b i s i k l e t - i n üst-ün-de 
bicycle-GEN upper/outside surface Poes. 3 r d . Pers-UJC 
L i t t . : to the upper/outside surface of the bike 
on the bike 
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This category of postpositions is Iexicalized as noun. Therefore, üat is 
adopted in the noun lexicon. 
Finally, one finds constructions in which the postposition is fused to the 
noun: 
(4.27) bisikletle 
b i s i k l e t - l e 
bike-with 
by bike 
This construction is of category N1. So, postposition is not reckoned to be 
an open class. 
C o n j u n c t i o n s 
Conjunctions are divided into three classes: 
- co-ordinative conjunctions: VGW 
e.g. 've' = and; 
- conditional conjunctions: CONDVGW 
e.g. 'едет' - i f; 
- conjunctions introducing right-recursive constructions: VWRIGHT 
e.g. 'сйпкй' — because. 
Right-recursive constructions are limited. 
In terrogat i ve part ic le 
In Turkish, a question formulated without an interrogative word can be 
distinguished from a declarative sentence by the presence of an interrogative 
particle: 
(4.28) Ahmet Mehmed'i vuiuyor mu? 
Ahmet Mehmed-'i vuxu-yor-0 mu? 
Ahnet Mehmet-4CC hit-PR0G-3 r d.Pere.sing interrogative 
part ic le 
Is Ahmet hitting Mehmet? 
The particle undergoes the fourfold vowel harmony (mi, mu, mi and mu) 
and is Iexicalized as QUESTION. 
In a number of cases, the personal suffix is attached to the particle: 
(4.29) Mehmed'i vuiuyor musunuz? 
Mehmed-'i vur-uyor mu-sunuz? 
Hehmet+iCC hit-PROG interrogative particle-2" d .Pers 
are you hitting Mehmet? 
Cases like musunuz are also Iexicalized as QUESTION. 
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A d v e r b s 
Adveibs form a group of heterogeneous types of lexical items. 
In the first place, nearly every adjective can modify a verb. So, because 
lexicalization is done word for word, every adjective is lexicalized as BW. 
In the second place, some suffixes change the category of a lexical item into 
adverb: 
• adjectives; 
• determiners; 
• nouns. 
These are also lexicalized as BW. 
In the third place, nouns can be used as adverbs, with or without syntactic 
case. These nouns are not considered BW, but N. The distinction between 
adverbial phrases and complements to verbs is not made before the semantic 
component. 
In the fourth place, there exist real adverbs, a number of which are used as 
nouns, adjectives or postpositions. 
P r e d i c a t e construct ions 
In Turkish main clauses, there is no equivalent to the Dutch copula zijn or 
the English copula to be. Look, for instance, at the example below: 
(4.30) Ahmet hasta 
Ahmet i l l 
Ahmet is ill 
As AMATURKA cannot do anything with the lexical information N1 (Ah-
met) ADJ1 (hasta), every lexical item which could possibly function as a 
predicate noun is lexicalized as a predicate noun (PR)· 
A disadvantage of word for word lexicalization is that any possible candi-
date is lexicalized as PR. Look again at the example: 
(4.31) N1 | PRN1 | (Ahmet) ADJl | PRADJ1 | (hasta) 
Ahmet is a lexicalized PR, by virtue of its appearance in: 
(4.32) bu Ahmet 
t h i s Ahmet 
this is Ahmet 
In this construction, Ahmet is the predicate. 
Only adjectives, nouns and participles are lexicalized as predicates by AM-
ATUMOR. 
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4.2.2 AMATURKA 
To call Turkish a non-configurational language is not completely correct. 
We saw this already in the examples (4.30) and (4.32). Lewis (1984; 239) 
says: 
"The cardinal rule is that the qualifier precedes the quali-
fied." 
In general, linguists agree on the SOV word order in Turkish. The first ver-
sion of AMATURKA (= AutoMAtic TURKish Analyser) respected this rule. 
This meant that sentences which could be characterized as devrik cumie 
(= inver ted sentence) could not be analyzed. In the second version, we 
implemented part of the theory by Erguvanii (1984) in defining a special 
phrase (called: IP, or Initial Position Phrase), which is the topic of the 
sentence. It is only implemented at the top level of sentences. Background 
information, as Erguvanh calls it, was also implemented in the grammar, al-
though we did not exclude definite noun phrases placed after the predicate. 
The basic rules for parsing main clauses in Turkish are the following: 
(4.33) 
SE 
IP 
VP 
MI 
IP, (NP), VP, (MI) 
NP; PP; ADV; . 
(MI), V. 
{ NP; PP; ADV }* 
MI forms the Middle part of verb phrases. In developing the rewriting 
rules, efforts have been made to use the same labels as used in AMAZON, 
so as to enable those who do not know Turkish to interpret the syntactic 
rules. Because of this, some Rijpma-Schuringa terminology (Middendeel, 
Cluster) turns up. Objections to this miss the point as what matters are 
the structures of lexicalized Turkish sentences, not the names of the labels, 
which are arbitrary. 
(4.34) 
SE : IP, (NP), PR. 
PR : PRNP; PRAP. 
The rules above control predicate constructions without a main verb. 
Subordinate clauses are in principle formed by nominalization of the verb 
phrase. The generalized rules for these subordinate clauses are: 
(4.35) 
NP 
NA 
W 
CL 
(NA), W. 
NP. 
(MI), CL. 
TDW; VSUBI; VG; VGEA; VGIP; VGNC; VGELI. 
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NP represents the nominalized S; NA (= NP Ante is an attribute to NP) is 
the grammatical subject of S; W represents VP (CL is a verbal clustering). 
With these rules, the original S structure is preserved. 
Rewriting NPs is in accordance with the Case theory developed by Coppen 
(1981, 1991a) and Stoop h Coppen (forthcoming). A discussion can be 
found in §5.2. 
AMATURKA is a non-left-recursive context-free affix grammar, written in 
Van Wijngaarden notation and providing surface structures of Turkish sen-
tences. In §3.2, this notation is explained. The grammar is transformed into 
a context-free parser by the parser-generator of Meyer (cf. Meijer (1986)). 
So far, there are no differences with the Dutch counterpart AMAZON. 
Technically speaking, there is one major difference, though. The parser-
generator does not accept grammars which are left-recursive. Turkish, how-
ever, shows many left-recursive structures and very little right-recursion. 
To solve this problem, the recursion of the grammar is inverted. All left-
recursive rules are inverted into right-recursive ones. The few resulting 
left-recursive rules are controlled by a level counter which makes the pro-
gram pseudo-left-recursive (cf. §3.2, where the same problem is solved for 
Dutch). A consequence is that the input sentences to be analyzed must 
also be reversed. This reversion has been provided for by AMATUMOR in 
the output file, as is illustrated in the example below: 
(4.36a) fútbol oynayan Ahmet gelecek 
fútbol oyna-yan Ahmet gel-ecek-0 
soccer play-PARTIC Ahmet come-FUT-3rd.Pere.sing 
Ahmet, who plays soccer, will come 
(4.36b) Nl|futbol TDWl|oynayan Nl|Ahmet VSUBP|gelecek 
(4.36c) VSUBP|gelecek Nl|Ahmet TDWl|oynayan Nl|futbol 
Example (4.36a) is evaluated by AMATUMOR as (4.36b), but in the output 
file, the order of lexical items has been reversed as in (4.36c). An example 
grammar to analyze (4.36a) is: 
S 
NP 
VP 
S 
NP 
VP 
: NP, VP. 
: NP, VP, N1. 
: TDWl ; VSUBP. 
: VP, NP. 
: N1, VP, NP. 
: VSUBP ; TDWl. 
Left-recursion is found in the second rule of (4.37a). Grammar (4.37a) is 
transformed into grammar (4.37b) in which the left-recursive rule has be-
come right-recursive. 
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Aftei parsing the sentences, the resulting parse trees are reversed again. So 
the recursion of the grammar is completely hidden for the user. 
AMATURKA, just like AMAZON, is an overgenerating parser. It is de-
signed to accept all, not only, Turkish sentences. Further analysis steps 
will narrow the class of accepted sentences down to the appropriate size. 
As a surface-structure parser, AMATURKA will give all possible analyses 
and therefore, there will always be a number of defective analyses. For our 
purposes, this is no problem. Our main purpose is to get an idea of the syn-
tactic structure of Turkish and that is exactly what we get from AMATURKA. 
To get a semantic representation, the Turkish counterpart of CASUS has 
been developed. We will discuss this component in the next section. 
4.3 Automatic Semantic Analysis 
Contrary to CASUS, the automatic semantic Turkish parser ATMACA was 
not written in the programming language SPITBOL, but in a formalism 
which, when offered to the translator-interpreter GRAMTSY (cf. Coppen 
(1987a)), analyzes and, if necessary, filters out the output of AMATURKA7. 
The formalism is a set of transformational grammars and rules; GRAMTSY 
applies these grammars and rules to the input string. As GRAMTSY plays 
a major role in the whole TRANSIT project, it is discussed in $7.1, although 
the version of GRAMTSY in which ATMACA has been implemented in the 
spring of 1988, is an older version that is not compatible anymore with the 
version discussed in chapter 7. 
4.3.1 ATMACA 
The starting-point of the development of ATMACA was the program CA-
SUS and the theory about SELANCA. The analyses supplied should have a 
SELANCA-like form. Semantic analysis is done on the basis of Fillmore's 
case grammar (cf. Fillmore (1968), ASI (1984)). 
After the lexicon has been read, it is checked whether the structures 
under analysis can in fact be analyzed. Ill-formed NP structures and sen-
tences with nonverbal predicates are filtered out. The latter are filtered 
out, because of lack of theories in this field. 
Preposed phrases are re-attached to the places from which they originate. 
'Meanwhile, CASUS has undergone a similar development (cf. Van der Ende (1989), 
Coppen (1991b) and §7.2). 
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'/.Granmar : 
— > Rule: 
--> Rule: 
--> Rule: 
--> Rule: 
— > Rule: 
— > Rule: 
— > Rule: 
--> Rule: 
--> Rule: 
— > Stop 
Analysis 
Lowering 
Agentive 
Dative 
Objective 
Source 
Goal 
Locative 
Time 
Insert.Subject 
Sentences with interrogative particles are marked with a special code. 
The grammar below, called Analysis, covers the most interesting part of 
the transformational grammar: 
(4.38) 
(Dnce.fixBt occurrence,) 
(Once,every occurrence,) 
(Once,every occurrence,) 
(Once,every occurrence,) 
(Always,first occurrence,) 
(Always,first occurrence,) 
(Always,first occurrence,) 
(Always,first occurrence,) 
(Once,every occurrence,) 
One must realize that these rules are executed obligatorily and cyclically 
with the VP as a cyclic node. Thematic roles are assigned after the rule 
Lowering. This rule is of importance in the interpreting process of sentences 
in which Raising to object is applied. Rules like Agentive, Dative and 06-
jective are applied only once during each cycle, but to every appearance: 
once, because every thematic role can be given once to a case candidate; to 
every appearance, in order to detect ambiguities. 
The rules Source, Goal, Locative and Time are called with the parameters 
Always and first occurrence, because there can be more than one source, 
goal, locative and time indicator within a single clause. 
The last rule Insert.Subject was introduced, because Turkish is a so-called 
"Subject Pro-Drop" or "Null Subject" language in the sense that it can 
have missing subjects in the presence of fully inflected verbs. If all case 
candidates fulfil a role to the verb and the first role of the case frame has 
not been assigned yet, the dropped subject of the sentence has to be re-
constructed on the basis of the morphological status of the verb. For it is 
the personal verb suffix, which throws light on the status of the dropped 
phrase. 
Sentences in which case candidates did not undergo case assignment, and 
sentences in which verbs occur with too few case candidates are filtered 
out. 
The ATMACA lexicon is organized differently from the CASUS lexicon. 
Besides information matching CASUS information, a morphological anal-
ysis string of the lexical items of the sentence under analysis is present. 
This information is necessary in semantic analysis and is gained from the 
first phase (see: §4.1). The output of TURCOFAX has been merged with a 
standard lexicon, which is the Turkish counterpart of the CASUS lexicon. 
The resulting lexicon contains only those lexical items which belong to the 
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sentence under analysis. 
Compared to CASUS, the set of thematic roles has been extended with 
Source, Goal and Time. In CASUS, these three cases belong to the category 
Operator. 
It is remarkable that the greatest investment in analyzing Turkish has been 
made in the morphological component, where in analyzing Dutch this has 
to be done in the semantic phase. It seems as if the richer a morphological 
language system (such as Turkish) is, the lower demands are on syntactic 
and semantic components compared to a less rich morphological language 
system (such as Dutch). 
An extensive discussion of ATMACA is provided in Stoop (1988). 
Now that we have finished a formal characterization of Turkish, we will 
concentrate on a comparative analysis of Dutch and Turkish in the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Comparative Analysis 
Dutch-Turkish 
In this chapter, a comparative analysis of the subset of Dutch, covered by 
CASUS, and its corresponding subset of Turkish is piesented. It is a logical 
sequel of the formal characterization of the target language. Where chapter 
3 and 4 presented general information on how Dutch and Turkish are an-
alyzed, this chapter will go into linguistic details: what are the differences 
and similarities between several constructions in both languages? 
From this analysis, arguments emerge in favour of the thesis that SE-
LANCA can serve as a hinge in a machine translation system and that SE-
LANCA thus qualifies as a semantic language. With this comparative anal-
ysis, it will be possible, after defining the translation model, to set up a 
number of transfer rules which carry out the translation from SELANCA ex-
pressions into Turkish. 
First, I will discuss a subset of Dutch to proceed immediately with the 
treatment of the Turkish counterpart of this subset. The order in which the 
treatment of the Dutch subsets is presented follows partly the translation 
algorithm of TRANSIT. This algorithm is presented in chapter 6. 
About ten constructions are dealt with. We mentioned before that CASUS 
does not provide semantic analyses in relation to two major constituents: 
NP and AP. The dividing line between syntax and semantics, however, is so 
thin that with the implementation of (parts of) the NP theory by Coppen 
(cf. Coppen (1981), Stoop (1985)) in AMAZON, basic semantics had entered 
the syntax of AMAZON. We had to make a choice between the following two 
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options: 
• restrict the content of noun phiases to pronouns and prop« names; 
• develop our own semantics to provide well-formed translations of NPs 
and APs. 
Choosing the first option would seem obvious. However, the set of sen-
tences to be translated would be too restricted and a number of interesting 
problems would be left out. One of these problems is the generation of 
accusatives in which the semantic feature [ spec i f i c i t y ] plays a major 
role (cf. Nilsson (1985)). This feature is important in generating indefinite 
NPs: these NPs do not allow the accusative suffix in object position. We 
will return to the issue of definiteneaa in §6.5.1 and §6.5.2. 
The alternative was the challenge of developing our own semantics with 
respect to NP and AP. Because in this study the emphasis is on generating 
Turkish, and the development of a semantic theory with respect to NP and 
AP must be situated in the development of the AMAZON-CASUS theory, we 
have to be careful not to shift from generation of the target language to a 
close analysis of the source language Dutch. 
Research in the translatability of SELANCA structures with restricted se-
mantic information with respect to NP and AP remains part of the research. 
There are two main reasons to support this: 
1. Research on NP and AP structures not being covered by a semantic 
theory will provide important insight into a semantic theory about 
NP and AP, especially with respect to the demands which machine 
translation puts on specific NP and AP structures; 
2. Translating NPs and APs will provide insight into the minimal de-
mands made on the syntactic structures. 
A general definition of contrastive analysis is the following: systematic 
comparison of specific linguistic characteristics of two or more languages. 
A number of fundamental and applied objectives have traditionally been 
attributed to contrastive analysis (cf. Van Els e.a. (1984; 43-44)): 
• Providing insight into similarities and differences between languages; 
• Explaining and predicting problems in second language learning; 
• Developing course materials for language teaching. 
The second and third objective are more applied than fundamental and do 
not serve our purpose here. As we are working from a generative point of 
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view, we are especially interested in deep structures of sentences in source 
and target language, and in the way they are transformed into surface 
structures. We would like to add one applied objective to the two above: 
• Developing a set of transformational rules as a projection of the trans-
lation mechanism that connects sentences of a source language to 
sentences of a target language. 
Implementing these transformational rules in a computer system will yield 
a machine translation system. Some research has been done in the field of 
Contrastive Generative Grammar (henceforth CGG). Krzeszowski (1979) 
formulated the following five postulates to characterize a CGG: 
1. If Li ... Ln is a set of natural languages, CGG must recursively 
enumerate sentences in any L, and L,. This means that for every 
sentence the grammar must decide whether or not the sentence has 
been generated either by G, or GJt where G, and Gj are generative 
grammars of L, and L}, respectively; 
2. For each sentence in L, and L,, CGG must assign one or more struc-
tural descriptions. Each ambiguous sentence must receive as many 
structural descriptions as there are in which it can be disambiguated; 
3. For each pair of sentences in L, and L·,, CGG must determine whether 
these sentences are equivalent. Equivalent sentences will have identi-
cal parts in their structural descriptions; 
4. For each pair of sentences in L, and L,, CGG must specify those 
parts of the equivalent structural descriptions which are identical and 
those which are not. In other words, CGG must note the level of 
derivation at which the first diversification (= contrast) occurs. This 
level constitutes the border between identical and non-identical rules 
across L, and L,. All the subsequent rules are by definition non-
identical; 
5. For each pair of sentences in L, and Lj, CGG must determine which 
of the two pairs is more similar, i.e. diversified at a lower level of 
derivation. Sentences which are "more similar" will share a larger 
number of identical rules employed in their derivations. 
Postulate 1. and 2. relate to Van Eynde (1985, 1986) (cf. §2.2). 
Contrastive analysis is obstructed by the observation that a real semantic 
comparison of source and target language is impossible. Because of the 
embedding of language in culture, it is impossible to say whether the factual 
meanings of two sentences (one source language and one target language 
sentence) are identical. Sebüktekin (1971; 16) expresses this as follows: 
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"In descriptive morphology and syntax formal features are 
labeled by the use of terminology which has semantic implica-
tions. This indicates by no means that semantics is involved 
in the analysis since the terminology may very well be substi-
tuted with other labels such as numbers and letters. (...) Such 
terms as passive, plural, feminine, then, are used for convenience 
rather than necessity and their meaning is relevant only within 
the structure of the particular language for which they are in-
tended. That is to say that the English plural is not the same 
as the Turkish plural and so forth." 
The most important problem in the following analysis has thus been for-
mulated. 
The analysis we make has its basis in syntactic structure. Although mor-
phological contrastive analysis is important to translation in general and 
machine translation in particular, we will not pay too much attention to 
it explicitly. Implicitly, we did when we were constructing our translation 
lexicon, but at such a minimal level that it is not worth discussing here. 
The comparison is done at a surface-syntactic level. 
The claim of Sebiiktekin (1971) that semantic features are language-
specific does not mean, at least in our opinion, that the semantic roles of 
constituents are also language-specific. This study is based on the claim 
that these so-called thematic roles are universally determined. 
In §5.1 to §5.10, the following constructions are discussed: 
• simple sentences; 
• nominal phrases; 
• adjectival phrases; 
• nonrelative embedded clauses; 
• copula constructions; 
• operators (adverbs and adverbial prepositional phrases); 
• interrogative sentences; 
• passive clauses; 
• relative clauses; 
• sentences containing the main verb hebben. 
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The choice of this subset of Dutch is motivated by the analytical power of 
CASUS. The contents of these subsections do not cover comparable sub-
fields: in some parts, only syntactic items are discussed because of the lack 
of semantic theory about NPs and APs. The last item hebben is interesting, 
because the surface representation of the Turkish counterpart is a construc-
tion with a nonverbal predicate. 
Comparing two languages can be done in two ways: 
• One can discuss subsets of the two languages separately and leave the 
conclusions of the comparison to the reader (at least for the moment); 
• One can discuss subsets of the two languages dialinguistically, deter-
mining similarities and differences between linguistic structures. 
We have chosen the first option, because the reader who is not familiar 
with both languages, will now get a more complete picture of the languages 
under analysis. However, the dialinguistic way of analyzing will turn up 
implicitly in §6.5, where the transfer from SELANCA to Turkish is discussed. 
As we do not pretend to provide a CGG of Dutch and Turkish (within 
the context of TRANSIT, we are only interested in generating the target 
language Turkish), we prefer the term comparative analysis to contrastive 
analysis. We will leave out everything that concerns the surface structure 
of Dutch and the way the SELANCA expression is provided. All we do is 
present Dutch sentences and phrases, their SELANCA expression and Turkish 
surface structures in which SELANCA can be possibly expressed. 
5.1 Simple Sentences 
In this section, we present a comparative analysis of simple Dutch and 
Turkish sentences. 
5.1.1 Analysis of Dutch simple sentences 
In ASI (1984), it is described to what extent the AMAZON-CASUS system 
analyzes Dutch sentences. We will not discuss in detail the various steps 
which CASUS takes to analyze, but only the subset of Dutch simple sen-
tences. 
The semantic theory of CASUS implies that 
• every simple sentence may contain a topicalized phrase; 
• each verb selects phrases fulfilling a semantic role specified in the case 
frame of the verb. 
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The possible thematic roles (see also: §2.1 and §3.3.3) are (Van Bakel & 
Hoogeboom (1981)): 
• AGE (ntive); 
• DAT (ive); 
• INS (trument); 
• OBJ (ective); 
• FAC (titive); 
• LOC (ative); 
• ATT (ribute). 
If necessary, a sentence is depassivized during analysis. In this way, the 
semantic roles AGE and DAT in the following two sentences are assigned 
to the same phrases in SELANCA: 
(5.1) Jan geeft Piet een boek 
Jan gives Piet a book 
Jan gives a book to Piet 
(5.2) een boek wordt door Jan aan Piet gegeven 
a book ів by Jan to Piet given 
a book is given to Piet by Jan 
Sentence (5.2) is marked with a passive marker. A special feature of passive 
constructions is that the semantic role Agentive may be left unrealized: 
(5.3) het bericht wordt gegeven 
the meseage i s given 
the message is given 
In these cases, a dummy NP carrying the AGE role is inserted as an abstract 
terminal symbol, carrying a number of features, but not phonetically real­
ized. The features mentioned are [+pronominal,-phonetic] . The dummy 
NP can also carry a reference to one of the case candidates present. 
Another characteristic is that no case candidate is demanded by weather 
verba. 
(5.4) het regent 
i t raine 
it is raining 
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Weather verbs do not select a role for the syntactic subject. Therefore, the 
syntactic subject is interpreted as a dummy candidate: it is not assigned a 
semantic role. 
The structures under analysis are represented by the examples below: 
(5.5) Ahmet slaat Mehmet 
Ahmet h i t s Mehmet 
Ahmet is hitting Mehmet 
(5.6) Ahmet geeft 'η boek 
Ahmet gives a book 
Ahmet is giving a book 
(5.7) Ahmet geeft Mehmet 'η boek 
Ahmet gives Nehmet a book 
Ahmet is giving a book to Mehmet 
(5.8) het regent 
i t rains 
it ii raining 
(5.9) er wordt geslapen 
there i s s lept 
people are sleeping 
(5.10) ei wordt geslagen 
there i s h i t 
people are being hit 
(5.11) er wordt 'η boek gegeven 
there i s a book given 
α book is being given 
(5.12) 'n boek wordt gegeven 
a book i s given 
a book is being given 
(5.13) 'n boek wordt aan Mehmet gegeven 
a book i s to Mehmet given 
a book is being given to Mehmet 
(5.14) 'η boek wordt door Ahmet gegeven 
a book i s by Ahmet given 
a book is being given by Ahmet 
(5.15) 'n boek wordt door Ahmet aan Mehmet gegeven 
a book i s by Ahmet to Mehmet given 
a book is being given to Mehmet by Ahmet 
Example (5.5) contains a verb selecting two thematic roles. The example is 
ambiguous because of the presupposed topicalization. The first interpreta­
tion is an analysis in which Ahmet is the victim; the second interpretation 
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is an analysis in which Ahmet is the hitter. The SELANCA expressions1 are: 
SE 
PV(»1») FV(»la) 
N C - A j t N C O b j NC-Age N C - O b j 
M e h m e t A h m e l A h m e t M e h m e t 
FIG. 5.1 Interpretations of (5.5). 
In (5.6) and (5.7), a three-place predicate appears. Only in (5.7), all three 
places are filled. This results in the following two analyses: 
SE SE 
PV(geef ) PV(gee f ) 
NC-Age NC-Dat NC-Obj NC-Age NC-Da.1 NC-Obj 
N2 N2 N2 N2 
ι ι A 
N1 N1 D T N1 N1 N1 D T N1 
NK NK 
Mehmet Ahmel 'n boek Ahmet Mehmet 'η boek 
FIG. 5.2 Interpretations of (5.7). 
The two analyses differ only in that another phrase has been topicalized. 
In the first analysis (pragmatically the least likely), the topicalized phrase 
bears the thematic role DAT, in the second one AGE. 
In (5.6), one position in the semantic frame has not been realized. As its 
1
 Compared to the figure above, we have omitted a series of nodes for clarity's sake. 
We will leave out in the following as many nodes as possible without losing information. 
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realization is optional2, CASUS inserts a dummy constituent to the iole in 
question: 
NCAge 
SE 
PV(gecf) 
XC-Dat NCObj 
dummy 
FIG. 5.3 Interpretation of (5.6). 
Sentence (5.8) contains a so-called weather verb. These verbs (regenen 
(= to ra in) , waaien (= to blow), sneeuwen (= to snow), stormen (= to 
storm), etc.) are distinct from other verbs, because they do not select a 
semantic subject. CASUS analyzes this type of verbs as follows: 
PV(rcgen) 
NC-Dummy 
hi t 
FIG. 5.4 Interpretation of (5.8). 
Because passive constructions play a différent role in Dutch than in 
Turkish, we will leave the analysis of (5.9) to (5.15) behind. We will return 
2This is specified in the lexicon, where a question mark (?) indicates that this the-
matic role is optional. 
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to them in §5.8. The same goes for copula constructions (see §5.5). 
An interesting aspect of the analysis of Dutch is the treatment of differ­
ent tenses. The structures above do not contain any information on tenses. 
This information is available, however, in the second output file of CASUS. 
Let us look at the analyses of the sentences in the following examples: 
(5.16) wij drinken whiskey 
we drink whiskey 
we are drinking whiskey 
(5.17) wij dronken whiskey 
ve drank whiskey 
we were drinking whiskey 
(5.18) wy lullen whiskey drinken 
we w i l l whiskey drink 
we will drink whiskey 
Example (5.16) has present tense. In CASUS output, the main verb is 
marked with the sequence PIT ( = Лигаі I'1 person Tegenwoordige tyd 
( = Present tense ) ) : 
(5.19) wij drinken whiskey. 
(SE201-,,,,,,(VC251-<1>,,,,,,(CL331-,,,,,,(ww261<lsnb>-
DRINK,,ww,,P1T,,(SF341-... 
Sentence (5.17) in past tense has the following code in the analysis string 
P1V ( = Лигаі l'1 person Verleden tijd ( = Past t ense ) ) : 
(5.20) wij dronken whiskey. 
(SE351-,,,,,, (VC401-<1>,,,,,, (CL481- , (ww41Klsub>-
DRIMK,,ww,,P1V,,(SF491-... 
The analysis of example (5.18) varies because there is obviously no marker 
present at the main verb to indicate future. However, future is adopted in 
the analysis: to the main verb drink, a node modifying the verb is attached: 
MO. 
(5.21) wij zullen whiskey drinken. 
(SE501-, (VC551-<3>,,,.,,(CL631-<3snb> 
(ww64K3suD>-DRINK, ,ww, ,ΡΙΤ,, (И065- (ww56K13>-ZAL 
,,ww,,,,))(SF661-... 
This verb modifier combined with the sequence PIT is an adequate way to 
express the analysis of tense of the sentence3. 
'See Van Eynde (1987; 61): 
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5.1.2 Analysis of Turkish simple sentences 
In Turkish, several types of simple sentences appear (Erguvanh (1984; 6-8)): 
(A) Sentences with verbal predicates. 
(5.22a) çocuk sûtû dôktû 
cocui süt-ü dök-tü-0 
child milk-ACC spoil-PASTl-3rd .Pers.sing 
the child spoiled the milk 
(5.22b) çocuk sûtû dökmedi 
çocuk eüt-ü dök-me-di-0 
child milk-ACC epoil-NEG-PASTl-3p''.Pers. sing 
the child did not »poil the milk 
(B) Sentences with nonverbal predicates. 
(5.23a) bu araba Muratili 
bu araba Murât-in 
t h i s car Muxat-GEN 
this car is Murat's 
(5.23b) bu araba Muratui degil 
bu araba Murat-in degi l 
t h i s car Muxat-GEN NEG 
this car is not Murat's 
(5.24a) bizim ev eski 
biz-im ev eski 
яе-GEN house old 
our house is old 
(5.24b) bizim ev eski degil 
biz-im ev eski degi l 
we-GEN house old not 
our house is not old 
"The system of verb forms with a temporal meaning in Dutch can be 
characterized by the following rewrite rule: 
Verb form -+ [+/-Pret] 
(zullen + infinitive)0''' 
(hebben/zijn + past participle)opt 
(zijn aan het + infinitive)op' 
(gaan + infinitive)op' 
(cf. Comrie (1985))". 
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(5.25a) 
(5.25b) 
(5.26a) 
(5.26b) 
odamn ortasmda kedi vai 
oda-піл orta-sin-da kedi таг 
room-GEN middle-Poss.3rd.Pers.sing-LOC cat present 
in the middle of the room, there is a cat 
odaiun ortasmda kedi yok 
oda-nin orta-sm-da kedi yok 
room-GEN middle-Fosa.3rd.Pers.sing-LOC cat absent 
in the middle of the room, there is no eat 
benim cok param vai 
ben-im ;ok para-m var 
I-GEN lot money-Pose. 1"' 
/ have a lot of money 
benim çok param yok 
ben-im çok para-m yok 
I-GEN lot money-Pose.l" 
Pers.sing present 
Pers.sing absent 
I do not have a lot of money 
Sentences with nonverbal predicates aie discussed in §5.5 and §5.10. 
It will be cleat fiom the examples above that Turkish is a language with 
syntactic case: 
Name 
absolute 
genitive 
dative 
accusative 
locative 
ablative 
Form 
0 
-(n)In 
-(У)Е 
-(y)i 
-DE 
-DEn 
"Meaning" 
syntactic subject or indefinite object 
of/ belonging to 
direction to (temporal or local) 
syntactic object (definite) 
location (temporal or local) 
direction from (temporal or local) 
TABLE 1 Name, form and "meaning" of the Turkish syntactic cases. 
All these suffixes undergo vowel harmony and consonant alternation. The 
consonants bracketed appear if the suffix is concatenated to a vowel. 
One can imagine that the semantic analyses of (5.22a) and (5.22b) are 
not different from the analyses of their Dutch counterparts. Therefore, a 
further specification of these analyses will be superfluous. 
The surface structure of (5.22a) and (5.22b) is expressed in the phrase 
marker below: 
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N C VC 
N i NC 
NK N2 
çocuk BÜtü döktü/dokmedi 
FIG. 5.5 Surface structure of (5.22a) and (5.22b). 
Tenses 
As was mentioned in §4.2, Turkish as an agglutinative language permits 
a row of suffìxes behind the verbal stem. First, the verbal stem can be 
extended by suffixes that add something to or change the meaning of the 
verb: 
• reflexive; 
• reciprocal; 
• causative; 
• passive. 
These suffixes can be followed by the negation of the verb (cf. (5.22b)). 
After the negation, modality and tenses of the verb are attached. Finally, 
personal suffixes expressing agreement between subject and verb are at-
tached. These personal suffixes divide into two complementary sets. One 
set will always be attached to one type of tense suffixes; the other set to 
another type of tense suffixes: 
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Person 
1 sing 
2 sing 
3 sing 
1 plur 
2 plur 
3 plur 
Type I 
-(y)Im 
-sin 
-0 
-№ 
-slnlz 
-1Ег/-0 
Type II 
-m 
-n 
-0 
-k 
-nlz 
-1Ег/-0 
TABLE 2 Two complementary sets of Turkish personal suffixes. 
All these suffixes undergo vowel harmony. The consonants between brackets 
appear if the suffix is concatenated to a vowel. The third person plural suffix 
-lEr, mentioned in both sets, is normally not used, except if the subject of 
the clause refers to persons, and if one wants to be very polite in referring 
to these persons. Compare the following examples: 
(5.27a) kadinlar bahçede geziyoi 
kadin-lai bahçe-de gez-iyor-0 
вотап-Plur garden-LOC Halk-PR0G-3rd.Pers.plur 
the women are walking in the garden 
(5.27b) kadinlar bahçede geziyorlar 
kadin-lar bahçe-de gez-iyor-lax 
woman-Plur garden-LOC walk-PR0G-3rd.Pers.plur 
the ladies are walking in the garden 
(5.28a) inekler bahçede geziyoi 
inek-ler bahçe-de gez-iyor-0 
cow-Plur garden-LOC walk-PR0G-3rd. Pers.plur 
the cows are walking in the garden 
(5.28b) ' ' inekler bahçede geziyorlar 
inek-ler bahçe-de goz-iyor-lar 
cow-Plur garden-LOC walk-PR0G-3rd.Pers.plur 
The double question mark indicates that, although the sentence is gram-
matical, its semantic content is awkward or empty. The unmarked sentences 
are the ones without a phonetically realized plural suffix. 
Below, different kinds of tenses are discussed. For each tense discussed, 
it is indicated to which type (see above) it belongs with respect to the at-
tachment of personal suffixes. When the meaning of the tenses is discussed, 
we rely not only on Lewis (1984), but also on Underbill (1985), Kuruoglu 
(1985) and Yavas, (1982). 
With respect to tenses, Lewis (1984) distinguishes the following: 
β Present I, followed by personal suffixes of type I. 
It is expressed by the suffix -(I)yor and is used in sentences resembling 
the English progressive tense. 
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(5.29) koguyorum 
kog-uyor-um 
гші-PROG-l" .Pere .sing 
I am running 
It also denotes actions that have started in the past and are still 
going on (Lewis (1984; 109)). Underbill (1985; 112-114) completes 
this analysis with: 
"This tense is used when the subject is in the process of 
performing some action or when the action is going on at 
the moment of the utterance. (...It) sometimes corresponds 
to the English present, including the narrative present." 
We add to this the opinion of Kuruoglu (1985) that the open-endedness 
of the action (...) enables this suffix to extend its use to describe fu­
ture events. It presents the future event as a matter of future act, 
which is planned and scheduled. 
• Present II, followed by personal suffixes of type I. 
This tense consists of a combination of two suffixes: the locative suffix 
-DE directly preceded by the infinitive suffix -mEk. The meaning of 
this tense approximates that of the Dutch aan het construction: 
(5.30) koamaktayun 
kos-mak-ta-y-im 
rnn-INF-LOC-y-l".Pere.sing 
Dutch: ik ben aan het rennen 
I am running 
According to Lewis, the present II, originally a literary formation, is 
rapidly invading the spoken language. It differs from the present I in 
being used only of actions in progress and never of actions envisaged. 
• Future I, followed by a personal suffix of type I. 
It is realized by means of -(y)EcEG and expresses (cf. Lewis (1984)) 
not only what is going to happen, but also what the speaker wants to 
happen. It can further express a confident assumption, as in English: 
(5.31) that will be Ahmet coming upstairs now 
Finally, combined with past tense suffixes, it expresses both past in­
tention and condition. 
Kuruoglu has a broader vision on this suffix: 
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"(···) (It) expresses future in a most unmarked way, 
describes non-futuie actions and events, and conveys modal 
notions such as necessity. If the speaker makes a strong 
prediction about the futuie, -ecek is preferred over other 
suffixes, but if the possibility of the event's occurring is 
weak, the aorist suffix is used to describe the future." 
Future II. 
The suffix -(y)Esi has restricted use in modern Turkish. It is used 
only in third person singular and even then only for cursing. It is not 
used in TRANSIT at all. 
Aorist, followed by personal suffixes of type I. 
The Aoristìs a term Lewis borrows from Greek, but it does not cover 
the same area. The Turkish term is geni} zaman, i.e. "the broad 
tense". It denotes continuing activity. The difference between aorist 
and present I is expressed by Lewis by means of examples. These are: 
(5.32a) уарагші 
yap-ar-im 
do-AOR-і" .Pere.Bing 
I am a doer 
(5.32b) yapiyoium 
yap-iyor-um 
do-PROG-l".] 
/ am doing now 
do-PROG-l".Pere.Bing 
Sentence (5.32a) has the aorist suffix, while (5.32b) has the present I 
suffix. The aorist is used in requests, promises, stage directions, and 
as a vivid present. Respective examples are: 
(5.33) oturur musunuz? 
otur-ur mu-sunuz? 
Bit-AOR QDESTI0H-2nd.Pere 
will you ait down? (request) 
(5.34) yarin gelirim 
yarin gol-ir-im 
tomorrow come-AOR-ΐ''.ΡβΓΒ.sing 
I shall come tomorrow (promise) 
(5.35) Esma giier, oturur. Osman yerinden kalkar 
Eama gir-er-0, otur-ur-0. Osman yer-in-den 
kalk-ar-0 
Esma go-A0R-3rd. Pers.sing, sit-A0R-3rd.Pers.Bing. 
Osman place-Posa.3.Pers.sing-ABL 
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rise-iOR-3r d . Pers.sing 
E ima enten, ¡its. Osman rises from his place (stage direc-
tion) 
(5.36) it ûrûi kervan geçer 
i t ür-tir-0 kervan gec-er-0 
dog howl-10R-3rd.Pers caravan move-10R-3rd. Pers.s ing 
the dogs howl, the caravan moves on (proverb) 
(5.37) bir akgam kapi hizla calimi 
bir akgam kapi h i z - l a ca l - in - i r -0 
one evening door speed-vith ring-PASS-10R-
3p d .Pere.sing 
one evening there is a violent ringing at the door 
(vivid present) 
Underbill discusses the aorist as a present I. He mentions two impor-
tant forms of using it: 
— to express habitual or repeated actions or to make statements 
that are considered to be always true, without restriction as to 
time; 
— to express the willingness of the subject to perform the given 
action. 
The difference of the last form with future I is that it expresses action 
of one's own free will, where future I expresses facts. Concluding, the 
aorist expresses an action which is not actual going on here and now. 
• -MI|-past , followed by personal suffixes of type I. 
According to Lewis, -mis, indicates that the information in the sen-
tence is based either on hearsay or on inference from observed facts, 
but not on the speaker having seen the action take place. Underbill 
adds that this past tense expresses a certain amount of doubt, in the 
meaning of: t'i seems, so they say, they say that 
• -Dl-past , with the type II endings. 
The -DI suffix is used in speech when relating past events positively 
known to the speaker. This tense corresponds to both the English 
simple past and perfect with have. Kuruogbi adds that the suffix 
describes a complete process in past and present. 
In this survey, modal, conditional and complex temporal relations have been 
left out deliberately. These relations complicate the analysis of Turkish and 
as there is no adequate theory about them in CASUS, they fall beyond the 
scope of this study. 
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5.2 The Nominal Phrase 
In the AMAZON-CASUS theory, parts of the theory about NPs by Coppen 
(1981, 1991a) have been built in. An implementation is described in Stoop 
(1985). Because Van Bakel does not accept empty nodes such as traces and 
PRO in the surface grammar AMAZON, he implemented an adapted version 
of the theory in the official version of AMAZON in which at least a Three-
Level model of NP is adopted. A very global description of the structural 
aspects of this NP theory is provided here. The interested reader is referred 
to Coppen (1991a) for an extended study. 
The theory is projected onto Turkish NPs in Stoop & Coppen (forthcom-
ing), which we will work out more thoroughly in proportion to the treatment 
of Dutch NPs. 
Again, we will stress the fact that semantics with respect to nouns has not 
been elaborated in the analysis of the source language. For the translation 
module (see §6.4), this means that it can do nothing but syntactic restruc-
turing. All semantic information needed is therefore put explicitly in the 
lexicon or implicitly in the transformation rules. 
5.2.1 Analysis of Dutch NPs 
In this section, only NPs without embedded clauses are discussed. Embed-
ded clauses within NPs are treated in §5.3. 
In Coppen (1981, 1987b, 1991a), a linguistic theory about the NP is 
developed, which we will henceforth refer to as the "NP Coppen". We will 
discuss one main aspect of this theory: the internal structure of the NP. 
Elaborating upon ideas of Blom (1977) and Jackendoff (1977), Coppen 
proposes the following structure for the Noun Phrase in Dutch4: 
N'" 
QP MOD N " 
DET MOD \ ' 
/K 
QP MOD NK 
FIG. 5.6 Deep structure representation of the Dutch NP. 
In Coppen (1991a), all features of this structure are discussed in great 
4
 We have omitted postmodifying constituents from this structure. 
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detail. We will merely touch upon those aspects that are relevant for the 
internal structure. 
The reasons for the different levels of attachment for QP (Quantifier 
Phrase) and DET (Determiner) can be illustrated by means of examples 
such as the following: 
(5.38) drie van [mijn vijf auto's en jouw zes fietsen ] 
three of [my five cars and your six bikes ] 
(5.39) drie van imjn [vijf auto's en zes fietsen ] 
three of my [five cars and six bikes ] 
(5.40) drie van mijn vijf [auto's en fietsen ] 
three of my five [cars and bikes ] 
The observation is that each of these sentences has at least one5 interpre­
tation in which one of the specifiers (QP or DET) has scope over both 
elements of the coordinate structure. In (5.38), for instance, the QP drie 
can be regarded as a quantifying element for both the conjunct mijn vijf 
auto 's, and jouw zes fietsen. These facts can easily be accounted for by the 
proposed NP structure. 
A second interesting aspect of the NP Coppen is that pronouns are gen­
erated as determiners. This idea has been repeatedly proposed in linguistic 
literature, e.g. in Postal (1969) and Sommerstein (1972), and also in more 
recent work by Coppen (1985, 1987b, 1991a), and Abney (1986). 
Finally, Coppen assumes the existence of an empty determiner in Dutch. 
That is to say, if no phonetically realized determiner seems to be present 
in a Dutch NP, Coppen assumes that an empty node is generated in DET 
position. The empty determiner is always indefinite. 
In some cases, a lower QP can be moved to the highest MOD position. 
Coppen proposes several related movements from the lowest MOD positions 
to higher MOD positions. In the surface-structure parser AMAZON, these 
movements are accounted for, resulting in the figure below: 
(QP) (ADJ) (Ρ) N " 
DET(ADJ) 
/K 
(QP)(ADJ)NK 
FIG. 5.7 Surface structure representation of the Dutch NP. 
5
 All sentences are ambiguous. However, the reality of the intended interpretation is 
all that matters in the present discussion. 
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5.2.2 Analysis of Turkish N P s 
In Stoop & Coppen (forthcoming), it is argued that the so-called NP Cop-
pen can be projected onto Turkish NPs. The proposed underlying structure 
of NPs is depicted in the figure below: 
QP2 MOD N Plur 
FIG. 5.8 Deep structure representation of the Turkish NP. 
Most of the arguments in favour of this structure are based on scope phe­
nomena. As was mentioned in §4.2, Turkish nouns allow suffixation of 
plural, possessive and syntactic case suffixes. Each of these suffixes appears 
to be attached to its own level of NP. The examples relevant to the different 
levels of attachment of the suffixes are the following: 
(5.41) gazete, mecmua-lar 
paper, magazine-β 
paper, magazine-Plux 
papers and magazines 
(5.42) gazete ile mecmua-m 
paper and magazine-hie 
paper and magazine-Poss.l' '.Pers.sing 
my paper and my magazine6 
(5.43) gazete, mecmua-da 
paper, magazine-LOC 
in/at the paper and in/at the magazine 
Example (5.41) shows that the plural attached to mecmua even has scope 
over gazete; the possessive in (5.42) can have scope over adjectives and 
numerals, as can be seen in the following examples: 
(5.44) [o-nun ] bu [ [iki bisiklet ile doit araba ]-si ] 
[he-GEN ] these [ [tvo bike and four car 
]-Poss. r d .Pere.s ing ] 
these two bikes of his and these four ears of his (cf. footnote). 
8 There is some confusion about the grammaticality of this structure. Some native 
speakers accept the scope of the possessive over both N's, others do not. We will return 
to this matter later. 
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(5.45) bu [ [yeni bisiklet ile eski araba ]-m ] 
t h i s [ [пев bike and old сах ]-Poss. l ' ( .Pers.s ing ] 
this new bike of mine and this old car of mine 
The case suffix can even have scope over whole NPs (cf. Lewis (1984:35, 
41, 43, 246)). These scope phenomena of suffixes can be used to deteimine 
the attaching level of particular suffixes. 
This line of reasoning seems to support the Three-Level Hypothesis: each 
suffix has its own level. By using the notion co-ordination it is shown how. 
The plural suffix having scope over two or more N heads is accounted for 
by attaching the Ріит suffix to N' level. The following examples show that 
the possessive and case suffixes are attached to different levels: 
(5.46) ' [ [ gazete, mecmua ] -lar ] -un 
С [ paper, magazine ] -Plur ] -Pose .1*' .Pers.sing 
my papen and my magazines7 
(5.47) [ [ gazete, mecmualar ] -im ] 
[ [ paper, magazines ] - P O S B . l " .Pers.sing ] 
my paper and my magazines* 
(5.48) [ [ arkadag-lar-im ] ve [akraba-lar-im ] -in ] 
[ [ friend-Plur-Poss. 1"'.Pers.sing ] and [laraily-Plur-
Ровв. і" .в іп 8 ] -GEN ] 
of my friends and of my family 
This results in the attachment of the suffixes as illustrated in FIG. 5.8. 
In Turkish, as in Dutch and English, it is not unusual for a noun to be 
preceded by a pronoun, which is assumed to be in DET position: 
A number of native speakers judged this meaning to be ungrammatical, where oth­
ers accepted it (it is acceptable when it means: a/the newspaper and my magazines). 
Another acceptable example, which has a similar structure, can be found in Ersen-Rasch 
(1980; 149): 
(i) Hepinize selam ve sevgilerxmt gönderirim. 
AIl-Poss.2'"1.Pers.plur-DAT greeting and love-Plnr-Poss.l'* .Pers.sing-ACC 
eend-AOR-l"(.Pers.sing 
I send you all my greetings and my love. 
Kornfilt (1984; 56-94) gives argumentation to a theory on possessive NPs in Turkish, 
which posits AGR as head of NP, parallel to the treatment of the INFL node with respect 
to Ss, thus attributing INF-max status to both Ss and (possessive) NPs. Regular NPs are 
N"s (following Chomsky (1981)); possessive NPs are INF" (or AGR"). The arguments 
for this theory sound valid. It would be worthwhile to investigate to what extent it is 
implementabile in the NP Coppen. It does not seem impossible. If implemented, it would 
leave out the attaching of the possessive suffix to N" level. This will not undermine the 
theory, for this level is needed for determiner attachment. 
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(5.49) biz igçiler 
biz i g ç i - l e r 
ве Borker-Plur 
we workers 
Moreover, in Turkish a distinction is also made between high and low QPs. 
Determinéis are found at the intermediate level: 
(5.50) bûtûn bu arabalar 
bütün bu ахаЪа-Іаг 
a l l t h i s cai-Plur 
all these cars 
(5.51) bu ilei araba 
t h i s two car 
these two cars 
Instead of arguing for two QP positions, one can propose a quantifier move­
ment from one surface position to another. However, again scope phenom­
ena support the presence of two base-generated QP positions: 
(5.52) bütün bu araba-lar 
a l l t h i s car-Plux 
all these cars 
(5.53) bu iki araba 
t h i s two cai 
these two cars 
Example (5.52) has the following linear order: 
[ Q P ] [ D E T ] [ N ] 
while (5.53) has: 
[ D E T ] [ Q P ] [ N ] 
Obviously, QP can precede or follow the determiner. Now observe the 
following sentences: 
(5.54) bir yeni araba 
one neto car or: 
the one new car or: 
a new car 
(5.55) yeni bir araba 
a neto car9 
9
 Notice the difference between bir yeni araba and yeni bir araba, where bir in both 
cases is a DET. The first structure denotes an element out of the set of netu car«, where 
the second denotes a new element of the set of cars. 
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Underbill (1984:126) remarks: 
Notice that, (...) bir meaning one precedes an adjective, 
while bir meaning α follows. Notice also that a noun with bir a 
must be indefinite, while a noun with bir one may be definite 
and indefinite. 
The difference can be described by stipulating two categories for bir, (QP 
and DET), to distinguish between the thiid interpretation of (5.54) and 
(5.55) versus the first and second interpretation of (5.54) and assuming 
that there are two QP positions to distinguish between the first and second 
interpretation of (5.54). These facts can be accounted for by two adjective 
positions, one before DET, and one after DET. We delay the discussion 
whether these positions are base-generated or not, and return to it later in 
this section. In the NP theory by Coppen, these positions would be under 
NP and under N". Assuming furthermore that bir (one) is a QP, and bir 
(a) is a DET, we generate the correct results: 
(5.56) [Nm [QP bir ][Nn [DET 0] [N· [MOD yeni ][N araba ]]]] 
(5.57) [Nn, [QP bir ][MOD yeni ][N·· [DET 0 ] [jv [jv araba ]]]] 
(5.58) [jv·» [MOD yeni ][N» [DET bii ][Ni [N araba ]]]] 
(5.59) [
Ν
ιι, [N„ [DET bir ] [дгі [MOD yeni ] [лг araba ]]]] 
The only structure in which yeni precedes bir is where bir is a determiner 
(i.e. bir (a)). Notice that bir cannot be a low QP, because of Coppen's Case 
Passing Principle (CPP), which causes the low QP position to be caseless 
since both bir and the empty determiner cannot have or pass Case. 
Adopting two QP positions, we would falsely predict that the following NPs 
are grammatical: 
(5.60) bütün bu iki araba(-lar) 
a l l th ie two car(-Pini) 
all these two cars 
(5.61) bütün iki araba(-lar) 
a l l two car(-Plui) 
all two cars 
However, the reason for the ungrammatically of (5.60) and (5.61) is that 
bütün requires the presence of the plural marker -lar, whereas iki forbids it. 
Next we will argue that the two QP positions are attached to different 
levels in Turkish NPs. Not all of Coppen's arguments for a high and low 
attachment of QP apply to Turkish. For instance, his arguments involving 
partitives cannot be maintained, since in Turkish, partitives are formed by 
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an ablative (cf. Kornfilt 1984:165-239). Arguments on the basis of the 
definiteness of NP cannot be used in Turkish either, since (cf. Csató (1988; 
122)) the notion of definiteness seems to have little or no meaning at all in 
Turkish. And finally, Coppen's argumentation for the adjectival status of 
low QP on the basis of inflection does not carry over to the Turkish case, 
since Turkish lacks adjectival inflection. 
We claim, however, to have arguments in favour of Turkish having a high 
and a low QP, or in short: QP1 and QP2. Thus, QP1 is the quantifier 
preceding the determiner and QP2 the one that follows it. Let us take a 
look at the following examples: 
(5.62) bu [iki gazete ile dort mecmua ] 
t h i s [two paper and foor magazine ] 
these two papers and these four magazines 
(5.63) bûtûn [bu gazete-lei ile щи mecmua-lar ] 
a l l [this paper-Plux and that magazine-Flnr ] 
all these papers and all those magazines 
We see that in (5.62) the determiner bu is attached to a higher level in the 
NP than QP2, because it has scope over an N" co-ordination. In (5.63) we 
can see QP1 is attached at a higher level than the determiner. With the 
help of the mathematical enclosure theorem: 
( QP1 > DET ) & ( DET > QP2 ) 
Moreover, a number of quantifiers, such as bûtûn ( = a l l ) , bazi ( = some), 
and birkaç ( = a few) can only appear in QP1 position; the QP2 position 
is reserved for numerals only. 
This leads to the structure depicted in FIG. 5.8. 
After this discussion about the specifiers of Turkish NP, we come to 
the modifying phrases, the MODs. In some examples presented above, 
we already assumed the positions of adjectives in NPs. Adjectives can take 
several positions in NPs as a result of movements from lower MOD positions 
to higher MOD positions. In the surface-structure parser AMATURKA, these 
movements are accounted for. In the case of an indefinite determiner, the 
basic adjective is found at N'" level10. 
10Except if the adjective has a strong semantic tie to the noun. The difference of 
meaning is explained in the next examples: 
• one of my friends, who is big 
• one of my friends, who are big 
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(5.64) [N"'[ADJ [N" yeni][DET bii ][N'[N araba]]]] 
ÍN1" ÍADJ ÍN" пев] [ β E T а][лг'[л7 c a i ] ] ] ] 
a new car 
In all other cases, the basic adjective is attached under N' : 
(5.65) [ N " [ D E T b u ] [ N . [ ^ D j yeni][jv araba]]] 
IN"IDET t h i s ] [Ni lADj пен] [N car ] ] ] 
this new car 
(5.66) [N"[DET bii][Ni[qP2 &I\[ADJ yeni][jv araba]]] 
ÍN"ÍDET t h i s ] [
Ν
ι[QP2 i k i ] [до./ n e e ] IN car ] ] ] 
these two new can 
Compare also the following examples: 
(5.67) bu yeni iki araba 
ÍN"IDET bu] LAD J y e n i ] [ N ' [ Q P 2 i k i ] IN a r a b a ] ] ] 
these new two cars 
(5.68) bu en yeni iki araba 
IN"ÎDET b u ] [ j v ' [ 4 D j en y e n i ] [ Q P 2 i k i ] [ЛГ a r a b a ] ] ] 
these newest two cars 
E x a m p l e (5.68) indicates that an ADJ[+super lat ive] is allowed left-adjacent 
under N ' . 
Finally, there are so-called derived adjectives. These are created from a 
noun followed by an adjective suffix. They are Chomsky-adjoined t o the 
highest N P level, left-adjacent to Q P 1 . 
(5.69) [N'"[ADJ çab9kan][jvi"[<jp iki] [л,» [ D E T ] Ь ' [ Ν adam]]]]] 
[N'"ÍADJ work-кап] LNm [QP two] [ДГ» С В Е Т ] ΙΛΓ'[Ν m a n ] ] ] ] ] 
work-l ike two man 
two industrious men 
In this posit ion, relative clauses are attached as well. We return t o this 
matter in the following sect ions. 
T h e surface structure of Turkish N P s is projected in the figure below: 
QPL ADJ N 
DET A D J [ + ,
u p ] N ' ^ T O « » 
QP2 ADJ N Plur 
FIG. 5.9 Surface structure representation of the Turkish NP. 
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5.3 The Adjectival Phrase 
Analogously to the Three-Level Hypothesis in NP, the internal structure of 
AP is built up in three levels in AMAZON. The phrase (in AMAZON termi-
nology: NA) exists of more components than just the adjective. A semantic 
theory has only been developed with respect to adjectives in copula con-
structions and constructions containing an adjunct (especially the Dutch 
bepaling van gesteldheid11, which is a free adjunct). 
Here too, semantic information has been adopted either explicitly in the 
bilingual lexicon without much argumentation, or implicitly in transforma-
tion rules. 
5.3.1 Analysis of Dutch APs 
ASI (1984; 13-14) provides a survey of the NA ( = NP Ante) in the context-
free grammar AMAZON. NA is rewritten into: 
(1) W2 (= verbal phrase with to + infinitive): 
(5.70) ik zal de te schrijven brief lezen 
I w i l l the to write l e t t e r read 
I will read the letter which is to be written 
(2) W4 (= verbal phrase with past participle): 
(5.71) ik lees de geschreven brief 
I read the written l e t t e r 
/ am reading the written letter 
(3) W5 (verbal phrase with present participle): 
(5.72) ik zie de schrijvende man 
I see the writing man 
I see the man, who is writing 
(4) TW (quantifying phrase): 
(5.73) ik lees de drie brieven / de derde brief 
I zead the three l e t t e r s / the third l e t t e r 
I am reading the three letters / the third letter 
(5) AJ (adjectival phrase): 
11
 In ASI (1984), however, only with respect to this construction. 
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(5.74) ik lees de boze brief 
I read the angry l e t t e r 
I am reading the angry letter 
After the introduction of NP Coppen in AMAZON, a revision of NP modifiers 
was necessary. Firstly, cardinals were no longer parsed under NA, but 
under QP, and ordinals had to be parsed under AJ, instead of TW (cf. 
(5.73)). Secondly, the Three-Level Hypothesis was introduced within AP. 
The conjugated form of adjectives became distinguished from its stem form 
(e.g. boze vs boos). Each level of AP receives its own premodifiers now. 
At the deepest level, a node has been created for adverbs of degree and 
so-called complex NPs: 
(5.75) erg lang 
very long 
(5.76) 'n meter lang 
a metre long 
a metre long 
At the second level, a node is reserved for adverbs expressing locality, tem-
porality, negation and the like: 
(5.77) al lang 
already/yet long 
long before this 
(5.78) niet lang 
not long 
not long 
At the top level, PPs are attached: 
(5.79) van oorsprong lang 
from origin long 
originally long 
Comparatives and superlatives are not distinguished from positive degree 
in AMAZON. Conjunctions of adjectives and conjunctions of adverbs to ad-
jectives are parsed, however. 
Verbal premodifiers are given a semantic interpretation by CASUS. Case 
frames of the verbs under analysis are tested and analyses are provided. 
Structures in the corresponding underlined examples (5.70) to (5.72) are: 
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N C O b j 
N2 
D T 
Vl(nchrijf) 
NC-Age XC-Obj 
PRO dummy brief 
FIG. 5.10 SELANCA interpretation of underlined substring of (5.70). 
N C O b j 
VD(Bchrijf) 
SF 
de 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
PRO dummy brief 
FIG. 5.11 SELANCA inteipretation of underlined substring of (5.71). 
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NC-Obj 
W5 
TD(>chrijf) 
SF 
NC-Age XC-Obj 
PRO dummy man 
FIG. 5.12 SELANCA interpretation of underlined substring of (5.72). 
The semantic information with respect to these three figures is not re-
stricted to the thematic roles under the SF (= Semantic Functions) node. 
In FIG. (5.10), information is available in the background on co-referentiality 
of XC-Obj of schrijven and the NK brief. In FIG. (5.11), the same relation 
is established, while in FIG. (5.12) a co-reference of the NC-Age node below 
schrijven and the NK man is established. 
5.3.2 Analysis of Turkish APs 
In every major category in Turkish, all modifiers are left-positioned to the 
head of the major category, as we already mentioned in §4.2. Thus the 
adjective, particle, or qualifying noun precedes the noun. In Turkish NP, 
APs can occur at all three levels: 
• to the right of QP1 under N'"; 
• to the right of DET under N", but only superlatives; 
• to the right of QP2 under N'. 
Moreover, we found Chomsky-adjunction by derived APs at N'" level. 
These APs can be divided, as in Dutch, into verbal and adjectival pre-
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modifiers. There are several types of adjectives in Turkish (cf. Stoop & 
Coppen (forthcoming)): 
• basic adjectives: these can only be attached to N' and N'" level; 
• derived adjectives: these are formed by noun or verb plus a suffix, 
resulting in an adjective. These adjectives usually are attached to N'" 
in surface structure, but they are abo allowed in other premodifier 
positions. They probably are generated in another position. 
Verbal premodifiers take the same positions as derived adjectives. Analo­
gously to the structure of the main clause in Turkish, the verb in embedded 
clauses is in the rightmost position of the phrases which fulfil an operator 
or thematic role. 
Let us look at the Turkish counterparts12 of (5.70), (5.71) and (5.72): 
(5.80) yazacaijx mektubu okuyacagim 
yaz-acag-i mektub-u oku-yacag-іл 
yaz-PARTIC.FUT-3rd.Pers.sing mektub-ACC 
oku-FDT-1 " .Pexs. euig 
write-will-dumray l e t t e r read-ei l l-I 
I will read the letter which ii to be written 
(5.81) yazdijji mektubu okuyorum 
yaz-dig-i mektub-u okn-yor-таі 
yaz-PARTIC.PAST-3r<1 .Pere.sing mektub-ACC 
oku-PROG-l".Pers. sing 
«rite-being-dunnny l e t t e r read-I 
I am reading the written letter 
(5.82) yazi13 yazan adami görüyorum 
yazi yaz-an adam-i gör-üyor-шп 
yazi yaz-PARTIC.PRES adam-ACC gör-PROG-1"'.Pers.sing 
writings BTit-ing man see-I 
I see the man, who is writing 
Comparing the three examples, one will notice the différence in suffixation, 
which depends on the syntactic role of the noun that the verbal phrase 
modifies. If this role is subject, the suffix -(y)En is used in present and 
past tense. In future tense, -(y)EcEk is used. A personal suffix is never 
12
 The first two examples contain a relative clause in active voice. The syntactic subject 
in these clauses is a phonetically unrealized dummy, which is comparable to the Dutch 
men or the English one. An alternative translation is proposed in §7.3.4, wherp the 
passive suffix is introduced to this type of clauses. 
13
 Yazmak is a transitive verb and as such, it demands an object. The dummy object 
of yazmak is yazi. In (5.80) and (5.81), it is not relevant, because apparently, the empty 
object is licensed due to its being bound by the noun mektubu. 
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used in these cases. 
If the noun is not the syntactic subject, the suffix -DIG followed by a per-
sonal suffix is used. In future tense, -(y)EcEG plus personal suffix is used. 
All the relevant data have been put in the table below: 
Person 
sing 
plur 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
Subj 
+FUT 
-(y)ecek-0 
-(y)ecek-0 
-(y)ecek-0 
-(y)ecek-0 
-(y)ecek-0 
-(y)ecek-0 
-FUT 
-(y)en-0 
-(y)en-0 
-(y)en-í 
-(y)en-0 
-(y)en-0 
-(y)en-0 
Obj 
+FUT 
-(y)eceg-im 
-(y)eceg-in 
-(y)ecek-0 
-(y)eceg-imiz 
-(y)eceg-iniz 
-(y)ecek-ler 
-FUT 
-dig-im 
-dig-in 
-dig-i 
-dig-imiz 
-dig-iniz 
-dik-leri 
TABLE 3 List of participle suffixes in Turkish. 
The surface structures of (5.80), (5.81) and (5.82) are14: 
TD 
NK 
NA 
CL 
TD 
N1 
NK 
y&z&c&gi mektubu okuyac&gim y&zdigi mektubu okuyorum 
FIG. 5.13 Surface structures of (5.80) and (5.81). 
14
 The Chomsky-adjunctions at NP level are reduced for expository reasons. 
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FIG. 5.14 Surface structure of (5.82). 
Verbal modifiers like yazacagi, yazdigi and yazan can be independently 
used. Lewis (1984; 158): 
(5.S3) bekliyen misafiiler 
bekli-yen misafix-ler 
bekli-PARTIC.PRES misafir-Plur 
wait-ing TÌBÌtor-β 
(the) waiting visitors 
(5.84) bekliyenler 
bekli-yen-ler 
bekli-PARTIC.PRKS-Plur 
wait-ing-Plnx 
(the people who are) waiting 
Now coming to the positions to which MODs are being generated, we first 
present some data. In the case of independent usage, the surface position 
cannot be the position in front of QP1, but the position right-adjacent to 
QP2 under the N' node. This can be deduced from the examples below: 
(5.85a) bekliyenler bu 
naiting-Plur th is 
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(5.85b) bekliyen bunlai 
waiting this-Plur 
these (people who are) waiting 
(5.86a) bekliyenler iki 
waiting-Plur tao 
(5.86b) bekliyen iki(si) 
vait ing two(-Foss.3 r d.Pere.sing) 
two (people who are) waiting 
(5.87a) bu (iki) bekliyen(lei) 
t h i s (two) waiting(-Plnr) 
these (two) (people who are) waiting 
(5.87b) iki bekliyen(ler) 
two waiting(-Plur) 
(the) two (people who are) waiting 
(5.87c) bekliyen bu misafiiler 
waiting t h i s v i s i t o r s 
these waiting visitors 
(5.87d) bekliyen iki misafiiler 
waiting two v i s i t o r s 
two waiting visitors 
(5.87e) bu (iki) bekliyen(ler) misafii(ler) 
t h i s (two) waiting(-Plur) v i s i t o r ( s ) 
these (two) waiting visitors 
Φ 
(5.87f) iki bekliyen(lei) misafiiler 
two waiting(-Plur) v i s i t o r s 
two waiting visitors 
The data of (5.85a) to (5.87f) show that verbal modifiers (and presumably 
derived adjectives) are generated under N'. They are allowed to leave this 
position in the case of absence of the head of NP and move to a Chomsky-
adjoined position under NP (cf. examples (5.85b) and (5.86b)), but this 
movement is not obligatory (cf. examples (5.87a) and (5.87b)). Examples 
(5.85a) and (5.86a) show that this movement is a modifier movement, not 
an N' movement. 
If the head of NP is present, this movement to the left seems to be obliga­
tory, as examples (5.87c) to (5.87f) show. 
The above is a survey of the most frequent verbal premodifiers. Less 
frequent premodifiers will not be dealt with, such as forms with an aorist 
suffix, with -mis-past and so-called personal participles (cf. Lewis (1984; 
161 if)). The first two forms are discussed in §5.1; the last form is discussed 
in relation to the Dutch relative clauses (§5.9). 
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5.4 Nonrelative Embedded Clauses 
In the present section, S complements and finite object clauses in Dutch and 
their Turkish counterparts are discussed. The two constiuctions mentioned 
aie tieated separately. 
5.4.1 The nonrelative embedded S in Dutch 
Analysis of Dutch S complements 
The steps to be taken in semantic interpreting of S complements are the 
following: 
1. Specify empty (absent) phrases of the complement and their semantic 
functions; 
2. Reposition phrases that underwent Raising of the complement phrase; 
3. Unravel verbal clusters of main S verb and S complement verbs. 
There are four types of verbs that allow an S complement (cf. ASI (1984; 
89-102), Wever (1985)): 
1. verbs with Subject Control; 
2. verbs with (Indirect) Object Control; 
3. verbs with Raising to Object; 
4. verbs with Raising to Subject. 
A verb of the first type, Subject Control, is besluiten (= 
(5.88) Ahmet, besloot PRO,- Mehmet te vermoorden 
Ahmet decided Mehmet to k i l l 
Ahmet decided to kill Mehmet 
The problem in the analysis of Subject Control verbs is that the S 
complement contains no visible subject. The solution to this problem is the 
insertion of a non-lexicalized element: PRO (cf. (5.88)). Hereby, Subject 
Control is performed, and thematic role assignment in accordance with the 
subcategorization of the verb can take place in the embedded clause. CASUS 
assigns to example (5.88) the semantic interpretation below: 
: t o decide): 
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SE 
I 
PV(bes lu i l ) 
NC-Age W2-Obj 
I 
VI( vermoord) 
SF 
/ \ 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
Ahmet PRO Mehmet 
FIG. 5.15 Interpretation of (5.88). 
A verb of the second type of verbs is bevelen (= to order): 
(5.89) Ahmet beval Ali,· PRO,- Mehmet te vermoorden 
Ahnet ordered i l i Nehmet to k i l l 
Ahmet ordered Ali to kill Mehmet 
The kind of problems in this type of verbs (Indirect Object Control) is 
comparable to the kind of problems in Subject Control. The difference is 
found in the syntactic role that the original subject of the embedded clause 
plays in the main clause. In Subject Control, this role is subject; in Indirect 
Object Control, it is indirect object. In SELANCA, (5.89) gets the following 
analyses: 
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PV(beveel) PV(beveel) 
SF 
NC-Age N C D l l W2-0bj NC-Age NC-Dal W2-0bj 
VI( vermoord) 
NC-Age NCObj 
VI( vermoord) 
PRO Mehmet Ahmet 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
Mehmet 
FIG. 5.16 Interpretations of (5.89). 
The sentence has two interpretations because of the detection of topicaliza-
tion. Topicalization is responsible for the interchange of semantic roles of 
Ali and Ahmet. 
The third type of verbs is formed by the so-called Raising to Object 
verbs. The verb horen (= to hear) belongs to this class: 
(5.90) Lucie hoorde Patrick,- t,- 'n liedje zingen 
Lucie heard Patrick a song sing 
Lucie heard Patrick singing a tong 
In these constructions, Patrick, the original subject of the embedded clause, 
has been raised to the matrix clause, in particular to a non-argument posi-
tion (cf. Coppen e.a. (1984)). It only seems to fulfil the object role in the 
main clause. In CASUS, the whole embedded clause is taken as the object 
of the main clause. The paettdo-object Patrick is put back (lowered) to the 
subject position (the place it raised from) of the embedded clause: 
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PV(hoor ) 
SE 
I 
PV(hoor ) 
SF SF 
NC-Dat XC-In» WS-Obj NC-Dat XC-In» W3-Obj 
Vl(zing) 
C-Age 
N2 
1 
N1 
1 
1 
NK 
1 
NC-Obj 
1 
N2 
/ \ 
D T N1 
1 
NK 
1 
Vl( i ing ) 
I 
SF 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
N2 N2 
N1 D T N1 
NK 
I 
NK 
I 
Patrick dummy Lucie 'n lied Lucie dummy Patrick 'n lied 
FIG. 5.17 Interpretations of (5.90). 
Again, two interpretations are found following the assumption that topical-
ization is always possible. 
The fourth type of verbs concerns (Raising to Subject) verbs like jcAy-
nen (= t o веет): 
(5.91) Lucie, schijnt ti 'η liedje te zingen 
Lucie seems a song to sing 
Lucie teems to ling a »ong 
The kind of problems that occur with respect to Raising to Subject is 
comparable to the problems occurring with Raising to Object. Just like 
with Subject Control versus Object Control, the difference is found in the 
position to which the original subject of the embedded clause is moved. 
Compare the figure below with FIG. (5.17): 
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PV(Bchijn) 
S F 
W2-Obj 
Vl(zing) 
N C A j e N C - O b j 
N2 N2 
N1 D T N1 
I 
NK 
I 
NK 
I 
FIG. 5.18 
Lucie 'n lied 
Interpretation of (5.91). 
Ana lys i s of D u t c h finite object c lauses 
Finite Object clauses are finite clauses that occupy an object position in 
a higher clause. In Dutch, object clauses are in general intioduced by a 
suboidinating conjunction (e.g. dat οι of). Examples aie: 
(5.92) Ahmet zegt dat ik zal komen 
Ahmet says that I w i l l come 
Ahmet says I will come 
(5.93) Ahmet zegt dat hij zal komen 
¿timet Bays that he wi l l come 
Ahmet says he will come 
Sentence (5.93) is ambiguous: hij may refei to Ahmet, but also to a person 
not mentioned in the sentence. In the first interpretation, the SELANCA 
expression resembles the SELANCA interpretation of the example below: 
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(5.94) Ahmet zegt te komen 
Ahmet says to come 
Ahmet says he will come 
CASUS interpretations of (5.92) and (5.93) aie: 
SE 
PV(zeg) 
I 
SF 
PV(zeg) 
NC-Age XC-Dal CC-Obj NC-Age I C D i l 
VW 
Vl(kom) 
13 NC-Age 
CC-Obj 
Vl(kom) 
SF 
13 NC-Age 
Ahmet dummy dat zal ík Ahmet dummy dat zal hij 
PIG. 5.19 Interpretations of (5.92) and (5.93). 
The interpretation of sentence (5.93) in which Ahmet refers to hij is not 
accounted for by CASUS15; both NPs receive a reference number, and both 
NPs do not refer to the reference number of one another. The only analysis 
of example (5.93) provides an interpretation in which Ay does not refer to 
Ahmet. 
The main difference with the interpretation of S complements is that 
the embedded clause is controlled by a node CC, indicating Conjunction 
Construction. 
1 5In a study on the implementation of an algorithm of the interpretation of co-
referentiality of phrases by Salemans & Bouhof (1981), it is argued that in case of 
pronominals (or rather: free anaphors) decisions can only be made with respect to non-
co-referentiality. This algorithm provides an explosion of interpretations by CASUS 
being less interesting to semantic interpretation at sentence level. For this reason, the 
algorithm has been deactivated in CASUS. A study and implementation of interpreting 
co-refcrentiality is presented in Weijters (1989). 
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5.4.2 Analysis of Turkish counterparts of nonrelative 
embedded clauses 
Erguvanh (1984; 72-89) presents all types of embedded clauses possible in 
Turkish. We only intend to study embedded clauses that possibly form 
a translation frame for Dutch S complements and finite object clauses; 
adverbial and relative clauses are not discussed here. We will only discuss 
Nominalizations, Verbal nouns and Infinitives. Some general features of 
these three types of constructions are the following: 
1. The unmarked word order in all three types is identical to the simple 
sentence word order. That is: SOV. 
2. Infinitives are formed by suffixing the embedded verb with -mEG16; 
verbal noun constructions are suffixed by -πιΕ and nominalizations 
by -DIG. 
3. If the subject of the embedded S is present in the verbal noun con­
structions and in nominalizations, the subject is followed by the gen­
itive suffix. The verbal suffix is then followed by a possessive suffix 
co-referent with the subject. 
4. The subject of infinitives is related to either the subject or the (direct 
or indirect) object of the main clause: i.e. Subject Control or Object 
Control. 
Below, three examples of the constructions mentioned are presented: 
• Infinitive ( = INF): 
(5.95) [OBJ televizyon seyretmek ] istiyorum 
IOBJ televizyon seyret-mek ] ieti-yor-um 
te lev i s ion vatch-INP eant-PROG-l"'.Pers.sing 
I want to watch television 
• Verbal Noun ( = Verb.N): 
(5.96) ondan [OBJ dogruyu söylemesini ] beklerdim 
on-dan [OBJ dogru-yu söyle-me-s i -n- i ] bekle-r-di-m 
he-ABL truth-ACC say-Verb. N-Poss.3r''. Pers. s ing-
buirer.n-ACC erpect-AOR-PASTl-l".Pere.sing 
I (would have) expected him to tell the truth 
• Nominalization (= Nom.): 
1
 All suffixes mentioned undergo the vowel harmony and consonant alternation. Cap-
itals indicate which vowels or consonants are subject to them. 
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(5.97) [oBJ onun dogruyu sôyledigini ] biliyorum 
IOBJ on-tm dogru-yu soy le -d ig - i -n - i ] bil-iyor-um 
he-GEN truth-ACC say-Norn.-Poes.3rd.Pere.sing-
buff er.n-ACC know-PROG-l". Pers. sing 
I know that he is telling the truth 
The question now alises whether there is a difference between Verbal nouns 
and Nominalizations and if there is, what exactly is its nature. We quote 
Erguvanh (1984; 76): 
"The distinction between verbal nouns and nominalizations 
seems to be that the formel refers to an action while the latter 
refers to a fact. Another difference is that nominalizations can 
distinguish between future and non-future: -DIG is used for 
non-future reference and -(y)EcEG for future reference17." 
Examples in which the action/factive difference is clear, are: 
(5.98) onun dans etmesini biliyorum 
on-un dans et-me-si -n- i bil-iyox-шп 
he-GEN dance do-Verb.N-Poss.3rd.Pers.sing-buffer.n-ACC 
knoB-PR0G-lal.Pers.sing 
I know his dancing (how he dances) 
(5.99) onun dans ettigini biliyorum 
on-un dans et—tig-i-n-i bil-iyor-um 
he-GEN dance do-Nom.-Poss.3rd.Pers.sing-buffer.n-ACC 
know-PROG-l" .Pers.sing 
/ know (the fact) that he dances 
In the following example, the action/factive difference is not clear: 
(5.100) onun yüzdügünu gôrûyorum 
on-un yüz-düg-ü-n-ü gör-üyor-шп 
he-GEN BHÌm-Nom.-РовБ.3rd.Pers.sing-buffer.n-ACC 
see-PR0G-lal .Pers.sing 
I see that he is swimming 
Erguvanh (1984; 116) explains: 
"the verb "see" would be expected to refer to an action 
rather than a fact, and hence to have a verbal noun construction 
(* yüz-me-sin-i gôrûyorum), but this is not found in Turkish. 
The main verb is also a determining factor in the fact/event 
irErgunvanli herself points out in a footnote that while this generalization holds for 
a great many cases, at times it is not clear why the language prefers a verbal noun 
construction to a nominahzation or vtce versa. 
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reading of object complements, such that verbs of cognition 
such as know, understand, realize, presuppose their object to be 
a fact rather than an event." 
Finally, as in main clauses, pronominal syntactic subjects are optionally 
present in nonrelative embedded clauses. If it is evident from the context 
with which phrase the subject co-refers, the pronoun in subject position is 
left out. 
Constructions most similar to the Dutch Teneed-S-constructions are the 
following: 
(5.101) Ali о kizi taiuyor zaiuiettim 
i l i о kiz-i tani-yor zaimet-ti-m 
i l i that gixl-iCC кпон-PROG think-PiSTl-l s t.Pere.sing 
I thought Alt knew that girl 
(5.102) Aliyi о kizi taiuyor zaiuiettim 
i l i - y i о kiz-i tani-yor zannet-ti-m 
il i-iCC that giil-iCC know-PROG think-PiSTl-l".Pers.sing 
/ thought Ali knew that girl 
(5.103) Ali'nin о kizi taiudigmi zaiuiettim 
i l i ' - n i n о kiz-i tarn -dig-i-n-i zaimet-ti-ш 
ili-GEN that girl-iCC кпов-Nom.-Ровв.3rd.Pere.sing-
buff er.n-iCC think-PiSTl-l".Pers.sing 
I thought Ali knew that girl 
Example (5.103) was already discussed above, but is repeated here for a 
contrastive picture. Erguvanh (1984; 87-89) points out that the set of verbs 
accepting constructions like (5.101) and (5.102) is small. The set consists of 
verbs like zannetmek ( = t o assume, t o think), sanmak ( = t o assume, 
t o think) and tahmin etmek ( = t o guess) . These verbs are well-known 
as ECM verbs (Exceptional Case Marking verbs). The last verb, however, 
will пе ет occur in the form of example (5.102). 
Example (5.101) accepts a tensed S as embedded clause. Example (5.102) is 
the result of Subject-to-Object-Raising. The embedded-S subject is moved 
to object position in the main clause in order to receive the accusative 
suffix. 
All verbs mentioned here will accept a nominalized S in object position (as 
in example (5.103)). 
5.5 Copula Constructions 
In CASUS, a modest semantic theory about the interpretation of adjectives 
is developed. We will provide a survey here. 
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5.5.1 Analysis of Dutch copula constructions 
Not all copula constructions in Dutch are interpreted adequately by CASUS. 
In Van Gend (1986), the implementation of three copula verbs in CASUS 
is presented: zijn (= t o be), worden (= t o become,) and blijven (= t o 
remain). The verb zijn belongs to three types of verbs. As a main verb, 
zijn is analyzed as a verb subcategorizing the thematic role OBJ. 
As an auxiliary, zijn assumes a modifier role to the main verb and will not 
be considered a verb with its own case frame. 
As copula, zijn plays a similar role. However, because a main verb is miss­
ing, the kernel of the phrase to which the syntactic subject is linked, is 
considered the semantic kernel of the sentence. The role played by the syn­
tactic subject to this kernel is specified in the lexicon. 
Let us illustrate this with an example: 
(5.104) Ahmet is ziek 
Ahmet is ill 
The SELANCA expression belonging to this sentence is projected in the 
phrase marker in the figure below: 
AJ(ziek) 
MO AJ SF 
PV NC-Obj 
I I 
ben ziek Ahmet 
FIG. 5.20 Interpretation of (5.104). 
In FIG. (5.20), the verb бел18 is modifier to the adjective ziek. The NP 
Ahmet plays an OBJ role to the kernel ziek. 
The analyses of the paradigmatic sentences with worden and blijven as 
copula19 have exactly the same structure and do not generate complications 
in the analyzing process. 
With respect to the verbs lijken (= t o seem, t o appear) and schijnen (= 
t o seem, t o look), there is a complication. Traditionally, these verbs are 
reckoned to be copula too. Van Gend (1986; 9-19) refers to literature in 
the field of Transformational-Generative Linguistics (Chomsky (1981)) as 
1 8
 Ben is the first person singular form of zijn. 
1 9
 Worden as passive auxiliary is discussed in §5.8. 
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well as of structuralistic linguistics (Kraak & Klooster (1968)) where it is 
argued that these verbs are main verbs rather than copula. The sentence 
below: 
(5.105) Ahmet lijkt liek 
Ahmet seems ill 
is considered by CASUS to be derived from: 
(5.106) Ahmet lijkt ziek te zijn 
Ahmet seems i l l to be 
Ahmet seems to be ill 
The sentence is considered to be a sentence with an S complement includ-
ing Raising to Subject. Schijnen and bhjken have similar markings in the 
lexicon. During interpretation of the sentence, the syntactic subject of the 
matrix sentence is lowered to the embedded S. There, it will fulfil a semantic 
role to the semantic kernel (in example (5.106), this kernel is the adjective 
ziek). The resulting SELANCA expression looks like the figure below: 
I 
PV(lijk) 
W2-Obj 
AJ(ziek) 
FIG. 5.21 
NC-Obj 
ben ziek Ahmet 
Interpretation of (5.106). 
5.5.2 Analysis of Turkish copula constructions 
In Turkish, matters in subordinate clauses are different from main clauses. 
Because of the absence of a verb to be in Turkish, linguists argue that the 
copula verb to be does not exist in Turkish. Consider the examples below: 
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(5.107) Ahmet hasta 
limiet i l l 
Ahmet is ill 
(5.108) (ben) hastayim 
(ben) haeta-y-ijn 
(I) i l l-buff er.y-1' 1.Pere.eing 
I am ill 
Lewis' (1984; 96) opinion on this is: 
"In the oldest texts the infinitive "to be" was ermek but 
the stem er-, abiaded in the course of time, now appears as І-. 
Some grammarians consequently speak of "the verb imek", but 
no such form ever existed." 
The present tense of the verb to be occurs only in enclitic form (as a suffix) 
and undergoes the fourfold vowel harmony. 
Sing 
Plur 
Person 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
Turkish suffix 
-(y)Im 
-sin 
0 
-(y)Ii 
-slnlz 
-lEr 
TABLE 4 Personal suffixes expressing the verb to be. 
Underbill (1985; 31) considers these suffixes to be auxiliaries, as he expe­
riences syntactic resemblances between simple sentences with a main verb 
and copula sentences. He draws the figures below: 
(5.109) ben hastayim 
ben hasta-y-rm 
I i l l -buf fer .y- l" .Pere.s ing 
I am ill 
(5.110) ben mektubu okudum 
ben mektub-u oku-dn-m 
I letter-ACC read-PASTl-l".Pere.eing 
/ have read a letter 
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Subject Predicale Auxiliary 
Ben hasta 
FIG. 5.22 Surface structure of (5.109). 
Subject Auxiliary 
Verb Phrase 
Object Stem Tenue 
mektubu oku 
FIG. 5.23 Surface structure of (5.110). 
The predicate node added to the phrase structure is not taken into 
account in AMATURKA'S grammar. It deserves some consideration, how-
ever. Erguvanli (1984; 7) motivates the predicate node by claiming that a 
generalization is missed the moment the concerning constructions must be 
embedded. A nominalization suffix must be inserted, but the verb to be 
nominalized is missing. In this case, the verb olmak is used, although its 
principal meaning is to become20: 
(5.113a) Ahmet hastadtijini bildim 
Ahmet hasta-dig- i -n- i bi l-di-m 
Ahmet ill-Norn. - 3 r d .Pers.sing-buff er.n-ACC 
know-PASTl-1".Pers.sing 
Intended reading: I knew Ahmet tuai ill 
20
 The sentence 
(5.111) I know Ahmet became ill 
is preferably translated into: 
(5.112) Ahmed'in hastalandigiiu bildim 
Ahmed'-in hasta- lan-dig- i -n- i bil-di-m 
Ahmet-GEN ill-become-Nom.-3rd.Pers.sing-buffer.n-ACC 
know-PASTl-1 .Pers.sing 
(cf also §6 5 5) 
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(5.113b) Ahmed'in hasta oldugunu bildim 
Ahmed'-in hasta ol-dug-u-n-u bil-di-m 
Ahmet-GEN i l l be-Nom.-3rd.Pers.sing-buffer.n-ACC 
knoB-PASTl-l" .Pere.sing 
I knew Ahmet was ill 
The verb olmak is not only used in this case: it is also inseited to indicate 
tense and modality2 1. 
5.6 Operators 
The term operator is taken to mean: an element of the set of adverbial 
phrases that play the role of operator in SELANCA. In ASI (1984; 40), it 
does not receive too much attention: 
"An operator is an adverbial constituent, which means an 
adverb, a PC ( = Prepositional Phrase, A.S.) that is optional in 
that it is not claimed by subcategorization rules, or a conjunc­
tion construction, giving information about the time when, the 
place where, the reason why etc. the event or the act that is 
indicated by the semantic kernel occurred or was performed." 
5.6.1 Operators in Dutch 
In lexicalizing sentences by means of AMAMORPH, a distinction is made 
between nine classes of adverbs: 
• ТЕМ (temporal); 
• LOC (locative); 
• M O D (modal); 
• GRA (degree); 
• HOE (quality); 
• С AU (causal); 
• CNC (connective); 
• NEG (negative); 
2 1
 The set of tense/aspect suffixes with strongly modal meanings allowed to occur as 
nonverbal predicate (-(y)Dl (= finished past), -(yjmli (= narrative past) and -(у)зЕ (= 
conditional)) is not discussed here. 
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• a miscellaneous category without indication. 
This word class information is preserved in CASUS: in future, it may help 
semantic analysis. For the moment, it is merely noted that an operator 
is present; nothing is said about the type of operator. In the context of 
CASUS, the following operators receive special attention: 
• the negative niet ( = not); 
• locative adverbs; 
• temporal adverbs. 
Examples of these three items are given below: 
(5.114) Jan leest 't boek niet 
Jan reads the book not 
Jan it not reading the book 
(5.115) Jan leest 't boek morgen 
Jan reads the book tomorrow 
Jan will read the book tomorrow 
(5.116) Jan leest 't boek ergens 
Jan reads the book somewhere 
Jan is somewhere reading the book 
The interpretation by CASUS is identical for the three examples: 
FV(le Р (Іеев) 
NC-Age NC-Obj BW-Oper NC-Age NC-Obj BW-Oper 
N2 N2 
N1 D T N1 
I 
NK 
N2 N2 
ι /\ 
N1 D T N1 
I 
PIG. 5.24 Interpretations of (5.114) and (5.115). 
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SE 
P V ( l e e . ) 
NC-Age NC-Obj BW-Oper 
N2 NS 
ι /\ 
N1 D T N1 
NK NK 
FIG. 5.25 Interpretations of (5.116). 
Prepositional phiases have identical analyses. Consider, foi instance, the 
sentences below: 
(5.117) Jan leest 't boek in 't voorjaar 
Jan reads the book in the spring 
Jan reads the book in ipring 
(5.118) Jan leest 't boek op 't vliegveld 
Jan reads the book at the airport 
Jan reads the book at the airport 
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SE 
I 
PV(lee«) 
I 
SF 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
N2 N2 VZ 
PC-Oper 
NC 
N1 D T N1 N2 
boek op 
NK 
vliegveld 
FIG. 5.26 Interpretations of (5.117) and (5.118). 
Here also, the information that (5.117) contains a temporal and (5.118) 
contains a locative operator is present in SEL ANC A, but only in so far as 
that the prepositions are marked in the lexicon with respect to these types 
of operators. 
The set of adverbial subordinate clauses which also have to be taken 
into account when discussing operators is left out of this study. CASUS is at 
present not fully equipped to deal with the many possibilities for adverbial 
clauses. Moreover, the relation between the semantics of Dutch adverbial 
clauses and corresponding constructions in Turkish is poorly understood in 
linguistic literature. Therefore, just a small set of adverbs and adverbial 
prepositions is dealt with in this study, as an indication for future research. 
5.6.2 Operators in Turkish 
Operators in the sense of the definition used by CASUS are usually realized 
as adverbs. In Turkish, they appear unmarked in a position preceding the 
verb they modify: 
(5.119) çocuk sütü cok döktü 
çocuk eüt-ü çok dök-tü-0 
child milk-ЛСС very spoil-PASTl-3 r l i. Pere, sing 
the child spoiled the milk very much 
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Time and place adverbs, however, behave differently in their ordering and 
appear after the subject: 
(5.120) çocuk dun sütü döktü 
ς o enk dün siit-ü dök-tü-0 
ch i ld yesterday milk-ACC epoil-PASTl-3r<i.PerB.BÌiig 
yesterday the child spoiled the milk 
(5.121) çocuk mutfakta 9Ütü döktü 
çocuk mutfak-ta eüt-ü dök-tü-0 
ch i ld kitchen-LOC milk-ACC 8poil-PiSTl-3 r < 1 .Pere.sing 
the child spoiled the milk m the kitchen 
If both time and place adverbs occur in the sentence, they have a strict 
order in the unmarked word-order: 
(5.122) çocuk dün mutfakta sütü döktü 
çocuk dün mutfak-ta sü t -ü dök-tü-0 
ch i ld yesterday mutfak-LOC milk-ACC spoil-PASTl-
3 r d .Pers .s ing 
yesterday the child spoiled the milk m the kitchen 
Negation in Turkish is expressed quite differently from Dutch 2 2 . In 
§5.1.2 (where the Turkish simple sentence was discussed), a distinction 
was made between sentences with verbal predicates and sentences with 
nonverbal predicates. The sentences with verbal predicates can only be 
made negative by adding a negation suffix -mE to the stem of the verb: 
(5.123a) çocuk sütü döktü 
çocuk süt -ü dök-tü-0 
ch i ld milk-ACC spoil-PASTl-3 r d .Pers.s ing 
the child spoiled the milk 
(5.123b) çocuk sütü dökmedi 
çocuk BÜt-ü dök-me-di-0 
ch i ld milk-ACC epoil-NEG-PASTl-3pd.Pers.sing 
the child did not spoil the milk 
Syntactically, there is no difference between the two sentences: there is no 
special adverbial phrase (as in Dutch (mei) and English (not)) or another 
phrase which is able to indicate negation. 
In sentences with nonverbal predicates, two different, mutually not ex-
changeable, words are used for negation. These examples are repeated from 
§5.1.2: 
2 2We restrict ourselves here to the Dutch negation adverb met (= not). Adverbs such 
as nooil (= never), nauwelijks (= barely), nergens (= nowhere) are translated into fttçètr 
гатпап, hemen hemen, hiç Ьіт у erde, respectively. 
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(5.124) bu araba Muratm degil 
bu araba Hurat-in d e g i l 
t h i e car Murat-GEN NEC 
this ear it not Murat's 
(5.125) bizim ev eski degil 
b iz- im ev евкі d e g i l 
we-GEN house o ld not 
our house it not old 
(5.126) odamn ortasinda kedi yok 
oda-nm or ta-s in-da ked i yok 
room-GEN midd le-Pose .3 r .Pers.sing-LOC c a t absent 
in the middle of the room, there is no cat 
(5.127) benim çok param yok 
ben-im 90k para-m yok 
I-GEN l o t m o n e y - P o s e . l " . P e r s . s i n g absent 
I do not have a lot of money 
Preposit ional phrases indicating location a n d / o r t ime in Dutch and in-
terpreted as an operator by CASUS, are realized in Turkish by means of the 
syntact ic case suffixes: 
Name 
dative 
locative 
ablative 
Form 
-(У)Е 
-DE 
-DEn 
"Meaning" 
direction to (temporal or local) 
place (temporal or local) 
direction from (temporal or local) 
TABLE 5 Temporal and local case suffixes in Turkish. 
Examples of the suffixes above are: 
(5.128) Ankara'ya gidiyorum 
Ankara'-ya gid-iyor-um 
Ankara-DAT go-PROG-l" . P e r s . s i n g 
I am going to Ankara 
(5.129) Ankara'da oturuyorum 
Ankara'-da otur-uyor-um 
Ankara-LOC live-PROG-l" . P e r s . s i n g 
I am living in Ankara 
(5.130) Ankara'dan gidiyorum 
Ankara'-dan gid-iyor-um 
Ankara-ABL go-PROG-l" . P e r s . s i n g 
I am coming from Ankara 
(5.131) aksama gelirim 
akaam-a g e l - i r - i m 
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evening-DAT come-AOR-l".Pers. sing 
I will come towards evening 
(5.132) mac 3.00'te baghyor 
mac 3.00'-te Ъав1і-уог-0 
match 3.00'LOC start-PR0G-3r<i. Pers. sing 
the game starti at three o'clock 
(5.133) sabahtan çaligti 
sabah-tan c a l i § - t i - 0 
morning-ABL work-PASTl-3r<i .Pers.sing 
Ле worked from early morning 
In Turkish, it is very well possible to find more than one phrase with a 
certain case suffix in one predicate. One may never rely on a one-to-one 
relation between syntactic case and thematic role or operator: 
(5.134) haftaya Istanbul'a gelecegun 
hafta-ya Istanbul'-a gel-eceg-im 
seek-DAT Istanbul-DAT eome-FDT-1"1.Per».sing 
I will come to Istanbul next week 
5.7 Interrogative Sentences 
Two types of interrogative sentences are investigated in this study: 
• Interrogative sentences with interrogatives (WH words); 
• Interrogative sentences with subject-verb inversion (Yes/No questions). 
5.7.1 Interrogatives in Dutch 
Interrogative sentences with WH words are analyzed by CASUS in the same 
way as declarative sentences. The topicalized phrase containing the WH 
word is detopicalized in the same way as a non-WH phrase. The advantage 
of this generalization is that sentences in which the WH word is moved 
from an embedded clause are also analyzed correctly23. Examples: 
(5.135) wie,- denkt Jan dat t, het gedaan heeft? 
who thinks Jan that i t done has? 
who does Jan think has done it? 
(5.136) welke man, denkt Jan dat t¡ het gedaan heeft? 
vhich man thinks Jan that i t done has? 
which man does Jan think has done it? 
Provided that each clause is selected by a so-called bridge verb. 
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(5.137) Jan weet wie, t; het gedaan heeft 
Jan knows who i t dono пае 
Jan knows who has done it 
(5.138) Jan weet welke man, t, het gedaan heeft 
Jan knoBB впісп man i t done has 
Jan knows which man has done it 
SE 
PV(denk) 
PV(denk) 
VD(dce) 
SF 
NCDat 
14 NCAge NC-Obj 
I I 
N2 N2 
DT DT 
I I 
Jan dat heb wie het Jan dat heb welke man het 
VD(doe) 
14 NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
N2 N2 
/ \ I 
DT N1 DT 
NK 
PIG. 5.27 Interpretations of (5.135) and (5.136). 
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SE 
PV(weet) 
SE SF 
N C D i l 
NC-Dat Wl-Obj 
VD(doe) 
M O 
14 NC-Age NC-Obj 
Jan heb wie 
DT 
I 
het 
MO 
Wl-Obj 
VD(doe) 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
N2 
N2 /\ ι 
DT N1 DT 
Jan heb welke man het 
FIG. 5.28 Interpretations of (5.137) and (5.138). 
Yes/No questions in Dutch are recognized by their preposed verb. In 
SELANCA expressions, they are marked with a special node Question, as in 
the analysis of the example below: 
(5.139) geeft Jan aan Piet 't boek? 
gives Jan to Piet the book? 
Ia Jan giving the book to Piet? 
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QUESTION PV(gecf ) 
NC-Age PC-Dat NC-Obj 
I / \ I 
N2 VZ NC N2 
N1 
Jan 
N2 
aan Piet 
FIG. 5.29 Interpretation of (5.139). 
NC D T NI 
I 
NK 
boek 
5.7.2 Interrogatives in Turkish 
In Turkish, the distinction between sentences with WH words and Yes/No 
questions also exists. First, we will provide a survey of Turkish interroga-
tives. A number of interrogatives are derived from the interrogative ne (= 
what): 
Dutch 
wie 
wat 
waar 
waarheen 
waarvandaan 
welke 
hoe 
waarom 
Turkish 
kim 
ne 
nerede 
nereye 
nereden 
hangi 
nasil 
mçin 
English 
who 
what 
where 
whereto 
from where 
which 
how 
why 
TABLE 6 Turkish interrogatives. 
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The unmarked position for the interrogative is the position immediately to 
the left of the verb in the sentence in which the interrogative receives its 
thematic role: 
(5.140) Ankara'da kirn oturuyor? 
Ankara'-da kim otur-uyor-0 
Ankara-LOC who live-PR0G-3rd. Pere.sing 
who is living in Ankara? 
(5.141) Ali nerede oturuyor? 
Ali nerede otur-uyor-0 
Ali where live-PR0G-3 r d.Pers.sing 
where il Ali living? 
(5.142) Ali ne егіуог? 
i l i ne ег-іуог-0 
Ali what give-PR0G-3r<i.Pere.Bing 
what is Ali giving? 
(5.143) hediyeyi hangi adam veriyor? 
hediye-yi hangi adam ver-iyor-0 
present-ACC which man give-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
which man is giving the present? 
There is one exception to this situation: if there is a non-referential or an 
indefinite nonspecific Direct Object in the sentence, this object occupies the 
preverbal position. The WH-marked phrase will then occupy the position 
which it would take if it was not WH-marked: 
(5.144a) kitap kim görüyor? 
kitap[-acc] kim gör-üyor-0 
ЪоокС-врес] who see-PR0G-3rd.Pers.eilig 
Intended reading: who is seeing a book? 
(5.144b) kirn kitap görüyor? 
kim kitap [-ace] gör-üyor-0 
who book [-spec] see-PR0G-3r<i. Pers. Bing 
who is seeing a book? 
In subordinate clauses with an interrogative pronoun, the same word 
order is maintained as in main clauses. Consider the following examples: 
(5.145a) adam kimi vurdu? 
adam kim-i vur-du-0 
man who-ACC hit-PASTl-3rd .Pers.sing 
whom has the man hit? 
(5.145b) adairun kimi vurdugunu biliyorum 
adam-in kim-i vur-dug-un-u bil-iyor-um 
man-GKN who-ACC hit-PARTIC-Pose.3rd.Pere.sing-ACC 
know-PROG-l" .Pere .sing 
I know whom the man has hit 
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(5.145c) adami kim vuidu? 
adam-i kirn vux-du-0 
man-ACC who hit-PASTl-3 r d.Pere.sing 
who hai hit the man? 
adami kimin vuidugumi ЪШуоішп 
adam-i klm-in vur-dug-nn-u bil-iyor-nm 
mam-ACC who-GEN hit-PARTIC-Ροββ.3rd. Pera.aing-ACC 
knc-B-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
I know who ha» hit the man 
For a discussion, we refer to Kornfilt (1984; 140-142). In §6.5.7, we dis­
cuss the question of whether we have to deal with WH movement or with 
specified-Object movement. 
In Yes/No questions in Turkish, an interrogative particle is used, pre­
ceded by the phrase which is to be made interrogative. 
Is the verb made interrogative, then the sentence is completed by this par­
ticle; is another phrase made interrogative, then the unmarked word order 
is used with the exception of the position of the phrase which must be 
made interrogative. This phrase is moved to the preverbal position. The 
particle is realized by ml. Although it does not function as a suffix, but as 
an independent lexical item, it undergoes vowel harmony: 
(5.146) Ankara'da Ali mi otuiuyor? 
Ankara'-da Ali mi otur-uyor-0 
Ankara-LOC Ali part ic le live-PR0G-3rd. Pers.sing 
іг it Ali, who is living in Ankara? 
(5.147) Ali Ankara'da mi otuiuyor? 
Ali Ankara'-da ma otur-uyor-0 
Ali Апкага-LOC part ic le live-PR0G-3 r d.Pera.sing 
χι it Ankara, where Ali га living? 
(5.148) Ali Ankara'da otuiuyor mu? 
Ali Ankara'-da otur-uyor mu-0 
Ali Ankara-LOC live-PROG part ic le-3 r d .Pera.s ing 
is it living, what Ali doei in Ankara? 
In written English (and Dutch), the intended meaning must be expressed by 
means of a syntactic construction like left dislocation. In spoken language, 
it may also be expressed by means of special intonation patterns. 
If in Turkish the verb is made interrogative, the position of the particle 
depends on the Tense type used. The particle is to be placed before or 
after the personal ending of the verb. We illustrate this with the examples 
below: 
(5.145d) 
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(5.149) Ankaia'da otuiuyoi musunuz? 
Ankara'-da otur-uyor mn-emraz 
Ankara-LOC live-PROG [ part ic le ]-2"d .Pere.pliir 
iì it living, that you do in Ankara? 
(5.150) Ankaia'da oturdunuz mu? 
Ankara'-da otnr-dn-nuz mu 
Ankara-LOC live-PASTl-2nd.Pere.plnr [ part ic le ] 
was it living, that you did in Ankara? 
5.8 Passive Constructions 
This section discusses passive constructions in Dutch and Turkish. 
5.8.1 Passive voice in Dutch 
In the CASUS version described in ASI (1984), a subroutine takes care of 
depassivization. In the resulting CASUS output, the information concerning 
passive voice had disappeared. One of the consequences of this was that no 
distinction was made by CASUS between the sentences below: 
(5.151) Jan slaat de hond 
Jan h i te the dog 
Jan it hitting the dog 
(5.152) de hond wordt geslagen door Jan 
the dog i s h i t by Jan 
the dog is being hit by Jan 
In the definition of SELANCA, there was never a need to import passivity 
into meaning. Passivity is considered to be a pragmatic matter, just as 
topicalization is. In ASI (1984; 55), the following text on this matter is 
found: 
"Since, in our opinion, the verb is the meaning center of 
the sentence, all effort is done to warrant a consistent way of 
analyzing its environment. We try to use an interpreting al-
gorithm which has no other concern than to assign semantic 
functions to constituents, regardless of their sequence or any 
other unessential feature of the actual structure. This was also 
the background of the detopicalization and resetting of the verb. 
In very much the same way it is the motivation of passive con-
structions." 
In a more recent version of CASUS, which unfortunately never has been 
discussed in a paper or other form of publication, the equivalence of the 
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sentences in (5.151) to (5.152) has been removed. Although the AGE and 
OBJ roles are played by the same phrases, the so-called passieve door-
bepaling (cf. in English: passive-by phrase) remains a PC in the analysis. 
The analyses of sentence (5.151) and (5.152) are presented below: 
SE 
V D ( i l > ) 
SE 
PV(el») 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
N2 N2 
N i D T N1 
NK 
I 
de hond Jan 
MO SF 
14 PC-Age NC-Obj 
VZ NC N2 
NC D T N1 
N2 
I 
N1 
I 
NK 
word door Jan de hond 
FIG. 5.30 Interpretation of (5.151) and (5.152). 
It is possible to leave out the passive-by phrase in Dutch. In this case, the 
first semantic role will be filled by a dummy: 
(5.153) de hond wordt geslagen 
the dog is hi t 
the dog is being hit 
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SE 
I 
VD(Bla) 
MO 
I 
14 PC-Age NC-Obj 
/\ ι 
VZ NC N2 
I / \ 
NC D T N1 
word door dummy de hond 
FIG. 5.31 Interpretation of (5.153). 
5.8.2 Passive voice in Turkish 
Passive voice in Turkish behaves totally different from passive voice in 
Dutch. Therefore, these forms cannot be considered identical and, conse­
quently, a passive Dutch clause cannot be translated into a passive Turkish 
clause unconditionally. This was already pointed out in the introduction of 
this chapter and reference was made to Sebüktekin (1971; 16), who explic-
itly restricts his remarks to the terminology used in his study. We believe 
that particularization of terms is applicable to every language. Generaliz-
ing, one can say that passivization (like topicalization) belongs to the level 
of Universal Grammar; semantic implications of these transformations have 
effect only in the individual language. Nuances have implications only for 
that language. The text of the present paragraph should be read in this 
light. We will return to the translatability of passive voice in §6.5.8. 
Passive voice in Turkish is formed by adding the suffix -Л to the stem of the 
verb. This suffix is followed by suffixes of tense and person. It undergoes 
vowel harmony. An exception is made if the verb stem ends in an i o t a 
vowel. The respective suffixes used are: -In and -n. 
SF 
I 
NK 
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The Agentive iole (if expiessed) in a passive construction has different 
appearances. 
• The agent can be expressed by means of a secondary postposition. 
The form of this postposition is the following: 
(5.154) taraf + Possessive suffix + Ablative 
Bide + Possessive suffix + from 
In this construction, agreement between the agent and the possessive 
suffix is obligatory: 
(5.155) Ahmet tara&ndan 
Ahmet taraf-i-n-dan 
Ahmet eide-Poes. 3 r d .Pers. sing-buff er .η- ABL 
by Ahmet 
(5.156) bellina tarañmdan 
ben-im taxaf-im-dan 
I-CEN side-PoBs.l".Pers.sing-ABL 
by me 
(5.157) bizim taratumzdan 
biz-im taxaf-imxz-dan 
we-GEN side-Poss.l".Pers.plur-ABL 
by us 
A pronominal agent obligatorily receives a genitive suffix as is shown 
in (5.156) 6entm and (5.157) bizim. 
• The agent can also be expressed by adding the suffix -CE to it. Nom-
inal phrases suffixed like this, however, refer more to institutions than 
to individuals. Consider the example of Underbill (1985; 33): 
(5.15Θ) eski bakan hükümetce affedildi 
eski bakan hükumet-ςβ affed-il-di-0 
former minister government-by paxdon-PASS-PASTl-
3 r d .Pere.s ing 
the former minister was pardoned by the government 
Not only transitive verbs, but also intransitive verbs can be made passive. 
It is impossible to express a syntactic subject in these cases: 
(5.159) Ahmet gelir 
Ahmet gel-ir-0 
Ahmet come-A0R-3r .Pers.sing 
Ahmet is coming 
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gelinir 
ge l - in - i r -0 
come-PASS-A0R-3rd.Pere.sing 
coming-is-done 
people are coming 
bizim taraûmizdan gelinir 
biz-im taxaf-imz-dan ge l - in - ix -0 
Ηβ-GEN eide-Posa.l".Pers.plnx-lBL come-PASS-AOR-
3 r d .Pera.sing 
ue by coming-is-done 
f coming ie done by из 
Example (5.161) indicates that it is impossible to expiess an agent in these 
clauses. This might be related to the phenomenon that passive voice in 
Turkish is not used as frequently as in Dutch or English. Lewis (1984; 
150): 
"Instead of "he was rebuked by his father", a Turk is more 
likely to say "his father rebuked him"." 
In Aissen (1979; 78), it is remarked that constructions of this type are con­
sidered unnatural by native speakers of Turkish. 
A peculiarity of the verb bajlamak ( = t o begin) is that it must be pas­
sivized itself when used with a passive verb: 
(5.162) bu ці yapmaya ba^Uyorlar 
bu i g - i yap-may-a bagli-yor-lar 
t h i s work-ACC do-INF-DAT begin-PR0G-3rd.Pers.plur 
they begin to do this work 
(5.163) bu is. yapilmaya ba§lamyoi 
bu ig yap-il-ma-ya bagla-n-iyor-0 
t h i s ïork do-PASS-INF-DAT begin-PASS-PR0G-3rd.Pere.sing 
this work has begun to be done 
Van Schaaik (1985; 128) observes with respect to the function of passive 
voice that it is used if the speaker feels the need to present the state of af-
fairs from the point of view of a lesser prominent participant in the action 
described. This characterization and the remarks of Sebuktekin (1971) 
on passivization indicate that passive transformation in Turkish is prag-
matic and can therefore not be described by a rule in a machine translation 
project. In any case, there can be some serious doubts whether Dutch 
passive can be translated into Turkish passive and vice versa. 
(5.160) 
(5.161) * 
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5.9 Relative Clauses 
5.9.1 Relative clauses in Dutch 
To get a survey of relative clauses in SELANCA, let us consider the analyses 
of the two sentences below: 
(5.164) ik zie de man die Piet heeft geslagen 
I see the man who Piet has h i t 
1. I see the man who Piet has hit 
S. I »ее the man who hai hit Piet 
(5.165) wie het weet mag het zeggen 
who i t knows may i t say 
he who knows it, may say it 
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Example (5.164) receives the two analyses below: 
SE SE 
PV(z i e ) PV(zie) 
SF 
N2 N2 
I / \ 
D T D T N1 
I 
NC-Obj 
NP 
N C - D i l 
W l 
I 
CL 
I 
VD(sla) 
W l 
14 NC-Age NC-Obj 
N2 N2 
D T N1 
I 
NK 
ik de man heb Piet die ik de man heb die Piet 
FIG. 5.32 Interpretations of (5.164). 
The difference between the two analyses is found in the interpretation of 
the embedded clause. In the first interpretation, the relative pronoun plays 
the OBJ role, while it is AGE in the second interpretation. No co-reference 
between the relative pronoun and its antecedent has been established, al-
though it is relevant to the translation program. Co-reference, however, is 
retrieved by assuming that the relative pronoun, which is marked with the 
feature [+re l ] , co-indexes with the kernel of the NP to which the relative 
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clause belongs. 
Sentence (5.165) has only one analysis: 
MO 
VI(z=g) 
NC-Age X C D A I NC-Obj 
I I I 
Wl X2 N2 
I I I 
P V ( w e e t ) XI D T 
SF 
N C - D l t NC-Obj 
D T 
mag 
D T 
I 
het dummy 
FIG. 5.33 Interpretation of (5.165). 
More complex relatives are interpreted by CASUS as well. 
(5.166) ik lie de man wiens vrouw Piet geslagen heeft 
I see the man впове wife Piet h i t has 
1. I see the man whose wife Piet has hit 
2. I see the man whose wife has hit Piet 
(5.167) ik zie de man aan wie ik het boek gegeven heb 
I вее the man to «hom I the book given have 
I see the man to whom I have given the book 
The analyses of (5.166) can be compared with those of (5.164). Instead of 
an NP with a DT die and an empty head, the relative clause starts with an 
NP with a DT wiens and a head filled with vrouw: 
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SE 
I 
PV(z i e ) 
SE 
I 
PV(z ie ) 
SF 
NK 
MO 
CL 
V D ( í l » ) 
NK CL 
VD(ela.) 
ik de man heb Piet wiene vrouw ik 
NK NK 
I I 
de man heb wiens vrouw Piet 
FIG. S.34 Interpretations of (5.166). 
The analysis of (5.167) seems different because of the PP containing the 
relative pronoun. However, the analysis is as simple as those above: 
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SE 
NC-Dat 
NK 
de man heb 
VD(geef) 
wie het boek 
FIG. 5.35 Interpretation of (5.167). 
5.9.2 Relative clauses in Turkish 
In §5.3, reference is made to the fact that Turkish NPs only have premod-
ifying phrases and never postmodifiers. Relative clauses are no exception 
to this. A difference with Dutch and English is that there exists no rela-
tive pronoun in Turkish: one can only tell by the form of the relativizing 
embedded verb suffix whether the phrase to which the embedded clause be-
longs refers to the syntactic subject of the embedded clause. The Turkish 
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counterparts of the two interpretations of (5.164) are: 
(5.168a) 
(5.168b) 
(ben) Piet,'in vurdugu, adami görüyorum 
(ben) P i e t ' - i n vur-dug-u adam-i gSr-üyor-шп 
(I) Piet-GEN hit-PARTIC-Poes.3rd.Pers.eing raan-ACC 
see-PROG-l" .Pers. sing 
I see the man who Piet has hit 
(ben) Piet'i vuran; adama görüyorum 
(ben) P i e t ' - i vur-an adam-i gör-üyor-um 
(I) Piet-ACC hit-PARTIC man-ACC see-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
I see the man who has hit Piet 
If this phrase is the syntactic subject, the suffix -(y)En is chosen in the 
present tense, -mis olan in the past tense, and -(y)EcEG in future; if this 
phrase is not the subject, then -(y)EcEG + Personal Suffix is chosen in 
future and -DIG + Personal Suffix is chosen in present and past tense. A 
survey of the suffixes being used is given below: 
Person 
sing 
plur 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
Subj 
+FUT 
-(y)EcEk-0 
-(y)EcEk-0 
-(y)EcEk-0 
-(y)EcEk-0 
-(y)EcEk-0 
-(y)EcEk-0 
-FUT 
-(y)En-0 
-(y)En-e 
-(y)En-0 
-(y)En-0 
-(y)En-0 
-(y)En-0 
Obj 
+FUT 
-(y)EcEg-Im 
-(y)EcEg-In 
-(y)EcEk-0 
-(y)EcEg-Imlz 
-(y)EcEg-Inlz 
-(y)EcEk-lEr 
-FUT 
-DIg-Im 
-Dig-In 
-DIg-I 
-DIg-Imlz 
-DIg-InIz 
-DIk-lErl 
TABLE 7 Relativizing (participle) suffixes. 
Constructions corresponding to (5.166) and (5.167) in the previous para-
graph do not contain an interrogative relative pronoun like wiens ( = whose) 
and wie (= whom): 
(5.169) Piet'in kansuiii vurdugu adam¿i görüyorum 
P i e t ' - i n kar i - s in- i vux-dug-u adam-i gör-üyor-nm 
Piet-GEN wife-Pose.3rd.Pers.sing-ACC 
hit-PARTIC-Poss.3rd.Pers.sing man-ACC 
see-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
/ see the man whose wife Piet has hit 
(5.170) karisii Piet'i vuran adam,i görüyorum 
k a i i - s i P i e t ' - i vur-an adam-x gör-üyor-шп 
wife-Poss.3 r d .Pers.sing Piet-ACC hit-PARTIC man-ACC 
see-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
I see the man whose wife has hit Piet 
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(5.171) ben kitabi e, verdigim adarn,ι gôiûyorum 
ben kitab-i ver-dig-im adam-i gör-üyor-um 
I book-ACC give-PARTIC.PAST-Poss.l"'. Pers.sing man-ACC 
see-PROG-l".Pers.eing 
/ tee the man to whom I have given the book 
Со-referentiality in (5.169) and (5.170) (indicated by ,) between the posses­
sive of ¿an and the head (adam) of the NP to which the relative S belongs 
expresses the relation between the two phiases. In (5.171), it becomes clear 
that adami to which the relative clause is a modifier is related to an empty 
indirect object in the subordinate clause, after the conclusion that the ob-
ject position is filled by kitabi. 
Although much attention has always been given to relative clauses (Under-
bill (1972), Hankamer & Knecht (1976), Knecht (1986), Zimmer (1986)), 
little has been published, to my knowledge, about the underlying structure 
of relative clauses in the framework of Government and Binding, which is 
one of the linguistic frameworks we are working in. In all the literature 
mentioned above, the problem has been to state the conditions for the use 
of Free participles on the one hand (cf. our example (5.168a)) and of Pos-
sessed participles on the other (cf. our example (5.168b)). The terminology 
used here is from Zimmer (1987), who took it from Hankamer (1973). Pre-
supposing that the underlying structure of (5.168a) and (5.168b) had been 
as given below: 
(5.172a) (ben) [s Piet [VP adarn, vur- ] ] adain,i gôrûyorum 
(5.172b) (ben) [s adarn, [vp Piet'i vur- ] ] adarn,ι gôrûyorum 
principles such as Equi-NP deletion were responsible for the relativization 
of the embedded clauses. In free participle clauses, the constituent rela-
tivized upon was deleted and the verb suffixed; in possessed participles, 
the constituent relativized upon was likewise deleted, the subject of the 
relative clause (if present) was case-marked genitive, the verb was suffixed, 
and a possessive marker agreeing in person with the subject was inserted. 
To account for the distribution of (5.169) and (5.170), Hankamer & Knecht 
(1976) postulate a No-subject Principle, which says that if no subject is 
present in the relative clause, the possessive participle clause is impossible 
and only the other one is chosen. 
In the theory of Government and Binding, relativization of clauses in En-
glish and Dutch is distributed by the base-generation of structures with 
relative pronouns co-indexing with the head of the complex NP in which 
the relative clause is generated. Move-α assures that the relative pronoun 
is moved to the COMP position. In Turkish, however, relative pronouns do 
not exist, or, at least, they are not phonetically realized. Kornfilt (1984; 
257-277), who works in the GB field, finishes chapter 5 of her dissertation 
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about Case marking, Agreement and Empty Categories in Turkish with a 
survey of relativization in general in Turkish without working out the whole 
process of relativization. She makes the following assumptions: 
1. all Ss in Turkish are associated with a COMP position, while NPs 
and PPs are not; 
2. "relativization" is due to Move-α in the syntactic component, and 
hence has to obey Subjacency; 
3. the bounding nodes of Turkish are NP, PP and S. 
Kornfilt assigns the following surface structures to examples (5.168a) and 
(5.168b): 
(5.173a) (ben/pro) [IP [s [s Piet,'in e3 vuidugu, ] ] adairiji ] goruyorum 
(5.173b) (ben/pro) [IP [5 [s e, Piet'i vuian ] O, ] adam,i ] goruyorum 
The property of e in both (5.173a) and (5.173b) is to indicate the extracted 
phrase, which was co-referent with the head of the NP in which the rela­
tive clause is embedded. Kornfilt (1984; 266) analyses it as some kind of 
trace of Equi-Ν Ρ deletion. О in (5.173b) is an assumed bound variable, 
which is needed to block so-called overt AGR. Kornfilt restricts herself to 
the conditions under which certain relativized structures are ruled out by 
general principles. She states that the construction employing the mor­
pheme associated with overt AGR (example (5.173a)) is the basic one, and 
only where it cannot be used for a variety of reasons, the other morphology 
shows up as a "last-resort" alternative (cf. Kornfilt (1984; 266)). We will 
discuss these reasons in a nutshell here. In general, overt AGR governs and 
Case-marks the subject, and also functions as the identifier and legitimizer 
of pro subjects within the same governing category. By claiming that an 
empty subject (e) governed by overt AGR has to be pro, the basic relative 
clause construction is unavailable (cf. (5.173b)), where the bound variable 
is the subject: the pro is Α-bound by an operator which is too close to 
it. The domains within which closeness holds are: S and NP. The items 
which are too close, are on the one hand a pronominal, which is À-bound 
like any variable, and on the other hand its Α-binder, i.e. the empty oper­
ator in COMP-position. Now the "last-resort" alternative comes up: overt 
AGR is lacking, the subject position is occupied by a variable, hence no 
restriction on too closely Ä-bound pronouns is violated. The only problem 
to overcome is that the variable lacks Case, since there is no AGR, but 
Case is required. Kornfilt now assumes that the "last-resort" alternative 
is associated with phonetically unrealized AGR, which will act as the Case 
marker of the subject position. 
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In SELANCA, the relations between all case candidates are deteimined. 
Relativization is a process which belongs in the syntactic component (Move 
a), but, as SELANCA already contains information on relativization (the 
clauses undei analysis in SELANCA have already been relativized), this in­
formation will also be present in the output of the BASE component. Thus, 
we cannot generate a structure which is equal to the base-generated struc­
ture in GB, whatever its form may be, without this implicit violation of 
strict cyclicity. In $6.5.9, we discuss in detail why a nominalization rule 
is sufficient. The rule does not select the participle suffixes, but inserts a 
node that serves the purpose of a trigger in suffix insertion. 
5.10 T h e Possessive Verb Hebben 
The Dutch main verb hebben (= t o have), which expresses a possessive 
relation between syntactic subject and object, is discussed separately, for 
it demands an essentially different syntactic structure in Turkish than in 
Dutch. 
5.10.1 "Hebben" in Dutch 
In CASUS, the verb to have used as an independent2 4 verb is not analyzed 
differently from other main verbs. Consider the sentences below: 
(5.174) Jon heeft 'η auto 
Jan has a car 
Jan has a car 
(5.175) ik zie de man die 'n auto heeft 
I see the man vho a car has 
/ am seeing the man who has a ear 
The CASUS analyses are: 
That is: Not as an auxiliary. 
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PV(zie ) 
SF 
SE 
P V ( h e b ) 
NC-DM N C O b j 
N 2 N2 
ι /\ 
N1 D T N1 
NK P V ( h e b ) 
SF 
N C D i i t NC-Obj 
I I 
N2 N2 
ι /\ 
D T D T N1 
Jan 'n aulo ite de man die 'n auto 
FIG. 5.36 Interpretations of (5.1T4) and (5.175). 
It is clear that the case frame of the verb hebben contains of a DAT and an 
OBJ. The analysis of hebben is identical in main clauses and in subordinate 
clauses. 
5.10.2 The counterpart of "hebben" in Turkish 
In Turkish, the situation differs in main clauses and subordinate clauses. In 
the Turkish main clause, the main verb is absent. The Turkish counterpart 
of example (5.174) is printed below: 
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(5.176) Jan'm aiabasi var25 
Jan'-in aiaba-Bi vax 
Jan'-GEN car-Poss.3rd.Pere.eing present 
Jan hat a car 
The surface structure seems to be as follows: 
SE 
NA 
I 
NC 
N2 
Ni 
NK 
I 
Jan'm 0 arabaei var 
FIG. 5.37 Possible surface structure of (5.176). 
As fai as we know, little has been published on structures of which the 
predicate var/yok is the semantic nucleus that have the meaning of the pos-
sessive verb to have. Lewis (1984; 142), being a traditional grammar, notes 
that the construction is not an ordinary izafet26 group; example (5.176) 
does not literally mean Jan's car exists, but his car exists - Jan's. So the 
subject of English to have is put in the genitive in Turkish. Nilsson (1985; 
19) remarks: 
"Predicative contents like 'cost', 'weigh', 'have (possessive)', 
and 'last', which are also semantically two-arguments predicates 
( - ) " 
2 5
 In the negation of this sentence, the word «or is replaced by yok. 
2 6
 The Turkish term izafet means annexation and relates to the linking of one noun to 
another. Lewis (1984; 42) distinguishes two types of izafet: the definite izafet, which is 
employed when the first element is a definite person or thing to which or within which the 
second belongs (e.g. Ankara'mn s,ehri = t h e c i t y of Ankara), and the indefinite izafet, 
which is used when the relationship between the two elements is merely qualificatory 
and not so intimate or possessive as that indicated by the definite izafet (e.g. Ankara 
§ehri = Ankara c i t y ) . 
PR 
I 
AJ 
NK 
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She adopts the structure below: 
s 
NP VP 
Jan'in агаЬаві var 
FIG. 5.38 Surface structure of (5.176) according to Nilsson. 
Lewis (1984; 251), referring to Mundy (1955; 294-5), provides proof which 
shows a practical consequence of the structure provided above. An izafet 
group cannot be split by an adverb unless the qualified element is a verbal 
noun. If we want to put extra information into an izafet group, we have to 
convert this information into an adjective: 
(5.177a) cemiyetin dun toplantisi 
cemiyet-in dun toplant i-s i 
society-GEN yesterday meeting-Pose.3 r .Pere.sing 
(5.178a) cemiyetin dûnkû toplantisi 
cemiyet-in dünfcü top lant i - s i 
Bociety-GEN yesterday-iDJ meeting-Poss. 3 r d .Pers.s ing 
the society's hesternal meeting 
If we put to (5.176) an adjectivized adverb in that garage, we will get the 
following: 
(5.179a) Jan'm о garajdaki arabasi var 
Jan'-in o garaj-da-ki araba-si var 
Jan-GEN that gaiage-LOC-ADJ car-Pose.3 r d.Pere.sing 
existent 
Attempted reading: Jan's ear, which is in that garage, exists 
(5.179c) Jan'm о garajda arabasi var 
Jan'-in о garaj-da araba-si var 
Jan-GEN that garage-LOC car-Poss.3 r .Pers.sing existent 
Jan has a car in that garage 
Example (5.179a) seems, according to Lewis, "hardly worth saying" and in 
any case, it has lost the possessive verb reading, while (5.179c) still has this 
reading. According to Lewis, it follows that what we have here is not an 
izafet group plus var (as we had first presumed), but a statement to which 
Jan'm is the subject. 
We found another argument, which is more in the tradition of Transfor­
mational Grammar. Let us assume that we have an izafet group plus var. 
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In this case, var is a one-place predicate; the izafet group is the syntactic 
subject. Consider the following sentences: 
(5.180) Jan atabasmi aldi 
Jan araba-вт-і al-di-0 
Jan car-Poss.3rd.Pers.sing-ACC bny-PASTl-3rd.Pere.eing 
Jan bought a car 
(5.181) Jan'm arabasmi aldigi... 
Jan-in araba-sm-i al-dig-i . . . 
Jan-GEN car-Poss.3 r d .Pere.sing ICC 
buy-PARTIC-Poss.3rd.Pers.sing . . . 
... that Jan bought a ear 
(5.182a) J an'in arabasinin oldugu ... 
Jan-ал araba-si-nin ol-dng-u . . . 
Jan-GEN car-Poss.3rd.Pere.sing-GEN 
be-PARTIC-Poss.3rd.Pere.Bing . . . 
... that Jan hai a car 
(5.182b) Jan'm arabasi oldugu ... 
Jan-in araba-si ol-dug-u . . . 
Jan-GEN cax-Poss.3 r d .Pers.sing be-PARTIC-
Poes.3 r .Pers.sing . . . 
... that Jan has a car 
The izafet group plus var has the same structure as (5.180), which has a 
verbal predicate. If we have to put the sentence in an object position (em­
bedded Object clause), we need a transformation rule Olmak Insertion in 
the sentences (5.182a) and (5.182b). Then, a rule Nominalize Sentence is 
to be executed. In (5.181), we see that the subject obtained a genitive syn­
tactic case marking. If, analogously to (5.181) and assuming an izafet, this 
rule is applied to the izafet group plus var, we will get example (5.182a), 
which is obviously ill-formed. Assuming var is a two-place predicate, the 
double genitive syntactic case marking is absorbed2 7 and (5.182b) is the re-
2
 This absorption relates to the morpheme deletion as a result of haplology, as proposed 
in Komfill (1985) to distribute and exclude clauses, such as: 
(5.183a) yang arabasim 
yang araba-si-m 
race car-Poss.3 r d.Pers.sing-Ровв. 1'' .Pere.sing 
(5.183b) yaiig arabam 
yaxis, araba-m 
race car-Poss. l" .Pers.s ing 
my race car 
(5.184a) arabalarlari 
araba-lar-lari 
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suit. Therefore, we may conclude that vor is indeed a transitive predicate 
and that the constiuction is not izafet. 
Lewis (1984; 142-143) notes that the var/yok construction is only used 
in the present tense and in the past tense. In the latter case, the auxiliary 
ending -(y)DI is concatenated to var/yok. In future tense the verb olmak 
( = t o become) is inserted: 
(5.185) Jan'in arabasi olacak 
Jan'-in araba-si ol-acak 
Jan'-GEN car-Ροββ.3 r d.Pere.Bing become-FÜT 
Jan will have a car 
Note that here a parallel can be drawn with the Dutch verb zijn ( = t o be) 
which does not have a counterpart in Turkish main clauses (cf. §5.5), but 
is also realized in subordinate clauses by means of the verb olmak. We have 
already gathered from the examples (5.182a) and (5.182b) that hebben is 
also expressed by the verb olmak in Turkish in subordinate clauses: 
(5.166) Jan'in arabasi oldugunu biliyorum 
Jan'-in araba-si ol-dng-nn-u bil-iyor-nm 
Jan'-GEN cax-Poes.3r d .Pere.sing become-PARTIC-
POSB .3 r d .Pera.sing know-PROG-1*' .Pere.sing 
I know that Jan has a ear 
In the above, we presupposed that main and subordinate clauses con-
taining to have are generated with the lexical var and that olmak is inserted 
in a later phase. 
If we look at the possessive verb in relative clauses, we assume that the 
following structures are deep structures: 
(5.187a) [adamin<{lsi;BJ> arabasi<oBj> var ] adami<¡> görüyorum 
DS of: I see the man who has a car 
(5.187b) [adamin<si/Bj> arabasi<JloBJ> var ] arabayi<j> görüyorum 
DS of: I see the car that the man has 
Now, if we follow the rules of relativization about when to choose -(y)En 
and when -DIG, we will get the following: 
car-Plur-Pose. 3 .Pere.plur 
(5.184b) arabalari 
axaba-lari 
car-Poss. 3r d .Pers .plur 
their cars 
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(5.188a) e<suBj> arabasi<oBJ> olan adanu görüyorum 
/ see the man who hai a car 
(5.188b) adamin<5c/Bj> e<osj> oldugu arabayi görüyorum 
(5.188c) adanun olan arabayi görüyorum 
I see the car that the man hat 
Surprisingly, (5.188b) is not grammatical. The grammatical reading 
should be as in (5.188c), but now, the meaning has changed into I see the 
car which belongs to the man 28 . 
If we try to construct a relative clause in which the antecedent is co-
referent with the object of the relative clause, we will get the following 
ill-formed sentences: 
(5.190) arabamn e<,> oldugu adami<,> görüyorum 
(5.191) araba(yi) olan adami görüyorum 
Attempted reading: I see the man who has got the car with him 
Even the escape of inserting the complementary participle suffix does not 
seem to work, because the meaning of the sentence changes into I see the 
man who is a/the car. This is probably due to the fact that the clause with 
the locative case has disappeared. It might be saved by inserting kendisi 
( = h imsel f ) into the subordinate clause: 
(5.192) arabanm kendisinde<,> oldugu adami<,> görüyorum 
(5.193) araba(yi) kendisinde<,> olan adanu<,> görüyorum 
Attempted reading: I see the man who has got the car with him 
However, (5.192) is out according to all my informants. The opinions 
on (5.193) vary; some native speakers accept the sentence without the ac-
cusative suffix to araba; others do not accept the sentence at all. 
The locative case seems to save the construction in the following sen-
tence: 
(5.194) arabanm oglun<,>da oldugu adami<,> görüyorum 
I see the man whose son has got the car with him 
Most of the native speakers, however, reject this sentence for it is very 
inconvenient to use. However, they all think that it is grammatical (in the 
2 8
 Jorge Hankamrr (personal communication) pointed out to me that the deep structure 
оГ (5.188c) is not (5.187b), but: 
(5.189) [araba<;,.çr/Bj> adamm<pnED> ] arabayi<,> görüyorum 
DS of: I see the ear that is of/belongs to the man 
I agree with this observation, but it docs not explain why the relativizntion of (5.187b) 
is Ыогкгсі. 
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sense of: it is a sentence that belongs to the set of sentences that can be 
generated following the grammar of Turkish), but probably never used 2 9. 
As, for some reason that we do not know, the relativization of possessive 
verb clauses is prohibited in the case that the underlying syntactic object 
is co-referent with the antecedent, we must assume a rule (obligatory in 
relative clauses, but optional in all other clauses) which takes care of the 
restructuring of the var construction into a predicate construction. The 
rule does not change the meaning3 0 of the sentence, but seems relevant in 
pragmatic terms: it changes the topic of the clause. 
In main clauses, this rule results in: 
(5.195a) Erol'un arabasi vai 
(5.195b) araba Erol'un 
araba Erol-un 
car Erol-GEN 
the car is Eroi''s/belongs to Eroi 
(5.196a) Erol'un arabasi olacak 
(5.196b) araba Erol'un olacak 
araba Erol-ші ol-acak-0 
car Erol-GEN be-FUT-3rd.Pers.sing 
the car will be Erol'i/will belong to Eroi 
In object clauses, the following constructions are generated: 
(5.197a) Erol'un arabasi oldugunu gôrûyorum 
Erol-un araba-ei ol-dug-un-u gör-üyor-um 
Erol-GEN саг-Роев.3 r d.Pers.eing become-PARTIC-
Ροββ.3rd.Pere.sing-ACC Βββ-PROG-l".Pars.sing 
I see that Eroi has a ear 
(5.197b) arabanm Erol'un oldugunu gôrûyorum 
araba-nin Erol-un ol-dng-un-u gör-üyor-um 
car-GEN Erol-GEN become-PARTIC-Poss.3rd.Pers.eing-ACC 
see-PROG-l". Pere.sing 
I see that the car is Eroi's/belongs to Eroi 
In relative clauses, we get the following sentences: 
(5.198a) arabasi olan Erol'u gôrûyorum 
araba-βι ol-an Erol'-u gör-üyor-um 
car-Poss.3rd .Pere.Bing become-PlRTIC Erol-ACC 
see-PROG-l"'. Pere, eing 
I see Eroi who has a car 
Except in this publication. 
Used in terms of the theory by Van Bakel (1994). 
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(5.198b) aiabanm oldugu Erol'u gôiûyorum 
araba-nin ol-dug-n Erol'-n gör-üyor-um 
car-GEN become-PARTIC Erol-ACC βββ-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
I see Eroi to whom the car belongs 
The ungrammatically of example (5.198b) is due to the same prohibition 
mentioned above: in the case of co-referentiality of the syntactic object 
of olmak with its antecedent, relativization is prohibited. This leads to a 
complementary situation with the examples in which the antecedent is the 
other argument of the predicate van 
(5.199a) Erol'un olan arabayi görüyorum 
Eroi'ил ol-an araba-yi gör-üyor-nra 
Erol-GEN become-PARTIC cax-iCC βββ-PROG-l" .Pers.βing 
I see the car that belongs to Eroi 
(5.199b) Erol'un oldugu arabayi görüyorum 
Eroi'-un ol-dug-u axaba-yi gör-üyor-um 
Erol-GEN become-PARTIC car-ACC βββ-PROG-l" .Pere.sing 
I see the car that Eroi has 
In conclusion, we propose a movement rule which is responsible for the 
transformation of a possessive verb construction into a copula construction 
with the meaning "to be of x" or "be x's". 
Furthermore, we found a prohibition of the relativization rule in sentences 
in which the syntactic object of olmak (in the meaning of 'to be') is co-
referent with the head to which the embedded clause belongs. 
Here ends the comparative analysis of Dutch and Turkish. The analysis 
is of course not exhaustive, but restricted to ten constructions covered by 
CASUS. In the following chapter, this analysis will be used to design rules 
to relate Dutch constructions to Turkish constructions. 
Chapter 6 
TRANSIT 
This chapter staits with a survey of the stages the TRANSIT project has 
been going thiough (§6.1). In §6.2, the present formalism of TRANSIT is 
discussed. §6.3 discusses the transfer step thiough which the Dutch lexical 
items still present in the formalism of SELANCA aie replaced by Turkish 
lexical items. This step turns out to be one transformation rule. 
In §6.4, the subcomponents of TRANSIT aie discussed in detail. In §6.5, we 
come to the transfer from SELANCA to Turkish. All subdomains, tieated 
separately in chapter 5, are subjected to research. Questions that will be 
answeied aie: "What actions must be undeitaken to translate a specific re-
search aiea correctly?", and "In which subcomponent do the several actions 
to be undeitaken belong?" 
6.1 Introduction 
In this section, a shoit survey of the stages in the development of the TRAN-
SIT project is provided. In the first phase, an analysis of Turkish was made. 
Parallel to this phase, a small implementation of syntactic restructuring of 
CASUS output to Turkish surface structures was designed. This implemen-
tation was done in an older version of GRAMTSY, which was mentioned 
before in §4.3. 
Semantics in the sense of knowledge of the world never played an impor-
tant role in the implementation. In chapter 2, we explained why. Thus, 
the lexical items to be translated were found in the bilingual lexicon and 
replaced by their Turkish counterparts. This was done cyclically and top-
down. Relevant suffixes were represented in the deep structure by number 
codes. After finishing the syntactic restructuring, the number codes were 
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looked up in an ad hoc lexicon and substituted by the corresponding suf-
fixes in the concerning NP and VP kernels. Afterwards, vowel harmony 
and consonant alternation was performed in (syntax embedded) SNOBOL 
routines. Finally, the labelled bracketing was deleted. This way, a Turkish 
sentence was generated, (cf. Stoop & Wever (1986)). 
In the second phase of the TRANSIT project, the direction of execution 
was changed. Instead of top-down and left-right, the labelled bracketing 
was processed cyclically and bottom-up. This was motivated from a theo-
retical linguistic point of view: the cyclic principle is a universal principle 
which relates to the application mode of transformations. It says that in 
complex sentences the list of transformations to be applied must be applied 
firstly to the subtree dominated by the most deeply embedded cyclic node 
according to the principle of linear ordering; secondly, to the subtree dom-
inated by the next cyclic node dominating the deepest cyclic node, etc., 
until the highest cyclic node is reached. 
The cyclic principle corresponds to the idea that transformations must be 
applied locally. The principle was introduced, because transformations have 
to be applied more than once in a complex sentence, if necessary. Especially 
in computational linguistics, the definition of the domains within which a 
set of rules is to be applied is highly important, for the computer demands 
that tasks be defined as explicitly as possible. Domains in a linguistic sense 
are cyclic nodes. 
Working with cyclic domains has the advantage that one does not have to 
deal with ordering paradoxes: i.e. rule Ri should be executed before rule 
R.2, but R.2 before Ri. These paradoxes are omitted by defining cyclic do-
mains: they make it possible to execute rules in a non-arbitrary order (cf. 
Booij e.a. (1980)). 
The boitom-up principle is an inherent property of the strict cyclic princi-
ple in the generation of natural language. Strict cyclicity is a condition to 
cyclicity restricting the application domain of cyclic rules. No rule is to be 
applied to domains that are dominated by another cyclic node. The im-
plication of strict cyclicity comes down to the prohibition of backtracking 
to previous cyclic domains, i.e. sub-trees that have already been subjected 
to the transformation rules. It is obvious that the cyclic domains to be 
defined are the maximal projections of the semantic kernels of SELANCA. 
Within these nodes, the semantic structures are defined. Because only the 
verb was implemented as semantic kernel in this phase, the set of cyclic 
nodes was limited to the maximal projection of V. This version of TRANSIT 
is discussed in Wever & Stoop (1987). The lexicon of this implementation 
had not been changed with respect to version 1. 
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During the second phase described above, it became clear that restruc-
turing trees was not enough to generate Turkish surface structures. Al-
though the comparative analysis between Dutch and Turkish provided a 
number of correct transformational rules, problems occurred with respect 
to Dutch lexical items without a Turkish counterpart in the same category. 
Because we claim that the Turkish generating component in TRANSIT has a 
strong generative capacity, we had to adopt the necessary structures in the 
lexicon. Therefore, the strategy of TRANSIT had to change considerably. 
Firstly, the Lexicon had to be consulted: it could be decisive to get the 
right structure to trigger the right rules. 
Secondly, the generation of syntactic structures was theoretically changed 
from a transformational system, in which the input structure is transformed 
into a Turkish surface structure, into a purely generating system, in which 
the input structure serves as knowledge base to generate a Turkish deep 
structure, which is transformed into a surface structure: on the basis of the 
presence of certain terminal categories and structures possibly taken from 
the lexicon, a tree structure was built without lexical items in terminal po-
sitions. This was done in the Syntax component. 
In the Semantic component, the link was made between lexical items which 
did not get a place until now and the empty terminal categories on the basis 
of the information found in the lexicon: case frames, additional features, 
etc. 
Furthermore, the cyclicity mentioned above had to be preserved. In addi-
tion to the maximal projection of the verb, the maximal projection of noun 
and adjective were also adopted as cyclic domains, although CASUS did not 
provide a semantic analysis of these domains. 
Finally, the syntax embedded SNOBOL routines to handle vowel harmony 
and consonant alternation were replaced by a set of transformational rules, 
giving rise to the addition of phonotactic information to the feature bundle 
of the Turkish lexical items and suffixes. 
The reader should bear in mind that the components Lexicon, Syntax and 
Semantics were executed consecutively within one cycle: only after reach-
ing the top node of the structure, was the phonotactical component entered 
to provide surface representations of the Turkish translation. For details, 
we refer to Stoop (1990). 
6.2 The Formalism of TRANSIT 
After finishing the implementation of TRANSIT phase three, we found out 
that we had not been careful enough in separating syntactic and semantic 
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matters in the implementation. We found that in some cases rules that 
should really be in the syntactic component had to be put into the seman­
tic component foi reasons of ordering paradoxes. For example, the rule 
Insert Interrogative Particle had to be put into the Semantic component, 
although it is really a syntactic rule. Algorithmically, TRANSIT31 worked 
fine, and it provided correct translations. However, we judged that the mix 
of syntactic and semantic rules should be avoided. 
Furthermore, the three-stage generation model deep-structure generation, 
surface-structure transformation, phonological-form provision presented in 
§2.3 was not implemented explicitly. Also, the place of the lexical transfer 
step was not made explicit. 
Finally, it is important to keep the term Semantics reserved for the defini­
tion of SELANCA. In TRANSIT3, all manipulations which were triggered by 
distinctive features were considered to be semantic, but in another sense 
than was defined in SELANCA. A more proper way to denote the mod­
ules is to speak of Deep Syntax or BASE component, and Surface Syntax 
or TRANSFORM component. The BASE module is reserved to the principles 
of X theory, Case Filter and the -criterion. In TRANSFORM, Move-α and 
suffix insertion is performed. Lexicon consultation has been moved from 
the BASE component to a position before the cyclic grammars are called. 
This movement matches more with the idea of a separate lexical transfer 
step as indicated in FIG. 2.5 of §2.3. In the following section, we will discuss 
the components of TRANSIT more thoroughly. In the figure below, the new 
algorithm of TRANSIT is depicted: 
1
 For clarity's sake, the name TRANSIT3 will refer henceforth to the version described 
in the last paragraph of the previous section. 
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1 
FIG. 6.1 Translation algorithm of TRANSIT. 
The starting-point in the diagram is found in the upper left corner of the 
diagram. The SELANCA expression follows the lines of this diagram, start-
ing with a lexical transfer. All Dutch lexical items are substituted by one 
or more Turkish translations with or without a syntactic structure. The 
lexical transfer has been kept from the cyclic process that starts after in-
sertion of Turkish lexicals. 
Single arrow pointers indicate in which direction to go when the operation 
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described in the boxes fails; double arrow pointeis indicate where to go to 
after a successful action. 
After the leftmost, most deeply embedded cyclic node which has not been 
processed yet, is found in the input string, it will undergo the changes which 
are defined in the module that is active at the moment. After completion 
of this module, the search is started for a sister node right-adjacent to the 
cyclic node just dealt with. If such a node is found, the search is contin-
ued for the most deeply embedded node, and the process will be repeated. 
If no sister node is found, the mother node is traced. If found, the cycle 
starts again2. If no such node is found, this means that the top node of 
the tree has been reached. Now, the next module will be entered, and the 
whole stretch will be run through again. This diagram must be run through 
three times: firstly, to apply the rules of the BASE component; secondly, 
to run the rules of the TRANSFORM component, and thirdly, to process the 
PHONOTAX module. 
The main consequence of this algorithm is that each subcomponent of 
the system is subjected to the principle of strict cyclicity: in every subcom-
ponent, the rules are executed cyclically and bottom-up, until all cycles 
have been passed through. Thus, the BASE component provides all possible 
deep structures of the complete SELANCA expression, and the TRANSFORM 
component provides all Turkish surface structures possible. Contrary to our 
TRANSIT3 version, the PHONOTAX component is executed with the cyclic 
domains NP, VP and PP. 
While developing the theory, a set of sentences is used which is repre-
sentative of the subset of Dutch analyzed correctly by CASUS. The directive 
was ASI (1984). The limitation of the set of (123) sentences automatically 
restricts the lexicon. The advantage of a small lexicon is motivated by its 
workability. All Dutch constructions, however, which are discussed in ASI 
(1984) are incorporated in the set of test sentences. Since 1984, software 
development has proceeded. Undergraduate reports were dedicated to Cop-
ula constructions (Van Gend (1986)), Extraposition (De Wolf (1987)) and 
Coordination and Gapping (Willemse (1987)). In the TRANSIT project, the 
first two issues have been included. 
The test sentences have been evaluated by a number of Turkish linguists 
(native speakers). A minority of sentences seems to have different accepta-
tion levels. These differences are due to lexicon deficiency. In this study, 
no attention has been paid to an extensive study of the relations between 
2After backtracking to the mother node, the search for the leftmost, most deeply 
embedded cyclic node which has not been processed yet, is idle. In avoiding an overflow 
of arrows, it is suggested in FIG. (6.1) that cycles formerly processed are processed 
again. 
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Dutch lexical items and Turkish lexical items. For instance, the Dutch 
word vrouw (= woman) is to be translated into Turkish by kadm. However, 
if one speaks of de vrouw van Ahmet (= the wife of Ahmet), kadm is 
never used, but rather es or kart. In English, the same phenomenon occurs 
[woman versus wife). 
A survey of the set of 123 Dutch sentences and the translations into Turkish 
by TRANSIT can be found in appendix B. 
6.3 The Transfer: Lexicon Consultation 
In FIG. 2.5 in §2.3 in which the model of the CASUS-TRANSIT translation 
system has been depicted, it can be seen that a function T() is responsible 
for the projection of the output of CASUS (= representation r(x)) on to 
the input of the deep structure generator (= representation r(y)). This 
function T() only represents a lexical transfer, all Dutch lexical items must 
be replaced by their Turkish counterparts. The Turkish counterparts can 
be: 
• lexical items of the same category as the Dutch lexical items; 
• lexical items of another category as the Dutch lexical items; 
• syntactic structures with lexical items representing the Dutch lexical 
items. 
Besides this information, the nodes dominating the Turkish counterparts 
bear syntactic and semantic feature bundles. Thus, the first thing to do is 
a lexical transfer. The results of this transfer are used to build up the deep 
representation needed. To perform a lexical transfer, a bilingual lexicon is 
needed. 
We already discussed in §2.3 the fact that the problems occurring while 
building a lexicon for a machine translation system are equivalent to the 
lexicon problems in generative linguistics, but that there also are differences 
that relate to the necessity of working with a bilingual lexicon. If there 
existed an equivalence relationship between all lexical items of all languages, 
there would be no problem in choosing the correct lexical target language 
item. However, this desired equivalence does not exist. In translating, 
whether automatically or not, three situations can occur: 
• substitution; 
• deletion; 
• insertion. 
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Substitution occurs when a source language item has a counterpart in the 
target language, and both items belong to the same syntactic category. 
Substitution does not trigger many problems. 
Deletion occurs when the source language item does not have a coun­
terpart in the target language: in TRANSIT, in translating from Dutch into 
Turkish, this occurs to the lexical item er, the definite articles de and het, 
but abo to prepositional phrases in Dutch that occur in Turkish as nominal 
phrases: the preposition has to disappear. The lexical item er is a semantic 
dummy in SBIANCA and is translated into 0 (= phonet ica l ly zero) in 
the lexicon. The articles de and het are also translated into 0. The dis­
appearance of the preposition is realized by writing the expected phrase 
type of the concerning role in the case frame of the Turkish counterpart of 
the Dutch verb. The PP playing that role is pruned and stripped of the 
preposition. 
For every semantic nucleus requiring phrases to be added (i.e. the third 
situation: insertion), if no generalization is possible (in which case rules can 
be formulated), these phrases have to be specified explicitly in the lexicon. 
An example can be found in §6.5.1 in translating pseudo-intransitive verbs. 
A totally different case is ambiguity. In principle, there exists no ambi­
guity in TRANSIT; a SELANCA expression is supposed to be non-ambiguous 
and every SELANCA expression is a self-contained unit offered to TRANSIT. 
The omission of the limitation of one translation per SELANCA expression 
has nothing to do with ambiguity, but with variety. Consultation of the 
lexicon can result in finding more than one equivalent lexical item and thus, 
more translations of one SELANCA expression are possible. All these transla­
tions, however, share the same meaning3. Because in TRANSIT only isolated 
sentences are translated and no knowledge is available on, for instance, the 
register or context in which the sentence is to be translated, generating 
more than one surface structure is not wrong. Only the selection criteria 
provided with the semantic nuclei in the lexicon are taken into account. 
As is mentioned above, besides lexical categories, syntactic structures 
are adopted into the lexicon. A prepositional phrase like van Piet in: 
(6.1) Roosje houdt van Piet 
RooBJe loves of Piet 
Roosje loves Piet* 
'Meaning, in terms οΓ SELANCA, of course. 
4
 Never: Little Rose loves Pete. We support the idea that proper names are not 
translatable. 
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has to change into a nominal phrase when translated into English. In the 
lexicon, it is indicated that the object role of the verb to love is played by 
an NP and not a PP. 
Turkish vowel harmony and consonant alternation are triggered by mark-
ers in the lexicon. In loan words, where the rules seem to be violated (cf. 
§4.1), deviating markers should be used. 
Semantic features have to be adopted in the lexicon as well. This remark 
implies the definition of a set of semantic features. First of all, semantic 
features are difficult to determine within the axiom of determining seman-
tics in a linguistic sense. Second, as we cannot grasp the whole set of 
features we have defined a subset of features. Our only consideration here 
was: do we need a feature to prevent ill-formed translations? We realize 
the ad-hocness of this way of working, but lack of theory about this matter 
forces us to do so. An example in which the necessity of semantic features 
becomes clear is presented below: 
(6.2) das Haus 
(6.3) la maison 
Haus is neuter, while maison is feminine. Without adopting a semantic 
feature to determine the gender of the lexical item, the article will be in-
translatable, if translating from German into French. Also, the presence of 
adjectives and relative subordinate clauses will lead to major problems. 
We will not discuss the actual content of the lexicon here in extenso: when 
we discuss the translation process of every construction in §6.5, the demands 
concerning lexical items are treated separately. 
6.4 The Subcomponents 
The subcomponents of the TRANSIT system discussed here are the three 
components in which linguistic manipulations take place. These compo-
nents are: 
• the BASE component, providing all deep structures possible; 
• the TRANSFORM component, providing acceptable, but not all, sur-
face structures in which lexical items are still present in deep form 
representation; 
• the PHONOTAX component, providing surface structures with surface 
representations of the lexical items. 
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6.4.1 Base Component: Deep Structure Generator 
In the BASE component, the first component of TRANSIT, the SELANCA ex-
pression is transformed into the deep representation of the expected Turkish 
translation. 
At the level of SE, a syntactic structure is built on the basis of the 
information given in the semantic feature bundle of the main verb of the 
cyclic domain. This syntactic structure consists of a three-level structure 
of VP, a subject position, object positions if necessary, and reformulations 
of copula constructions and possessive-verb constructions. These subject 
and possibly object positions already carry the thematic roles assigned by 
the main verb. Then, the coupling takes place between the satellites of 
the semantic functions (SF) nodes and the empty subject and object posi-
tions in the newly-built structure. This coupling is more a comparison of 
thematic roles, at least with respect to case candidates. This is where we 
touch upon the kernel of this study: the moment one finds a Dutch thematic 
role assigner with a Turkish counterpart assigning different thematic roles, 
the claim must be corrected and research must be done whether principled 
solutions can be found or an ad hoc measure should be introduced. The 
coupling is in fact a formalization of the ©-Criterion. 
After the coupling, it is checked whether positions are still empty [Empty 
Category Principle) or whether candidates are left behind in the SF node 
(Cose Filter). Wrong structures are filtered out now. 
At the level of NP, CASUS does not provide semantic interpretations. 
Therefore, we cannot follow the same path of the generation of deep struc-
tures of S Es in generating deep representations of NPs. The generation 
of Turkish NPs is performed by a set of movement rules converting the 
Dutch surface structure of NPs into a Turkish deep structure. Examples of 
movement rules are: relative-clause preposing, the partitive NP rules and 
possessive-determiner postponing. 
Also at the level of AP, CASUS does not provide semantic interpretations 
as long as no sentential phrases are involved. In this project, we kept 
the attention to NP and VP; only the translation of simple APs has been 
implemented into the system. 
6.4.2 Transform Component: Surface Structure Trans-
former 
After the generation of one or more deep structures on the basis of the lexi-
con information in the BASE component, the whole structure under analysis 
is passed on to the TRANSFORM component. The TRANSFORM component 
takes care of the suffixing of phrases. Matrix verbs receive person and 
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tense markers, embedded veibs leceive participle markers, nominal phrases 
syntactic case markers, etc. All the information needed to apply the suffix-
inserting rules is provided by the case frames of the verbs and the additional 
feature bundles of other lexical items in the lexicon. The markers to be in­
serted are deep representations of the suffixes concerned. Only after the top 
of the tree under analysis has been reached will the deep representations 
be changed into surface representations by the PHONOTAX component. 
Furthermore, a set of transformational rules is executed in order to get 
correct surface structures of the deep representations. Most of the transfor­
mational rules are applied to S Es only and relate to word-order phenomena. 
Agreement rules are applied to both NPs and SEs. 
These transformation rules have been created on the basis of the compar­
ative structure analysis between Dutch and Turkish. They are generally 
discussed in the following sections of this chapter. 
β.4.3 Phonotax Component: Phonological Form Prov­
ider 
In Stoop (1990; 103) this component was called Morphotaxis. This name 
was wrongly chosen. Morphotazis is that part of linguistics which describes 
the restrictions to possible positions and combinations in which morphemes 
of a language can occur. This is exactly what is described in the TRANS­
FORM component, albeit that the paragraph above speaks of deep repre­
sentations of suffixes. 
Phonotax is that part of linguistics which describes the restrictions to possi­
ble positions and combinations in which phonemes of a language can occur. 
The PHONOTAX component carries out a number of operations on a string 
of deep suffixes, postponed to all lexical items during the translation pro­
cess. This component also works cyclically, but with different domains 
than the two preceding components. The phonotactic rules which have to 
be executed concern: 
• vowel harmony; 
• consonant alternation; 
• deletion. 
Buffer consonants and buffer vowels are deleted if they are superflu­
ous. 
A more thorough discussion of the rules is presented in §6.5.11. 
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6.5 Transfer from SELANCA to Turkish 
At this point, we come to the objective which is added to the objectives of 
contrastive analysis in the introduction of chapter 5: 
• Developing a set of transformational rules which is a projection of the 
translation mechanism that connects sentences of a source language 
to sentences of a target language. 
Within the boundaries of this study, only transformational rules concern­
ing SELANCA and Turkish are proposed. The rules to interpret Dutch in 
SELANCA have been presented in ASI (1984). We will discuss issues in the 
transfer from SELANCA to Turkish in the order we used in discussing the 
comparative analysis in chapter 5. In each item, at least two components of 
TRANSIT will receive more attention: the BASE and the TRANSFORM com­
ponent. In discussing the former, some aspects of the lexicon (the lexical 
transfer) will also be treated. The PHONOTAX component is discussed in a 
separate section (§6.5.11). 
Matters concerning the lexical transfer are discussed throughout the 
text if the occasion asks for it. If necessary, a separate paragraph will be 
devoted to lexical transfer under the caption Lexicon. 
β.5.1 Simple sentences 
Base 
Translating from Dutch simple sentences into one or more Turkish ones is, 
contrary to translating phrases such as NP and AP, not a syntactic restruc­
turing from Dutch surface structure to Turkish surface structure, but from 
SELANCA expression to Turkish surface structure. In the BASE component 
of TRANSIT, one or more possible deep structures will be generated, on the 
basis of information provided by the lexicon. Under certain conditions, the 
result can be a great variety of structures. The number of structures can 
be restricted by generating one deep structure, after which a number of 
optional rules can be triggered. In principle, we have focussed on gener­
ating the most obvious surface structures, that is, all kinds of pragmatic 
aspects causing a change in word order are excluded. Only unmarked word 
order sentences are generated. This means that so-called devrik cumie (= 
inverted sentence) cases are excluded (cf. Lewis (1984; 241), Erguvanh 
(1984)), even in the translation of topicalized sentences, in which the topic 
is not the syntactic subject (see below). We already mentioned the SOV 
word order in Turkish sentences with verbal predicate (cf. chapter 1 and 
§4.2.2). A SELANCA expression has a structure from which a verbal ter­
minal symbol has disappeared. On the basis of the information that one 
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works in a sentential cyclic domain, the following rewriting rule should be 
applied: 
(6.4) VC -+ XC" V 
This rule reflects in general that, if the head of a cyclic domain is verbal, as 
many constituents should be generated adjacent to V as is indicated either 
in the sub-tree (below SF) in which one works or in the lexicon. Let us 
consider these two cases. 
The first case occurs in a sentence like the following: 
(6.5) Ahmet geeft Mehmet 'η boek 
Ahmet gives Mehmet a book 
Ahmet is giving a book to Mehmet 
One of the structures representing a meaning of (6.5) is: 
NC-Age N C - D i t N O O b j 
N2 N2 N2 
ι ι A 
N1 N1 D T N1 
I I I 
NK NK NK 
I I I 
Mehmet Ahmet 'n boek 
FIG. 6.2 Interpretation of (6.5). 
The generation of Turkish starts with a lexical transfer step. The lexicon is 
consulted to find all Turkish lexical items and also the item geef is looked 
up. Its Turkish counterpart is: ver. It carries the same case frame as geef 
does in Dutch: 
(6.6) AGEO.DAT^'J.OBJQ 
The question mark indicates the optionality of the thematic role. 
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On the basis of these three thematic roles, the structure below will be 
generated in the BASE: 
NC Age 
NC D»l NC-Obj 
FIG. 6.3 Deep structure of (6.5) to be generated by TRANSIT. 
Afterwards, candidates for -roles will be attached to the correct NC nodes 
just generated. Furthermore, it is checked whether the correct candidates 
are attached to the right NC nodes. 
In the second cose, more information must be retrieved from the lexicon. 
Let us give an example: 
(6.7) Ahmet schrijft 
Ahmet Br i tβв 
Ahmet ta writing 
The CASUS output of (6.7) is: 
PV(echr.jf) 
SF 
N C A g e XC-Obj 
I I 
Ahmet dummy 
FIG. 6.4 Interpretation of (6.7). 
The dummy phrase indicates the presence of a pseudo-intransitive verb. 
The Turkish counterpart of schrijf, yaz-, happens to be transitive. This 
implies the addition of a new phrase. Turkish uses a dummy lexical item 
derived from the verb to which it belongs. This derivation is expressed in 
different ways, depending on the verb: yaz-t < yazmak ( = t o write), oku-
ущ < okumak ( = t o read). The meaning of the derivation is something 
verb-able. In this example: something writeable. In TRANSIT, we use the 
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principle that the expected phiase is written in the lexicon for it seems 
impossible to define classes of verbs on the basis of the occurrence of the 
suffix needed. 
(6.8) AGE(),OBJ(?Dummy (NC (N2 (N1 (NK-yazi))))) 
Thus, the structure below is generated: 
SE 
NC-Age VC 
NC-Obj-?Dummy V 
N2 
I 
NL 
I 
NK 
I 
y&zi y&z-
FIG. 6.5 Deep structure of (6.7) to be generated by TRANSIT. 
Now, the other case candidates can be attached to the corresponding NC 
nodes. 
In the BASE component, the NC in subject position is reserved for the 
phrase which receives the first thematic role of the verb. Following this 
path, the SOV nature is maintained. On the left of the syntactic subject, 
a node has been created as a landing site for phrases which are the topic 
of the sentence (cf. Erguvanh 1984; 172). An example is: 
(6.9) vandaag geeft Mehmet Ahmet 'η boek 
today gives Mehmet Ahmet a book 
today, Mehmet is giving a book to Ahmet 
The SELANCA expression is: 
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FV(geef ) 
I 
S F 
NC-Age NC-Dat NC-Obj BW-Oper 
N2 N2 N2 
N1 N1 D T N1 
I I 
NK NK NK 
Mehmet Ahmet 'n boek vandaag 
FIG. 6.6 Interpretation of (6.9). 
In the BASE component of TRANSIT, an adverbial node is created next to the 
two NC nodes. In the second component of TRANSIT, the transformational 
component, the operator can be moved to the sentence-initial position, 
resulting in: 
Topic NC-Age 
I I 
BW-Oper N2 NC-Dat NC-Obj V 
N1 N2 N2 
NK N1 D T N1 
bugun Mehmet Ahmed'e bir kitap veriyor 
FIG. 6.7 Surface structure of the translation of (6.9). 
The BASE component is not only a deep structure generator. After the 
generation of the deep structures, the Q- Criterion кад. the Case Filtera.it 
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applied, so that only "grammatical" deep structures are subject to the sec­
ond component of TRANSIT. Although in the Τ model by Chomsky (1981) 
these principles have been defined aftei the transformational component, 
we like to appeal here to the projection principle, which says: 
• If an element a assigns Θ to an element β on a given moment during 
derivation, then α assigns Θ to β on eveiy moment of the derivation; 
• If an element a subcategorizes an element β on a given moment duiing 
derivation, then a subcategorizes β on every moment of the deriva­
tion. 
Both ©-Criterion and Case Filter are executed at the beginning of the 
derivation. The derivation rules of the TRANSFORM component are not 
allowed to violate these principles, and thus, both principles are implicitly 
respected by the rules. 
T h e m a t i c roles 
The claim of the TRANSIT project is that the case frames of verbs in Dutch 
are identical to the case frames of their Turkish counterparts. The first 
two questions arising from this claim are: when is it possible to speak of 
a counterpart and, if there exists a counterpart, is this counterpart not 
selected simply because of its case frame? Knowledge of the world plays 
an important role here. It often remains unclear within a language what 
criteria form the basis for the selection of a lexical item. For example: 
(6.10a) de krant ligt in de boekenkast 
the paper l i e s in the book-case 
the paper ii lying in the book-саз e 
(6.10b) de krant staat in de boekenkast 
the paper stands in the book-case 
the paper is standing in the book-case 
(6.11a) het boek ligt in de boekenkast 
the book l i e s in the book-case 
the book is lying in the book-case 
(6.11b) het boek staat in de boekenkast 
the book stands in the book-case 
the book is standing in the book-case 
Example (6.10b) is ill-formed, while (6.11b) is not. One way to reject 
(6.10b) is to add a feature [-standable] to the feature bundle of krant 
and to the pattern of expectations of the syntactic subject of the verb to 
stand, but phenomena like in the examples above are not related to prop­
erties of krant and boek, but are idiomatically determined. Another way 
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to reject (6.10b) is then to mark the lexical item with [ i d i o m a t i c [ l i e ] ] 
(krant). And again, one can wonder whethei this solution is linguistically 
justifiable. 
It is clear that this featuie addition is ad hoc. The features arbitrarily 
defined in SELANCA, are summed up in chapter 2. 
Furthermore, the choice of a lexical item depends strongly on the context 
in which it is used (cf. Lyons (1977)). The Dutch noun knoop can serve 
as an example. When it is translated into English in a linguistic context, 
it will probably be translated into node, but in a text in the field of haute 
couture it should be translated into button. 
In TRANSIT, no evaluation in this field is made. Each sentence is analyzed 
and translated separately. Knowledge of the world (when is a verb, noun, 
or adjective used, and when not?) is not controlled in TRANSIT and neither 
will it be as long as such knowledge is not captured in linguistic notions. 
The claim formulated above is based on the idea that everything is ex­
pressible (utterable) in any language. Thematic roles form a language-
independent semantic concept on an abstract level above language. The 
roles played by available candidates in a certain situation are identical in 
all languages. 
In some languages some roles are less explicit than in other languages. An 
example of this is pseudo-intransitivity. The prefix ρ s endo explains the 
term. A thematic role is left empty: there exists an implicit candidate 
which must be made explicit when necessary. Translating is such a circum­
stance. 
In the case of pseudo-intransitivity, we found a principle to solve the lack 
of a case candidate in the analysis. However, if there is a clause in which 
a number of case candidates are found as receivers of the thematic roles 
of the Dutch verb in the analysis of the source language, and in which at 
synthesis of Turkish either one or more of these thematic role carriers do 
not seem to fulfil the demands of the Turkish verb, or no other way to ex­
press the meaning in Turkish can be found, we have to state that SELANCA 
in its present form does not fulfil the claim of being an adequate semantic 
language, and that this step in the direction of machine translation has to 
be taken backward. 
One of the problems concerning -roles comes with the implementation 
of weather verbs. Compare the examples below: 
(6.12) het regent 
i t rains 
it is raining 
(6.13) het sneeuwt 
i t snows 
it is snowing 
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In Dutch as well as in English, the weather verbs do not assign -roles; 
the subject position is occupied by a non-argument, in Dutch het and in 
English it. Arguments are not allowed to occupy this position. By not 
receiving any -role, the Θ-Criterion is violated. This criterion says: 
Each argument bears one and only one -role and each -
role is assigned to one and only one argument 
(Chomsky (1981; 36)). 
Furthermore, the Case Filter is violated, which says that an NP is not 
grammatical if it is phonologically overt and lacks a -role: 
(6.14) Jan regent 
Jan rains 
(6.15) de steen regent 
the вtone raine 
Therefore, (6.14) and (6.15) are ill-formed. 
In Turkish, however, the case seems totally different. Compare the sen­
tences below: 
(6.16) yagmur yagiyor 
yagmur yag-iyor-0 
rain rain-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
it is raining 
(6.17) kar yagiyor 
kar yag-iyor-0 
enow rain-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
it is snowing 
(6.18) dolu yagiyor 
dolu yag-iyor-0 
h a i l rain-PR0G-3r<i. Pers. sing 
»Í is hailing 
Yagmur (= ra in ) , kar (= enow) and dolu (— h a i l ) are without any doubt 
arguments; thus, the verb yagmak must assign at least one thematic role to 
make the constructions (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) grammatical. A remarkable 
thing is that the verb yagmak just seems to have "less" meaning. It is the 
subject which determines the meaning of the sentence. One could argue 
that yagmak has a more general meaning in the sense of to fall, because the 
following example is also acceptable: 
(6.19) tag yagiyor 
tag yag-iyor-0 
stone rain-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
atones are falling 
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A similar situation occurs with the verb waaien (= to blow): 
(6.20) rüzgár esiyor 
rüzgäx es-iyor-0 
wind bloe-PR0G-3r<i.Pers. sing 
ti is blowing/the wind ii blowing 
Other Dutch weather verbs, such as stormen (= to storm) and motregenen 
(= t o d r i z z l e ) behave differently in Turkish: 
(6.21) ùrtma var 
i irtxna vai 
storm existing/preeent 
it is storming/it is blowing a gale 
(6.22) çisiyor 
ç i s - iyor-0 
drizzle-PR0G-3r<i. Pers. sing 
ti tí drizzling 
Example (6.20) and (6.22) seem to be regular weather verbs, although the 
subject position could be occupied by pro. We will come to a discussion of 
pro in the text below. 
Another possibility is to compare the treatment of Turkish weather verbs 
with the way ergative verbs are treated in generative grammar. Ergative 
verbs assign a -role to the NP in direct object position at deep struc-
ture. According to Burzio (1981), they do not assign a -role to subject 
position, since they are not Case-markers. When the - caseless - direct 
object moves to subject position to escape the Case Filter (a process akin 
to Passive), it does not receive any -role in its new position; consequently, 
no Θ-Criterion violation arises (cf. Kornñlt (1984; 202-203)). 
Suppose, yagmak in (6.16) to (6.18) is a transitive verb with a dummy sub-
ject. Through a rule taht takes care of Object-to-Subject Raising, the object 
appears in subject position, whereafter rules such as Subject-Verb Agree-
ment are applied (cf. the way sentences with ergative verbs are generated). 
The generation of clauses with transitive weather verbs is now similar to 
the generation of clauses in which a dummy object in Dutch must be filled 
by an obligatory object in Turkish (cf. yazx yazmak, yemek yemek, окиущ 
okumak above). 
Instead of example (6.21), one may have been expecting, analogous with 
the rain cases: 
(6.23) ' tutina esiyor 
f i r tuia es-iyor-0 
storm blow-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
tí is storming 
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Example (6.21) must be seen as idiom. Sentence (6.23), however, is, though 
grammatical, semantically unacceptable, because of the friction between the 
subject and the verb: firixna expresses to much violence to be related with 
езтек. It is clear that more research is needed in this field. 
L e x i c o n 
In this section, we are only interested in verbs in the lexicon. Other cate­
gories are discussed in the remainder of this chapter. The way the lexicon is 
consulted is not interesting from a linguistic point of view. In this project, 
we focussed only on the features which are necessary for the generation of 
grammatical sentences. 
We use the lexical items found in the SELANCA expression, i.e. the stem 
forms of Dutch lexical items, as entries of the translation lexicon. 
In this lexicon, a Turkish lemma is found. Let us illustrate this. In the 
SELANCA expression of the next sentence: 
(6.24) Ahmet slaapt 
Ahmet sleeps 
Ahmet is sleeping 
the following information is found at the entry slaap: 
(6.25) V slaap пуп IGEO 
The category to which the lexical item belongs (V) has been added to 
the stem to prevent progression with the wrong category (e.g. N). The 
categories function as a signpost in the lexicon. 
The notation of the thematic role seems irrelevant or redundant. However, 
if there are more thematic roles in the SELANCA expressions, it prevents 
mistakes in the attachment of candidates below VC. 
In the following example, we look at a two-place predicate: 
(6.26) Ahmet slaat Mehmet 
Ahmet h i t s Mehmet 
Ahmet is hitting Mehmet 
The Turkish counterpart of slaan is also a two-place predicate. However, 
the syntactic object, here filled by the proper name Mehmet, must receive 
an accusative suffix. This suffix is written as an abstract feature in the 
lexicon at the OBJ role: 
(6.2T) V sia vui IGEO ,0BJ(+4) 
One must be careful not to generalize all OBJ candidates. 
(6.28) Ahmet kijkt naar Mehmet 
Ahmet looks at Mehmet 
Ahmet is looking at Mehmet 
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(6.29) V kijk bak DATO ,0BJ(+3) 
In the analysis, kijken naar assigns a DAT iole to Ahmet and an OBJ iole 
to Mehmet. The Turkish counterpart assigns a syntactic absolute suffix to 
the DAT candidate and not a dative suffix. The OBJ phiase must leceive 
a dative suffix. 
With lespeet to (6.28) and (6.29) one can aigue about the equivalence of the 
case fiâmes of Dutch kijken naar and Turkish bakmak. One can state that 
in Tuikish no OBJ at all exists in the case frame, but anothei iole: GOAL. 
A definition of the set of semantic functions in SELANCA was piesented in 
chaptei 2. Attention was paid to the arbitrariness of the definition. If one 
accepts the semantic iole GOAL in the Turkish case frame (foi instance, 
because Tuikish data point to its light of existence), one must evaluate SE-
LANCA again and conclude that kijken naar can also claim the role GOAL, 
because of the semantic diiection value which the PP contains. 
To generate simple sentences, the information piesented above suffices. 
Latei, in §6.5.3 and §6.5.4, it will become appaient that the lexicon does 
not have enough infoimation to geneiate embedded clauses correctly. 
In the previous paragraph, we spoke of pseudo-intransitive veibs. This 
set of veibs needs a particular marking in the lexicon. An example is: 
(6.30) Ahmet schrijft 
Ahmet writes 
Ahmet іг writing 
(6.31) V schrijf yaz ACE(),0BJ(+4 | NC (Ν" (Ν' (NK y a z i ) ) ) ) 
The OBJ candidate, if piesent, matches the demands that aie asked to 
an OBJ and it may leceive the accusative suffix. If an OBJ is missing 
in the analysis, the dummy candidate yazi is inseited to the position. It 
is a deiivation of the veib yazmak. However, this deiivation is not legu-
lar. Therefore, the phonological representation must be adopted into the 
lexicon. Compare: 
(6.32) Vschiijfyaz AGE(),0BJ(+4 | NC (Ν" (Ν' (NK y a z i ) ) ) ) 
(6.33) V eet ye AGE(),0BJ(+4 | NC (Ν" (Ν' (NK yemek)))) 
(6.34) V lees oku DATO ,OBJ(+4 | NC (Ν" (Ν' (NK okuyuç)))) 
Examples of the lexicon entry of weathei verbs are: 
(6.35) V regen yag 0BJ(+1 | NC (Ν" (Ν' (NK yagmur)))) 
to rain 
(6.36) V sneeuw yag 0BJ(+1 | NC (Ν" (Ν' (NK kax)))) 
to ¡now 
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The optional dummy object уадтит is inserted to the structure, if a real 
object is missing. If an object is present, it will appear in subject position. 
Consider the following example: 
(6.37) het regent stenen 
i t raine stones 
tí tí raining stones 
The Turkish translation of this example is: 
(6.38) taslar yagiyor 
tag-lax yag-iyor-0 
etone-Plui rain-PR0G-3rd.Pere.pirn 
A last remark concerns the possibility to choose between several alter-
natives in the lexicon. One entry in the lexicon can point to several Turkish 
counterparts. For that reason, all possible candidates are picked out of the 
lexicon and used in the BASS component. A consequence can be that not 
only one, but several translations are provided by the system. All transla-
tions, however, will share the same meaning as far as the level of abstraction 
in the TRANSIT system reaches. 
The surface structures are realized in the TRANSFORM component, which 
is discussed in the following section. 
Transform 
The TRANSIT component called TRANSFORM serves more than one cause. 
First of all, the so-called Move-α rules (WH-movement, adverb movement, 
but also Object-to-Subject Raising to generate clauses with weather verbs 
correctly) are executed in this component. Secondly, agreement rules, such 
as Subject- Verb Agreement and Modifier-Head Agreement are found in the 
TRANSFORM component. Thirdly, suffix insertion rules have been adopted 
into the TRANSFORM component. 
Within the cyclic domain of SE, the following rules are needed: 
1. The verb has to be postponed under VC to obtain SOV order; 
2. The syntactic object must be attached under VC, left-adjacent to V. 
This rule is subject to the additional features which the object bears. 
These features are discussed in this section later (p. 171-173); 
3. In Erguvanli (1984), it was shown how certain parts of the sentence 
can be moved forward or postponed, under conditions of a certain 
semantic (or rather: pragmatic) context. It seems an infinite story to 
generate all possible word order phenomena in TRANSIT. For reasons 
of efficiency, extrapositions have not been adopted into the transfor­
mational system; 
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4. Adverbs modifying the verb must be generated in or moved to a 
position between syntactic object and verb; 
5. Subjects must be checked to see whether they contain a nominal 
phrase with a nominal head or a pronoun without a nominal head. In 
the last case, a rule must be executed to delete the syntactic subject. 
This rule should operate optionally. 
T e n s e 
In matching Turkish with Dutch the phenomenon Tense is complex. For 
example, simple present tense in Dutch can express more than just simple 
presence. It expresses non-past, i.e. simple present and future tense: 
# 
(6.39) hij komt gisteren 
he comee yesterday 
(6.40) hij komt nu 
hij comes поя 
he ti coming now 
(6.41) hij komt morgen 
he comes tomorrow 
he will come tomorrow 
Example (6.41) contains a reference to a time point in the future. It is 
not necessary to adapt tense here, but it is necessary in example (6.39); 
reference to a point in the past makes the sentence ill-formed. The adverbs 
in (6.39) to (6.41) will not receive an interpretation in SELANCA. Motivation 
is given in §2.1. It restricts the possibilities in this project in such a way 
that the output of TRANSIT does not or cannot answer the requests made 
by Turkish. 
A second restriction concerns general truth values of the sentences to be 
translated: in SELANCA no theory on this exists. This means that no choice 
can be made between, for instance, progressive or aorist in Turkish. 
The system is thus restricted by a set of arbitrarily defined rules. These 
rules are sufficient to generate globally correct tenses in Turkish. It is, 
however, inevitable that in generating Turkish sentences certain meaning 
nuances slip into the sentence which were not present in the Dutch sentence 
or which were not perceptible to CASUS. 
Problems relating to the above are not solved. Differences between source 
language and target language which cannot be dealt with linguistically will 
always generate interpretation differences. 
• Simple present tense 
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The simple present is translated by TRANSIT into either the progres-
sive ( = Present I) or the aorist. Both tenses reflect present tense. 
Features as general truth (in the aorist) or progressive are not distin-
guished in the Dutch analysis component: it may be possible to make 
this distinction in future on the basis of textual data, but as long as 
no text analysis is done, TRANSIT must generate both forms. 
Sentences in simple present tense containing a future reference (for in-
stance, by the presence of an temporal adverb), cannot be translated 
correctly without a special intervention by TRANSIT. Adverb analysis 
in CASUS does not distinguish between the different temporal adverbs. 
A solution in TRANSIT is to add the feature [±FUT] to temporal ad-
verbs in the Turkish lexicon. We will return to this matter in §6.5.6. 
Future, however, is not always expressed if present. The utterance: 
(6.42) ik ga naar Turkije 
I go to Turkey 
/ am going to Turkey 
when used in an aircraft from Frankfurt to Ankara is translated cor-
rectly into: 
(6.43) ben, Tûrkiye'ye gidiyorum 
ben, Turkiye-'ye gid-iyor-um 
I Turkey-DAT go-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
But in a context in which the question below is asked: 
(6.44) waar ga je naar toe in de zomervakantie? 
where go you ( . . . ) to in the summer holiday 
where will you go during your summer holiday? 
the answer must be translated into: 
(6.45) ben, Tûrkiye'ye gidecegim 
ben, Turkiye-'ye gid-eceg-im 
I Turkey-DAT go-FüT-l".Pere.sing 
/ will go to Turkey 
If the hearer, however, spends every summer holiday in Turkey, the 
aorist must be used: 
(6.46) ben, Tûrkiye'ye giderim 
ben, Turkiye-'ye gid-er-im 
I Turkey-DAT go-AOR-l".Pers.sing 
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As CASUS does not look at the context in which sentences are used, 
it does not piovide the necessary distinctions, and thus, the correct 
translation that fits the situation will be accompanied by incorrect 
translations. 
• Imperfect past tense 
The imperfect past tense is paraphrased by at least two Turkish repre-
sentations: -DI- and -m/j-past. The distinction to be made depends 
on whether it concerns one's own experience or not. In the Dutch 
analysis component CASUS, this distinction is not made. 
(6.47a) hij ging naar Turkije 
he icent to Turkey 
(6.47b) o, Tûrkiye'ye gitti 
o, Tüikiye-'ye g i t - t i - 0 
he Turkey-DAT go-PASTl-3rd.Pere.sing 
(6.47c) o, Tûrkiye'ye gitmis. 
o, Tüxkiye-'ye git-mie-0 
he Tuikey-DAT go-PAST2-3rd.Pere.eing 
Example (6.47b) is the translation with -Dl-past. Because the suffix 
is directly preceded by a voiceless consonant, the d alternates into a 
t. 
Example (6.47c) contains the -ml§ suffix. 
Here also, the presence of an adverbial phrase could be decisive in the 
choice for one of the two suffixes, just like temporal adverbs. 
(6.48a) hij ging volgens mij naar Turkije 
he «ent according me to Turkey 
in my opinion, he went to Turkey 
(6.48b) (bence,) Tûrkiye'ye gitti 
(6.48c) (bence,) Tûrkiye'ye gitmis. 
(6.49a) hij ging blijkbaar naar Turkije 
he sent apparently to Turkey 
he apparently went to Turkey 
(6.49b) (gôiûnû^e göre,) Tûrkiye'ye gitti 
(6.49c) (gôiûnûse göre,) Tûrkiye'ye gitmis. 
Kuruoglu (1985) claims that the combination of present I and the 
auxiliary -(y)DI-past is comparable to the perfect tense. Lewis (1984) 
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calls this form, -(I)yordu, the Present Past, a term which is a con-
tradictio in terminis and is not explained. Underbill (1985; 184-187) 
describes the form as a past tense of the progressive: 
(6.50a) " ik ben aan het komen naar Turkije 
I am to the come to Turkey 
I am coming to Turkey 
(6.50b) ben, Türkiye'ye gidiyorum 
ben, Türkiye-'ye gid-іуог-шп 
I Turkey-DAT go-PROG-1"'.Pere.sing 
(6.51a) ik was aan het komen naat Turkije β 
I was to the come to Turkey 
/ was coming to Turkey 
(6.51b) ben, Tüikiye'ye gidiyordum 
ben, Tiirkiye-'ye gid-iyor-du-m 
I Turkey-DAT go-PROG-AUI-l".Pers.sing 
It would not be wrong to let TRANSIT generate sentence (6.51b), if 
there is an imperfect past tense in the sentence. 
• Perfect present tense 
The perfect present tense is translated into the same suffixes as the 
imperfect past tense. 
(6.52a) ik ben naar Turkije gegaan 
I am to Turkey gone 
I went to Turkey 
(6.52b) ben, Türkiye'ye gittim 
ben, Türkiye-'ye g i t - t i -m 
I Turkey-DAT go-PASTl-l" .Pere.Bing 
(6.52c) ben, Türkiye'ye gitmi§im 
ben, Türkiye-'ye git-mis-im 
I Turkey-DAT go-PAST2-l''.Per».sing 
The difference between the perfect present and imperfect past tense 
is not made in Turkish. 
6
 Although the structures of (6.50a) and (6.51a) are grammatically correct in Dutch, 
the verb komen gives both sentences an artificial nature. Substitution by verbs such as 
rennen (= to гол) or lopen (= to ealk) improve both sentences. 
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• Perfect past tense 
The perfect past tense, however, is used in Turkish. It is a combina-
tion of the past tense -ml} and the auxiliary past -(y)DI: ml§tl. 
(6.53a) ik was naar Turkije gegaan 
I nas to Turkey gone 
I had gone to Turkey 
(6.53b) ben, Turkiye'ye gitmigtim 
ben, Turkiye-'ye git-mig-ti-m 
I Turkey-DAT go-PAST2-AUI-li'.Pers.sing 
• Imperfect present future tense 
The imperfect future tense should result in a number of Turkish sen-
tences, as is evident from the text above. 
(6.54a) ik zal naar Turkije gaan 
I w i l l to Turkey go 
I will go to Turkey 
(6.54b) ben, Turkiye'ye gidecegim 
ben, Tiirkiye-'ye gid-eceg-im 
I Turkey-DAT go-FUT-l".Pere.sing 
(6.54c) ben, Turkiye'ye gidiyorum 
ben, Turkiye-'ye gid-iyor-um 
I Turkey-DAT go-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
(6.54d) ben, Turkiye'ye giderim 
ben, Turkiye-'ye gid-er-im 
I Turkey-DAT go-AOR-l".Pers.sing 
The choice between representation (6.54c) and (6.54d) depends on 
the performative situation in which the utterance is done. Because no 
performative action is analyzed by CASUS, TRANSIT will only generate 
representation (6.54b). 
• Imperfect past future tense 
The imperfect past future tense is created by concatenating the fu-
ture suffix to either the -(y)DI-past or -(y)mlf-past: -(y)EcEkil or 
-(y)EcEkmlf, respectively. The difference between the two is that 
the first expresses intention, while the second reflects doubt. Here 
again, performative aspects play an important role. In the Dutch 
utterance: 
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(6.55a) ik zou naar Turkije gaan 
I would to Turkey go 
I would go to Turkey 
(6.55b) ben, Türkiye'ye gidecektim 
ben, Türkiye-'ye gid-ecek-ti-m 
I Turkey-DAT go-FUT-AUI-13'.Pera.sing 
a certain intention is captured. TRANSIT translates (6.55a) into (6.55b). 
Other variations of the tenses have not been implemented in TRANSIT: the 
complex temporal, conditional and modal constructions need much more 
research. 
M o v e m e n t rules 
Moving NPs is influenced by the presence of some additional features at 
these NPs. The concerning features are: 
• animate; 
• definite; 
• referential; 
• specific. 
The first two features are used in the analysis by CASUS and are therefore 
present in the input strings of TRANSIT. For the benefit of TRANSIT, we can 
copy the first of the three constraints Erguvanh (1984; 33) presents with 
respect to moving NPs. This condition concerns only NP[+a n ,m at e]: 
"(a) If there is a single indefinite NP in a sentence and it 
is not a [+animate] subject, it obligatorily occurs in the im-
mediately preverbal position (A [+animate] subject optionally 
occurs in this position)." 
The third constraint by Erguvanh concerns NPs without the [+animate] 
feature. It can be implemented without restriction. The constraint is: 
"(c) An indefinite NP (which is simple, i.e., has no modifiers) 
other than [+animate] subjects is not favored sentence-initially 
unless it is the only NP in the sentence." 
It does not matter to which position the NP moves, as long as it is no longer 
sentence-initial. In TRANSIT, the NP will move to the preverbal position 
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only, to prevent a combinatorial explosion. 
The second constraint posed by Eiguvanh is a problematic one because 
of the presence of the last two features mentioned above: 
"(b) In sentences with more than one indefinite NP, the non-
case-marked DO (i.e., non-referential or indefinite specific) has 
priority over the others in occupying the immediately preverbal 
position." 
Let us quote Erguvanh's description of these features: 
1. [ r e f e ren t i a l ] 
Erguvanh (1984; 17): 
"The relationship between a linguistic expression and 
the object it stands for in the world is that of reference. 
There may, then, be a referent, an object the linguistic ex-
pression stands for - in which case the expression is labeled 
referential - or there may not be such an object in the world 
- in which case the expression is non-referential." 
2. [specif ic] 
Erguvanh (1984; 17): 
"Among referential expressions we can "distinguish those 
that refer to some specific individual (or class of individu-
als) from those which (granted that they do have reference) 
do not refer to a specific individual or class; and these we 
will call definite or indefinite expressions, respectively". A 
further distinction can be drawn between specific and non-
specific indefinite expressions: the former are expressions 
whose referent is not identifiable by either the speaker or 
the hearer but is nonetheless a particular individual or en-
tity in the universe of discourse;" 
It is clear from these descriptions that both features cannot be distilled 
from the linguistic data of the sentence. With respect to indefinite NPs, 
it is impossible to implement a valid rule: we propose to leave the NPs in 
the order they have in SELANCA, but only if constraint 1 and 3 cannot be 
applied. 
Examples like the following show that SELANCA is incomplete with respect 
to the specificity feature, even in Dutch sentences: 
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(6.56) ik wil graag sommige boeken lezen 
I «ant gladly some Ъоокв zaad 
Intended reading: I would like to read some books 
(6.57) ik wil sommige boeken graag lezen 
I «ant some books gladly read 
I would like to read some books 
The preverbal position in Dutch is reserved for non-specific NPs, whereas 
NPs with sommige (= some) are specific. This indicates that the specificity 
feature plays a role in Dutch syntax as well. SELANCA should therefore 
incorporate a treatment of these phenomena. 
Suffix insert ion rules 
The suffix insertion rules concerning the simple-S cycle are: 
• a rule to insert syntactic case suffixes; 
• a rule to insert time or tense suffixes; 
• a rule to insert personal suffixes to the verb. 
The syntactic case suffixes must be attached to the phrases which received 
thematic roles from the verb. With these thematic roles, they received 
information about the obligatory syntactic case, necessary to make the 
sentence well-formed. The syntactic cases are picked out of the lexicon on 
the basis of this information. 
The time or tense suffixes are abo taken from the lexicon on the basis of 
the tense information CASUS provided. This information is present at SE 
as a feature. 
The rule to insert personal suffixes to the verb is in fact a Subject-Verb 
Agreement rule. The syntactic subject of the Dutch sentence need not 
have the same syntactic place in the Turkish sentence. Thus, we must find 
out which phrase takes the subject place, then we have to extract its values 
for the features [person] and [s ing], after which the correct suffix can 
be retrieved from the lexicon. The Subject-Verb-Agreement rule is both an 
insertion rule and an agreement rule. 
Turkish has the possibility of omitting subject NPs under certain cir­
cumstances. Kornfilt (1987) states that these NPs are really part of the 
syntactic representations of apparently subjectless clauses. Furthermore, 
she states that there are actually two different types of such phonologically 
empty categories with different syntactic behaviour: pro and PRO. She 
refers to Chomsky (1982), according to which pro is a "pure" pronominal, 
with the features [-(-pronominal,-anaphoric], while PRO is an element 
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which has positive value specifications with respect to both features (i.e. 
PRO is [+pronominal, +anaphoric] ). 
Both categories, howevei, are base-generated, and, now we come to a point 
where we have to leave the similarity between the theory of generation of 
natural language and the theory of TRANSIT. The semantic functions in 
SELANCA are always filled by-phonologically realized phrases, by PROs, or, 
in the case of optional -roles, by dummies: never by pros. For this reason, 
we cannot apply the theory of pro in TRANSIT, and we have to return to an 
older theory, which says that pronouns in subject position may be dropped 
optionally. It is, however, possible to substitute the pro element for the 
subject pronoun instead of dropping the pronoun completely. 
A g r e e m e n t rules 
The agreement rules we need at simple-S level have to deal with Subject-
Verb Agreement, which is a linguistically motivated rule that does not 
need more explanation here, and with the type of personal suffixes, which 
must be in agreement with the time suffix. This last rule assures that the 
following sentences are rejected: 
.Pere.plur[type 2] 
(6.58) biz adami vuruyork 
biz adam-i vux-uyor-k 
вв man-ACC hit-PROG-1* 
vte are hitting the man 
(6.59) biz adami vurduyuz 
biz adam-i vur-du-ynz 
we man-ACC hit-PASTl-l". Pere, plur [type 1] 
we hit the man 
We refer here to §5.1.2, where we discussed this matter extensively. The 
correct forms of (6.58) and (6.59) respectively are: 
(6.60) biz adami vuruyoruz 
biz adam-i vur-uyor-uz 
we man-ACC hit-PROG-l". Pere, plur [type 1] 
we are hitting the man 
(6.61) biz adami vuiduk 
biz adam-i vur-du-k 
ве man-ACC hit-PASTl-lJ t.Pere.plur[type 2] 
we hit the man 
6.5.2 Nominal Phrases 
The theoretical aspects of the implementation of translating NPs is dis­
cussed in two steps. First, the deep structure generation of NPs is dealt 
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with, including lexicon aspects. Then, possible transformations within NP 
are discussed in order to provide correct surface structures. 
B a s e 
In contrast with the treatment of SEs in the previous section, NPs are not 
semantically analyzed by CASUS, and therefore, their structures do not need 
to be rebuilt from scratch. The original Dutch surface structure of NP is 
used as a starting-point to provide Turkish deep structures of NPs. 
Structures which do not have to be restructured are proper noun struc-
tures without modifiers: 
N C < l o p , 0 > 
NC^nc.O.-qp^ounl^ 
N <n2,0,-det,+def,-pr,counl> 
, I 
I 
N K < n » m e > 
I 
Ahmet 
FIG. 6.8 Surface structure of a proper noun. 
This structure remains unchanged: there are no pre- or postmodifiers re-
quiring a structural change. 
Depending on the role this phrase plays in the sentence, a syntactic case 
suffix is attached. Names always carry the accusative case suffix in syntac-
tic object position. As they carry the feature [+def ] , they will receive it. 
A second set of NPs is the set containing determiners. This set can be 
divided into subsets: 
• NPs containing determiners which are possessive. Possessives appear 
in Turkish as suffixes attached to the head. This means tha t we 
need a transformational rule. If the head is marked [ + p l u r ] , the 
possessive must be attached to the plural suffix. An exception is the 
Poss.3 r d .Pers.plur suffix, which eliminates the plural suffix (Kornfilt 
(1984)). Example: 
(6.62) arabalar 
araba- lax 
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(6.63) 
car-Plur 
car* 
arabalarim 
агаЬа-Іаг-ілі 
сах-Plur-PoBs.l*1 .Pere, sing 
my cars 
(6.64) arabalan 
ахаЪа-Іаіі 
cai-(Plnr)-Pose.3 r d.Pere.plur 
their cart 
(6.65) aiabalarlari 
araba-lar-lax-i 
саг-Р1иг-Ров8.3г .Pers.plux 
The effect of the rule is depicted in the figure below: move a possessive 
determiner to the position directly right-adjacent to N": 
N C < l o p , l > N C < t o p , l > 
NC^nc.l.-qp.counl^ 
N < n 2 , l , + dcl,+def,-pr,counl> 
D B T < 1 0 > N ' <-qp,l,counl> 
NK<coun l> 
auto 
- . J 
NC^nc,l,-qp,counl^ 
N <Cn2,l, + dcl, + der,-pr(counl> 
N <C-qp,I ,counl^> Роев 
I 
N K < c o u n l > 
FIG. 6.9 Move possessive pronoun. 
• NPs with a non-possessive definite determiner. These determiners 
have to be processed in different ways, depending on their nature: 
- The determiner is an article. In Turkish, definite articles are not 
realized phonologically. The Dutch determiner must be substi­
tuted by an empty determiner 0; 
- The determiner is a demonstrative deze, dit, die, dat. Depend­
ing on the position of the speaker, these four demonstratives are 
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divided into two classes: 
deze (hier) 
die (daar) 
dit (hier) 
dat (daar) 
this/these (here) 
thai/those (there) 
TABLE 8 Turkish demonstrative pronouns. 
The difference between these pronouns is depicted in the picture 
below in which concentric boxes indicate the distance from the 
speaker to the object to which the pronouns point. 
r 
daa 
ir-
ihie 
r 
V 
г 
V 
ir 
> , 
) 
-Л 
-
J J 
л 
J 
FIG. 6.10 Diagram indicating the positions of Dutch demon­
stratives. 
The smallest box indicate the area within which the speaker 
uses the demonstratives deze/dit. The dashed box marks the 
boundary from where the word hier (= here) must be replaced 
by daar (= there) . Outside the inner box, the demonstratives 
die/'dat are used. 
In Turkish, however, three classes are used: 
* bu: this or these here; 
* su: that or those here; 
* o: that or those there. 
In a diagram, it shows like this: 
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Г 1 
o-
L J 
speaker 
bu 
§u 
FIG. 6.11 Diagram indicating the positions of Turkish demon­
stratives. 
The second class in Dutch [die/dat) can be divided in Turkish 
into two classes, whereby the amount of distance is relevant. A 
definition of this amount cannot be given. The semantic distance 
problem can be solved by a search for the lexical items hier and 
daar. Although the picture shows a difference of the dividing 
line between on the one hand Dutch dat hier and dai daar, and 
on the other hand Turkish ju and o, my guess is that these lines 
fall together. In the first case, a choice is made for }u, in the 
second case for o. Otherwise, both demonstratives are selected, 
resulting in twice as much translations of the sentence. 
The structure of the NP, by the way, is maintained. 
The determiner is a pronoun. Here, the structure is also main­
tained. If the pronoun is in syntactic subject position, it can 
be dropped (or rather: substituted by pro), as we saw in the 
previous section. Only if the sentence is too long and the result 
is an intransparency in subject-verb agreement, or in the case 
of stress, the pronoun in subject position may be maintained. 
Turkish pronouns are: 
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person 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
number 
sing 
sing 
sing 
plur 
plu г 
plur 
Turkish pronoun 
ben 
sen 
0 
biz 
siz 
onlar 
TABLE 9 Turkish personal pronouns. 
The various syntactic case forms of pronouns are formed anal­
ogously to the case forms of nouns: exceptions are the dative 
case of first and second person singular, and the genitive case 
of first person singular and plural. Instead of bene, sene, and 
benin, bizin respectively, bana, sana and benim, bizim are used. 
• NPs containing an indefinite determiner. In contrast with definite 
determiners, which are not realized phonologically, Turkish has an 
overt indefinite determiner: bir which bears the feature [ + s i n g u l a r ] . 
Вгт is ambiguous: it is also a quantifier meaning one. In translating 
indefinite NPs, it remains unclear when bir will appear. Especially 
with respect to the accusative position, several contradictory opinions 
exist. In the case of an indefinite NP without pre- or postmodifiers, 
we opt for generating two structures (one with and one without bir) 
in which accusative marking is forbidden. 
A plural indefinite determiner is lacking, or rather non-overt. 
If there are adjectives present in the indefinite NP, more than one 
situation is possible: 
— the adjective is translated into a basic adjective. In this case the 
adjective must be placed before the determiner; 
— the adjective is translated into a derived adjective or has to be 
paraphrased by means of an embedded sentence. In this case, 
word order must remain the same; 
— The determiner can be left out. 
Again, in all these cases, no accusative suffix is allowed in object po­
sition. Adjective movement, however, is a matter of the TRANSFORM 
component of TRANSIT. 
• Genitive constructions in Dutch are put under DET in the theory 
of the NP-Coppen. In Turkish, however, the use of a syntactic case 
suffix is needed. The whole possessive phrase has to be moved to 
another position in the NP. Consider the following example: 
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(6.66a) Ali's auto 
All's car 
(6.66b) Ali'nin aiabasi 
i l i - ' n i n araba-ei 
Ali-GEN car-Poss.3r<'. Pers. sing 
Note that not only the genitive suffix is attached to Ali, but also a 
possessive suffix is attached to the head of the NP. This possessive 
suffix agrees with the possessor AH. This phiase (the one carrying the 
genitive suffix) is removed to the position before QP1: attachment 
takes place at N'". 
To prevent genitive stacks, the ablative is used in Turkish: 
de stem van één van de leden van het comité 
the vote of one of the members of the committee 
komite7 uyelerinin biiinin oyu 
komite üye- ler- i -nin b ir - i -n in oy-u 
committee member-Plur-Poss-GEN οηβ-Ροββ-GEN 
vote-Pose 
komite uyelerinden biiinin oyu 
komite üye-ler-in-den b ir - i -n in oy-u 
committee member-Plur-Poss-ABL one-Poss-GEN 
vote-Pose 
• NPs containing quantifiers without a partitive nature can cause a 
problem if there are two QPs in the NP. The example below can not 
be translated literally: 
(6.68) al de diie auto's 
a l l the three cars 
all the three cars 
(6.69) bütün ΰς araba(lai) 
a l l three cars 
The quantifier bütün requires attachment of the plural suffix to the 
head of the NP. If, however, the head of the NP is obviously plural 
(indicated by a quantifier, such as uc), the head will not receive the 
plural suffix. In both cases, (6.68) is ill-formed. We will return to 
example (6.68) after a modest discussion about partitive NPs. 
Partitive NPs, and especially NPs with the partitive preposition van, 
must be translated into structures in which an ablative or a genitive 
occurs. 
(6.67a) 
(6.67b) 
(6.67c) 
Here we even see a form of indefinite izafet. 
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(6.70a) één van mijn fietsen 
one of my bikes 
one of my bikes 
(6.70b) bisikletlerimden bili 
bisiklet-ler-ira-den b i r - i 
bicycle-Plur-Ровв. I s ' . Pere. sing-ABL 
one-Pens.3 r d. Pera.sing 
(6.71a) al mijn vrienden 
a l l my friends 
all of my friends 
(6.71b) arkadas,larimin hepsi 
arkadaa-lar-ira-in hepsi 
friond-Plur-Poss. l " .Pers .eing-GEN a l l 
(6.72a) sommige van mijn broers 
some of my brothers 
some of my brothers 
(6.72b) agabeyleiimin bazisi 
agabey-ler-ілі-іп bazi-ei 
brother-Plur-Poss. 1*' .Pere. eing-GEN 
Bome-Poss.3r .Pers.Bing 
(6.73a) enkele van mijn zussen 
some of my Bieters 
some of my sisters 
(6.73b) ablalanmin kimisi 
abla-lar-im-in kirai-ei 
sister-Plur-Poss .1"' .Pers.sing-GEN some-
Pose . 3 r d .Pers. sing 
The following rearrangement must be applied: 
q p i 
een van mijn fietsen 
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N Ром 
FIG. 6.12 Restructuring of partitive constructions. 
The semantic information present at the head of the NP in Dutch 
must be passed on to biri. 
The choice of the case suffix (either GEN or ABL) is dependent to 
whether the Dutch high QP is a numeral or not (cf. (6.70a) with 
(6.71a) to (6.73a)). If we return now to example (6.68) and compare it 
with (6.71a), we see that a translation of (6.68) into an overt partitive 
construction seems correct: 
(6.74) al de drie auto's 
a l l the three cars 
(6.75) ΰς arabamn hepsi 
ας araba-nin hepsi 
three cax-GEN a l l 
Non-specific quantifiers, like кіті(зі) and bazi, however, also accept 
the ablative suffix. Compare the following examples with (6.72b) and 
(6.73b): 
(6.76) agabeylerimden bazisi 
agabey-ler-im-den bazi-si 
brother-Plnx-Ровв. l " . Pere.eing-ABL 
Bome-Poss. 3 r d .Pers. sing 
some of my brothers 
(6.77) ablalarimdan kiimsi 
abla-lai-im-dan kimi-ei 
eÌBter-Plur-Ровв.І*'.Pere.eing-ABL some-
Pose. 3 r .Pers.sing 
some of my sisters 
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Suppoit for the Turkish partitive structure presented above is found 
in Kornfilt (1984; 165-239). She dedicates about eighty pages to par-
titive constructions in Turkish. Among other partitives, attention is 
paid to the following constructions: 
(6.78a) Ali dronk de melk 
Ali drank the milk 
(6.78b) Ali dronk van de melk 
AU drank of the milk 
These are respectively translated into: 
(6.79a) Ali sütü içti 
Ali eüt-ü i ç - t i - 0 
Ali milk-ACC drink-PASTl-3r<<.Pere.eing 
(6.79b) Ali sûtten içti 
Ali BÜt-ten i ç - t i - 0 
Ali milk-ABL drink-PASTi-3r(i.Pere.sing 
Kornfilt pleads in favour of a syntactic structure in which the NP-ABL 
in sentence (6.79b) is taken as an ordinary object. She found support 
for this in (amongst others) Dede (1981). One of the arguments is 
that in the causativization of (6.79a) and (6.79b) the subject Ali in 
both sentences receives a Dative suffix rather than an Accusative: 
(6.80a) Ali'ye sütü içiidim 
Al i - 'ye eüt-ü iç- ir-di-m 
Ali-DAT milk-ACC druik-CAUS-PASTl-l".Pere.eiiig 
I made Ali drink the milk 
(6.80b) Ali'ye sûtten iciidim 
Al i - 'ye BÜt-ten iç- ir-di-m 
Ali-DAT milk-ABL drink-CATJS-PASTl-l''.Pere.eing 
I made Ali drink of the milk 
Dede (1981) uses these examples to prove her theory that the par-
titive ablative is a real direct object, despite the appearance of the 
ablative suffix. 
Kornfilt supports this opinion with a second argument. Ablative par-
titives appear with verbs which are normally sub-categorized with an 
accusative-suffixed object. In other words: ablative partitives never 
occur in places of oblique case nor in subject position: 
(6.81a) Ali bu kitaplari getirecek 
Ali bu ki tap- lar- i getir-ecek-0 
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i l i th ie book-Plur-iCC bring-FDT-3rt'.Pere.Bing 
Лίι will bring these books 
(6.81b) Ali bu kitaplardan getirecek 
i l i bu kitар-lar-dan getir-ecek-0 
i l i th i s Ьоок-Plur-iBL bring-FUT-3,"'i.Pers. sing 
Ali will bring some of these books 
(6.82a) Ali bu tablolaia bakti 
i l i bu tablo-lax-a bak-ti-0 
i l i th i s painting-Plux-DiT look-PiSTl-3 r d.Pere.sing 
Ali looked at these paintings 
(6.82b) Ali bu tablolardan bakti 
i l i bu tablo-lax-dan bak-ti-0 
i l i t h i s painting-Plur-iBL look-PiSTl-3 r d.Pers.sing 
Ali looked at some of these paintings 
Ablatives aie also used in partitive constructions in which the head 
is present: 
(6.83) Hasan sütten bii litre içti 
Hasan eût-ten bir l i t r e ί ς - t i 
Hasan milk-iBL one l i t r e drink-PiSTl-3pd.Pers.BÌng 
Hasan drank one litre of milk 
(6.84) sütten bes, bardak 
sût-ten beg bardak 
milk-iBL five glass 
five glasses of milk 
(6.85) sütten biiaz 
sät-ten biraz 
roelk-iBL a l i t t l e 
a little milk 
(6.86) sütten (belli) bir miktar 
eût-ten (be l l i ) bir miktar 
melk-iBL (certain) an amount 
a certain amount of milk 
Kornfilt adopts the idea that ablative NPs are adjuncts or determin-
ers: they will never receive a thematic role from the verb. Further-
more, she stipulates that the ablatives mentioned above (see (6.79b) 
and (6.80b)), are also adjuncts or determiners, but to empty heads. 
She pleads in favour of partitive phrases with a structure in which 
the head is a projection of NP. 
Kornfilt does not answer the question whether the ablative is an ad-
junct or a determiner. Projecting the NP-Coppen to Turkish NPs 
supports the adjunct idea. 
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In relation to the plural suffix -lEr, the following observations must 
be taken into consideration: 
(6.87a) çocuk 
child 
child, the child, children, the children 
(6.87b) çocuklar 
çocuk-lar 
child-Plur 
children, the children 
(6.88a) ûç çocuk 
three child 
(the) three children 
(6.88b) ûç çocuklar 
ûç çocuk-lar 
three child-Plur 
(the) three children 
(6.89a) uç çocuktan ikisi 
ϋς çocuk-tan ікі-ві 
three child-lBL teo-Pose.3 r d .Pere.sing 
two of the three children 
(6.89b) ûç çocuklaidan ikisi 
ûç çocuk-lar-dan ік і-ві 
three child-Plur-iBL two-Ровв.3 r d.Pere.sing 
two of the three children 
(6.90a) çocuktan ikisi 
çocuk-tan i k i - s i 
child-ABL tво-Ровв.3 r d.Pere.eing 
Intended reading: two of the children 
(6.90b) çocuklardan ikisi 
çocuk-lar-dan i k i - a i 
child-Plur-iBL two-Poss.3r d .Pers.sing 
two of the children 
Example (6.87b) shows that the plural suffix has a disambiguating 
effect compared to (6.87a). In a partitive construction, however (cf. 
(6.90a) and (6.90b)), the ablative-marked noun must have the plural 
suffix, although one could already have gathered from the whole con-
struction that only the plural reading makes sense. Examples (6.88a) 
and (6.88b) show that if a numeral is present the plural suffix must be 
kept away from the noun, even if the noun phrase bears the ablative 
suffix forming a partitive construction in a higher NP (cf. examples 
(6.89a) and (6.89b)). 
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Lexicon 
We cannot pay much attention to the semantics (as used by Van Bakel) 
of the NP. As was mentioned above, no research had been done in this 
field at the time the TRANSIT project started. However, it seems impossi­
ble to ignore the semantics of NPs in machine translation. In discussing 
the semantics of N, we cannot leave out premodifiers of NP which receive 
syntactic case from the head of the NP: 
(6.91) Ankara'ya gelici 
Ankara-'ya g e l i s - i 
Ankara-DAT coming-Ровв.3r .Pers.sing 
his coming to Ankara 
The premodifier to Ankara receives a dative from the head coming. Al­
though CASUS does not deliver this analysis, its translation should be cor­
rect. For this reason, we must have the possibility of consulting a case 
frame. Gelis should have a case frame in which three optional roles are 
adopted: AGENT, SOURCE and GOAL. Both semantic and syntactic case 
information must be adopted into the lexicon: 
(6.92) N komst gel ig AGE(?+2), SRC(?+6) , G0AL(?+3) 
All thematic roles are optional (indicated by the question mark). How 
simple this may seem, we get, however, major problems with a noun such 
as тезіт ( = p i c t u r e ) . We refer to Kural (1992a; 4), where we found the 
following example: 
(6.93) John's[AGE] picture of Mary [OBJ8] 
Kural states that complex nomináis like (6.93) are not allowed in Turkish. 
Instead, one finds either John's picture where John is the Possessor or the 
Agent, or Mary's picture where Mary is the Object: 
(6.94) John'un [AGE] resmi 
John-'un resm-i 
John-GEN picture-Pose.3r d .Pere.eing 
(6.95) Mary'nin [OBJ] resmi 
Mary-'nin resm-i 
Mary-GEN picture-Pose. 3 r d .Pere.sing 
(6.96) John'un[AGE] Mary...[OBJ] resmi 
John-'un Mary... resm-i 
John-GEN Mary picture-Poss.3 r .Pers.sing 
John's picture of Mary 
8Kural uses the thematic role iAeme Instead of object. We opt for object, because it 
is a role which is defined in SELANCA. 
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The complex nominal in (6.96) cannot be saved by any possible Case and/or 
postposition combination. Even an escape via the passive agent construc-
tion is ungrammatical: 
(6.97) Mary'nin John'un taïaûndan lesmì 
Магу-'nin John-'nn taraf-in-dan reem-i 
Mary-GEN John-GEN side-Роев.3 r d.Pere.eing-iBL 
picture-Poes. 3 r d .Pers. eing 
Mary's picture by John 
Moie complex is the case when all thiee possible candidates are present in 
the sentence being translated: 
(6.98) Johns foto van Mary van Peter 
John's picture of Nary of Peter 
John's picture of Mary by Peter 
It is clear, that we cannot solve these problems without more research. 
Although the examples above seem to undermine the research presented 
here, we think it is too early to reject SELANCA as a semantic language, as 
long as SELANCA is not able to provide semantic analyses of N and A. It 
is not difficult to think of some general transformational rules, which take 
care of, for instance, insertion of verbs to change the Dutch PPs into verbal 
premodifiers in Turkish: 
(6.99) ' Mary'nin John'un yaptlgi, Peter'in olan resmi 
Mary-'nin John-'nn yap-tig-i, Peter- ' in ol-an reem-i 
Mary-GEN John-GEN make-PlRTIC-Pose.3rd.Pers.sing, 
Peter-GEN be-PARTIC picture-Poes.3 r d.Pers.eing 
Mary's picture taken by John, possessed by Peter 
Yapmak and olmak are verbs with a rather general meaning, although 
to take pictures should be translated into resim çekmek instead of гезіт 
yapmak9. Despite ofthat, the improvement still seems unacceptable: 
9Murat Kural (by E-mail) remarks that all these disallowed PPs must turn into some 
kind of relative clause (with a -ki) or a participial form in order to survive: 
(6.100) Mary'nin John hakkindaki iddialari 
Mary-nin John hakk-in-da-ki iddia-lar-i 
Mary-GEN John about-ki claim-Plur-Poss.3 r d.Pere.eing 
Mary's claims about John 
(6.101) Mary-nin masanrn ûstûndeld kitabi 
Mary-nin masa-nin üst-ün-de-ki k i tab- i 
Mary-GEN table-GEN top-Poss.3rd.Pers.sing-LOC-ki 
book-Poss.3 .Pers.sing 
Mary's book on the table 
An explanation for the prohibition of a PP stack has not been formulated yet. 
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(6.102) Maiy'nin John'un çektigi, Peter'in olan resmi 
Maxy-'nin John-'un ç e k - t i g - i , Peter- ' in ol-an гевт-і 
Maxy-GEN John-GEN take-PlRTIC-Ровв.3rd.Pere.eing, 
Peter-GEN be-PARTIC picture-Роев.3 r d.Pere.eing 
Mary's picture taken by John, possessed by Peter 
We will limit the discussion about the semantics of NP here to the 
lexical features needed to provide translations of simple NPs. In translating 
pronouns, for instance, [number] plays an important role in Subject- Verb 
Agreement. 
• The head of NP: N. 
If the head of NP is realized phonetically, it can be filled by several 
types of nouns: 
- proper names; 
- countable nouns; 
- mass nouns. 
With respect to proper names we can be brief. A Dutch name will 
stay Dutch no matter what language is used. A translation seems 
superfluous. Lexical features of the head are known in the whole 
NP cycle, but will never change with respect to proper names. The 
only features we add to proper names are those which trigger vowel 
harmony and, if necessary, consonant alternation: 
(6.103) Ahmet ~» Ahmed'in 
(6.104) Orhan ~» Oihan'm 
The countable and mass nouns are not distinguished in the lexicon. 
Of course, they also contain phonemic information. Word compounds 
are more complicated. A special treatment is needed here. 
(6.105) pasaport kontrolu 
pasaport kontrol-u 
passport contro l-Ровв.З. Pers.sing 
passport control 
(6.106) pasaportan kontrolu 
pasaport-un kontrol-u 
paeeport-GEN control-Poss.3 r d .Pers.sing 
the control of the passport 
Comparing (6.105) and (6.106), it will be clear how compounds of 
N + N are formed and what meaning difference occurs if the first 
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N is followed by a genitive suffix. The construction without genitive 
construction is called izafet or shortened genitive construction. The 
semantic link between the two nuclei is stronger: one of them (always 
the second one) becomes the nucleus of the whole gioup. The com­
plexity of these cases is found in the possessive1 0 suffix of the second 
noun. This possessive neither implies a relation of possession nor ex­
cludes it: the context is decisive. So, example (6.105) can also mean: 
his/her passport control. If a possessor is mentioned explicitly, the 
correct possessive suffix substitutes the possessive already present. 
Example: 
(6.107) pasaport kontrolum 
paeaport kontrol-um 
passport control-Pose. 1*' .Pers.sing 
my passport control 
(6.108) pasaport kontrolunum 
pasaport kontrol-un-um 
passport control-Poss.3 r d .Pers.sing-Poss. l ' ' .Pers 
• sing 
The ungrammatically of (6.108) becomes more clear in the third 
person possessive. Without overwriting, the construction will become: 
(6.109) pasaport kontrolunu 
pasaport kontrol-ші-п11 
passport control-Pose.3 r d .Pers.sing-Pose.3 r d .Pers 
.sing 
his passport control 
(cf. also Kornfilt (1984)). In the lexicon has been written down that 
it concerns a compound here. We pointed out before that possessives 
are attached to N" level. The plural suffix is in principle attached 
between possessive and the second N: 
(6.110) pasaport kontrollarim 
pasaport kontrol-lar-im 
1 0
 Van Schaaik (1992) supports the idea that what we call possessive here is a Com­
pound Marker without any possessive meaning. His argumentation is based on the 
principles of Functional Grammar, in which no grammatical material may be deleted, 
transformed, or replaced. From a TG point of view, these operations are accepted and we 
can therefore leave aside the Compound Marker theory. Van Schaaik puts compounding 
on a lexical forming level, while we adopt the theory that it belongs to the syntactic 
level. 
1 1
 Note that the construction is perfect if the last gloss represents the accusative case 
Buffix. 
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paBsport control-Plur-PoBB. 1''.Pere.sing 
ту раз ¡port controls 
The structure of the whole N paspoortcontrole must be adopted into 
the lexicon: 
(6.Ш) (N" (N' (N (N pasaport)(N kontrol)))(Poss -u)) 
In a phrase marker: 
oss 
pasapoit kontrol -u 
FIG. 6.13 Lexicon representation of (6.105). 
Determiners. 
Determiners in Dutch can be divided into the following sets: 
DET 
[+pro] 
[-pro] 
[+def] 
wij, deze 
de, mijn 
[-def] 
zulke, er 
'n 
TABLE 10 Dutch determiners, divided according to the features 
[pronominal.definite]. 
In Turkish, another classification exists: 
DET 
[+pro] 
[-pro] 
[+epec] 
biz, bu 
-
[-spec] 
0 
bir 
TABLE Π Turkish determiners, divided according to the features 
[pronominal,specific]. 
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The feature [de f in i te ] does not play such a large role in passing 
Case in Turkish as it does in Dutch. More important seems to be the 
feature [ s p e c i f i c i t y ] in Turkish. These lexical features are present 
at every level in the cyclic domain. The definite determiners can be 
translated into specific determiners: 
Dutch 
Turkish 
English 
Dutch 
Turkish 
English 
ik 
ben 
I 
deze/dit 
bu 
this 
jij 
sen 
you 
die/dat 
that 
hij/zy 
0 
he/she/it 
hier 
su 
here 
wij 
biz 
we 
daar 
о 
there 
jullie 
siz 
you 
zij 
onlar 
they 
TABLE 12 Pronouns in Dutch, Turkish and English. 
Indefinite nonpronominal determiners are deleted. The indefinite 
pronominal determiner 'n is translated into bir. 
Definite nonpronominal determiners are problematic, because they 
must be attached to N". 
Dutch 
Turkish 
English 
m p 
-(i)m 
my 
jouw 
-(i)n 
your 
zijn/haar 
-(s)i(n) 
his/her/its 
onze 
-(i)miz 
our 
van jullie 
-(i)niz 
your 
hun 
-Ieri 
their 
TABLE 13 Possessive in Dutch, Turkish (by suffixation), and English. 
Only if one wishes to give stress to the possessor may the genitive be 
combined with pronouns. Some forms are deviating: 
Dutch 
my η 
jóúw 
zíjn/háár 
ónze 
van júllie 
hún 
Turkish 
ben 
sen 
о 
biz 
siz 
onlar 
+GEN 
+GEN 
+GEN 
+GEN 
+GEN 
+GEN 
' N ^ 
•^* 
' S ^ · 
"4-*· 
~^& 
'-^* 
benim 
senin 
onun 
biz ira 
sizin 
onlann 
TABLE 14 Derivation of Turkish possessive pronouns. 
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The possessive12 must be attached to the entity being possessed. In 
the lexicon, the possessive pionoun must refer to a suffix carrying 
the label Poss. This label will ensure a correct restructuring at the 
syntactic level. 
• QP. 
Quantifiers, marked in Dutch with the feature [ ¿ d e f i n i t e ] , should 
be captured in Turkish in a scheme in which specificity as well as 
uniqueness play a role. Turkish quantifiers can be divided into the 
following sets: 
QP1 
spec 
+ 
-
uni 
+ 
bütün 
0 
-
0 
numerals, 
bazi (= some) 
birkaç (= a few) 
TABLE 15 Division of Turkish quantifiers, according to the features 
[ spec i f i c , unique]. 
In QP2 position, only numerals can occur. Because the NP-Coppen 
theory can be used in checking the structure, the lexical features 
[unique] and [ s p e c i f i c ] should be adopted into the lexicon. 
Numerals can be used independently. They must be followed by the 
possessive suffix, even if there is no possessor directly available: 
(6.112) ΰςϋηϋ gördüm 
üc-ün-ü gör-dü-m 
three-Pose.3 r d .Pers.eing-ACC вве-PASTl-l" .Р гв.eirig 
I have seen the three 
In this example, an accusative suffix is attached to the concerning 
NP. 
6.5.3 Adjectival Phrases 
The theoretical aspects of the implementation of AP are discussed in the 
same way as the NP. We will first discuss syntactic restructuring of the 
, 2
Λ η ext option oc < urs if one ( diinot speak of a real possessive relation, but rather of a 
more loose relationship of belonging together (Ivrsen-Rasch (1980; 192)). In these rases 
the possessive disappt ars. I he < onstnK tion is not suitable1 for third person singular and 
plural, is only used in the (ouritiy, hut seems to gain ground in the <itics. 
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Dutch surface foim of AP into Turkish deep structures, including lexicon 
aspects, followed by transformational rules providing Turkish surface struc­
tures. 
Base 
If we restrict ourselves to the simple adjectival phrase, which can be trans­
lated into a Turkish basic adjective13, we find that no syntactic restructur­
ing is necessary. Have, for example, a look at the structure below: 
NC<top,l> NC<lop,l> 
NC<Cnc,l,-qp,counl^ > NC^nc,l,-qp,count^ 
N2<n21l,-det,-def,-pr,counl> N2<n2,l,-del,-der,-pr,count> 
Nl<^-qp,l,count> Nl<^-qp,l (Count > 
NA<2> 
AJ<top,llex> 
AJ<flex> 
I 
A2<flex> 
Al<flex> 
I 
AK<flex> 
NK<count> NA<2> NK<count> 
I 
AJ<lop,flex> 
AJ<flex> 
I 
A2<(lcx> 
I 
Al<flex> 
I 
AK<flex> 
hongerige toeristen &ς turistler 
FIG. 6.14 "Restructuring" of simple APs. 
The correct attachment in the NP structure is controlled at NP level (cf. 
§6.5.2). 
With respect to derived adjectives, syntactic restructuring is needed. If 
no basic adjective is found in the lexicon, several strategies are possible to 
generate the right construction: 
3 See §5.3.2 for the difference between basic and derived adjectives. 
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1. The lexicon is consulted to find a noun, adjective or verb which ap-
proaches the Dutch meaning of the lexical item under analysis. After 
the analysis, the item found can be adjectivized by adjective-forming 
suffixation. There are several suffixes in Turkish which provide a 
change of meaning of the lexical item they are attached to. Lewis 
(1984; 57 ff) lists the following: 
(a) -(I)msl, -(I)mtrak, -si. These suffixes have a diminutive effect, 
at least in some contexts, but in principle they mean something 
like the English suffix -ish, as in whitish (cf. Dutch: "'n beetje" 
or "-achtig"); 
(b) -II. This suffix expresses amongst other things possession or qual-
ity of the object: 
(6.113) geker: (= sugar) --» gekerli: (= sveet). 
The suffix does not only form adjectives, but also nouns: 
(6.114) k5y: (= village) ~> köylü: (= villager). 
Here the suffix carries the meaning: belonging to a place or an 
institute. 
2. Derived adjectives can be included in the lexicon. This avoids gener-
alizations on the productivity of suffixes. 
For syntactic restructuring, it is only important to know the nature of the 
adjectival construction. Only then can the construction be placed correctly 
at the NP level. 
It is conceivable that an adjective cannot be translated into a lexical 
item of the same category, but must be restructured into a relative clause. 
A translation as described below 1 is totally impossible now. The solution 
must be built into the lexicon. 
In analyzing Dutch APs, a number of adverbial phrases to the adjective 
is discussed. Erguvanii (1984) is a study on the function of word order in 
Turkish. In chapter 5, the place of the adverb is discussed. Adverbs can 
play three types of roles in the sentence. They can: 
1. add something to the verb; 
2. add something to the adjective; 
3. add something to another adverb. 
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In general, there are thiee ways in which an adverb can get its form in 
Turkish: 
1. There exist a small number of basic adverbs. Most of them have a 
temporal nature: 
Dutch 
gisteren 
morgen 
nu 
helaas 
Turkish 
dun 
yarin 
§imdi 
maalesef 
English 
yesterday 
tomorrow 
now 
unfortunately 
TABLE 16 Examples of basic adverbs. 
2. Furthermore, some adjectives are used as adverbs, for instance gûzel 
(= b e a u t i f u l ) , in: 
(6.115) Ahmet gûzel konu§tu 
Ahmet gûzel konug-tu-0 
Ahmet beautiful epeak-PASTl-3rd.Pere.sing 
Ahmet spoke well 
3. It is possible to produce adverbs or adverbial phrases by duplicating 
adjectives, nouns, adverbs and some verbal forms: 
(6.116) rüzgar «erin «erin esiyor 
rüzgax «erin «erin ев-іуог-0 
vind cool cool bloB-PRQG-3r<i.Pere.sing 
the wind it blowing cool 
(6.117) ' amacuniza adxm adxm yakla§iyoruz 
amac-imiz-a adxm adxm yaklaa-iyor-nz 
aim-Роев,l".Pers.plux-DAT step step approach-PROG-
2 n d .Pers.plur 
we are approaching OUT aim step by step (gradually) 
(6.IIS) bu isi seve seve yaptim 
bu І8-І зе -е sev-e yap-ti-m 
t h i s work-ACC like-OPT like-OPT do-PASTl-
I a ' .Pers.s ing 
I did this work willingly 
(6.119) igim hemen hemen bitti 
ig-im hemen hemen b i t - t i -0 
яохк-Ровв. 1 .Pere.sing immediately immediately 
stop-PASTl-3r<'.Pers.sing 
my work is almost finished 
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There are no clear-cut rules on when to use what construction. Er-
guvanb even presents some examples of Ш-formed sentences in which 
the wrong rules are applied. So, it seems impossible to implement 
one rule and leave out the rest. 
4. Some adverbs are derived from an adjective, a noun or a verb by 
means of suffixation. For example: 
(a) -CE. 
This can be attached to nouns and adjectives. 
(6.120) arkada§: (= friend) ~» arkadagça: (= friendly) 
(6.121) iyi: (= good) ~» iyice: (= well) 
(b) -DEn (ablative suffix) and -IE (instrumental suffix). 
(6.122) gerçek: (= trnth) ~» gerçekten: (= real ly) 
(6.123) eski: (= old) ~> eskiden: (= earl ier) 
(c) -alz. 
This means: without: 
(6.124) kugku: (— doubt) ~» kuskusuz: (= undoubtedly) 
(d) -lEyln. 
This produces temporal adverbs from nouns: 
(6.125) sabah: (= morning)~» sabahleyin: (= in the morning, 
early) 
(e) -(y)ErEk and -mEdEn. 
These suffixes are attached to the stem of a verb to form an ad-
verbial phrase. In Dutch or English, they are usually translated 
into a present participle: 
(6.126) код- : (= to run) ~» kogaiak: (= running) 
(6.127) код- : (= to run) --+ kogmadan: ( = without running) 
5. Finally, there is a small number of adverbs which from a lexical point 
of view consist of more than one word: 
(6.128) bugün: (= today) 
bu-giin: th i s day 
(6.129) hei zaman: (= always) 
her zaman: every time 
Both in Turkish and in Dutch, adverbs of degree occupy the position before 
the adjective. In Turkish, it is possible to intensify an adjective by repeating 
the first syllable or parts of it: 
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(6.130) bos,: (= empty) ~» bombo;: (= quite empty) 
(6.131) beyaz: (= shite) ~» bembeyaz: (= extremely white) 
Lewis (1984; 55) found hardly any regularity in it: 
"The prefix, which is accented, is modelled on the first syl­
lable of the simple adjective oi adverb but with the substitution 
of m, p , r, or s for the last consonant of that syllable. It is 
hard to discern any principle governing the choice of consonant, 
except that ρ is commoner with back vowels than with front 
vowels." 
Demircan (1987) tries to analyze this adverb-forming by means of distinc­
tive phonological features. In his conclusion, he divides the generation of 
these forms into two phases: 
A. Basic processes. 
1. Take the base-initial vowel and the preceding consonant, if there 
is any; 
2. Close this preceding syllable, with p; 
3. Prepose it to the base word; 
4. Assign stress to the syllable immediately preceding the base in 
order to block phrasal interpretation where possible. 
Step 4 is irrelevant with respect to machine translation, because we 
are not dealing with speech output. 
B. Filtering operations. 
If the base begins with a consonant, replace the closer ρ with one of 
the other closers, either t, or m or r, in this order of priority and 
under the following conditions: 
1. Avoid closers which are identical with any of the base consonants 
to rule out: 1) full reduplication with single syllable modifiers; 
2) consonant doubling; 3) repetition of identical consonants-, 4) 
m, where the base contains a [+nasal] segment; 
2. Select the closer bearing features in contrast with the base-
second consonant. Avoid feature contradiction, avoid clustering 
of consonants which differ in only one feature and avoid loss of 
feature in consonant clustering; 
3. Balance and optimize the distribution of features across the em­
phatic form. This condition is hard to realize in a computer 
simulation; 
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4. To express extra emotion, optionally double emphatic syllables 
(a) by adding an open vowel after closer p; 
(b) by adding a close vowel plus I after closer r. 
Many of these rules can be implemented, but the second and third item of 
В complicate the simulation, because it is not determined by what means 
these conditions are triggered. 
Syntactic restructuring in these cases is restricted to deleting the inten­
sifying adverb. 
Comparative and superlative degree of adjectives should be detected in the 
Dutch analysis component. In Turkish they are expressed by means of an 
adverb: 
(6.132a) great ~» büyük 
(6.132b) greater ~» daha büyük (lit. more great) 
(6.132c) greatest ~> en büyük 
Lexicon 
With respect to adjectives which are to be translated into Turkish basic 
adjectives, no information is needed in the lexicon, except the category and 
the Turkish counterpart. 
Ordinal numbers can be derived from numerals. From a generative point 
of view, an ordinal is formed by the numeral followed by the suffix -(I)ncl. 
Dutch 
ordinal 
eerste 
tweede 
derde 
vierde 
vijfde 
zesde 
zevende 
achtste 
negende 
Turkish 
numeral 
bir 
iki 
ÛÇ 
dort 
bes. 
alti 
yedi 
sekiz 
dokuz 
Turkish 
suffix 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
-(I)ncl 
•*^+ 
*^+ 
-ч>+ 
^\*+ 
' N ^ V 
" ч ^ 
'•»-*• 
^ + 
**~* 
Turkish 
ordinal 
birinci 
ikinci 
uçuncu 
dördüncü 
beçinci 
altinci 
yedinci 
sekizinci 
dokuzuncu 
TABLE 17 Derivation of ordinals from numerals. 
After vowel harmony, the final consonant of dort (= four) is voiced. Be-
cause CASUS does not parse ordinal numbers, we do not need a generating 
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iule in TRANSIT: Turkish ordinal numbers aie therefore adopted into the 
lexicon as adjectives. 
Adjectives which aie to be translated into deiived adjectives need a dif-
ferent approach. At deep structure generation, we mentioned two types 
of problem solving with lespeet to these adjectives. The fiist type cannot 
be simulated by the computer. Although most Turkish suffixes are very 
productive and neologisms are being made by means of suffixation almost 
every day, no adequate algorithm has been found yet to control this suffix-
ation. Firstly, we have to deal with the old ptoblem of lexical featuies. If a 
Dutch adjective does not carry any lexical featuie, it is impossible to con-
sult the lexicon, find nouns 01 veibs with a strong resemblance, and attach 
the correct adjectivizing suffix. Let us explain this with an example: the 
adjective ijverig (= indus tr ious ) . In Turkish, there exists no alternative 
in the sense of a basic adjective. Via the semantic featuies [ x j . . . x „ ] , a 
verbal stem matching these features could be found: this is the counterpart 
of the Dutch verb werken (= t o work): çalts. On the basis of the features 
[x n +i · · .Xml ι a suffix could be found which combined with the stem found 
fulfils all demands of the Dutch ijverig: -GEn. The resulting adjective is: 
(6.133) caliskan 
Information on suffixation must be kept available to be able to put the 
adjective in the correct position at the NP level. The main problem in this 
treatment is that we still do not know which features must be filled in the 
abstract featuie bundle [ x i . . . x
m
] . Foi this leason, we can do nothing 
but adopt derived adjectives in the lexicon and mark them to indicate that 
they are derived adjectives. 
Dutch adjectives without a Turkish counterpart in adjectival form should 
be paraphrased by means of a relative clause and included in the lexicon 
togethei with theii underlying structure. This method is comparable to the 
one used in translating compound nouns. 
A majoi problem with respect to sentential premodifieis is that in Turk­
ish these modifiers are suffixed on the basis of the syntactic function of the 
antecedent. This problem is described in $5.3.2. The solution to this prob­
lem is the following: on the basis of the fact that it is known with which 
antecedent PRO is co-referent, it is also known which type of participle 
suffix must be attached. Let us illustrate this with one of the examples 
mentioned above: 
(6.134) ik zie de schrijvende man 
I see the writing man 
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I see the man writing 
The interpretation by CASUS of the sentential premodifier of the object is: 
NA 
I 
WS 
TD(Bchrijf) 
I 
SF 
/ \ 
NC Age X C O b j 
PRO dummy 
FIG. 6.15 Interpretation of underlined substring of (6.134). 
NC-Age PRO has been co-indexed with the noun man. In the lexicon, the 
verb schrijven is related to the Turkish item yazmak. For yazmak, there 
are two obligatory thematic roles: AGE and OBJ. The OBJ, however, is 
missing in the Dutch sentence. It is, however, represented by means of 
the SELANCA word dummy in the SELANCA expression. In the T R A N S F O R M 
component of TRANSIT (cf. the following section), the AGE role of schrijven 
is filled by PRO. It is at this stage that the type of the participle suffix is 
determined. Then, the second semantic role is established. Dummy is found 
and the object of yazmak included in the lexicon is inserted to the position 
of dummy1*. This object is: yazi. 
Depending on the type of participle suffix chosen, it is decided whether 
a possessive suffix, co-referential to PRO, should be attached to the verb. 
After the cyclic domain has been left and a higher cyclic domain is looked 
for, the sub-tree looks like this: 
'
4 T h c correct definition of and motivation for this manoeuvre is mentioned in §6.5.1, 
where we deal with verbal phrases in main clauses 
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ΝΛ 
I 
WS 
MI TD 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
PRO yazi yn7.-Suf 
FIG. 6.16 Deep structure generated from FIG. (6.15). 
In the phonotactical component, Suf will be adapted, so that it will 
get its correct surface form. It will undergo vowel harmony and consonant 
alternation. The item PRO will not be realized lexically and is deleted in 
the PHONOTAX component. 
Two types of sentential premodifiers in Dutch have not been discussed, 
yet. These types are: 
(1) W2 ( = verbal phrase with to + infinitive): 
(6.135) ile »al de te schrijven brief lesen 
I s i l l the to write l e t t e r read 
ik will read the letter which is to be written 
(2) W4 ( = verbal phrase with past participle): 
(6.136) ik lees de geschreven brief 
I read the written l e t t e r 
I am reading the written letter 
Both types of premodifiers receive a passive interpretation by CASUS. There­
fore, we like to postpone the discussion to §6.5.8, where passive voice is 
treated. 
6.5.4 Nonrelative embedded clauses 
B a s e 
The base generation of embedded clauses is identical to the base generation 
of simple sentences. In fact, as TRANSIT works cyclically and bottom-up, 
it is not aware of the status of the S with which it is working. With 
respect to nonrelative embedded clauses, we only have to concentrate on 
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the TRANSFORM component of TRANSIT. The changes in the lexicon needed 
to come to a collect restructuring of embedded clauses are discussed in the 
end of the following subsection. 
Transform 
The Turkish surface structures of all three types of sentences discussed in 
§5.4.2 are identical. We now present these surface structures15: 
V C < 1 > 
FIG. 6.17 
M I < e > 
N C < w 3 , l > 
W S < [ > 
M I < e > C L < 3 , 1 > 
N C < n c , l > V I < 1 > 
televizyon eeyrelmek Utiyorum 
television watch wanl-PROG-I 
Surface structure of an infinitive construction. 
This is the infinitive construction. Its meaning is: I want to watch televi-
sion. 
" T h e s e s t r u c t u r e s have been gene ra t ed by AMATURKA (cf. S t o o p (1987)) . 
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SE 
N C < n c , 6 > 
N 2 < n 2 + c , 6 > 
N C < w 3 , 4 > 
W 3 < 4 > 
D T < 1 1 , 6 > M I < e > C L < 3 , 4 > 
N C < n c , 4 > V I < 4 > 
ondsn dogruyu Böylemesini beklerdim 
him-ABL truth-ACC spcuk-hls-ACC expecl-PASTl-I 
FIG. 6.18 Surface structure of в verbal noun construction. 
This is the verbal noun construction. Its meaning is: I expected him to tell 
the truth. 
SE 
N A < 2 w > 
V C < 1 > 
W 5 < 4 > 
N C < n c , 2 > M I < e > C L < 5 , 4 > 
N C < n c , 4 > T D < 4 > 
onun dogruyu sôyledigini bihyorum 
him GEN truth-ACC epeak-PART-hiii-ACCknow-PROG-I 
FIG. 6.19 Surface structure of a nominalization. 
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This is the nominalization construction. The meaning of the sentence is: I 
know that he is talking the truth. 
A short explanation: W3 in (6.17) and (6.18), and W5 in (6.19) represent 
what is normally called VP of the embedded clauses. The TVC7 node above 
indicates that we are dealing with nominalization of embedded clauses. 
Word order in embedded clauses is identical to that of main clauses. The 
move-α rules of simple sentences are also used here. The nominalization 
takes place in a higher cyclic domain. 
Tensed-S constructions have the same structure as simple sentences, if rais­
ing has not taken place. If raising is allowed (optionally), the subject of 
the tensed S will move to object position of the higher S. In the unmarked 
situation (cf. Erguvanb (1984; 110-111)), the lower-S subject will be moved 
to the left of the lower S, from which it raised. This raising must take place 
in the cyclic domain of the higher SE. The resulting structures are: 
SE 
I 
V C < I > 
D T < U , 1 > N l < n l + c , 4 > 
N K < 4 > 
I 
Ah о kizi t&niyor zannett im 
Ah t h a t gir l-ACC k n o w . P R O G believe P A S T 1 - I 
FIG. 6.20 Tensed-S constructions without raising. 
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V C < 1 > 
M I < e > 
N C < n c , 4 > 
I 
N2<n2-c,4> 
I 
N l < n l - c , 4 > 
I 
N K < 4 > 
M I < e > 
N C < n c , 4 > 
N 2 < n 2 + c , 4 > 
Ali'yi о kizi tamyor zannclttm 
Ali-ACC that girl-ACC know-PROG bclieve-PASTl-I 
FIG. 6.21 Tensed-S constructions with subject-to-object raising. 
The meaning of both sentences is: I believe AH knows the girl. The first 
phiase marker reflects the surface structure if no raising took place; the 
second one after raising has taken place. Items to discuss in this section 
relate to the following issues: 
• Suffixation of the embedded verb; 
• Changing Dutch Raising verbs; 
• PRO; 
• Tense. 
Suffixation of t h e embedded verb 
In translating SELANCA expressions into Turkish sentences, we have to deal 
with a number of extralinguistic features with respect to S complements. 
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There are three types of embedded clauses (infinitive constructions, ver-
bal noun constructions and nominalizations). The decision which one to 
choose depends on whether the embedded clause describes an action or a 
fact. These features do not have a linguistic character and therefore CASUS 
will not detect them. A number of verbs can be marked in the translation 
lexicon as action verbs (oynamak = to play, aimak — t o throw); others 
can be marked as factive. However, an action can change into a fact by 
means of adverbial modifiers to the verb, for instance by the temporal ad-
verb dün (= yesterday). Furthermore, the content of the embedded clause 
is partly determined by the nature of the verb in the matrix clause. A direct 
consequence for the lexicon is that each verb must be marked with Factive 
or Action. Another relevant, but syntactic, feature is Control. 
Κος (1987) describes the implementation of suffix choice in these types of 
clauses in a computer simulation. This program generates the correct deep 
suffix(es)16 to the verb in embedded clauses on the basis of lexicon informa­
tion. The source code of this program helped us in creating the bilingual 
TRANSIT lexicon. Κος works with number codes. An extract of his lexicon 
is shown in the following table: 
GOR,2,10001,2,1 
KABULLEN,3,11001,2,1 
DÜYÜR,3,10101,2,1 
KARAR VER,3,11100,3,1 
SAN,2,10100,2,1 
YADSI,1,10000,2,1 
KUSKULAN,2,01001,5,1 
UMUT ET,2,01001,5,1 
HEFRET ET,2,01001,6,1 
UNÜT,S,11111,2,1 
SEYRET,2,01001,2,1 
ANLA.2,10100,2,1 
DUSUN.2,10100,2,1 
BITIR,1,01000,2,1 
ANLAT.2,10001,2,1 
INAN,2,10100,3,1 
x,5,11111,2,1 
TABLE 18 Extract of the lexicon by Κος. 
The explanation is the following: a number code after the stem form of 
the verb indicates how many alternative suffixes the verb of the embedded 
clause can have. This code is followed by a sequence of five zero's and/or 
1 8
 Κος did not implement morphophonemic alternations. 
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ones. The number of ones is identical to the first number code. The posi­
tion of the ones has been linked to a type of suffix: 
1 
-DIG 
1 
-mE 
1 
-(y)EcEG 
1 
-mEk 
1 
-(y)i§ 
TABLE 19 Possible suffixes of the embedded verb. 
By means of a number code is indicated which syntactic case suffix is as­
signed to the embedded-clause verb. 
The final code, 1, is a dummy code. 
Кос differentiates five suffixes, while Erguvanh (1984) selects three. She 
ranges the -(y)EcEG suffix under the nominalizations and supports this by 
saying that they have the same paradigm. The difference between both 
forms is, that -DIG does not carry a feature [+future] while -(y)EcEG 
does. In TRANSIT, we are able to distinguish between the two forms, for 
tense is known in the SELANCA expression. The modifier zal (see §5.1.1) is 
the trigger to choose -(y)EcEG. As mentioned before, TRANSIT will not gen­
erate sentences with the suffix -(y)I}, for it is archaic and non-productive. 
The first verb in Koç's lexicon is an experience verb [gär = s ee ) . Er-
guvanh (1984) postulates that this type of verbs gives a more factive than 
an action-like reading to the embedded clause. 
The set of Control verbs in Turkish is small. Examples are the verbs: із-
temek ( = t o want), unutmak ( = t o f o r g e t ) and bilmek ( = t o know) with 
Subject Control, and emretmek ( = t o force) which has Object Control. 
See, for instance, Lewis (1984; 167): 
(6.137) çahgmak istiyoi 
calia-mak i s t e - iyor 
вогк-IIÍF Bant-3rd .Pere.sing 
he wants to work 
(6.138) susmak biliyor 
sus-mak b i l - i yor 
stay calm-INF taiow-3r .Pers.sing 
he knows how to stay calm 
C h a n g i n g D u t c h rais ing verbs 
The Dutch verbs which have been characterized as Raising to Subject verbs, 
like schijnen (= t o seem, cf. §5.4) and beginnen (= to begin) bring about 
some problems, because they must lose their raising ability. 
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The veib schijnen must even change from category: it is to be translated 
into the dubitative suffix -(y)mls. Compare the sentences below: 
(6.139a) Lucie schijnt 'η liedje te zingen 
(6.139b) Lucie sar lu sôylûyormus, 
Lucie gaxki soyle-Iyor-mue-0 
Lucie song eay-PR0G-DUB-3rd.Pers.sing 
Lucie seems to sing a song 
The translation is realized by giving the verb schijnen an empty -grid in 
the lexicon. Moreover, a special restructuring rule must be formulated to 
prune the double S tree. 
The problem concerning the verb beginnen relates to the fact that its 
Turkish counterpart oaslamak does not support Raising to Subject, but 
rather Subject Control. We refer, for instance, to Knecht (1986; 35): 
"An infinitival clause embedded immediately under verbs 
such as istemek (to want), итптпак (to hope), batlamak (to be­
gin), and çahsmak (to try) is a controlled clause, and one of its 
arguments is left unexpressed under identity with the subject 
of the higher clause." 
The underlining is by me. Another reference is made to Kornfilt (1988) 
who states at least three times that baslamak is a Control verb. Take, for 
instance, the analysis of: 
(6.140) Jan, begint t,- 'n liedje te zingen 
Jan begins a song to sing 
Jan begins to sing a song 
depicted in the figure below: 
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PV(begin) 
I 
SF 
I 
W2-Obj 
I 
Vl(zing) 
SF 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
N2 
NI D T N1 
I I 
NK NK 
I I 
J&n 'n lied 
FIG. 6.22 Interpretation of (6.140). 
Beginnen in FIG. (6.22) assigns only one -role OBJ to an object clause. 
Let us assume that the Turkish verb is also a one-place predicate, which is 
not implausible, according to the following example: 
(6.141) maç kaçta baghyor? 
maç, kaç-ta baela-iyor-0 
match hoB-many-LOC begin-PASTl-3rd.Pers.sing 
what time doei the match begin? 
It is, however, more obvious to take example (6.141) as an ergative case; its 
underlying structure involves a verb assigning two -roles the AGE role of 
which is not being realized. This situation is comparable to passive voice 
clauses without an overt agent. As clauses with ergative verbs do not get 
an interpretation of CASUS, we have not paid attention to ergatives in the 
generation of Turkish at all. 
However, it is difficult to give an ergative status to beginnen in (6.140). In 
sentences such as: 
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(6.142) the glass broke 
(6.143) John broke the glass 
to break is respectively intransitive and transitive. The subject of (6.142) is 
direct object in (6.143). Moreover, example (6.143) has an Agent subject. 
If we return to (6.140) and try to find a sentence by which the ergative 
relation can be discovered, we end in an ungrammatical: 
(6.144) Piet begint Jan 'η liedje te zingen17 
If we, however, consider ergativity structurally in the way Burzio (1981) 1 8 
does, it is possible to take beginnen as an ergative verb, for example in: 
(6.145) het, begint t, te regenen 
i t begins to rain 
it it arts raining 
Het (the subject of regenen) has been raised to subject position of the main 
clause to make the sentence well-formed. 
Another possibility is that example (6.140) is ambiguous in the sense 
that beginnen is both a Raising verb as well as a Control verb. The inter­
pretation of the Raising version is paraphrased by: Jan's singing of a song 
begins, where the Control version is paraphrased by: Jan begins something, 
namely singing a song. 
Now we investigate what happens if we add a one-place predicate baslamak 
in the lexicon and translate the Raising version of (6.140). The embedded 
clause of example (6.140) will move to subject position, resulting in a nom-
inalization: 
(6.146) Jan'in §arki söylemesi ЪазДіуог 
Jan saxki sSyle-me ba§la-iyor-0 
Jan song say-INF begin-PASTl-3 r d.Pers.sing 
the singing by Jan begins 
The Turkish baslamak, however, can also appear as a two-place predicate 
assigning a AGE and an OBJ role: 
(6.147) Jan sarki sôylemege ЪазДіуог 
Jan saxki söyle-meg-β basla-iyor-0 
Jan song say-INF-DAT begin-PASTl-3 r d.Pere.sing 
Jan begins to sing a song 
1 7
 This sentence is grammatical in the reading: Piet starle to ting Jan a tong. 
1 8
 Ergative verbs do not assign Case to their direct object but do assign it -role. 
Moreover, they do not assign -role in subject position. Raising to subject guarantees 
a non-empty subject position. 
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If TRANSIT follows its algorithm, it will meet a problem while generating 
the deep structure of the matrix clause. After the generation of the deep 
structure of the embedded clause, the two-place predicate baslamak meets 
only one case candidate: the embedded clause. The Empty Category Prin­
ciple is found violated, and the generation of the translation is interrupted. 
To save the process, a rule is needed to "raise" the subject of the embed­
ded clause to the subject position of the matrix clause. Although Turkish 
is not unfamiliar with raising phenomena, raising is applied only in situa­
tions in which exceptional case marking verbs (so-called БСМ verbs) appear 
(cf. also §5.4.2). The "raising" rule should thus be applied in the deep-
structure-generating component before ECP, Case Filter and ©-Criterion 
are applied, and after the matching of possible case candidates with the 
newly generated structure. The rule is then triggered by the presence of an 
empty N P marked with the -role AGE. After the raising of the embedded 
subject, there is no hindrance for Subject Control in the transformational 
component, because of the presence of trace in the embedded clause. 
In translating the Control version of (6.140), insertion of the one-place 
predicate baçlamak triggers the ECP filter. The two-place predicate, how-
ever, is translated correctly following the lines of translation of control 
verbs, resulting in (6.147) only. 
T h e t r e a t m e n t of P R O 
In the output of CASUS, the relations of PRO-elements with other phrases 
are known. They are present in the output structures. Of course, nothing is 
said about the content of arbitrary PROs. To translate PRO, we have to set 
up a special strategy. Examples of the two types of PRO are presented in the 
two structures below, which are interpretations of the following respective 
sentences: 
(6.148) Lucie wil zingen 
Lucie «ants sing 
Lucie wants to sing 
(6.149) Lucie hoort zingen 
Lucie hears sing 
Lucie hears singing 
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SE 
PV(hoor) 
SF 
NC-Age Wa.Obj 
Vl(zing) 
I 
SF 
N C - D A I XC-In 
NC-Age XC-Obj 
W3-Obj 
I 
Vl(z ing) 
NC-Age XC-Obj 
PRO dummy Lucie dummy PRO dummy 
FIG. 6.23 Interpretation of (6.148) and (6.149). 
In the CASUS output of sentence (6.148), PRO has been co-indexed 
with the NP Lucie. PRO in the output of sentence (6.149) has not been 
co-indexed with any NP and is therefore unbound. Depending on the type 
of verb, TRANSIT has to decide how PRO must be translated. If PRO is 
co-referent with another phrase and if the Turkish matrix verb indicates 
Control, PRO must be maintained. In the case of nominalizaiion or verbal 
noun, PRO can be maintained or phonologically realized (translated into 
a pronoun, matching in number with its referent). Then, the rule Genitive 
insertion must be applied. 
In translating unbound PRO, we face the problem that substitution by 
pronouns causes the original meaning of the sentence to disappear. Sentence 
(6.149) is now interpreted as: 
(6.150) Lucie hooit iemand zingen 
Lucie hears someone sing 
Lucie hears someone tinging 
In (6.149), there is no indication of number of the agent of "to sing"; The 
pronoun added to (6.150) draws singularity in the sentence. Therefore, 
obligatory maintenance of PRO will produce a more acceptable transla-
tion. 
We have considered the introduction of passive voice in the embedded 
clause. A discussion is presented in §6.5.8. 
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Tense 
We explained in §6.5.1 how tense is stored in CASUS output. It was in­
dicated above that only Nom.inaliza.uons have a future suffix alternative. 
This seems contradictory: it seems impossible foi a fact to be fixed in the 
future. 
When we look closer at the lexicon by Κος, we can see that -DIG and 
-(y)EcEG cannot be paradigms in matrix clauses with the verbs görmek 
(= to see), kabullenmek (= to accept), yadstmak (= to deny), and an-
latmak (= to explain). Furthermore, it becomes clear that if -DIG is 
excluded, -(y)EcEGnevet occurs. Apparently, the semantics of these verbs 
makes a future fact impossible. As we cannot see a principal solution for 
finding the right suffixes for these verbs in embedded clauses, a marker in 
the lexicon is inevitable. 
T h e lexicon 
To conclude the above, we can state that verbs in the lexicon need more 
information than we had determined so far: 
1. We need a marker to differentiate between action verbs and factive 
verbs; 
2. We need information on experience verbs; 
3. We need to add a feature [ i f u t u r e ] to some verbs. 
These extensions involve a more intricate organization of the lexicon: 
(6.151) 
(6.152) 
(6.153) 
(6.154) 
(6.155) 
V schrijf yaz AGEO ,0BJ(+4| NC (N"(N'(NK yaz i ) ) ) ) .ACT, —,— 
to write 
V wil iute AGE(),0BJ(+1| SE <SC>) ,ІСТ, — ,— 
to want 
V lie gör AGEO,0BJ(+4| SE) , ACT .FACT, -FUT 
to see 
V weet b i l AGEO ,0BJ(+4| SE) ,ACT,FACT,+FÜT 
to know 
V ken b i l AGE(),0BJ(+4| SE) .ACT, — ,— 
to know, to be acquainted with 
The case frames are followed by a marker of action or fact: A CT and FACT. 
This is followed by a marker to indicate whether the verb changes the mode 
(action or fact) of the embedded verb. If not, it is marked by "-". 
Factive verbs are explicitly marked for [±f u t u r e ] . If not relevant, we use 
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The notation SC (cf. willen in (6.152)) indicates Subject Contiol in the 
embedded clause. 
The lexicon entries of the verbs schijnen and beginnen are the following: 
(6.156) V schijn +mle DUB () 
to teem 
(6.157) V begin bag la1 0BJ() 
(6.158) V begin bagla2 AGE() ,0BJ(+3|+3 SE <SC>) , — , — .— 
to begin 
The dubitative suffix does not have a case frame (indicated by the paren-
theses); the verb baslamak has two case frames. The object of the two-place 
predicate can be filled by either an NP or an SE. Both phrases will receive 
a syntactic dative suffix (+3). 
Translation of PRO is not adopted into the lexicon. PRO is maintained 
in the structure, but disappears by the execution of phonotactical deletion 
rules. 
6.5.5 Copula constructions 
With respect to the copula zijn (= to be), TRANSIT must generate different 
structures for main clause and embedded clause. Examples of main clauses 
are: 
(6.159) Ahmet hasta 
Ahmet i l l 
Ahmet is ill 
(6.160) (ben) hastayim 
(ben) hasta-yxra 
(I) i l l - l " . P e r a , sing 
J am ill 
AMATURKA provides the following surface structures: 
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N C < n c , l > P R < n c , l > 
N 2 < n 2 - c , l > A J < p r > P R < n c , l > N C < n c , l > Р П < п с , 1 > 
N l < n l - c , l > A K < p r > A J < p r > 
N K < 1 > 
hftet& 
A K < p p > 
haetayim 
N 2 < n 2 + c , l > A J < p r > 
D T < 1 1 , 1 > A K < p r > 
h&el&yim 
FIG. 6.24 Surface structures of (6.159) and (6.160). 
Examples of embedded clauses are: 
(6.161) Ahmed'in hasta oldugunu bildim 
ihroed-'in hasta ol-dug-un-u bil-di-m 
Ahmet-GEN i l l be-PARTIC-Poss. 3rd.Pers.sing-ACC 
know-PASTl-l" .Pere.sing 
I knew that Ahmet is/was ill 
(6.162) (benitn) hasta oldugumu bildim 
(ben-im) hasta ol-dug-um-u bil-di-m 
(I-GEN) i l l be-PARTIC-Poss.l".Pers.sing-ACC 
know-PASTl-i". Pers.sing 
I knew that I am/was ill 
AMATURKA provides the following surface structures: 
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N C < w 5 , 4 > 
W S < 4 > N A < 2 w > 
N C < n c , 2 > M I < c > C L < S , 4 > 
I I I 
N 2 < n 2 - c , 2 > A J < » d j > T D < 4 > 
N l < n l - c , 2 > AK 
N K < 2 > 
Ahmed'in h&Bt& oldugunu bildim 
FIG. 6.25 Surface structure of (6.161). 
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V C < 1 > V C < 1 > 
M I < e > 
NC<wS,4> 
PV 
W 5 < 4 > N A < 2 w > 
N C < n c , 2 > M I < e > C L < 5 , 4 > 
N 2 < n 2 + c , 2 > A J < a d j > T D < 4 > 
D T < 1 1 , 2 > 
M I < = > 
NC<wS,4> 
W 5 < 4 > 
M I < e > C L < 5 , 4 > 
A J < » d j > T D < 4 > 
PV 
oldugumu bildim h&Bt& oldugumu bildim 
FIG. 6.26 Surface structures of (6.162). 
Semantics of the copula implies, as was mentioned before, the existence of 
a semantic theory of nouns and adjectives: predicate nouns are considered 
to be the semantic nucleus of the sentence in which they occur. However, 
a theory with respect to N and A is still lacking. The thematic roles which 
predicate nouns assign are of minor importance in translating copula sen-
tences. It is important to find out which phrase is the nucleus, because 
this phrase will be attached under Pred; but only in clauses featured with 
[+main]. 
Base 
As there is no equivalent to the Dutch copula zijn in Turkish, the intro-
duction of a predicate node is needed at S level in simple sentences. This 
predicate node is introduced when the lexicon is consulted to retrieve the 
Turkish counterpart of to be. In embedded clauses a verbal construction 
is used. The verb olmak must be inserted here. We will return to Olmak 
insertion under the caption Transform in the present section. 
If we presuppose that the personal suffix which is to be attached to the 
predicate noun is verbal, the SOV structure is maintained. The following 
restructuring rules serve to generate the correct structures: 
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(6.163) Pred.P -> Pred Aux 
(6.164) Pred -» NP; AP 
Just as in the simple sentences of §6.5.1, deep structures of copula construc-
tions are generated by TRANSIT from scratch, and not by restructuring the 
SELANCA expressions. Within the sentential cyclic domain, it is known that 
the verb is a copula: this knowledge is used to select the rules (6.163) and 
(6.164), after which the resulting surface structure is delivered to TRANSIT'S 
second component, TRANSFORM. 
Lex icon 
In the lexicon, the stem forms ¿5 and word serve as entries to the Turkish 
lexical items: 
(6.165) V i s 0 OBJO.ATTO 
(6.166) V word ol OBJO ,ΑΤΤΟ 
The case frames are copied from the CASUS lexicon, which is in fact a neg­
ative choice. To our knowledge, there is no valid argumentation as to why 
the thematic roles in Turkish should differ from the ones of the Dutch coun­
terparts. 
Sentences containing the verb worden ( = t o become) in combination 
with an adjective cannot always be translated the way we just described: 
(6.167a) ik word ziek 
I become i l l 
I am falling ill 
(6.167b) hastalaiuyorum 
haeta-la-n-iyonm 
ill-la-PASS-PROG-l". Per». Bing 
(6.168a) ik word mooi 
I become gorgeous 
I become gorgeous 
(6.168b) güzellegiyorum 
güzel-le-8-iyomm 
gorgeous-le-RECIP-PROG-lst .Pers .sing 
The suffix -IE is the most productive one of all verbal suffixes. The precise 
relationship between the meanings of the basic substantive and the derived 
verb cannot always be established. The suffix is often used in expressing to 
become together with the passive, reflexive or the reciprocal suffix, but it is 
not predictable which suffix is added. For these cases, we designed a rule 
to transform the predicate noun structure into a predicate verbal structure. 
The trigger to this rule is a special feature added to Turkish adjectives: 
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(6.169) A mooi güzel COP<+leS> 
(6.170) A ziek hasta COP<+len> 
If there is no such feature to the adjective, the rule will not be applied and 
the predicate noun construction is maintained. 
Transform 
As was mentioned above, Turkish predicate phrases are normally not al-
lowed to appear as embedded sentences. To escape ungrammatically, the 
verb olmak is inserted, changing the structure from a predicate phrase into 
a verbal phrase. The rule must be triggered by the presence of a PRED 
node combined with the sentential feature [-main]. In embedded clauses, 
the predicate must be the syntactic object of the inserted verb olmak. The 
phrase which received the thematic role of the predicate noun is the syn-
tactic subject in the Turkish structure. 
6.5.6 Operators 
Base 
The treatment of operators is restricted to the cases discussed in §5.6. 
Negation in particular had our attention, because of the three types of 
negation that exist in Turkish. 
Negat ion 
Within the BASE component, several transformation rules need to be de-
fined, because the negation operator in sentences with a verbal predicate is 
different from that in sentences with a nonverbal predicate. Negations with 
a verbal predicate have the regular declarative sentence structure: the con-
catenation of the negation suffix to the verb stem suffices. Sentences with 
a nonverbal predicate must undergo a drastic change of structure, requir-
ing the insertion of either y ok (to negate var in main clauses) or de g il (to 
negate the predicate in main clauses). Negation of nonverbal predicates (at 
least at deep structure level) in subclauses is realized by Olmak insertion 
in combination with the rule which negate declarative verbal predicates. 
As the source language sentence always has a verbal predicate (also in SE-
LANCA), it is not possible to discriminate between the different sentences 
on the basis of structural features. Compare the analyses of the sentences 
below: 
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(6.171) 
(6.172) 
(6.173) 
(6.174) 
(6.175) 
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Ali geeft 't boek niet 
H i gives the book not 
Ali is not giving the book 
Ali ia niet aardig 
Ali із not nice 
Ali heeft 'η boek niet 
I l i has a hook not 
Ali does not have a book 
Ali heeft niet 'η boek 
I l i has not a book 
Ali does not have a book 
Ali heeft geen boek 
Ali has no book 
Ali does not have a book 
PV(geef) 
NC-Age XCDil NC-Obj BW-Oper 
I I I 
N2 X2 N2 
I I /\ 
N1 XI DT N1 
AJ(aardig) 
NK NK 
M O AJ 
PV AK NC-Dat BW-Oper 
N2 
I 
N1 
Ali dummy 't boek niet 
NK 
ben aardig All met 
FIO. 6.27 Interpretation of (6.171) and (6.172). 
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SE 
N2 N2 
N1 D T N1 
NK 
Ali 'η boek niet 
P V ( h e b ) 
N C D a l NC-Obj BVV.Oper NC-Dat NC-Obj BW-Oper 
N2 N2 
N1 D T N1 
NK NK 
FIG. 6.28 Interpretation of (6.173) and (6.174). 
P V ( h e b ) 
I 
SF 
Ali 'n boek niel 
N C - D s ! NC-Obj 
N2 QP N 2 
I 
N1 
I 
NK NK 
I 
Ali geen boek 
FIG. 6.29 Interpretation of (6.175). 
In the analysis of sentence (6.171), expressed in the left phrase marker of 
FIG. (6.27), niet is analyzed as an operator of the verb geef. The analysis 
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of (6.172), depicted in the light phrase marker of FIG. (6.27), has the 
adjective as semantic nucleus; sentence (6.173), with a slightly different 
meaning than (6.174), gets the same analysis as (6.174) (cf. FIG. (6.28)), 
and in sentence (6.175) the negation has been merged with the quantifier 
of the object (FIG. (6.29)). Turkish does not have such a premodifier to the 
nominal head. Geen should be further analyzed. In CASUS, however, lexical 
decomposition is explicitly excluded. This may need some reconsideration 
here. 
Now that we have clearly defined the problem concerning negation, we 
can solve most of it in the BASE component. If the semantic nucleus is 
verbal and there is a negation operator in the set of semantic functions, 
the negation suffix -mE must be chosen and attached to the verb stem. 
Translation of (6.171) is: 
(6.176) Ali kitabi veimiyor 
i l i kitab-i ver-mi-yor 
H i Ъоок-АСС give-KEG-PROG 
An exception to this rule occurs if the semantic nucleus is the verb hebben 
( = t o have). In this case, a rule should be executed to select the lexical 
item y ok, which is categorized А К (cf. §6.5.10, where the generation of 
sentences expressing a possessive relation by means of hebben is discussed). 
If the semantic nucleus is an adjective and it occurs in the highest cyclic 
domain, the lexical item degil should be selected. Translation of (6.172) 
becomes: 
(6.177) Ali sevimli degil 
i l i nice not 
In all other cases with an adjectival semantic nucleus, the verb olmak should 
be selected and negated by the insertion of the suffix -mE. 
With respect to the differences between (6.173) and (6.174), it must 
be observed that SELANCA lacks an important semantic notion. Sentence 
(6.173) can be paraphrased by: 
(6.178) There exists a certain book, but Ali does not have it 
Sentence (6.174) by: 
(6.179) Ali does not have any books 
The difference between (6.173) and (6.174) is explained by means of the no­
tion specificity. It is interesting to investigate whether this notion is trans­
portable to Turkish, where it plays a major role with respect to syntactic 
case insertion to phrases in syntactic object position. For this moment, 
however, this investigation is beyond the scope of this research. 
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Adverb ia l o p e r a t o r s 
Operators occurring as adverbs can be directly looked up in the bilingual 
lexicon. A major difference with the generation of thematic role nodes is 
that these are assigned by the verb; in the case frame of the verb, it has 
been defined whether a thematic role is obligatory or optional. 
Operators on the contrary do not have such a link with the verb; in the 
BASE component, they are directly moved from the SF node to the VI node 
of the Turkish deep structure. 
In the transformational component, it is considered under which condi­
tions operators should be moved. We will come to these movements in the 
following section. 
Adverbs which cannot be translated into lexical items of the same syn­
tactic category are adopted into the lexicon, in the same way as some 
adjectives, including their deviating syntactic structure. 
In §6.5.1, we touched upon the addition of time features to temporal 
adverbs. Let us give an example of how we manage to choose the right 
tense suffix in sentences with a temporal adverb. Consider the sentence, 
mentioned before in §6.5.1: 
(6.180) ik ga naar Turkije 
I go to Turkey 
I am going to Turkey 
This sentence receives three possible translations, depending on the sit­
uation in which the sentence is uttered. Temporal adverbs can help in 
eliminating one or more translations: 
(6.181) ik ga nu naar Turkije 
I go пои to Turkey 
I am going to Turkey now 
(6.182) ik ga dit jaar naar Turkije 
I go t h i s year to Turkey 
/ will go to Turkey this year 
(6.183) ik ga telkens naar Turkije 
I go again_and_again to Turkey 
/ go to Turkey again and again 
Now, if we mark the adverbs that are the Turkish counterparts of the Dutch 
temporal adverbs with a complex temporal feature [ t i m e [ ± f u t , ± p a s t , 
± r e p ] ] , we can use this information to pick the right tense suffix by 
means of a special rule. The sub-features [ p a s t , f u t ] speak for them­
selves; [ ± r e p ] stands for repetitive, continuing activity and relates directly 
to the aorist. 
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The Turkish translation of nu (aimdi) in (6.181) should bear the feature 
[t ime [ - f u t , - p a s t ] ] ; the translation oí dit jaar (ou yiî) in (6.182) the fea-
ture [ t i m e [ + f u t , - p a s t ] ] ; and that of telkens (her defa) in (6.183) with 
the feature [time [-past ,+г р ] ] . As it is unclear which part of the adver­
bial phrase bears the relevant features in the last case, it can be assigned 
to the dominating node indicating the word category of the Dutch word. 
In example (6.182), however, we do not have an adverb, but an adverbial 
phrase in Dutch: dit jaar. It is still unclear how and where to add the 
relevant features in order to get the correct translation. More research is 
needed in this area. In advance, it is our opinion that an analysis of these 
adverbial phrases as described above does not fit the definition of semantics 
in linguistic notions, as proposed by Van Bakel (1984). It belongs to the 
level of modal meaning, of which ASI (1984; 43) says that it is somewhere 
behind the point where the aims of CASUS end 1 9. 
The translations of example (6.181) to (6.183) respectively are: 
(6.184) gimdi Türkiye'ye gidiyorum 
simdi Türkiye'-ye gid-iyor-nm 
now Turkey-DAT go-PROG-lJ1.PerB.eing 
(6.185) bu yd Türkiye'ye gidecegun 
bu y i Tiirkiye'-ye gid-eceg-im 
t h i s year Turkey-DAT go-FUT-l".Pere.sing 
(6.186) her defa Türkiye'ye giderim 
her defa Tiirkiye'-ye gid-er-im 
every time Turkey-DAT go-AOR-11' .Pere.sing 
Prepos i t iona l operators 
Prepositional operators, such as: 
(6.187) Ali geeft Mehmet 't boek in de tuin 
Ali gives Nehmet the book in the garden 
In the garden, AH is giving the book to Mehmet 
need special attention. As was mentioned above, prepositional phrases do 
not exist in Turkish20. Therefore, we need a rule in the BASE component 
which rearranges prepositional phrases and turns them into postpositional 
constructions. The preposition is moved to the position right-adjacent to 
the phrase it governs. Because in Turkish a number of postpositions assign 
1 9Peter Arno Coppen (personal communication), however, told me that recent research 
into adverbial (viz. temporal) NPs in relation to AMAZON-CASUS seems to show that 
clear links are needed between syntax and semantics, thus implying that CASUS needs 
the features in the syntax already. 
20
 Except for the preposition t/á (= t o , touards), which is a loan word from the Arabic 
(ila). It is employed between numbers (cf. Lewis (1984; 95)). 
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syntactic case to the phrase they govern, the type of case should be present 
in the lexicon in order to provide a correct translation. Examples are: 
(6.188) benim gibi bii adam 
ben-im gibi bix adam 
I-GEN l ike a man 
α man like me 
(6.189) radyo'ya göre, hava güzel olacak 
radyo-'ya göre, hava güzel ol-acak 
radio-DAT according.to, a ir beautiful 
be-FUT-3rd.Pere, sing 
according to the radio, the weather is going to be fine 
(6.190) bugunden once 
bugiin-den once 
today-ABL before 
before today 
After consulting the bilingual lexicon, it is clear whether the preposition 
needs to be realized as suffix or as a postposition. If consultation of the 
lexicon shows that the preposition under analysis must be translated into 
a case suffix (ablative, dative, or genitive), the postpositional phrase must 
be pruned and changed into a nominal phrase. In phases, the translation 
of the PP in (6.187) is performed as below: 
(6.191) [pp[p in ][Np de tuin ]] 
after lexicon consultation: 
(6.192) [PP[C*.C +DE ][NP 0 bahçe ]] 
after reversing the PP: 
(6.193) [PP[NP 0 bahçe ][Co« +DE ]] 
after pruning the PP: 
(6.194) [Np 0 bahçe [ c„« +DE ]] 
Finally, in the phonotactical phase, the correct form of the suffix will 
appear. Contraction may then take place between some postpositions and 
the nominal phrase they govern (e.g. ile cf. §4.2.1). 
Trans form 
Transformations with respect to the position of operators in Turkish are 
depending on concepts like focus, stress and topic. Operators are base-
generated in modifier position within VP and more specifically under VI. 
Erguvanh (1984; 140) points out that adverbs that are strictly modifiers of 
the verbs, such as manner adverbs, have more constraints on the syntactic 
position they occupy than time or place adverbs. Non-derived adverbs are 
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generally more restricted in their word order than derived adverbs or larger 
adverbial expressions. 
All the places to which adverbial phrases can be moved to produce prag-
matical differences which we do not want to deal with in the present study. 
One generalization can be made, however: adverbs are always allowed in 
preverbal position, except for the case that the direct object of the clause 
does not bear a syntactic accusative suffix. This exception has been taken 
care of by the NP-movement rules presented in §6.5.1. 
Although we have limited ourselves to the generation of unmarked sen-
tences only, we have implemented one movement rule which can influence 
the position of adverbs. The rule moves topicalized phrases to sentence-
initial position. Compare the three sentences below: 
(6.195) ben, adami bahçede gôrûyorum 
ben, adoni bahçe-de gör-üyor-шп 
I raan-iCC garden-LOC see-PROG-1*'.Pers.sing 
(6.196) ben, bahçede adami göiüyorum 
ben, bahçe-de adam-i gör-üyor-шп 
I gaiden-LOC man-ICC вее-PROG-l"'.Pere.sing 
(6.197) bahçede, ben adami gôrûyorum 
bahçe-de, ben adam-i gör-üyor-шп 
gaxden-LOC I man-ACC see-PROG-1*'.Pers.sing 
in the garden, I see the man 
Sentence (6.195) reflects the order of phrases in deep structure; sentence 
(6.197) is the resulting structure of the topicalization rule. The second 
sentence, although perfectly well-formed, is not generated by TRANSIT at 
all. 
6.5.7 Interrogative sentences 
To translate interrogative sentences, we have to add at least three rules to 
the set of transformational rules in the TRANSFORM component of TRANSIT. 
We split the discussion into two parts: WH questions and Yes/No questions. 
W H quest ions 
Turkish requires a WH phrase to be in the position immediately preceding 
the verb. Kornfilt (1984; 140) states that WH words in Turkish are in-situ 
without providing any argumentation. Kural (1992a; 17) is more careful 
by stating that it is not obvious whether Turkish is a WH-in-situ language, 
since it is hard to tell whether it is the WH phrases that have moved from 
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their base positions, or the other components. From the point of view of the 
X o derivation hypothesis2 1, Kural concludes that this theory cannot deal 
with the exclusion of postverbal WH phrases (for details, I refer to Kural 
(1992a)). The XP derivation hypothesis assumes that all clause internal ar­
guments are base-generated preverbally. Instead of a WH-movement rule, 
however, in the transformational component or at LF, he assumes a move­
ment rule which moves the non-WH phrases from their base positions at 
S structure. This assumption is necessary to cover the phenomena in the 
following sentences, obeying the Empty Category Principle: 
(6.198a) kim Ahmed'i seviyor?22 
(6.198b) Ahmed,'i kim t, seviyor? 
Ahmed-'i kim sev-iyor-0 
Ahmed-ACC who love-PR0G-3rd.Pers.eing 
who loves Ahmet? 
Example (6.198b) is the only example in which move-α has been applied. 
The phrase moved is the accusative-marked object Ahmed'i. 
(6.199a) kimi Ahmet seviyor? 
(6.199b) Ahmet kimi seviyor? 
Ahmed kim-i ве -іуох-0 
Ahmed eho-ACC love-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
who does Ahmet love? 
The WH-word in (6.199b) has been generated in object position, and hence, 
no WH-movement is necessary. 
(6.200a) nereye Ahmet gitti? 
(6.200b) Ahmet nereye gitti? 
Ahmed nere-ye g i t - t i - 0 
Ahmed shexe-DAT go-PASTi-3rd.Pere.sing 
where did Ahmet go to? 
Here also, no WH-movement is necessary. The WH-word is an adverbial 
interrogative, and has thus been generated at VI level (cf. also §5.7.2), 
where it can stay. 
(6.201a) Ahmet neiede kimi görimig? 
This hypothesis concerns the movement of heads to various heads, leaving the ar-
guments in their base positions, as opposed to XP movement, replacing the maximal 
projection to some derived position. 
2 2
 We did not gloss the ill-formed (a) sentences, because of their correspondence with 
the (b) sentences. The (a) and (b) sentences only differ in the position of the syntactic 
subject or object. 
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(6.201b) Ahmet kimi neiede görmü§? 
Ahmed kim-i nere-de gör-ntäg-0 
Ahmed Bho-ACC shere-LOC eee-PAST2-3r<i.Pera.Bing 
who did Ahmet see where? 
The adverbial WH-word has been generated at VI level and the syntactic 
object at V2 level: no reason to move anything, for this will lead to Ш-
formedness. 
(6.202a) kimi kim seviyor? 
(6.202b) kim kimi seviyor? 
kim kim-i eev-iyor-0 
who Bho-ACC love-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
IB А о ìovei who? 
Example (6.202b) shows asubject-WH. Subjects aie always generated higher 
in the S than objects. So again, no movement rules are needed. 
Notice the subject-object asymmetry in example (6.198b) versus (6.202b). 
Because we are not interested in the synthesis of all translations possible 
with exclusion of all ill-formed translations, but only in the generation of 
the translations with an unmarked word order, we have only opted for 
a WH-movement rule from the base-generated position to focus position. 
Moreover, an in-situ approach would force us to reconsider the generation 
of the deep structures as described in §6.5.1. Rules to generate the WH 
phrases in-situ must then be executed in the BASE component. In the 
definition of this WH movement, we have taken into account the ECP im-
plicitly by formulating a number of conditions. These conditions include 
a prohibition of movement of the WH phrase over phrases marked with 
the features [-ace] and [+wh,+0] . The first condition concerning [ -ace] 
prevents crossing an unspecified, i.e. not-accusative marked, phrase: 
(6.203a) kitap kim görüyor? 
(6.203b) kim kitap görüyor? 
kim kitap [-ace] gör-üyor-0 
who book[-spec] see-PR0G-3rd.Pere.sing 
who is seeing a book? 
(6.204a) kim kitabi görüyor? 
(6.204b) kitabi kim görüyor? 
ki tab- i kim gör-üyor-0 
book[+spec]-ACC eho see-PR0G-3r<i.Pers.sing 
who if teeing the book? 
It further prevents the placement of WH nodes in between a verb and its 
incorporated object, for this object also is not-accusative marked: 
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(6.205) soi kim verdi? 
(6.206) kim söz verdi? 
kim söz ver-di-0 
who word give-PASTi-3rd.Pers.eing 
who gave his word/promised? 
The second condition concerning the features [+wh,+0] covers all the well-
formed examples (6.198b) to (6.202b). 
It is interesting to investigate whether specified object movement would 
lead to a greater generalization. Not only the examples presented in this 
section correspond to this alternative, also the NP movement constraints 
by Erguvanli (see §6.5.1 under the caption movement rules) seem to lead 
to similar results. This investigation, however, would go beyond the main 
goal of this study. Moreover, its implications would probably lead to a 
radical change of the implementation. Therefore, we suggest to postpone 
this investigation and to direct our attention now to Yes/No questions in 
the next section. 
Yes /No questions 
Yes/No questions give us the problem that CASUS does not register which 
phrase is to be asked, because this is considered to belong to the field of 
pragmatics. To provide at least one translation, we have opted for the 
predicate as the sentence element questioned. This choice complicates the 
translation slightly, because, depending on the type of verbal suffixation, 
the position of the interrogative particle varies. This complicates not only 
the syntactic structure of the sentence, but also the way vowel harmony is 
worked out. We will return to the matter of vowel harmony in the next 
chapter. We defined a rule concerning the insertion of the question particle 
ml, and a rule to ensure the changing of places of this particle and the 
AGR node, in the case of the presence of the Past I tense suffix. 
6.5.8 Passive constructions 
In Chomsky's Aspects model, passivization was regarded as a purely syn-
tactic transformation. In Scholten e.a. (1981), it is considered a lexical rule 
(at least in Dutch) in which a change in thematic role assigning is performed 
and the verb is adjectivized. Van Schaaik (1985) defines predicate-forming 
rules to perform passivization in Turkish in a Functional Grammar frame-
work. Via a process of valence reduction, a verb is created with a so-called 
passive morphology. Valence reduction is not accepted in the theory of 
SELANCA and by adopting a dummy in SELANCA we do not even need it. 
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The theory of Government and Binding, which is mainly the basis of the 
linguistic theory of TRANSIT, does not support special movement rules like 
Passive any longer since the impoverishment of the rule component; there 
is only one genuinely syntactic, transformational rule called Move-α, which 
is conditioned by general principles like Case Filier, Θ -Criterion and ECP. 
The Move-α phenomenon is, however, as such not implementable: the vari­
able α has to be made explicit in rules to move WH, to move the question 
particle, and to insert suffixes. 
One thing is clear in GB: the passive is generated by a transformational 
rule from a deep structure marked with an active voice (or rather: an un­
marked deep structure). In §5.8, we saw that the CASUS interpretations of 
Dutch passive clauses shows a structure different from its active counter­
part: the clause contains a verbal modifier (word) and a PP (with or without 
a phonologically realized NP. Consider e.g. the figure of the interpretation 
of a passive clause in §5.8). Now, we can follow two strategies: 
1. use the SELANCA expression to generate a passive deep structure, but 
only if the agent is absent; 
2. transform the SELANCA expression into a structure that is marked 
passive by a feature, but that shows the structure of its active coun­
terpart. Then use the passive feature to trigger passivization; 
The first strategy relates to theories in which a notion of restructuring of 
passive is assumed to be "triggered" lexically and not induced by any syn­
tactic, or rather transformational motivation (cf. Kornfilt (1988; 204)). 
Kornfilt presents arguments which show that Turkish passivization belongs 
to the transformational component. Without going into detail, we adopt 
her conclusion that the process of passivization perhaps takes place in the 
word-formation component in the Romance languages (at least in Spanish 
and Italian), but in Turkish, it takes place in the syntax. 
The second strategy implies a rearrangement of the passive-by PP which 
is to be converted into an NP anyhow in the BASE component. If the 
agent is present, the passive marker could be erased from the structure. 
If a clause in passive voice still is wanted (e.g. the agent bears the fea­
ture C+inst i tute]) , the agent NP must be reconverted into a tarafindan 
construction. 
Base 
We already stated that it is not acceptable in general to translate Dutch 
clauses in passive voice into Turkish passive clauses. Dutch passive clauses 
are translated into Turkish active clauses. In the BASE component, we 
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delete the passive auxiliary from the SELANCA structure under all circum-
stances. Furthermore, we introduce a rule which always depassivizes all 
passive structures, but without deletion of the passive marker at SE level. 
This depassi viz ation concerns the restructuring of the passive-by phrase 
from a PP structure into an NP structure. 
If the passive-by phrase is not realized in the passive clause, the clause 
must stay in passive voice. In spite of this, the clause will first be depas-
si viz ed and be passivized again in the TRANSFORM component. An example 
is the translation of: 
(6.207) de man wordt geslagen 
the man is hit 
(6.208) adam vuruluyor 
adam vur-ul-uyor-0 
man hit-PiSS-PR0G-3rd.Pere.sing 
There are, however, other cases in which the choice to translate into a 
passive sentence is desired, although an agent is present. We point here to 
Dutch passive sentences in which the AGE is an institution. As CASUS does 
not have a feature which is related to such a thing as [± i n s t i t u t i o n ] , 
we must add it to the Turkish lexical items in the lexicon. 
Not only at clause level is BASE restructuring necessary; if the agent 
is not present in the Dutch passive clause, a dummy is inserted by CASUS 
to prevent violation of the ©-Criterion. We need a rule to convert this 
dummy into a genuine NP structure in which pro is attached under DT. 
This is motivated by the fact that Turkish is known as a pro-drop language: 
the syntactic subject can be left non-overt. The attachment under DT 
is inherent to the definition of pro: it bears the feature [+pronominal]. 
Therefore, it is a determiner. 
In §6.5.3, we referred to this section for a discussion about the transla-
tion of Dutch participle constructions, such as: 
(1) W2 ( = verbal phrase with to + infinitive): 
(6.209) ik zal de te schrijven brief lezen 
I w i l l the to write l e t t e r read 
I will read the letter which is to be written 
(2) W4 ( = verbal phrase with past participle): 
(6.210) ik lees de geschreven brief 
I read the written l e t t e r 
I am reading the letter written 
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The underlined subclauses carry a passive marker in SELANCA. This passive 
marker is of good use for a translation into Turkish. The only thing we have 
to add to the system is a rule to make sure that the sentential premodifier 
is correctly attached at NC, and that its form is normalized as a relative 
clause. 
The rules introduced above to process passive constructions and the rules 
to process relative clauses work perfectly to deliver an acceptable deep 
structure. 
In $5.4.2, three types of Turkish constructions are mentioned which 
can be used in translating Dutch S complements: Nominalizations, Verbal 
nouns and Infinitives. In some cases, these forms must also be combined 
with passive voice. An example is the following: 
(6.211) Ik hoor zingen 
I hear 8ing 
I hear singing 
In §6.5.4, we discussed the translation of sentence (6.211), whereby the 
infinitive construction disappeared. Horen, being an experience verb, de-
manded a factive suffixation of the embedded verb with the suffix -DIG. 
The resulting sentence was: 
(6.212) sarki23 söyledigini duyuyorum 
carici eöyle-dig- in- i duy-uyor-шп 
song eay-PARTIC.PAST-Pose.2n<73rd.Pere.eing-ACC 
hear-PROG-1".Pere.sing 
In Turkish, the sentence implies that the speaker has a notion of the person 
who sings. There is a direct reference to the singer. The meaning of the 
sentence is closer to the Dutch sentence ik hoor hem zingen ( = I hear 
him s ing) or ik hoor jou zingen ( = I hear you Bing) than to ik hoor 
zingen. CASUS provides a possible solution to this matter. The matrix 
sentence of (6.211) is in active voice, but the embedded sentence receives 
a passive marker by CASUS, just like the sentential premodifiers mentioned 
above. The missing agent in the surface structure of the embedded clause 
is interpreted as the optional passive-by phrase. After the implementation 
of the passive rules, (6.211) is translated into: 
(6.213) sarki24 sôylendigini duyuyorum 
garki söyle-n-dig- in- i duy-пуог-шп 
song eay-PASS-PARTIC.ΡAST-3rd. Pere.Bing-ACC 
2 3 The object song has been inserted, because of an object marking in the lexicon. 
3 4
 Although ¡arti is in syntactic subject position in the embedded clause, it does not 
receive a genitive case suffix, for it matters here an indefinite specific or non-referential 
NP. 
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hear-PROG-i".Pere.sing 
I hear a song being sung 
The obligatory object of the case frame of zingen has become the syntactic 
subject of the embedded clause, and provides thus the correct number and 
person markers for the agreement of the possessive suffix attached to the 
participle. If we focus now onto the following example: 
(6.214) ik hoor 'η liedje zingen door Merci 
I hear a song eing by Merel 
/ hear a song being sung by Merel 
we will see that (6.214) is translated into an active reading and a passive 
reading: 
(6.215a) Merel'in garla söyledigini duyuyorum 
Merel-'in sarki eöyle-dig- in- i duy-uyor-ші 
Merel-GEN song вау-PARTIC.ΡAST-Роев. 3 r d . Pere, sing-ACC 
hear-PROG-l".Pere.sing 
ƒ hear Merel singing a song 
(6.215b) garki Merel'in tarafuidan söylenóügini duyuyorum 
çaxki Merel-'in taraf-in-dan soyle-n-dig- in- i duy-uyor-шп 
song Merel-GEN side-3rd.Pere.sing-ABI. eay-PASS-
PARTIC.PAST-3rd.Pere.eing-ACC hear-PROG-l" .Pers.Bing 
I hear a song being sung by Merel 
Translation (6.215a) is the active reading of (6.214); (6.215b) is the passive 
reading. 
Transform 
In the transformational component, a passive rule must be adopted. The 
rule should reverse syntactic subject and direct object within a passive 
clause. If the subject is not a pro, the insertion of taraftndan is done. 
The second rule concerns the insertion of the passive suffix to be attached 
under V. Depending on the last morpheme of the verb stem, the passive 
suffix is realized as -(I)n or -72. 
6.5.9 Relative clauses 
Coming to the translation of relative clauses, we conclude that TRANSIT 
treats complex NPs with relative clauses in a way very different from Ko-
rnfilt (1984) (cf. §5.9.2). The reason is found in the way complex NPs are 
organized in SELANCA. In SELANCA, the relations between all case can­
didates are determined. Relativization is a process which belongs to the 
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syntactic component (Move a), but, as SELANCA already contains informa-
tion on relativization (the clauses under analysis in SELANCA have already 
been relativized), this information will also be present in the output of the 
BASE component. Thus, we cannot generate a structure which is identical 
to the base-generated structure in GB, whatever its form may be, without 
an implicit violation of strict cyclicity. We will illustrate this with one of 
the examples from §5.9.2 repeated here: 
(6.216) (ben/pro) [BP [S [S Piet,'in e; vuxdugu, ] ] adam,i ] gôruyorum 
(ben/pro) [IP [s [s P i e t , - ' in 6j vur-dug-u, ] ] 
adam;-i ] gör-üyor-шп 
(І/рго) [ЯР [S [S Piet,-GEN ej hit-PARTIC-Poss.3rd 
.Pers.sing ] ] man;-iCC ] вее-PROG-l''.Pers.BÌng 
/ see the man who Piet has hit 
The deep structure of (6.216) must have been something like this: 
(6.217) (ben/pro) [IP [s [s Piet,'in adam; vurdugu, ] ] adam_,i ] gôruyorum 
(ben/pro) [IP [s [S P i e t . - ' i n adara, vui-dug-u; ] ] 
adam,-i ] gör-üyor-um 
(I/pro) [IP [S [S Piet,-GEN man, hit-PARTIC-Pose.3rd 
.Pers.sing ] ] manj-ACC ] see-PROG-1*'.Pers.sing 
I see the man f Piet has hit the man J 
In the SELANCA expression, the phrase man does not show up in the lower 
S, but it is represented by a relative pronoun co-indexed with man in the 
higher S. Working from bottom to top, the antecedent of the relative pro-
noun in the higher S cannot be determined and thus, it must remain un-
translated for the time being. 
Furthermore, we have to deal with two Dutch types of relativization: 
• the genuine relativization. The antecedent is present in the sentence; 
• free relativization. The antecedent is not present in the sentence. 
Compare the following examples of relativization: 
(6.218) ik zie de man die jou slaat 
I see the man that yon h i t s 
I see the man who hits you 
(6.219) ik lie wie jou slaat" 
I see who you h i t s 
I see the one who hits you 
2 5
 Л second interpretation of (6.219) is the one in which tine jou slaat is an interrogative 
embedded object clause. CASUS provides both interpretations. 
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Sentence (6.218) contains an example of a genuine relative clause. Sentence 
(6.219) also contains a relative clause, but the antecedent is not present. 
This means that the underlying structures of both sentences differ with 
respect to the object NP. Other examples of relativization, such as: 
(6.220) ik kijk naar de man door wie jij geslagen wordt 
I look at the man by who you h i t become 
/ look at the man by who you are being hit 
(6.221) ik kijk naar door wie jij geslagen wordt 
I look at by sho you h i t become 
I look at the one by who you are being hit 
(6.222) ik kijk naar de man aan wie jij het boek geeft 
I look at the man to whom you the boek give 
ƒ look at the man to whom you are giving the book 
do not need special attention. By the depassivization rule, (6.220) and 
(6.221) will be normalized and receive the same deep structure as (6.218) 
and (6.219). The PP aan wie in (6.222) has already been transformed into 
an NP pro in a lower cycle. 
B a s e 
Genuine relative clauses in Dutch are postmodifiers, and postmodifiers do 
not exist in Turkish. We must thus introduce a rule to replace the relative 
clause to premodifying position. 
Furthermore, we need to pay some attention to the translation of relative 
pronouns. As they do not exist in Turkish, we have to adopt a mechanism, 
which helps the system to continue after not finding an adequate transla-
tion of the relative pronoun in the lexicon. If we look at theories concerning 
the generation of Turkish relative clauses in the frame work of Government 
and Binding, we find the introduction of pro in these structures (cf. §5.9). 
Relative pronouns are therefore substituted by pro. The resulting structure 
seems rather odd in the so-called free participle constructions, because pro 
is in point of fact meant to be in syntactic subject position. We prefer, 
nevertheless, to maintain pro, because the system is not aware of the syn-
tactic position of the relative pronoun at lexicon consultation. Examples 
of lexicon entries are: 
(6.223) DT die su ([-wh,*rel,+def ,+pro]) 
(6.224) DT die о ([-wh,*rel,+def ,+pro]) 
(6.225) DT die pro ([-wh.+rel]) 
(6.226) DT wie kim ([+wh,+pro]) 
(6.227) DT wie pro ([-wh,+rel]) 
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It should be clear that some rules are needed to disambiguate and delete 
structures in which improper lexical insertion has been applied. Referring 
to example (6.219) we need on the one hand a rule to delete the interrogative 
pronoun kirn ( = who) in the relative-clause reading and on the other hand 
a rule to delete pro in the interrogative reading. The features added to the 
Turkish lexical entries are very helpful to this disambiguation. 
In cases in which the Dutch relative pronoun is a determiner in an NP 
with a nominal head, it will not be substituted by pro, but by its Turkish 
counterpart. We are referring here to sentences like the following: 
(6.228) ik zie de man wiens vrouw ik sla 
Ι βββ the тал whose wife I h i t 
I see the man whose wife I hit 
(6.229) ik zie de man wiens vrouw mij slaat 
I see the man whose wife me h i te 
I see the man whose wife hits me 
For these sentences, we have introduced a rule to move the determiner to 
the position of the possessive suffix in the NP concerned. 
(6.230) DT wiens kim ( [+wh] ) 
Transform 
In discussing syntactic restructuring of embedded clauses (cf. §6.5.4), we 
saw that the word order in main clauses is identical to the word order in 
embedded clauses, including relative clauses. So, we do not need to work 
on an extension with respect to the TRANSFORM component. 
We mentioned above that the clauses under analysis in the present section 
were already relativized in SELANCA. In the transformational component, 
a rule must be formulated to nominanze the relative clause. Because the 
clauses receive the same status (their structures are normalized to the same 
form) as the sentential premodifiers discussed in §6.5.3, one and only one 
nominalization rule is used for the generation of the translations. This rule 
does not select the correct participle suffixes; this is handled by two suffix-
insertion rules. The nominalization rule converts the S structure into an 
NP structure and inserts a node PARTIC that triggers one of the suffix-
insertion rules. The type of suffix that is to be attached to the embedded 
verb stem depends on the syntactic role of pro in the relative clause. If 
this role is subject, the suffix -(y)En is selected; in any other case -DIG or 
-(y)EcEG is selected, followed by the personal suffix which agrees with the 
syntactic subject in number. 
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β.5.10 The possessive verb hebben 
Base 
Var and y ok express to have and to have not, as we mentioned in §5.10.2. 
In Dutch, hebben has a ease frame with a DAT and an OBJ: the dative 
role is fulfilled by the case candidate who possesses; the object by the thing 
that is possessed. In Turkish we adopted the same case frame. Let us look 
again at the surface structure of the Turkish counterpart of: 
(6.231) Jan heeft 'π auto 
Jan has a caz 
Jan hat a car 
s 
NP VP 
/ \ 
NP A 
I I 
J&n'in araban var 
FIG. 6.30 Surface structure of the Turkish translation of (6.231). 
The head of VP is A: therefore, we introduce a rule which inserts a nonver­
bal two-place predicate here. This nonverbal predicative rule is triggered 
by a marker in the lexicon. Compare hebben (— t o have) with schrijven 
(= t o wri te) : 
(6.232) V schrijf yaz AGEO ,0BJ(+4|NC (N"(N' (HK yazi))) 
(6.233) Vhebl(PRED) var 
The Dutch verb stem heb is followed by the adjective category to which 
the Turkish counterpart belongs, and a marker (PRED) to trigger a non­
verbal predicate-forming rule. This rule reorganizes the verbal clause of 
hebben into a nonverbal structure, which is dominated by the node called 
PRED, introduced in the structure after lexicon consultation. The rule 
must normalize the nonverbal predicate structure in such a way, that the 
structure is equivalent to the nonverbal copula structures (cf. §6.5.5). This 
normalization assures that the distribution of embedded clauses containing 
the possessive verb is applied following the lines of translation of copula 
constructions. 
We need to add the semantic roles of var. As we have no reason to doubt 
the equivalence of Dutch and Turkish case frames here, we copy the Dutch 
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case frame. The DAT role, always the syntactic subject, gets a genitive 
suffix marker, resulting in: 
(6.234) V heb A(PRKD) таг DAT(+2) ,0BJ() 
Part of the normalization of the structure is the control of agreement of the 
syntactic subject with the object. The rule ensures that a possessive suffix 
agreeing with the subject is added to the object. 
Transform 
Thanks to the normalization of the hebben clauses into copula clauses, there 
is no need to introduce many new rules to distribute correct surface struc­
tures in both main and embedded clauses. 
One rule needed refers to the link that exists between the verb to have 
and to be of. In §5.10.2, we suggested the existence of a transformation 
rule in order to generate all types of clauses containing the possessive verb. 
The rule "topicalizes" (the term should be understood pragmatically, not 
syntactically) in the sense that the attention is shifted: 
(6.235a) Maartje has a cuddly dog called Woef 
(6.235b) the cuddly dog called Woef is Maartje's 
The rule is needed to generate relative clauses in which the antecedent is 
co-referent with the semantic object of to have. To avoid relativization after 
olmak insertion in this case, a condition must be added to the relativization 
rule: this condition involves prohibition of relativization if the syntactic 
object of olmak is co-referent with the antecedent of the relative clause. 
M i s c e l l a n e o u s 
Finally, we would like to make a general remark on this type of construc­
tions. There are more cases in which a Dutch verb is to be translated into 
Turkish by means of a nonverbal predicate. Examples are moeten (— t o 
be compelled) and nodig hebben ( = t o be i n want of): 
(6.236a) ik moet hard werken 
I nrast hard voxk 
/ have to work hard 
(6.236b) çok çah§mam gerek/lazim 
çok çali§-ma-m gerek/lazim 
much work-IlfF-Poee.l''.Pere, sing need 
Literal ly: my much working i s needed 
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(6.237a) ik heb geld nodig 
I have money needed 
I need money 
(6.237b) bana paia lazim 
ban-a para lazim 
I-D1T money need 
Literal ly : to me money ів needed 
These sentences cannot be translated by TRANSIT. One can imagine, how­
ever, that a similar solution as is found in the hebben case can be put to 
use here. 
6.5.11 Phonotax 
In presenting the TRANSIT model above, we mentioned a component to 
which no attention has been paid yet: the PHONOTAX component. 
In this component, the underlying representations of suffixes are remodelled 
in such a way that a correct surface representation is produced. 
We mentioned earlier that Turkish has a system of morphophonemic rules 
to which not only suffixes, but also lexical items themselves are submitted. 
We will discuss these rules here. 
Furthermore, we will discuss where the underlying representations of 
suffixes are stored, why they have the forms they have, and, finally, we will 
present the order and content of the rules built into the system. 
M o r p h o p h o n e m i c a l ternat ion in Turkish 
For a good understanding, we will review the theory of Turkish phonology 
here in a nutshell (cf. §4.1.1). Turkish phonological theory with respect to 
suffixes is dominated by two issues: 
• vowel harmony; 
• consonant alternation. 
Both issues are restricted to the domain of the word26. 
Vowel h a r m o n y 
Turkish distinguishes eight vowels, which may be specified by three binary 
features: 
2 r T \ c r p t i o n s are ihe uiten ogath e particle ml and the particle dE We »ill return to 
this matter in chapter 7 
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Back 
High 
Round 
a 
+ 
-
-
e 
-
-
-
1 
+ 
+ 
-
i 
-
+ 
-
О 
+ 
-
+ 
ö 
-
-
+ 
u 
+ 
+ 
+ 
ü 
-
+ 
+ 
(6.238) [ V ] =• [a back] / 
TABLE 20 Turkish vowel specification. 
Turkish vowel harmony is divided into two different haimonies. The 
most pervasive kind of harmony is backing harmony: 
V 
a back 
Vowels within a word must share the same value for the feature [back]. 
Examples are: 
(6.239) odalar 
о<Іа<+Ъаск>Ъ-ІЕггт 
room-Plur 
rooms 
(6.240) kepler 
ke<-back>p-lEr 
cap-Plur 
caps 
The second form of vowel harmony is rounding harmony. Unlike backing 
harmony, rounding harmony creates alternations amongst high vowels only: 
that is, when the rightmost of two successive vowels is [+high], that vowel 
has the same value for the feature [round] as the preceding vowel (Van der 
Hulst (1988; 103)): 
V 
α round (6.241) 
examples 
(6.242) 
(6.243) 
V 
+ high =>· [ α round 1 / 
are: 
odamz 
oda<-round>nI<+high>z 
room-Pose.2 .Pers.plux 
your room 
1 
1 
с 
cepiniz 
ce<-round> 
:ap-Poss.¡ 
p-K+high>nK+high>z 
lnd. Pers. plux 
your cap 
The vowels о and ö are invariant according to these iules. In loan words, 
these rules are applicable to suffixation only. The last vowel of the stem is 
then decisive with respect to vowel harmony of the suffix vowels. 
27In the present section, the stem endings and suffixes are written by means of deep 
form representations. 
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C o n s o n a n t a l ternat ion 
Consonant alternation is restricted to the feature [ v o i c e ] . Therefore, we 
classify Turkish consonants into two groups. Voiceless consonants are the 
following: 
(6.244) ς, f, t, h, s, к, ρ, ς 
The remaining consonants are voiced: 
(6.245) b, c, d, g, g, j , 1, m, n, r, v, y, ζ 
Minimal pairs in Turkish with respect to the feature [ v o i c e ] are: 
+ voice 
b 
с 
d 
g 
- voice 
Ρ 
ς 
t 
к 
TABLE 21 Minimal pairs in Turkish with respect to [voice]. 
These consonants share the feature [-cont inuant]. They are alternated 
following the two rules below2 8: 
(6.246) 
(6.247) 
С 
cont 
С 
cont 
=*[- voice]/ # | j g j } 
=> [ α voice ] / [ a voice 1 # + 
Rule (6.246) concerns the devoicing of final stop consonants, which must 
be done if the consonant is not followed by a vowel. Examples are: 
(6.248) kitaplai 
kitab-lEr 
book-Plur 
books 
(6.249) kitap 
kitab 
book 
book 
(6.250) kitabun 
kitab-Im 
book-Posa. 1 ' ' .Para. sing 
my book 
2 8
 We assume that the underlying representation of the phonemes are featured 
[+voice]. 
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Rule (6.247) concerns the voicing assimilation of suffix-initial stop conso­
nants. Have a look at the example below: 
(6.251) kitapU 
kitab-dE 
book-LOC 
in/near the book 
In (6.251), it is assumed that rule (6.246) has been applied earlier. Although 
the Turkish consonants must be specified with seven binary features29 to 
distinguish them, only two features are relevant to the rules above: 
Cont 
Voice 
Cont 
Voice 
b 
+ 
V 
+ 
+ 
Ρ 
-
У 
+ 
+ 
с 
+ 
ζ 
+ 
+ 
Ç 
-
f 
+ 
-
d 
+ 
h 
+ 
-
t 
-
g 
+ 
s 
+ 
-
g 
+ 
§ 
+ 
-
к 
-
j 
+ 
+ 
1 
+ 
+ 
m 
-
+ 
η 
-
+ 
г 
+ 
+ 
TABLE 22 Distinguishing features of Turkish consonants. 
E p e n t h e t i c m o r p h e m e s 
In §4.1, we pointed to the existence of borrowings with unpronounceable 
consonant clusters, e.g.: 
(6.252a) sehr ~-> §ehii 
city 
(6.252b) but: sehrinde 
gehx-in-de 
eity-Poss. 2 n , i .Pers. sing-LOC 
in your city 
The rule to which these cases are subjected is the one below: 
(6.253) 0 -> Г + high] / С С # 
A vowel must be inserted between two consonants, if these consonants are 
word-final, or if these consonants are suffix-final and followed by a third 
consonant. This epenthetic vowel undergoes the vowel harmony rules. 
[ S i 
Anterior, Coronal, Continuant, Strident, Nasal, Sonorant, and Voice. 
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L e x i c o n o f T R A N S I T 
To obtain a perfect performance of the morphophonemic rules of phono-
taxis, the lexicon should contain information on the phonological status of 
vowels and consonants of both lexical items and suffixes. Vowel harmony, 
for instance, does not work in most cases across word boundaries30. So 
we need to adopt information on word boundary and suffix boundary. A 
lexical item is always surrounded by the boundary segments: #. A suffix 
will always begin with the sign: + and end with: #. As the phonologi-
cal rules work on words with vowels and consonants, we must divide both 
lexical items and suffixes into strings of labelled vowels and consonants. 
We use the fact that only the last two or three phonemes of a lexical item 
are relevant to the phonological rules. Furthermore, word boundaries and 
morpheme boundaries are adopted as well. Formalizing, we come to the 
following grammar of Turkish lexicon lemmata: 
(6.254) 
Tuikish_Lemina Lexical-item; Morpheme. 
LexicalJtem 
WBound 
StemFinal 
Stemlnit 
WBound, Stemlnit, StemFinal, 
WBound. 
Vow; 
Vow, Cons; 
Vow, Cons, Cons, 
string of characters; . 
Morpheme 
MBound 
MorphString: 
MBound, MorphString, WBound. 
Vow; 
Cons; 
Vow, ConsOrVow; 
Cons, VowOrCons; 
ConsOrVow 
VowOrCons 
An example is the following: 
(6.255a) kitap 
book 
Cons; 
Cons, VowOrCons. 
Vow; 
Vow, ConsOrVow. 
30Exceptions exist with respect to the interrogative particle and the word de (= and, 
also, but). We will return to this matter in chapter 7. 
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(б.255Ь) (WBomid-#)(Stemlnit-kit)( ои-а)(Cone-p)(WBound-#) 
(6.256a) DAT suffix 
to 
(6.256b) (MBound-+)(Stemlnit-)(Cons-[у])( он-Е)(WBound-#) 
Add i t ion of phonological features 
The phonological rules work of course with phonological features. Vowels 
must therefore be marked, but only with respect to the features that are 
relevant to the phonological rules ( [ ± b a c k , ± r o u n d , ± h i g h ] ) , and possi­
bly with [+opt] if it concerns a bufFer vowel. Consonants must be marked 
with the features [ ± v o i c e , ± c o n t ] , and also possibly with [+opt] if it 
concerns a buffer consonant. These features must be added to the labels 
of the vowels and consonants, but only to those which are invariant (such 
as о in -(I)yor), or to those which are responsible for the execution of the 
phonological rules. Only final phonemes of lexical items, and initial conso­
nants of morphemes belong to the category of feature-marked phonemes. 
The distribution of relevant features to vowels is: 
Back 
High 
Round 
a 
-
e 
-
1 
+ 
i 
+ 
О 
+ 
-
+ 
ö 
-
-
+ 
u 
+ 
ü 
+ 
TABLE 23 Feature marking of vowels necessary for Vowel harmony. 
With respect to the consonants, we conclude that only stop consonants 
that are: 
1. suffix initial, 
2. lexical-item final, or 
3. suffix final 
must be marked with the feature [ - cont ] . Voiced consonants which are: 
1. lexical-item final, or 
2. suffix final 
must be marked with the feature [ + v o i c e ] . The distribution of relevant 
consonant features is: 
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Cont 
Voice 
Cont 
Voice 
b 
+ 
V 
+ 
Ρ 
У 
+ 
с 
+ 
ζ 
+ 
ς 
f 
-
d 
+ 
h 
-
t 
s 
-
g 
+ 
§ 
-
g 
+ 
к 
j 
+ 
1 
+ 
m 
+ 
η 
+ 
г 
+ 
TABLE 24 Feature marking of consonants necessary foi Consonant alterna­
tion. 
The empty places in TABLE (23) and TABLE (24) must be filled by the 
phonological rules. The examples corresponding with (6.255b) and (6.256b) 
are presented below: 
(6.257a) 
(6.257b) 
(6.258a) 
(6.258b)l 
lritap 
book 
(VBoond-#)(Stemlnit-kit)(Vo»<-high>-a) 
(Cons<+voice,-cont>-b)(WBound-β) 
DAT suffix 
to 
eet (V<eem<+age,+obj>,syn<+abe,+acc»-
(NC<sem<+obj>,eyn<-acc>,opt<+dunimy»-(N2-(lil-
(KK<+T>-(WBound-#) (Stemlnit-yemek) (VBomid-«))))) 
(WBoimd-#) (Stemlnit-y) (Vow<-high>-e) (WBoond-»))« 
boek («Bound-»)(Stomlnit-kit)(Vos<-high>-a) 
(Cons<+voice,-cont>-b)(WBonnd-ft)C 
dat (Case<dat>-(MBound-+)(StemInit-) 
(MBound-+)(Stemlnit-)(Cone<+opt,+voice>-y)(Vow<-high>-E) 
(WBound-#) 
Examples of lexicon items including the syntactic structures needed are: 
(6.259) 
(6.260) 
(6.261) 
(Cone<+voice,+opt>-y)(Vow<-high>-E)(WBound-#))C 
The first item, eet ( = t o eat ) , is a verb. It assigns the semantic roles AGE 
and OBJ, which receive the syntactic markings absolute and accusative re­
spectively. If the SELANCA expression lacks an OBJ, the NP #yemek# is 
adopted as dummy object. It will never have an accusative marking. The 
Turkish counterpart of eet starts with the node ( S t e m l n i t - y ) . All sisters 
of this node belong to the stem: #ye#. The last vowel of the stem (e) 
carries the feature [-h igh] . 
The second item, boek ( = book), is a noun. Here also, the Turkish coun­
terpart is formed by the combination of Stemlnit and all its sister nodes: 
#kitab#. The final consonant is marked with [ + v o i c e , - c o n t ] ¡ the final 
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vowel with [-high]. 
The last item has been taken from the suffix lexicon and reflects the 
dative suffix: -(y)E. Its stem begins with an empty Siemlnit node pre­
ceded by a morpheme boundary node MBound containing the terminal + 
to express the suffix nature. The buffer consonant y is enriched with the 
feature [+opt] and will be deleted if necessary. The vowel is marked with 
[-high]. The features [back, round] are missing, because it is not known 
yet whether the surface form should be α or e. The vowel harmony rules 
take care of that. 
Morphophonemic rules 
Recapitulating, we come to a division of morphophonemic rules into two 
sets: one for consonants and one for vowel processing. The set of consonant 
rules consists of the following rules: 
1. a rule to remove buffer consonants. The buffer consonants are adopted 
into the lexicon as optional consonants in the underlying structure of 
suffixes. If not, the consonant alternation rules fail; 
2. a rule to devoice final stop consonants; 
3. a rule to assimilate voicing of suffix-initial stop consonants. 
The set of vowel harmony rules contains the rules below: 
1. a rule to process epenthetic vowels. In contrast with buffer conso­
nants and buffer vowels, epenthetic vowels are not adopted into the 
underlying form of the lexical item, because the vowel is in princi­
ple not present in the original language from which the lexical item 
has been borrowed. The epenthesis is therefore a characteristic prop­
erty of Turkish phonology and it must be realized in the phonological 
component; 
2. a rule to remove buffer vowels. They are also added to the lexicon, 
just like buffer consonants; 
3. two rules to control vowel harmony: the first one assigns the fea­
ture [back] to its right-adjacent vowel if this feature is not already 
present; the second rule performs the same action, but with the fea­
ture [round]. 
Now that we have finished the theoretical discussion about how to im­
plement the translation algorithm, we will proceed by presenting a report 
about the practical sides of the implementation in the next chapter. 
Chapter 7 
Implementation 
This chapter discusses the implementation of the TRANSIT theory in a com-
puter model. This implementation was made in the translator-interpreter 
GRAMTSY, which is discussed in more detail in §7.1. 
In §7.2, it is explained which version of CASUS has been taken as a point of 
departure of the implementation. 
In §7.3, the translation of the TRANSIT model into linguistic algorithms is 
discussed. Parallel to chapter 5 and §6.5, we will treat simple sentences, 
nominal phrases, adjectival phrases, nonrelative embedded clauses, copula 
constructions, operators, interrogative sentences, passive-marked clauses, 
relative clauses and the verb hebben (= to have). 
7.1 GRAMTSY 
GRAMTSY is a translator-interpreter developed at the University of Nijme-
gen in the eighties (cf. Coppen (1988, 1990, 1991a; 317 - 335)). 
It is a computer program for the straightforward execution of transfor-
mational grammars. A transformational grammar may consist of calls to 
transformational rules which are taken as instructions to change a given in-
put tree into another tree. Executing the grammar means performing these 
changes in the way the grammar describes. The grammar thus determines 
the order and the application mode of the transformational rules. 
Because ordering transformation rules can lead to ordering paradoxes, the 
GRAMTSY system has the following ordering conventions to overcome such 
paradoxes: 
• subsequent calls in a grammar are executed consecutively; 
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• after the last call, the entire process is evaluated: if one of the calls 
has caused a change in the input, all calls are repeated; 
• A special Stop call may overrule this. 
The application mode for rules is divided according to three parameters: 
• Always/Once/Disjunct: controlling whether a rule is applied to its 
own output, with or without restrictions. The disjunct option controls 
execution to the tree resulting from the rule's own application, but 
not to the sub-domain that has been affected already; 
• Every occurrence/First occurrence: should every match for a rule be 
searched or only the first?; 
• Obligatory/Optional: should the rule apply obligatorily? If not, the 
number of resulting analyses is increased if the rule succeeds. 
In GRAMTSY, there are application modes for grammars as well. They also 
have three parameters: 
• Cyclic/NonCyclic: cyclic application of grammars has been explicitly 
or implicitly assumed from the very beginning of transformational 
grammar. The idea that grammatical rules are restricted to certain 
sub-domains is intuitively and theoretically attractive: rules work on 
sub-domains, and grammar treats sub-domains independent of each 
other. Rules within a grammar called cyclically apply to cyclic do-
mains in such a way that no rule can affect elements from sub-domains 
that have been processed already1; 
• BottomUp/TopDown: a grammar which is called with the parameter 
BottomUp will be applied from the deepest embedded cyclic domain 
up to the top cyclic domain. The parameter TopDown will activate 
the grammar to work from the highest cyclic domain to the deepest; 
• LeftRight/RightLeft: this parameter was implemented in order to 
determine the first cycle to be processed in the case of two adjacent 
cycles. 
A transformation rule in GRAMTSY consists of three parts: 
• a structural description: SD. The environment in which a rule must be 
applied is laid down in a formal notation. This notation uses several 
"wild card" variables: 
1
 Actually, cyclic domains in GRAMTSY are upward closed, whereas the downward 
transparency is controlled by parameters. 
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— ==> (right arrow) and <== (left arrow): these variables match 
balanced sub-strings: that is to say, they allow no dominating 
nodes; 
— === (three equal signs): this is a variable matching only a ter­
minal sub-string: neither full nodes, nor dominating nodes are 
matched; 
— . . . (three periods): this is the general variable. Its power is 
only restricted by the position in which it occurs, and explicitly 
by conditions which are specified in the rule. 
The example below describes a situation in which any NP[+«rh] to the 
right of any empty COMP is matched: 
(7.1) —> SD: . . . (COMP ) . . . 1 (NP[+wh] . . . ) 
In (7.1), the digit 1 indicates that the substring between the closing 
bracket of COMP and the opening bracket of NP is to be assigned to 
a variable xl. 
• a conditions part: COND. In this part, conditions to the structural 
descriptions are formulated. For instance, a Bounded() function can 
be used to limit the number of free opening labels in the variable. A 
condition like: 
(7.2) --> COND: Boundeddl.Sye.Cyclic ,1) 
imposes a subjacency restriction on the contents of the variable zl. 
The special GRAMTSY variable Sys. Cyclic contains the current pattern 
for a cyclic node. The integer 1 indicates that no more than one 
opening label of the Sys. Cyclic category may occur in the contents of 
the variable xl. 
• a structural change: SC. In linguistic transformational rules, numbers 
are used to indicate sub-trees and to describe the way the transfor­
mation should be applied. An example from Scholten е.a. (1981; 54) 
is: 
UL COMP U2 NP V3 
(7.3) < + ¥ h > 
K
 ' 1 2 3 4 5 - • 
1 4 3 0 5 
This rule is a formalization of WH movement. The careful reader will 
notice that the W„ nodes play the role of the variable "..." in the SD. 
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The numbers which aie used to indicate the type of transformation 
are symbolized by hash marks ( # ) in the SD. The SD of (7.1) can be 
marked as follows: 
(7.4) —> SD: . . . (COMP # ) . . . 1 # (NPC+eh] . . . ) # 
The first / symbolizes the initial sub-string of the string under anal-
ysis including the labelled bracket: (COMP. The second # represents 
the rest of the string up to the labelled bracket (NP. The third # rep-
resents the sub-string starting from the labelled bracket (NP including 
the ending bracket of NP. Thus, the whole NP sub-tree is represented 
by the third #. The structural change is expressed in the following 
way: 
(7.5) --> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #3 #2 
(7.5) means: take the three sub-strings and put them in the order 
indicated. If one of the three parts is omitted in the s c after the 
arrow, that sub-string will disappear in the resulting string. 
Finally, a feature system has been built in GRAMTSY, as is suggested by the 
use of [+wh] in (7.1) and (7.4). This feature system allows feature bundles 
as unordered sets of features. There can be four kinds of features: 
• features with a + or - value. The value precedes the feature name; 
• features with a complex value (i.e. another bundle). This value fol-
lows the feature name; 
• only feature names; 
• indexes (feature names consisting of digits only). 
The feature system allows all kinds of operations on feature bundles, includ-
ing checking of (sets of) features, combining (sets of) features and adding 
new (sets of) features. It is superfluous to go into detail here in order to 
describe all possibilities of GRAMTSY. Below, we will explain only those 
possibilities which we need in the transformational grammar TRANSIT. 
7.2 CASUS versus TCASUS 
The syntax-embedded semantic parser CASUS is only available on the main 
frame computer2 of the University of Nijmegen. As we experienced some 
2Since the appearance of the 386 SPITBOL compiler for personal computers, CASUS 
is also available on P.C. 
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problems logging in from a distance, we were fortunate to have a syntax-
directed version of CASUS from 1991. This version - a projection of the 
CASUS algorithm on to a transformational grammar - is called TCASUS (cf. 
Coppen (1991b)). It can serve as input to the GRAMTSY system. Never-
theless, there are some differences between the output of the two systems. 
First of all, TCASUS is not as elaborate as CASUS, CASUS interprets all kinds 
of verbal cycles, including sentential premodifiers in NCs and co-referencing 
of NCs and PROs, if possible; TCASUS interprets verbal cycles, but not in 
sentential premodifiers and it does not administrate co-references of NCs. 
When we needed information omitted by TCASUS, but delivered by CASUS, 
we changed the TRANSIT input manually. 
A second difference is the type of features used in both systems. In TCASUS, 
a differentiation was introduced between syntactic and semantic features. 
Semantic features refer to the case frames of the semantic nuclei and to 
distinctive features of nouns and pronouns. Syntactic features are all fea-
tures which influence the syntactic structure. In CASUS, the features were 
defined arbitrarily, after considering which features could be of importance 
to analyse sentences semantically (cf. Van Bakel L· Hoogeboom (1981), 
Van Bakel (1984)). We introduced features concerning tenses in TCASUS. 
A third difference concerns the output of TCASUS. A normalization has 
been introduced in relation to the verbal phrase which was rewritten into 
PV, VI, VD or TD. In TCASUS, the verbal phrase is always rewritten into 
ww (from Dutch: werkwoord = verb). 
Moreover, the semantic functions are represented in the semantic feature 
bundle of the constituent they are assigned to. 
The following grammar presents a global impression of the structure of the 
output of TCASUS. The nodes followed by 0 do not appear in the actual 
output: 
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(7.6) 
(7.7) 
SE: 
CL: 
cluster-of-aux.verbsO: 
Proposition!): 
verbaLphiaseO: 
SF: 
arguments!}: 
argumento: 
ΧΡΟ: 
semJuncO: 
CC: 
sefD: 
semO: 
syfO: 
synO: 
CL, SF. 
cluster.of-aux.verbsO, Proposition!}; 
PropositionO. 
auxiliary, cluster_of_aujc_verbs0; . 
verbaLphraseO. 
WW. 
arguments!}. 
argumento, argumentsO; . 
XPO<sem<+sem-funcO,sefD>>, 
syn<syffl>>. 
NC; AJ; CC; SE; PC; BW. 
Age; 
Dat; 
Obj; 
Fac; 
Ins; 
Loc; 
Att; 
Oper. 
VW, Wl. 
semO; 
sefD;. 
semantic feature. 
synO; 
syfO;. 
syntactic feature. 
; the rules of this giammai, the example 
Ahmet slaapt 
Ahmet is sleeping 
worked out in §3.3.3 leceives the following analysis: 
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ww N C < ï e m < + A G E 1 + h m n > , i y n < + n a m c > > 
FIG. 7.1 
NK 
віаар Ahmet 
Example of TCASUS output. 
A fourth difference does not concern the content of the programs, but the 
expectations in development. CASUS as a syntax-embedded parser is diffi­
cult to support, for both its SNOBOL statements and the linguistic rules are 
very complex. It will be difficult to maintain it, after the retirement of its 
originator. Being a transformational grammar, written in linguistic codes, 
TCASUS has been further developed since 1991 by linguists who never had 
any programming experience. 
7.3 TRANSIT in Linguistic Algorithms 
As cyclicity is implicitly present in the translation algorithm of TRANSIT, 
the choice of an implementation in the GRAMTSY system is more obvious 
than an implementation in a conventional programming language. In a 
conventional programming language, the source code must contain a set of 
instructions representing the linguistic rules extended by a set of instruc­
tions ensuring that the first set is carried out correctly (cf. also Jagtman 
e.a. (1991; 128)): this would make the discussion of the implementation 
more abstract and more complicated for linguists pur sang. By imple­
menting TRANSIT in GRAMTSY, linguists may be able to gain insight into 
the theoretical background of the implementation, without being distracted 
or hindered by the programming rules controlling the grammars, provided 
that they are familiar with the syntax of GRAMTSY3. When we look at 
3 T h e syntax of GRAMTSY is especially tuned to the way linguists handle transfor­
mational grammars. 
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the algorithm of TRANSIT with knowledge of GRAMTSY, it strikes us that a 
GRAMTSY giammai relates only to the box maiked with Lexical Transfer 
and to the bottom of the diagram in §6.2. We repeat the diagram here: 
SELANCA expression 
Lexical 
Transfer 
LI 
Find left-
most, deep-
est Cycle 
Select active 
Module 
2_1 
Find 
Mother Cycle 
Find 
Sister Cycle 
Select next 
Module 
Turkish 
BASE: Deep Syntax 
No Turkish 
TRANSFORM: Surface Syntax 
PHONOTAX 
FIG. 7.2 Translation algorithm of TRANSIT. 
The lexical transfer which is isolated from the proper Turkish-generating 
module is performed in one rule only. The top of the figure has been 
taken care of by the parameters option of GRAMTSY. If the most important 
grammar, named TRANSIT, is divided into three sub-grammars, each called 
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with the parameters BottomUp, LeftRighi1, GRAMTSY will operate on the 
tree structure via the method described in §6.2. The parameter Cyclic takes 
care of the correct settlement of the algorithm, provided that the correct 
cyclic domains have been defined. 
The bottom part of (7.2) is implemented in grammars. Every component 
is implementable in a sub-grammar. 
In the figure below, it is projected in what way TRANSIT obtains its form 
in GRAMTSY: 
GRAMMAR 7.1 
'/.Grammar : 
— > Grammar: 
--> Rule: 
— > Stop 
'¿Grammar : 
— > Rule: 
— > Grammar: 
— > Grammar: 
— > Grammar: 
— > Stop 
'/.Grammar : 
--> Rule: 
— > Rule: 
— > Rule: 
— > Stop 
'/.Grammar : 
— > Rule: 
— > Rule: 
--> Rule: 
— > Stop 
'/.Grammar: 
— > Rule: 
— > Rule: 
--> Rule: 
— > Stop 
Nain 
Transit 
Show.Translation 
Transit 
Consult.Lexicon 
BASE 
TRANSFORM 
PHONOTAI 
BISE 
RuleBl 
RuleB2 
. · · 
TRANSFORM 
RuleTl 
RuleT2 
• · · 
PHONOTAI 
RulePl 
RuleP2 
•.. 
0 
(Disjunct) 
(Cyclic.BottomUp) 
(Cyclic.BottomUp) 
(Cyclic»BottomUp) 
4 The parameter LeftRtglit (the default) assures the search for the leftmost cycle. 
Changing it to RightLefi, however, does not affect the final results of TRANSIT at all. 
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The grammar TRANSIT is not parameterized explicitly. This means that it 
is called with the default parameter NonCyclic. 
The content of the sub-grammars will be fragmentary discussed in the 
following sections in which the transformational rules needed are discussed. 
A hardcopy of the whole grammar is presented in appendix A. 
7.3.1 Lexicon consultation 
It is not necessary to implement the consultation of the lexicon in a gram-
mar, although the lexicon has been divided into 8 sub-lexicons: consultation 
can be done in one rule. We have chosen to work with more than one lex-
icon for the sake of clarity, each lexicon covering one syntactic category. 
The lexicons are: 
AK-TRANS.LEX for adjectives; 
BW-TRANS.LEX for adverbs; 
DT-TRANS.LEX for determiners; 
NK-TRANS.LEX for nouns; 
WW-TRANS.LEX for verbs; 
QP-TRANS.LEX for quantifiers; 
vz-TRANS.LEX for prepositions; 
SUFTRANS.LEX for Suffixes. 
These categories are used in the analyzing process of Dutch. Thus, in 
VZ-TRANS.LEX Dutch prepositions are the entries of the lexicon, but they 
are translated into Turkish postpositions or syntactic case suffixes. Dutch 
homonyms of different word classes are disambiguated in this way. For 
Dutch homonyms within a word class, Coppen (1990; 74-75) offers an ele-
gant solution by submitting the different Turkish counterparts of the lexical 
item as sister nodes under one node named OR. A special rule Expand-OR, 
called in the relevant grammar with the parameter every occurrence, breaks 
down the OR-structure into different analysis trees. 
The rule Consult Lexicon is the compression of a set of rules to open the 
lexicons: these rules, originally implemented in a grammar, have been com-
prised into one rule. GRAMTSY puts the following requirements upon the 
lexicon: 
1. every lemma is closed by the sign @; 
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2. an entry is separated from its description by one or more spaces; 
3. neither entry nor description is allowed to contain spaces; 
4. in the PC8088 version, the lexicon must be sorted. 
The lexicon SUFTRANS.LEX plays a special role in the set of lexicons, be-
cause this lexicon is not only consulted in the BASE component, but also in 
the TRANSFORM and PHONOTAX components. Moreover, this consultation 
takes place in several rules, and not in one lexicon-consultation rule only. 
In each subsection of §6.5, we described what kind of lexicon information 
is needed in machine translation. The notation of this information should 
fulfil the demands of GRAMTSY. An example of §6.5 is repeated here: 
(7.8) V sla vor ACEO ,0BJ(+4)Í 
The Turkish counterpart of the stem of the Dutch verb slaan (= to h i t ) is 
nur and it assigns an accusative suffix to its object. As the brackets could 
confuse GRAMTSY5, they have been replaced by a GRAMTSY feature bundle 
notation and added to the feature bundle of the V node: 
(7.9) в і а (V<sem<+age,+obj>,syn<+abe,+acc»-#vur#) 
We introduce here the convention that the n"1 syntactic feature corresponds 
to the n"1 thematic role. This way, the case frame is attached to the termi­
nal node as a feature bundle and available within the cyclic domain. Other 
forms of notation will be discussed when relevant to the implementation. 
Consulting a lexicon can be done via the rule below: 
ROLE 7.1 
'/.Rule: Consult .NK.Lei 
—> SD: fcW # (NK ===1 ) # 
--> COND: (xl = 'LeiiconC'NK-TRANS",!!)') 
—> SC: #1 #2 —> #1 ftxl 
In the description of the context ( S D ) , the lexical item of an NK is assigned 
to a variable xl. The GRAMTSY system variable ÉW indicates everything pre-
ceding the NK node. In the conditions part, the content of xl is searched 
for in the lexicon NK-TRANS. If found, the function Lezicon() returns ev-
erything from the lexicon between the space and the at sign @ and copies it 
to the variable xl. Thus, the variable xl contains the Turkish counterpart 
including semantic and syntactic information. The structural change (sc) 
affects the sub-string #2: the new content of the variable xl replaces the 
second sub-string. 
5 They are part of GRAMTSY's notational conventions for tree structures. 
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GRAMTSY allows the definition of condition macro's, thus giving more in­
sight to the interpretation of the rules. The condition in RULE (7.1) can be 
reformulated into: 
(7.10) —> COND: i l from_leiicon 
The condition macro f romJ.exicon is then defined as follows: 
(7.11) --> іготЛехісоп: #1 = 'Lexicon("NK-TRANS",#1) ' 
This definition is included in the rules file of TRANSIT. 
One can formulate identical rules for consulting the other lexicons. If one 
redefines the condition macro above in such a way that it can be used to 
consult variable lexicons, the lexicon consulting rules can be put together 
in one rule: 
RULE 7.2 
'/.Rule : Consult .Lexicon 
—> SD: kW # (<-<adm<+T»l # ===2 # 
—> COND: 11 is.preterminal t 
l 2 is_not_enipty t 
x2 from_lexicon 11 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #2<adm<+T» 4x2 
This rule is an extension of the rule Consult NK Lex. The name of the 
pre-terminal node is put to a variable 11. It is tested whether this name 
is the name of a terminal node. If so, it is used in the following condition 
macro: 
(7.12) —> fronulexicon: #1 = 'Lexicon(#2 "-TRANS" ,#1) ' 
The second parameter of the condition, 11 is used in the function call of 
Lexicon(), where it is concatenated to the string " - T R A N S " . The following 
nodes are defined as lexical categories and serve as pre-terminal nodes: 
AK, BW, DT, NK, WW, QP, and VZ. The second condition is to prevent 
a lexicon search for an empty terminal. There are three more cases in which 
such a search is idle: 
• in the case that x2 is "0"; 
• in the case that x2 is "PRO"; 
• in the case that x2 is "Dummy". 
These cases are controlled by extending the third condition with the fol­
lowing disjunction: 
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(7.13) i 2 is-phonetically.empty 
| ( i 2 хгош_1ехісоп 11 
| F i l t e r »•·[" i 2 " ] not found in " 11 "-TRAMS!"' ) 
The condition macro is_phonetically_empty contains a match with a dis­
junction of all the cases in which lexicon search is idle: 
(7.14) --> ie_phonetica.lly-empty: Match(«l,"0" | "PRO" 
| "Dummy") 
If x2 is not phonetically empty and not found in the lexicon, a filter is 
triggered to stop the generating process and make it possible to adapt the 
relevant lexicon. If all the conditions are met, the new value of x2 is put 
in the structure in the SC, while the pre-terminal node receives a feature 
[adm[+T]], indicating that the terminal has been translated. In the SD, a 
search is carried out for pre-terminals without this feature. 
7.3.2 Simple sentences 
Before TRANSIT starts generating Turkish sentences, a number of organiza­
tional rules are executed: two rules to check whether the SELANCA expres­
sion, which must be translated, has correctly been delivered by CASUS, a 
rule to determine the number of referential indexes in the SELANCA expres­
sion and four rules to ensure that dominated nodes bear the same syntactic 
and semantic features as their dominators. These rules do not have any 
linguistic theoretical value, but are necessary for an adequate processing of 
the linguistically motivated rules. 
B a s e 
The theory of TRANSIT includes the generation of new structures in the 
BASE component, GRAMTSY works in principle with tree structures con­
taining all information needed, and hence a separation must be introduced 
in the implementation between on the one hand the Turkish (deep) struc­
tures which are to be generated, and on the other hand the structure in 
which the information of the analysis of the Dutch sentence is stored. This 
separation is realized by taking the CL node as the carrier of information 
analyzed. It is attached to the far right of SE. Everything to the left of it 
concerns the synthesis of Turkish sentences; the CL node and everything 
to the right of it contain information on the analysis of Dutch: 
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SE 
Λ\ 
VC CL SF 
I I 
Turkish Dutch 
FIG. 7.3 Separation of Turkish and Dutch in a phrase marker. 
To translate simple sentences, seventeen rules must be formulated to im­
plement the theory of §6.5.1 in a translation grammar. We will use the 
following example to illustrate the changes the input string undergoes: 
(7.15) Ahmet slaat Mehmet 
Ahmet h i t s Mehmet 
Ahmet it hitting Mehmet 
The structure fed into TRANSIT is the following: 
SE 
/ \ 
CL SF 
I /\ 
PVNC-Age NC-Obj 
I I I 
sla Ahmet Mehmet 
FIG. 7.4 SELANCA input structure of (7.15). 
The first rule introduces the sub-tree VC above every V within every S, 
introducing a three-level structure. 
The second rule is called Postpone У and must be called in every cycle SE 
only once: 
RULE 7.3 
'/.Rule: Postpone.? 
—> SD: . . . (VC (Ï2 # (CL . . . # ( W o l » . . . # ) # . . . ) 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 " > #1 (Vl<*fl> #4 #2 #5 
In the structural description, a WW is searched for in the sub-tree VC. In 
the sc , it is moved to left-sister position of CL. Moreover, the node WW is 
renamed into VI. This rule takes care of the unmarked SOV word order in 
Turkish. To give an idea of the structure generated so far, we present the 
following figure: 
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NC-Age NC-Obj 
FIG. 7.5 Phrase marker reflecting the structure of information after Post-
pone V. 
Furthermore, a COMP node is generated, adjacent to S. Although there is 
no general agreement in the literature on the existence of COMP in Turkish, 
it is generated anyway, because it serves as a landing-site for preposed 
phrases (see below). 
The next two rules are rules to generate a deep structure in which case 
candidates can be filled in. These rules are controlled by the information 
present at the verb. 
RULE 7.4 
'/.Role: Generate.Subject .NC 
--> SD: . . . (S # . . . (VC . 
. . . ) 
(VI # (VOI ) # 
—> COMD: f i ie_nert_theta_role 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 —> #1 (HC<kfl> ) #2 #3<**fl> 
The V node found in the lexicon contains information on the case candidate 
needed to fill the syntactic subject position. This information is assigned to 
a variable fl (/for feature). It is used in the conditions part to retrieve the 
first thematic role and to generate an NC with this thematic role ((NC<ftf 1> 
) ) . The operator "* " used in the SC takes care of the deletion of the first 
thematic role in the case frame of V. 
The order of thematic roles in the lexicon reflects the unmarked word order 
of candidates in Turkish surface structure. The following rule generates 
case candidates below VC: 
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RULE 7.5 
'/.Rule: Generate.NC 
—> SD: . . . (VC . . . # (VI . . . # (VOI . . . ) # 
—> COKD: f i is_next_theta_role 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 »=> #1 (NC<*fl> ) #2 #3<*ftfl> 
Contrary to the previous rule, this rule is called with the parameter 
Always under the same condition as the rule Generate Subject NC. For 
every thematic role, a case candidate NC is created under VC, directly to 
the left side of VI. 
The input structure now changes into the following phrase marker: 
SE 
COMP 
NC VC NC-Age N C O b j 
NC VI 
FIG. 7.6 
vur Ahmet Mehmet 
Information structure after the generation of NC places. 
The next thing to do is to design a rule which extracts case candidates 
from the sub-tree SF (Semantic Functions) and places them in the proposed 
labelled structure: 
RULE 7.6 
'/.Rule: Match.Case.Cands 
--> SD: . . . # (fcMajorConst<eem<>l,syn<>2> . . . ) # . . . 
(SF # (feMajorConst<sem<>3> . . . # (Case . . . ) ? 
—> COND: f3 shares_theta_vith f i к 
f2 ie_synt_case_from f2 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #Б #6 »»> #1 #4<syn<ftf2» #6 #3 
This rule is a formalization of the Θ-Criterion as formulated by Chomsky 
(1981; 36): 
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"Each argument bears one and only one -iole, and each 
-role is assigned to one and only one argument." 
The semantic feature bundle of the majoi constituent is assigned to the 
variable fl; the syntactic feature bundle is assigned to f2, and the semantic 
feature bundle of the possible candidate to f3. The node Case is tagged 
with a question mark to indicate that it is optional. In the conditions part, 
it is checked whether f3 carries the thematic role fl is expecting. If this 
check is successful, the candidate found will be moved to the position of 
the thematic role, where /2 substitutes the original syntactic case feature. 
This rule is called with the parameter Always. The sub-tree Case, which 
was marked between hash mark 4 and 5, is deleted from the string. The 
reason for this is that a Turkish NC carrying a thematic role could have 
been a Dutch PC. The Dutch preposition has already been translated into 
а Сазе and the original PC has been transformed into an NC at this level 
of derivation. After the execution of Match Сазе Candi, the structure has 
been changed into: 
SE 
COMP S SF 
NC VC NC NC 
V2 
NC VI 
I 
V 
I 
Ahmed Mehmed vur 
FIG. 7.7 Information structure after Match Case Cands. 
It might be the case, that the Case node terminal does not match the 
expected syntactic case node. We will illustrate this with an example. 
(7.16) Ahmet houdt [PC [p van ] Ayse ] 
Ahmet loves of iyge 
Ahmet is loving Ay je 
The PC van Ayse is the OBJ of the verb. As the grammar works bottom 
up and cyclically, the PC has already been transformed into the NC: 
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(7.17) [1С [ Ayse ] [Case 'nin ] ] 
In §7.3.7, this transformation is discussed in detail. The verb sevmek, how­
ever, demands the accusative suffix to its OBJ. The presence of the genitive 
blocks the insertion of the accusative. Thus, the genitive is removed by the 
rule Match Case Candi to make insertion of the accusative possible in the 
TRANSFORM component. 
Finally, we need four rules to control the consistency of the resulting 
structures. The first one is Delete CL. Its execution is needed only once per 
SE. The rule removes the CL node in which all candidates were present. If 
CL is empty, it can be removed. 
The second rule, Delete SF, deletes the SF node, but only if it is empty. 
The third rule is a reformulation of the Empty Category Principle: 
RULE 7.7 
'/.Rule: Empty Category Principle 
—> SD: . . . # (ftMajorConstOl ===2 (Саве . . . ) * ) 
—> COND: f l ie_+meaning к x2 is.empty 
--> FILTER: ECP violated. 
If the feature bundle of a major Constituent (fl) is marked with a thematic 
role, but the terminal ofthat constituent (x2) is the null string, the structure 
is filtered out with the message: ECP violated. NCs without a phonetically 
realized terminal (such as: PRO, pro or trace) have their terminal node 
filled with PRO, pro and t, respectively and will therefore not be affected by 
the rule. The reformulation of the ECP rule contains a restriction compared 
to the definition of ECP by Chomsky (1981): 
If α is an empty category, then: 
• a is PRO if and only if it is ungoverned; 
• a is trace if and only if it is properly governed; 
• a is a variable only if it is Case Marked. 
As long as we are operating in the BASE component, no traces will be found 
in the structures under analysis. 
In the fourth rule, the Case Filter is formulated. Chomsky (1981) gives 
as a formulation of the Extended Case Filter, that an [ic a] must be rejected 
if a has no Case and a contains a phonetic marker or is a variable. The 
filter ensures that all phonetically realized NCs and all variables have Case. 
Projecting this principle to TRANSIT, we come to the idea that, if an NC has 
been left behind under SF, and thus has not been moved to the Turkish deep 
structure, it will never receive Case. Thus, in the rule, called Case Filter, 
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an SF node is searched foi. If this node is still present, a case candidate 
has been left behind without receiving a thematic role. The structure is 
filtered out with the message: NC i s +phon and has no case. 
RULE 7.8 
'/.Rule: Case.Filter 
—> SD: . . . # (SF . . . 1 ) 
—> CONO: i l is_not_empty fc 
—> FILTER: Case F i l t e r : NC i s +phon and has no case. 
Now a syntactic structure has been built which reflects the deep structure of 
Turkish simple sentences. The SELANCA expression of the Dutch sentence: 
(7.18) Ahmet [AGE] slaat Mehmet [OBJ] 
Ahmet h i t s Mehmet 
Ahmet із hitting Mehmet 
SE 
PV(elii) 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
I I 
Ahmet Mehmet 
FIG. 7.8 CASUS interpretation of (7.18). 
has been transformed into: 
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COMP 
NC 
Ahmed Mehmed vur 
FIG. 7.9 Turkish deep structure, generated from (7.8). 
This concludes the base generation of simple sentences. 
If an auxiliary occurs in the SELANCA expression, we find two WWs in 
the structure at the start of the derivation. Have, for instance, a look now 
at the verbal clustering of the following sentence: 
(7.19) ik zal Ahmet vermoorden 
I « i l l Ahmet k i l l 
/ will kill Ahmet 
CL 
FUT 
+ [y]EcEG 
FIG. 7.10 Intermediate analysis of a clause with an auxiliary. 
The FUT suffix is the Turkish counterpart of the Dutch auxiliary zal 
( = w i l l ) , and ôldûr is the stem of the Turkish translation of vermoorden 
( = to k i l l ) . Some examples of lexicon entries of Dutch auxiliaries are: 
(7.20) heb (OR-(PAST<type<+II>,tenee<+paBt»-+dI#) 
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(MIS<type<+I>, tense<+paBt»-+mIS#) 
)C 
za l (FÜT<type<+I>,tense<»-+[y]KcEG#)C 
The rule Restructure Auxiliary takes care of the replacement of the terminal 
of the highest WW (in the figure: the auxiliary zal) to the position right-
adjacent to the terminal of V. The high WW is deleted: 
RULE 7.9 
'/.Rule: Re structure. Auxiliary 
--> SD: ...» (CL (WW<tense01> # ... # ) # 
(CL # (WW (V . . . ) # ) # ) # 
— > COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 ==> 
#1 #5 #6<tense<!fcfl» #3 «7 
The value of the complex tense feature must be preserved for the insertion of 
the correct TENSE suffix in the TRANSFORM component and it substitutes 
the tense value of the second WW by means of the exclamation mark in 
the SC. The first CL and WW are deleted from the structure. The rule is 
called before Generate VC. 
In §6.5.1, we discussed the analysis of sentences in which a pseudo-
transitive verb occurs: 
(7.21) Ahmet schrijft 
Ahmet writes 
Ahmet is writing 
The missing object is analyzed as a dummy phrase below the XC node with 
the terminal symbol dummy. This phrase is attached to the correct the-
matic role node according to the rules defined earlier. However, if Turkish 
demands a quasi-object, it must be picked out of the lexicon and attached 
to the correct place. The example of §6.5.1 concerns the verb schrijven (= 
t o w r i t e ) . The way the phonetic representation is coded in the lexicon is 
as follows: 
(7.22) schrijf (V<sem<+age,+obj>,eyn<+abs,+acc>>-
(NC<sera<+ob j >, syn<-acc>, opt <+dummy»-
(N2-(Nl-(NK-#yazi#))))#yaz#)0 
The rule to move this dummy object to its correct position is: 
RULE 7.10 
'/.Rule: Match.Dummy.Cands 
—> SD: ... It (fcMajorConst<sem<il» ===2 ) # 
. . . (V # (NC<opt<+dummy>> . . . ) # 
—> COND: (r2 ia_dummy I x2 is.empty) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 #4<sem<til» #3 
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In the SD, a major constituent is searched foi together with an NC under V 
which is marked with the feature [opt [+dumray] ] . If the SD succeeds, the 
terminal item of the major constituent is assigned to x2. The rule fails if 
г2 is not a dummy and not empty. The major constituent is deleted, while 
the NCC+dummy] replaces it. 
To prevent a thematic role being assigned more than once if a non-dummy 
candidate is detected, the rule Delete Lexicon Dummies is introduced: 
RULE 7.11 
'/.Rule: Delete.Lexicon.Dummies 
--> SD: . . . (MfajorConet<sem<»l . . . ) . . . (V # 
(feHajorConet<sem<>,opt<+dummy>>2 . . . ) # 
—> COND: f l ie_not_empty t f l ehaxes_theta_with f 2 
—> SC: #1 #2 « > #1 
In the SD is searched for a major constituent that shares its -role with 
another major constituent bearing the feature [opt [+dummy] ] and domi­
nated by V. The latter is deleted from the structure. 
Verbs optionally assigning a thematic role (for example, DAT by geven 
( = t o g ive ) ) are marked in the lexicon with the feature [opt [+thematic 
r o l e ] ] . 
(7.23) geef (V<eem<+age,+dat ,+obj ,opt<+dat», 
syn<+abs, +dat ,+acc»-#ver#) fl 
The rule Split Optional Case ensures that these cases are treated correctly: 
RULE 7.12 
'/.Rule: Spl it .Optional.Case 
--> SD: . . . # (NC<sem01> . . . ) # . . . # 
(v<sem<opt<>2>> # . . . ) 
—> COND: f2 has.features f l 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 #3 #4*<ββπι<ορΐ<Μ2>» 
--> #1 #2 #3 #4-<sem<opt<ftf2»> 
This rule is a so-called twin-rule: the input structure is rewritten into two 
new structures. If an NC is found carrying a thematic role which is identical 
to the role marked optional on the verb, it is deleted from the structure (in 
the first sc); the second sc delivers a structure which differs from the input 
in that the semantic feature concerning the optionality of the thematic role 
has been removed. If the optional role has not been assigned to a case 
candidate in SELANCA, the terminal node is empty. Structures containing 
such an empty case candidate (a dummy) are filtered out by a rule called 
Delete Dummies. 
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If the optional node is present in SELANCA, the construction without the 
case candidate is filtered out by the rule ECP. 
Eventually, the dummy candidate must be assigned an index number. This 
index will possibly be used in the nominalization rules (cf. §7.3.4 and 
§7.3.5). The rule is simple and needs no explanation: 
RULE 7.13 
'/.Rule: Add.Index 
~ > SD: . . . # (NC<sem<*i» # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<sem<i+» 
Constructions that need special attention are clauses with weather verbs. 
In §6.5.1, we argued for the treatment of weather verbs similar to the way 
ergati ve verbs are treated in the theory of TG. Although ergati ve verbs are 
left out of this study - they do not receive a proper semantic interpretation 
by CASUS -, we implemented the theory on the translation of weather verbs 
as formulated in §6.5.1. Firstly, we come to the special lexicon code of 
weather verbs. In Dutch, weather verbs do not assign thematic roles, but in 
Turkish they do (viz. an OBJ). Furthermore, the default syntactic subject, 
which should be included in the lexicon, must be eliminated if the OBJ role 
is occupied as in: 
(7.24) het regent stenen 
i t xains stones 
it is raining stones 
Compare the following part of the lexicon with (7.23): 
(7.25) regen (V<sem<+duinmy>,syn<+abs»-
(NC<sem<+obj>,syn<+abs,+FT,+ST»-
(N2-(N1-(NK<+T>-#yagmux#))))#yag#)С 
The semantic object is realized in the lexicon. The assignment of the OBJ 
role has already been established in the lexicon to the NC yagmur. The 
semantic dummy role ensures the generation of a syntactic subject NC to 
which the Dutch non-argument het is moved by Match Сале Canda. Thus, 
the БСР and Case Filter do not prohibit the generation of the Turkish 
sentence. The semantic dummy role of the syntactic subject NC triggers the 
rule Object Subject Raising which moves the object to the subject position: 
RULE 7.14 
'/.Rule: Object. Subject .Rais ing 
--> SD: ( S E O l . . . (S ==> # (NC<sem<+dummy» . . . ) # 
==> (VC . . . 2 # (NC<sem<+obj»3 . . . ) # . . . 
) . . . ) . . . ) 
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—> COND: x2 contains_no_boundaries_of 11 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> 
#1 «4 #3 (NC<ftf3.sem<+trace» (NK "t" ) ) 
The moved NC takes the place of the dummy NC which is deleted and 
substituted by an NC with a trace marker. The resulting structure contains 
an overt syntactic subject bearing the thematic role which has been assigned 
by the Turkish verb, and an object NC which is a trace. The semantic 
dummy has disappeared. In the rule the principles covered by БСР and 
Case filter are implicitly respected. By placing the Object Subject Raising 
rule before the ECP rule, a quick match with the filtering principles is 
guaranteed. 
Transform 
After all thematic functions have been filled and possible dummy candidates 
have been placed correctly, a rule is called in which the deep syntactic case 
suffixes are generated: 
RULE 7.15 
'/.Rule: Insert. Case. Suf f ixes 
—> SD: ... t (tSEorNC<eyn<>l> # . . . # ) # 
—> COND: f l doee_not_have_foaturee "<-caee>" t 
feCase is. intexpxeted f l 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 #2=<вуп<-саве» #3 feCaee #4 
In every SE or NC marked with a syntactic case marker, this marker is 
evaluated by the condition macro which returns the corresponding deep 
suffix after consulting the suffix lexicon, provided that the feature bundle 
does not contain a marker [ - c a s e ] , which means that no syntactic case 
suffix is allowed. This deep suffix is assigned to a variable Case which is 
attached to the rightmost place under SE or NC in the SC. At the same 
time, the marker [-case] is added to the feature bundle of SE or NC to 
prevent infinite applying of the rule. A simplified6 part of the suffix lexicon 
is the figure below: 
(7.26) abe (Case<aba>-+0#)e 
ace (Case<acc>-+[y]I#)i 
dat (Case<dat>-+[y]E#)e 
gen (Case<gen>-+[n]In#)e 
loc (Саве<1ос>-+<1Е#)в 
ere (Caee<src>-+dEn#)0 
βSimplified, because the real representation of Turkish deep suffixes is incorporated 
in a more complex way to handle vowel harmony and consonant alternation. See §6.5.11 
and §7.3.12. 
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Buffer consonants are put between " [ ] " . We will illustrate this rule with 
an example. If the following sub-tree occurs in a structure, the rule can be 
applied: 
(7.27) (NC<eem<+obj >,eyn<+acc>>-(N2-(DT-bu)(N1-(HK-kitab)) 
) ) ) 
The feature [+acc] is interpreted; from the suffix lexicon, the deep suf-
fix (Case<acc>-+[y]I#) is retrieved and attached to the concerning NC, 
resulting in: 
(7.28) (NC<sem<+obj><eyn<+acc,-caae»-(N2-(DT-bu) (N1-
(NK-kitab)))(Case-+[y]I#)) 
The following rule concerns the implementation of Tense in TRANSIT. 
The rule placing the correct tense suffix is called: Insert Time. Although 
only main clauses and embedded clauses with main status have tense suf-
fixes, the rule will be executed for every SE. In a later phase, the tense 
suffixes in sentences to be nominalized are substituted by the correct ones. 
RULE 7.16 
'/.Rule: Insert.Time 
—> SD: . . . 1 (VC02 ==> (V2 ==> # (VKtense<>3> # 
. . . (V . . . ) . . . 4 9 ) 
—> COND: x4 does_not_contain "FUT" ft 
ftSuf is_retrieved_suffix f3 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #2-<tense<fcf3» #3 ftSuf 
In the SD, a VI is looked for with a tense feature. The translation of this 
feature is looked up in the suffix lexicon and put under VI as the rightmost 
daughter node. The tense feature is removed from VI. The rule cannot be 
carried out if a FUT suffix has already been inserted under VI (for instance, 
by the rule Restructure Auxiliary), in order to prevent ill-formed suffixation 
like: 
(7.29) yazacagiyorum 
yaz-acag-iyor-um 
write-FDT-PROG-l" .Pers .sing 
I will write 
The suffixes are defined in the lexicon as illustrated below: 
(7.30) <+paet> (PAST<type<+II»-+DI#)C 
<-paet ,+fnt> (FUT<type<+I»-+[y]EcEG#)e 
<-past> (PROG<type<+I»-+[I]yor#)e 
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The feature [ t y p e [ ] ] is of importance to the rule Select AGR Type, which 
will be discussed later in this section. 
A rule which must certainly not be omitted from a generative grammar 
is Subject Verb Agreement. The rule is important in TRANSIT, because it is 
dangerous to presuppose that the thematic role carrier, which occupied the 
syntactic subject position in the Dutch sentence is the syntactic subject in 
the Turkish sentence as well. In this rule, the information placed under the 
feature [ s y n [ ] ] is used: the sub-features [±FT] (= First Third), [±ST] 
( = Second Third) and [ ± p l u ] (= plural) determine person and number 
of the head of NC. The suffixes which are related to these feature bundles 
are retrieved from the suffix lexicon and assigned to the variable Suf. This 
variable is attached in the rightmost position under VC. 
ROLE 7.17 
'¿Rule : Subj act. Verb. Agreement 
--> SD: (SE<eyn<+iin»l (COMP ) (S (NC<syn<>2> === . . . ) 
. . . 3 (VC . . . (V2 . . . ) (PARTICLE . . . )* # ) 
—> COND: x3 contains_no_boundarieB_of 11 fe 
fcSuf is .uiterpxeted '"SVA" f 2 ' 
—> SC: #1 ==> #1 fcSuf 
The node PARTICLE represents the interrogative particle ml. The first 
condition controls the search for the V node which belongs to the cycle 
Il (= SE). The suffixes to be retrieved from the lexicon by the condition 
macro i s - i n t e r p r e t e d are: 
(7.31) +FT,+ST,+plu (0R-(AGR<eem<+plu,+3»-+ler#) 
( AGR<eem<+plu ,+3»-+0) #) ) 0 
+FT,+ST,-plu (AGR<Bem<-plu,+3»-+0#)C 
+FT,+ST,plu (0R-(AGR<sem<+plu,H-3»-+ler#) 
(AGR<sem<+plu,+3»-+0)#) 
(AGR<sem<-plu,+3»-+0)#)e 
+FT,-ST,+plu (OR-(AGR<sem<+plu,+l>,type<+I»-+[y]Iz#) 
(AGR<sem<+plu,+l>,type<+II»-+k)#)C 
+FT,-ST,-plu (OR-(AGR<Bem<-plu,+l>,type<+I»-+[y]Im#) 
(AGR<sem<-plu,+l>,type<+II»-+m)#)0 
-FT,+ST,+plu (OR-(AGR<eem<+plu,+2>,type<+I>>-+sInIz#) 
(AGR<Bem<+plu,+2>,type<+II»-+[I]nIz)#)C 
-FT,+ST,-plu (0R-(AGR<eem<-plu,+2>,type<+I»-sIn#) 
(AGR<sem<-plu,+2>,type<+II>>-[I]n)#)t 
In six cases, there are two suffixes to one feature bundle (e.g. first per-
son plural: [+FT,-ST,+plu]). This diversion is necessary in five cases to 
make the right choice in attaching the personal suffixes to tense suffixes: 
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+[y]Iz (e.g. in veriyoritz: = we g ive ) is used behind a [ t y p e [ + I ] ] tense 
suffix -[I]yor, while +k (e.g. in verdii: = we gave/have g iven) follows a 
[ t y p e [ + I I ] ] suffix (cf. §5.1.2). After insertion of the OR node, a rule is 
called to select the correct types of suffixes to attach to the tense suffix: 
Select AGR Type. The [ t y p e [ ] ] features of tense and personal suffixes are 
matched: 
RULE 7.18 
'/.Rule: Select.¿GR.Type 
—> SD: . . . (VC . . . « t y p e 0 1 > . . . ) . . . 5 # (OR 
<=» # (AGR<type<>2> . . . ) # = = > ) # 
—> COND: i5 allovs_no_other.nodes t f l i s f 2 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 *==> #1 #3 
Everything from the (OR label to the first feature-matching AGR node is 
deleted from the structure as well as the rest of the OR node that follows 
the matching AGR node. 
The sixth OR case relates to the third person plural suffix that is -lEr or 
0. Here we come across one of the situations in which the rule Expand-OR 
is used. By including the structure (OH ( . . . ) ( . . . ) ) in the lexicon in 
which all daughter nodes of OR are alternatives of each other, and by exe-
cuting the rule Expand-OR with the parameter every occurrence, a twofold 
ambiguity is generated: 
RULE 7.19 
'/.Rule: Expand-OR 
—> SD: . . . # (OR < = = # ( . . . ) # = = > ) # 
--> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 #3 
Every daughter node of OR will be evaluated once by the rule as the node 
to be kept in the structure, while the rest is deleted (substring #2 and #4). 
In §4.3.1, in which the analyzing rule Insert Subject was discussed, we 
touched upon the fact that in Turkish, the syntactic subject can be left out, 
provided that it is a pronominal determiner (pro-drop). This implies that 
in generating Turkish an optional rule should be included to substitute the 
pronominal subject by pro: 
RULE 7.20 
'/.Rule: Insert.pro 
— > SD: (SE (COMP . . . ) (S # (NC<syn01> (N2 (DT # 
===2 # ) (N1 (NK ) ) ) (Case . . . ) * ) 
—> COND: i 2 i s .not "PRO" fe 
i2 i s .not "pro" ft 
f l does_not_have_features "<+wh>" 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #2<sem<+pro» "pro" 
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In the SD, an NC without premodifiers, but possibly with a Case node, is 
searched for in subject position. The lexical item under the DT node is 
replaced by the literal string "pro". Three conditions are put to this rule. 
The first two prevent the replacement of phonologically empty DT termi-
nals; the third prevents the substitution of DT[+wh] by pro. 
In §6.5.1, under the caption Movement rules, three conditions to NC 
movement are discussed. The first condition formulated by Erguvanli (1984; 
33) is: A single indefinite NC which is not a [+animate] subject obligatorily 
occurs in the immediately preverbal position. In GRAMTSY: 
RULE 7.21 
'/.Rule: Move.NC<+ani> 
—> SD: (SE . . . 1 # (NC<8yn<+ani,-def»2 
. . . ) # . . . 3 ( ==> # (V 
—> CQND: xl does.not.contain "NC" ft 
x3 does.not.contain "NC" 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 «=> 
#1 (NC<fcf2,eem<+trace» (NK "t" ) ) #3 #2 
Both conditions ensure that there is no other NC present in the clause. 
We were not able to implement the second condition by Erguvanli, because 
of the necessity of the presence of features such as [ -ref , +epec] , which 
are not defined in SELANCA. In a great number of cases, the condition can 
be used, however, by substitution of the features [ r e f , spec] by [ -de f ] : 
RULE 7.22 
'/.Rule: Move.NC<nonref> 
--> SD: (SK . . . 1 # (NC<eyn<-def,Cacc>,Bem<*trace»2 
. . . ) » . . . 3 ( ==> # (V 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> 
#1 (NC<ftf2,eem<+traee» (NK "t" ) ) #3 #2 
Erguvanli's second condition speaks of more than one indefinite NC 
in the clause; however, every indefinite, accusative-marked NC must be 
put in preverbal position. The condition in the SD concerning the feature 
[ sem[trace ] ] is needed to prevent an infinite movement of traces to im-
mediately preverbal position. 
The third condition by Erguvanh, which says that an NC [-def .-animate] is 
not favoured sentence-initially, unless it is the only NC, is reformulated as 
follows: 
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RULE 7.23 
'/.Rule: Move.NC<-def> 
—> SD: (SE . . . 1 # (NC<syn<-dof>,eein<*trace»2 
. . . ) # . . . 3 (fcMajorConst<>4 . . . ) S . . . (V 
—> COND: xl does_not.contain "NC" к 
i 4 doeB_not_have_xeatures "<syn<-def»" 
—> SC: #1 #2 *3 ==> 
«1 (NC<*f2,sem<+traee» (NK "t" ) ) #3 #2 
The first condition ensures that the NC under analysis is sentence-
initial; the second condition prevents movement over an indefinite major 
constituent. Without this condition, the result of one of the former NC-
movement rules could have been affected. 
In conclusion, this BASE-component sub-grammar consists of the follow­
ing rules. For clarity's sake, we have isolated all SE generating rules in a 
sub-grammar called Generate S Structure·. 
GRAMMAR 7.2 
'/.Granular: Generate.S.Structure 
—> Rule: Restructure.Auxiliary (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.VC (Once) 
—> Rule: Postpone.V (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.COMP (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.Subject.NC (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.NC 
—> Rule: Split.Optional.Case 
—> Stop 
The BASE grammar so far contains the SE generating grammar, and the 
rules for the principles Θ- Criterion, ECP and Case Filter. 
G R A M M A R 7.3 
'/.Granular: BISE 
—> Rule: Consult.Lexicon 
—> Rule: Expand-OR 
—> Grammar: Generate.S.Structure 
—> Rule: Match.Case.Cands 
—> Rule: Match.Dummy.Cands 
—> Rule: Delete.Dummies 
—> Rule: Delete.Lexicon.Dummies 
—> Rule: Delete.CL 
—> Rule: Delete.SF 
—> Rule: Object.Subject.Raising 
(Disjunct) 
(.every occurrence) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
-> Rule: Empty.Category.Principle (Once) 
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-> Rule: Case.Filter 
-> Rale: Add.Index 
-> Stop 
(Once) 
In a survey, the TRANSFORM giammai so fai is the following: 
GRAMMAR 7.4 
'/.Grammar: TRANSFORM 
— > Rule: Insert.Case.Soffixes 
— > Rnle: Hove.NC<+ani> (Once) 
— > Rnle: Move.NC<nonref> (Once) 
— > Rnle: Move.NC<-def> (Once) 
— > Rnle: Insert.Time 
— > Rnle: Subject.Verb.Agreement (Once) 
— > Rnle: Select.AGR.Type (Once) 
— > Rnle: Expand-OR (,every occurrence) 
— > Rule: Insert.pro (Once,.optional) 
— > Stop 
The deep stiuctuie of FIG. (7.9) has now been tiansfoimed into: 
N2 C a « e < » b « > V2 
N2 C » » e < o b j > V PROG 
NK 
Ahmed + 0 Mehmcd + [y]I vur +[I]yor -1-0 
FIG. 7.11 Surface structure of (7.9). 
This stiuctuie is an acceptable suiface stiuctuie. The next sub-grammar 
to enter, PHONOTAX, is discussed in §7.3.12. Aftei the execution of the 
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giammai TRANSIT, a stiuctuial rule is called to prune all NCs in which 
a Case node has been attached by Chomsky-adjunction. Finally, a rule is 
called to check whether possible nominalizations were executed properly. 
7.3.3 The Nominal Phrase 
The nominal phrase7 in SELANCA is depicted by an NC node featured by, 
amongst others, the thematic role which the phrase receives in the analysis. 
To this node, the proper NC has been attached. As the NC is taken to be a 
cyclic node, the SELANCA structure is simplified by a rule which prunes NCs 
that are directly dominated by another NC. The rule Pigine Double Nodes 
takes care of the pruning of double nodes in general. Only the execution 
onto structures containing compounds, such as: 
(7.32) (NK (NK pasaport ) (NK control ) ) 
is excluded. The rule is placed in GRAMTSY'S Main grammar, before the 
grammar TRANSIT is called. 
B a s e 
The following three rules add redundant information to NCs, to ensure the 
execution of certain rules. The first rule, called Default Person, assigns the 
default features [+FT.+ST] to NCs without these features. The second rule, 
called Number&Person<+name>, assigns [+FT,+ST,-plu] to NC[+name]s 
(i.e. proper nouns). The third rule named Default Plur checks the presence 
of the semantic feature [p lu] on NCs. If it is missing, the negative value 
is added to the NC in question. 
In addition, a rule is needed to disambiguate determiners. After lexicon 
consultation in favour of DT transfer, the resulting structures can contain 
NCs with DTs which have incompatible features. The following rule filters 
out the incompatible structures: 
RULE 7.24 
'/.Rulo: Disambiguate.DT 
—> SD: . . . (NC<syn01>2 <== (N2 (DT04 . . . ) . . . ) 
—> COND: ( f4 hae_f «atures "<-Byn<»" -> 
f4 ÍB_supplied_with "<eyn<»" ) к 
( ( f i has.featuxes ,,<+def>" к 
f4 has.features "<syn<*def»") 
r N o t e that SELANCA uses the Dutch abbreviation NC (Nominale Constituent) in­
stead of NP (Nominal Phrase). NP in SELANCA is used to denote post-modifiers of 
nominal phrases. 
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( fi has.features "<+rel>" к 
f 4 has_fsatures "<вуп<*ге1>>") 
I 
( fl has.featuree "<Cl«h>" ft 
f4 has.features "<syn<-fcalBh»") ) 
—> FILTER: disagreeing syntactic features in: 
•12 fcfl - 114 « 4 
The first condition filters definite NCs which do not have a definite-marked 
DT; the second condition rejects relative NCs which do not have a DT 
marked with the syntactic feature [ r e l ] . The last condition filters in­
compatibility out concerning the feature [eyn[wh]]. The conditions seem 
rather ad hoc, but they all relate to lexical ambiguity. 
Furthermore, we introduced rules to expand NCs which did not receive 
a complete projection line from NC to N in SELANCA, such as: 
(7.33) Jan leest (NC (N2 (DT deze ) ) ) 
Jan reads (NC (N2 (DT t h i s ) ) ) 
Jan is reading thii one 
(7.34) Jan leest (NC (N2 (DT de ) (ADJ grote ) ) ) 
Jan reads (NC (N2 (DT the ) (IDJ big ) ) ) 
Jan it reading the big one 
These NCs are completed by the following rule: 
RULE 7.25 
'/.Rule: Insert.N1 
—> SD: (NC . . . (N2 . . . 1 # ) 
--> COND: i l does_not_contain "NI" 
—> SC: #1 ==> #1 (N1 (NK )) 
Insert N1 completes structures with a DT node but without N1. 
PROs, which do not even have a N", are expanded by the insertion rules 
as well: 
RULE 7.26 
'/.Rule: Insert.N2 
--> SD: . . . # (NCOl # '("PRO" I "Dummy")· # ) # 
—> CDND: ( f l does_not_have_features "<syn<»" 
-> f l is_supplied_Hith "<syn<»" ) к 
"<sem>" is_taken_from f1 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 »=> 
*1 #2<syn<+FT,+ST,-plu» (N2 (DT<tfl> #3 ) ) #4 
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In SELANCA, a PRO or a Dummy is a terminal under NC without an inter­
nal NC structure. Insert N2 expands the structure by adding an N2 and a 
DT node. 
There exist a number of lexical items in Dutch which do not have an 
overt plural marker. Compare, for instance, the following examples: 
(7.35) wie heb ik geslagen? 
who have I h i t 
whom have I been hitting? 
(7.36) wie heeft mij geslagen? 
who has me h i t 
who has been hitting me ? 
In (7.35) it remains unclear whether one or more persons have been hit. In 
(7.36), Subject-Verb Agreement disambiguates the number of the interrog­
ative pronoun. The feature [plu] of the interrogative pronoun in (7.35) 
does not have a value "-" or " + " . Both interpretations are possible, and, 
therefore, a disambiguating rule is needed: 
RULE 7.27 
'/.Rule: Split<plu> 
—> SD: (NC<eyn<pln>l> ==> (N2 <== # (DT ===2 ) # 
—> COND: f2 becomes "<-pln>" к 
f3 becomes "<+plu>" t 
(x2 is.PRO I x2 is.pro ) -> f3 becomes f2 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #K!syn<fcfl,*f2» #2<syn<kf2» 
=-> # K ! 8 y n < t f l , t f 3 » #2<eyn<M3» 
Here we meet a double structural change: the sc yields on the one hand a 
singular-marked NC (with ƒ2) and on the other hand a plural-marked NC 
(with ƒ5). Both NCs and DTs are getting marked with the plural suffix. 
If the DT is not phonetically realized, the two resulting structures will be 
identical, whereafter one of them will be removed from the list of structures 
under analysis. GRAMTSY has the possibility to clear the table of analyses 
from identical analyses by setting the system variable Sys . Optimize to 1. 
The next rule concerns the position of the possessive in Turkish NCs. 
In §6.5.2, the transformation which moves possessives from DT position to 
a position behind NK has been discussed: 
RULE 7.28 
'/.Rule: Ho ve. Pose 
—> SD: (NC . . . (DT<syn<+def,-рго» # (Poes . . . ) # ) 
(N1 . . . ) # 
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—> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #3 #2 
The SD searches for an NC including Post. This Poss node is not known 
in SELANCA, but was inserted during lexicon consultation while translating 
the possessive pronoun. A lexicon example of zijn ( = h i s ) is: 
(7.37) zi jn (Poss<sem<+FT,+ST,-plu>,eyn<+def,-pro>>-
+ [s]I[n]#)e 
Moreover, it is checked in the SD whether DΤ contains the feature bundle 
[вупС+def , - p r o ] ] . In the SC, the Розз node (described by # 1 and # 2 ) is 
moved and inserted after # 3 . In other words, Розз is attached as a right-
hand sister node of N'. Note that an empty DT node is left in the structure. 
The next two rules concern transformations in NCs with possessives 
other than possessive pronouns. The first one, Move Possessive Genitive, 
takes care of the movement of possessive genitive constructions at DT level 
to a pre-DT MOD position below NC: 
RULE 7.29 
%Rule: Hove.Possessive.Genitive 
--> SD: (HCOl # ... (DT # (N2 ( (NK ...))) # 
(GP ...) # 
—> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 (MOD<syn<+FT,+ST,-pln» 
(NC<syn<+name,+gen» #3 ) ) #2 
Two structures to which the rule can be applied are the following: 
(7.38) (NC-(N2-(DT-(NC-(N2-(N1-(NK-Jan))))(GP-z >n))(N1-
(NK-vader)))) 
Jan h is father 
Jan's father 
(7.39) (NC-(N2-(DT-(NC-(N2-(N1-(NK-Jan))))(GP-s)) (N1-
(NK-vader)))) 
Jan-Poss father 
Jan's father 
In the SC, a feature [+gen] is added to the syntactic feature bundle of the 
moved NC. This feature is the trigger for the insertion of the genitive case 
suffix by Insert Сазе Suffixes. 
The second rule, Move Former PC, creates the same structure, but the 
structural description is fundamentally different. It is defined to restructure 
NCs with possessive PCs, such as the one below: 
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(7.40) (NC- (N2-(DT-de) (N1- (NK-vader) ) ) (IIP- (PC-(P-van) ( 
(NC-(N2-(N1-(NK-Jan))))))) 
the father of Jan 
Jan's father 
However, as the translation algorithm of TRANSIT runs bottom up and cycli-
cally through the sentence, the PC van Jan has already been transformed 
in an genitive-marked NC. This explains the name of the rule: 
RULE 7.30 
'/.Rule: Ho ve. Former. PC 
--> SD: (NC # (N2 . . . » (DT # . . . ) . . . ) # (NP # 
(NC<prep01,eyn<>2> . . . ) # ) « 
--> COND: f l i e "<van>" -> 
f l is_Bupplied_Bith "<eyn<fcf2»" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 ==> #l<syn<+def» 
(M0D<kfl> #6 ) #2 #3<eyn<+def» #4 
There are, however, some differences with RULE (7.29): 
1. There is no need to assign the Case node. This node has already been 
attached by the rule Reverse PC on which a discussion is presented 
in §7.3.5; 
2. In the case of indefiniteness of the NC to which the prep-marked NC 
belongs, the NC must receive the feature [+def ] , so that the NC 
can receive an accusative suffix if it is in syntactic object position. 
This feature must also be inserted to the DT node. In §7.3.8 we 
will introduce a rule to pop up the feature bundle from DT to its 
dominating NC. Without the insertion of [+def] here, the effect of 
this popping up will be annihilated, because the indefinite marker will 
re-appear in the feature bundle of NC. 
The condition on the preposition van is needed to prevent execution of the 
rule Agreement (see next subsection) to former PCs with another preposi-
tion. Although not all van-prepositions are possessive, the van prepositions 
subcategorized by nouns, adjectives and verbs have already been translated 
correctly at the moment that Move Former PC is called. For the time be-
ing, the solution presented here seems satisfying. 
If a basic adjective occurs in NC [-case] s, DT and AD J should inter-
change (cf. §6.5.2). This action is implemented in the rule: Move NA. 
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RULE 7.31 
'/.Rule: Move.Ni 
—> SD: (NC<Bjm<-def» # . . . # (DT . . . ) 
(N1 # (N1 . . . ) 9 
—> CONO: None 
--> SC: #1 *2 #3 ==> *1 #3 »2 
This rule does not check the natuie of the NA node: it could be an em-
bedded clause. We will discuss NAs containing embedded clauses in §7.3.4. 
The generation of Turkish partitive NCs is done by three rules which 
restructure the Dutch partitive constructions. We must recall that the 
phrase under QP in Dutch partitives becomes the kernel of the NC in 
Turkish partitives. The original NC nucleus becomes head of a modifying 
NC in Turkish (cf. §6.5.2). In the implementation, we distinguish three 
types of partitive constructions: 
1. partitive NCs with a specific simple QP; 
2. partitive NCs with a non-specific simple QP; 
3. partitive NCs with a complex QP. 
The value of specificity of QPs has been included in the lexicon. As lexicon 
consultation is one of the first rules to be executed (viz. before the BASE 
component), we can use the lexicon features in the structural description 
of the GRAMTSY rules. The distinction between specific and non-specific 
has been made because of the fact that both structural description and 
the Turkish deep structure differ significantly. Dutch indefinite QPs, which 
are translated into non-specific Turkish QPs, must be transformed into a 
structure as indicated in §6.5.2. The following rule takes care ofthat: 
RULE 7.32 
'/.Rule: Nonspecific.Partitive.NC 
--> SD: (NC<syn<Clplu>> <== # (QP<eyn<-+epec»2 
... )? # (PP ... ) # ==> ) # 
— > COND: 12 is "QP" -> 
i l is_retrieved_Buffix "Poss+FT,+ST,-plu" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #Ksyn<-ftalplu.-case» 
(HOD (NC<syn<+src,talplu,+partitive» #4 ) 
«2 (N2 (N1 (NK )) (til ) ) 
The search for the partitive preposition PP is obligatory to prevent a par-
titive translation of the NC: 
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(7.41a) drie vrienden 
three friends 
(7.41b) ÜC aricadas, 
(7.41c) aikada§lardan ΰςΰ 
Example (7.41c) is not ill-foimed, but its meaning is nonspecific (in syntac­
tic object position, it would not receive an accusative suffix8), while (7.41b) 
is specific. It always has an accusative suffix in syntactic object position. 
The presence of QP is optional in order to cover partitive constructions 
without QPs, as in: 
(7.42) Jan drinkt van de melk 
Jan drinks of the milk 
In the COND part, lexicon consultation is performed to retrieve the obliga­
tory possessive suffix, but only if a high QP has been found. 
In the se, a new syntactic feature O p a r t i t i v e ] is introduced. It is used 
in the TRANSFORM component to insert the plural suffix obligatorily in the 
cases that there is no numeral present in the partitive NC (cf. $6.5.2). 
Dutch definite partitive NCs lack the partitive preposition von. In de­
spite of that, the transformation rule looks quite similar to the previous 
rule: 
RULE 7.33 
'/.Rule: Specific.Partitive.NC 
--> SD: (NC<Byn<Clpln» -=> # (qP<syn<+epec>> . . . ) 
# (PP . . . ) ? # » = > ) # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> «KeynOfcalplu» 
(HOD (NC<eyn<+erc,fcalplu,+partitive» #4 ) 
#2 (N2 (N1 (NK )) ) ) 
In the SD, two differences with the previous rule are found: not the QP node 
is optional now, but the partitive preposition. Moreover, the conditions to 
QP are not of any use here. Finally, there is no need to insert a possessive 
suffix in the s c . 
NCs with a complex QP do not get the feature [ s p e c i f i c i t y ] from 
the lexicon, because the lexical contents of this QP are unpredictable. Fur­
thermore, they do not bear the possessive suffix in the projection line of the 
main NC. Thus, we must formulate a transformation rule which is triggered 
on the basis of the structure of complex QPs: 
s If it docs receive an accusative, its meaning is rather the three friends than three 
friends. 
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RULE 7.34 
'/.Rule : Partitive.NC.with. Complex. QP 
—> SD: (NC<syn<«lplu» ==> * (QP (NC .. . ) ) # 
(PP ... )? # ==> ) # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1<вуп<-ка1р1п,-савв» 
(MOD (NC<syn<+src,fcalplu» #4 ) #2 
(N2 (N1 (NK )) til ) ) 
Fiom the examples in $6.5.2, we gather that paititive NCs in Turkish 
with a filled head must be interpreted as non-specific, for they all lack an 
accusative case suffix in object position. A feature [ - c a s e ] is inserted in 
the SC to block insertion of the accusative suffix. 
In all the rules concerning partitive constructions, the feature [p lu] 
plays an important role in the SD. However, singular NCs did not receive 
this marker in TCASUS. To prevent the rules not being executed because of 
a mismatch with the SD, a redundancy rule is inserted in the NC-generating 
sub-grammar to mark singular NCs with the feature [-p lu] . 
In Turkish, NCs with a quantifying specifier usually do not receive the 
plural suffix. Plurality has already been indicated by the quantifier. All 
NCs with a plural quantifier, however, have received the plural marker 
[+plu] from CASUS. We need to define a rule which blocks the insertion of 
the plural suffix: 
RULE 7.35 
y.Rule: Block.Plur.Suffix.QP 
--> SD: . . . # (NC<syn<+plu>> # . . . 1 (QP . . . ) . . . ) 
—> COND: i l contains_no_boundaries_of "NC" 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<-8yn<+plu» 
In every NC, a QP is searched for. This QP may be either a high QP or 
a low QP. The insertion of the plural suffix in the TRANSFORM component 
is blocked by removing the feature [+plu] here (cf. the rule Insert Plur in 
the following TRANSFORM section). The condition is needed to ensure that 
the QP under analysis is indeed specifier of the NC from which the feature 
must be removed. 
The last rule we like to discuss concerns the processing of izafet groups 
such as: 
(7.43) pasaport kontrolu 
pasaport kontrol-u 
passport control-PosB.3 r .Pers.sing 
passport control 
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We had the intention (cf. §6.5.2) to include the whole structure in the lex-
icon. However, after lexicon consultation, we got a structure which needed 
a lot of restructuring: 
(7.44) (NC-(N2-(DT-...)(N1-(NK-(N2-(N1-(NK-(NK-pasaport) 
(NK-control)))(P0B8-+I)))))) 
Moreover, the insertion of the possessive suffix in the case that it concerns 
my passport control would have been prohibited, because of the presence of 
the Poss suffix retrieved from the lexicon. Instead of including the whole 
N2 into the lexicon, we opted for the following structure: 
(7.45) paspoortcontrole (NK-pasaport)(NK-control) 
After lexicon consultation, we get: 
(7.46) (NC-(N2-(DT-,..)(Nl-(NK-(HK-pasaport)(NK-control))))) 
If there exists a Poss node under DT, it will be moved to the right position 
behind N1 under N2. In case of failure of the rule Move Poss, a rule is 
introduced to insert the necessary Poss: 
RULE 7.36 
'/.Rule: ¿dd.Izafet.Poss 
--> SD: (NC ==> (N2 ==> (N1 ==> (NK ==> (NK . . . ) 
(NK . . . ) ) « = > ) # ) 
—> COND: i l i s . re tr ieved.suf f ix "Pose+FT.+ST.-plu" 
--> SC: #1 -=> #1 «xl 
Finally, a rule is needed which relates to NCs in syntactic object position 
with an indefinite determiner. These NCs must be marked with the feature 
[ - a c e ] , because they are not allowed to receive the accusative suffix. The 
rule checks this out and corrects the structure if necessary: 
RULE 7.37 
7.Rule: Check.Minus.Case.and.Ace 
—> SD: (SE . . . # (NC<syn<-def,+acc» # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<syn<-acc» 
The rule cannot be placed in the NC-generating sub-grammar, because 
most of the NCs to which it relates are the dummy objects which are 
directly generated from the lexicon. The rule is therefore incorporated in 
the grammar BASE and is to be executed after Match Dummy Cands and 
Delete Dummies. 
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Transform 
In the TRANSFORM component, we have introduced & rule which controls 
agreement in NCs. The rule applies to NCs with a premodifying NC -f 
Case [gen] in order to take care of the correct suffixation of the possessive 
to the main NC: 
RULE 7.38 
'/.Rule: Agreement 
—> SD: . . . (NC (MOD<syn<«FT,CST>l> . . . ) (N2 ( . . . )* 
(N1 . . . ) # . . . 2 ) 
—> COND: x2 does_not_contain "Pose" к 
tSuf ie.interpreted >"SN1" f l ' 
--> SCj #1 ==> #1 *Suf 
On the basis of the syntactic features concerning person and number of the 
premodifier, the correct suffix is selected from the lexicon by the condition 
macro i s_ in terpre ted and inserted right-adjacent to N1. An important 
condition is the check for the existence of another Posa suffix in the NC. It 
is not allowed to have more than one possessive within an NC. 
A very simple rule is the one which attaches the plural suffix to NC: 
RULE 7.39 
'/.Rale: Insert.Plux 
—> SD: . . . » (NC<syn<+plu>l> -=> (N2 ==> (N1 ==> 
(NK . . . ) ==> # 
--> COND: f l has.featuree "<-def,-aec>" 
-> ( "<-def>" is_taken_from f i t 
ti becomes f l 4 
f l iß_supplied_Bith "<+acc>" ) 
—> SC: #1 #2 «=> #1 #2<syn<àfl,*+plu» (Plur "+1Ег") 
==> #1 #2<syn<*f2,-+plu» (Plur "") 
An NC[+piu] triggers the attachment of a node Plur as a sister node to the 
head of NC: NK. If the NC under analysis carries the features [-def , - a c c ] , 
the feature [-def] is deleted from the feature bundle fl. The feature 
bundle fl is copied to the feature bundle f2. Then, the feature [-ace] 
in fl is converted into [ + a c c ] . Phonetically realized plural NCs seem to 
have gained a referential property from the plural suffix, and therefore, the 
accusative suffix must be assigned to NCs in object position. We refer 
here to our remarks about definiteness versus referentiality, specificity and 
uniqueness in §6.5.1 and §6.5.2. As a result of the insertion of fl in the first 
sc , the rule Insert Case Suffixes will be triggered later. 
The feature [ - a c e ] , which is still present in the feature bundle /8, prevents 
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the insertion of the accusative suffix to indefinite NCs in object position. 
Therefore, f2 is inserted in the latter of the two ses. 
It would be better, of course, to work with the notions [ ± e p e c , ± u n i ] , but 
it does not seem proper to introduce these notions, as they are not used 
or known in SELANCA. Awaiting the implementation of a more elaborated 
theory on this matter in SELANCA, we use the notion [ ± d e f ] for the time 
being. 
The SC consists of two rewriting rules; as insertion of the Plur suffix is 
optional, the second rewriting will keep its original structure. However, 
to prevent an infinite recursion, the feature [+plu] is deleted to indicate 
that the rule Insert Plur has already been executed. As deletion of the 
Plur feature blocks the execution of Subject-Verb Agreement, an empty 
Plur node is added to the structure generated by the second SC rule. This 
way, information with respect to plurality of the phrase is maintained. The 
rule Subject Verb Agreement needs a small change now. In a new condition 
statement, it is checked whether the (Plur ...) node is present; if so, the 
feature bundle of the NC in question is enriched by the feature [+plu] , 
which is used to retrieve the correct agreement suffix: 
RULE 7.40 
'/.Rale : Sub j act . Verb. Agreement 
—> SD: (SE<syn<+fin»l (COMP ) (S (ÍIC<syn<>2> »== . . . 3 
) . . . 4 (VC . . . (V2 . . . ) (PARTICLE . . . )* * ) 
—> COND: i 4 contains_no_boundaries_of Ц fc 
( x3 matches "Plur" -> 
f2 is_supplied_with "<+plu>") к 
»Suf is. interpreted •"SVA" f2» 
—> SC: #1 ==> #1 »Suf 
The attachment of Plur must be blocked in case of the presence of 
.Pojj[-FT,+ST,+piu] (see §6.5.2). This can be established by refining the SD 
and adding a new condition: 
RULE 7.41 
'/.Rule: Insert.Plur 
—> SD: ...» (HC<syn<+plu>l> ==> (N2 ==> (N1 ==> 
(NK ...)==># ) (Poes<sem<>2> ... )? 
—> COND: (f2 does_not_have_features "<+FT,+ST,+plu>" t 
fl has.features "<-def,-acc>") 
-> ( "<-def>" is_taken_from f1 
t Î2 becomes f1 
t fi is_supplied_BÌth "<+acc>" ) 
— > SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<syn<ftfl,-+plu» (Plur "+1Ег") 
==> #1 #2<syn<ftf2,-+plu» (Plur "") 
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In the SD, a search is done foi an optional Роза node. If the seman­
tic feature bundle found on this Poss node includes the featuie bundle 
[+FT,+ST,+plu], the rule is not executed. 
In the BASE component, three rules have been included to deal with par­
titive constructions. In these rules, the feature [ + p a r t i t i v e ] is introduced 
to prepare the obligatory insertion of the Plur suffix. The rule to realize 
this insertion must be called before the regular plural-suffix insertion rule, 
since we did not block this rule to apply to partitive constructions: 
RULE 7.42 
"/.Rule: Insert.Partit ive.Plur 
—> SD: (NC<syn<+plu,+partitive>l> ==> (N2 ==> 
(N1 ==> (NK . . . ) ==> # 
--> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #l<syn<tf l ,-+plu» (Plur "+1Ег") 
In conclusion, we have denned the following iules in the BASE component 
of TRANSIT: 
GRAMMAR 7.5 
'/.Grammar: BASE 
—> Rule: Check.Minus.Case.and.Ace 
—> Stop 
О 
'/.Grammar: Generate.NC.Structure 
—> Rule: Prune.Double.Nodes 
—> Rule: Default.Person () 
—> Rule: Default.Plur () 
—> Rule: NumberfcPerson<+name> () 
—> Rule: Disambiguate.DT (Once) 
--> Rnle: Insert.N2 () 
--> Rule: Insert.N1 () 
—> Rule: Insert.DT () 
—> Rule: Split<plu> () 
—> Rule: Move.Poss (Once) 
—> Rule: Add.Izafet.Poss (Once) 
—> Rule: Move.Possessive.Genitive (Once) 
—> Rule: Move.Former.PC (Once) 
—> Rule: Move.NA (Once) 
—> Rule: Specific.Partitive.NC (Once) 
—> Rule: Nonspecific.Partitive.NC (Once) 
—> Rule: Partitive.NC.with.Complex.QP (Once) 
—> Rule: Block.Plur.Suffix.QP (Once) 
—> Stop 
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Only two rules relating to NCs are included in the transformational com-
ponent: 
GRAMMAR 7.6 
'/.Granular: TRANSFORM 
— > Rule: Insert.Partitive.Plur 
— > Rule: Insert.Plur 
— > Rule: Agreement 
— > Stop 
7.3.4 The Adjectival Phrase 
B a s e 
In §6.5.3, the theoretical discussion on the implementation of the adjectival 
phiase has been split up into two paits: 
• translation of adjectives; 
• translation of sentential premodifiers. 
With respect to the first part, it was sufficient to include lexical items in 
the adjective lexicon. Possible transformations are executed at NC level. 
With respect to sentential premodifiers, the GRAMTSY version of CASUS 
does not deliver output comparable to the syntax-embedded version of CA-
SUS. We had to enrich the sentential modifiers manually with the semantic 
information. Although sentential premodifiers are already in premodifying 
position, they are attached too deeply in NC. Thus, we needed a transfor-
mation to move sentential premodifiers to the highest MOD position. This 
movement is done by the rule Move Sentential Premodifier. 
RULE 7.43 
'¿Rule : Move. Sentential .Premodifier 
—> SD: (NC<sem<il>> # (N2 . . . # (NA # (SE<Byn<«3f i n » 2 
. . . # (MC<eem<til» . . . # (DT . . . ) . . . ) # 
--> CDND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 ==> #1 (M0D<*f2> 
#4<eyn<+rel,-*a3fin» #5<eyn<+xel» 
#6<eyn<+rel» #7 #2 
The NA node is deleted, while SE is placed under MOD attached to NC. 
The rule is called in the sub-grammar Generate NC Structure, when the 
cyclic domain NC has been defined. 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
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In this position, the rules which must be denned to process relative clauses 
can be applied also to these constiuctions. That is why the syntactic fea­
ture [ s y n [ + r e l ] is added to the feature bundle of SE. The antecedent must 
receive the same feature to assure adequate treatment of the rules which 
insert the participle suffixes in relative clauses (see §7.3.10). Finally a re­
version of SE from infinitival to finite SE is necessary, because otherwise 
the rule Subject Verb Agreement would fail in the relative clause. This re­
version is done by means of the "©"-variable in the SD: the sign of the 
feature [ f i n ] is assigned to the variable a.3. In the SC, the sign is reversed 
by putting a minus sign in front of the variable a.3. 
Transform 
Two constructions mentioned in §5.3 need more attention here. We will 
repeat them: 
(1) W2 ( = verbal phrase with to + infinitive): 
(7.47) ik zal de te schrijven brief lezen 
I w i l l the to write l e t t e r read 
I will read the letter which is to be written 
(2) W4 ( = verbal phrase with past participle): 
(7.48) ik lees de geschreven brief 
I read the written l e t t e r 
I am reading the written letter 
The Turkish counterparts of (7.47) and (7.48) are: 
(7.49) yazilacak mektubu okuyacagun 
yaz-il-acak mektub-u oku-yacag-un 
yaz-PlSSIVE-PARTIC.FOT mektub-ACC 
oku-FUT-l".Pere.sing 
vrite-равві е-я і і і l e t t e r read-will-I 
(7.50) yaztlan mektubu okuyorum 
yaz-il-an mektub-u oku-yor-um 
yaz-PASSIVE-PARTIC.PRES mektub-ACC 
okn-PROG-l".Pere.sing 
«rite-being l e t t e r read-I 
In SELANCA, the embedded SEs of (7.47) and (7.48) are marked with the 
feature [+равві ] . Although we are convinced of the correctness of the 
idea not to translate Dutch passive constructions into Turkish passives, we 
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do not have a choice in these cases in which an AGE or DAT realization 
( that is to say, a case candidate which in active voice occupies the syntactic 
subject position) is missing. This is the case in (7.47) and (7.48). The 
implementation of passive, for that matter, is discussed in §7.3.9. 
The rules needed to provide the surface structures of relative clauses, 
are presented in §7.3.10. Thus, the only rule introduced in this section 
is the one which relates to the translation of premodifying clauses. This 
rule does not work onto the premodifier itself, but performs a movement of 
the whole phrase. It is therefore put in the NC-generating sub-grammar. 
AP-internal rules are not defined in TRANSIT. 
G R A M M A R 7.7 
'/.Grammar: Generate.NC.Structure 
—> Rule: Hove.Sentential.Premodifier 
—> Stop 
7.3.5 Nonrelative embedded clauses 
B a s e 
The generation of embedded clauses is identical to the generation of main 
clauses. In fact, embedded clauses are to be nominalized in the TRANSFORM 
component of TRANSIT. Thus, we do not have to implement generating rules 
in the BASE component. 
Transform 
In §5.4.2 and §6.5.4, we discussed three types of embedded clauses in Turk­
ish. These three types can be covered by four transformational rules in 
the TRANSFORM component: Subject Control, Object Control, Nominalize 
Control SE and Nominalize Object SE. 
In the SD of Subject Control, an SE containing an embedded SE with the 
verb marked with the syntactic feature [+SC] is searched for. Furthermore, 
the referential index of subjects of both clauses is saved. If these indexes are 
identical 9 , the node or series of nodes representing Tense and Agr suffixes 
must be substituted by the infinitive suffix: -mEk. 
RULE 7.44 
'/.Rule : Subj ect. Control 
—> SD: ... (SE ... (NC<sem<il>> ... ) ... (VC ... 
# (SE t ... (NC<sem<i2>> ... ) ... # 
This іч Ihr KQUl-NI'-ршк iple of gcnrraLivo scntruilus. 
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(fcTENSE . . . ) UGR . . . ) ? # . . . ) . . . 
(V<eyn<+SC>> . . . ) . . . ) . . . ) 
—> COND: ( ( i l ie_not_empty ft i l i s І2) 
I F i l ter "Subject Control f a i l s . " ) 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> 
#1 #2<eem<-fin» #3 (INF "+mEG#") 
If the EQUI-NP-principle (included in the first condition) cannot be ful­
filled, subject control is not possible. The analysis will then be filtered out 
by the alternative condition of COND. 
The rule Object Control differs from Subject Control with respect to the 
SD of the matrix SE. It is not the index of the syntactic subject which must 
be tested, but the index of one of the NCs in object position. Moreover, a 
search is performed to the verbal feature [+0C] instead of [+SC] : 
(7.51) 
y.Rule: Object.Control 
—> SD: ... (SE ... (VC ... (NC<eem<il>> ... ) ... # 
(SE * ... (NC<eem<i2>> ... ) ... # 
(ÉTENSE ... ) (¿GR ...)?« ... ) ... 
(T<syn<+0C>> ...) ...) ...) 
The COND and SC parts are identical to the equivalent parts of RULE (7.44), 
except for the content of the Filter statement. 
The rule Nominalize Object SE nominalizes all embedded SEs which 
match the SD of the rule. The design of the rule is based on the princi-
ple that every object sentence is a nominalized S, with the exception of 
constructions which aie borrowed or which have exceptional-case marking 
(ECM) verbs in the matrix clause. One of the advantages of this principle is 
that Subject-Verb Agreement is controlled by the rule which was designed 
to control agreement of genitive-marked premodifiers and their respective 
possessive suffixes: Agreement. The rule must be called after the nomi-
nalization rules. Another possibility is to make the grammar iterative by 
removing the - > Stop statement as the final statement in the grammar, 
but as long as we do not meet ordering paradoxes we like to keep iteration 
out of the implementation, for reasons of efficiency. 
In the rule Nominalize Object SE, a number of actions is performed. In 
the SD, an embedded (= [-main]) clause is searched for, the referential 
indexes of both NCs in subject position are stored, and finally, the content 
of the feature [ v t y p e [ ] ] is searched for. 
(7.52) 
"/.Rule : Nominalize. Obj ec t . SE 
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—> SD: . . . (SE . . . (S . . . (NC<eem<il>> . . . ) (VC . . . 
(SE<eyn<-main» (COMP . . . ) (S . . . 
(NC<eem<i2»3 . . . (Case . . . )* ) 
(VC . . . (V2 . . . (Vl<eyn<>4> . . . 
(V . . . ) (kTENSE<tense<>5> . . . ) . . . ) 
) . . . ) . . . ) . . . ) . . . (V<vtype<>6> 
The complex feature [ v t y p e [ ] ] contains one of the following sub-features: 
[f a c t i v e ] , [ a c t i o n ] 01 [ f u t ] . If the SD succeeds, a disjunct condition is 
executed: 
• if the subject NCs are co-indexed and the verb of the matrix clause 
is featured [ + a c t ] , the structure must be filtered out; 
• if the subject NCs are not co-indexed and the verb of the matrix 
clause is featured [ + a c t ] , the nominalization suffix is picked out of 
the suffix lexicon; 
• if the verb of the matrix clause is not an action verb, again the nom­
inalization suffix is picked out of the suffix lexicon, regardless of any 
co-referencing of subject NCs. 
The structural change, however, is the most impressing part of the rule. In 
short, the following happens: the nominalization has been done along the 
whole projection line of V 1 0. The genitive suffix is inserted as the default 
to the subject NC of the embedded clause and the nominalization suffix is 
picked out of the suffix lexicon. To perform nominalization of the whole 
projection line, the two clauses must be split into 20 sub-strings in the SD: 
RULE 7.45 
'/.Rule: Nominalize.Object.SE 
—> SD: ... (SE ... (S ... (NC<sem<il>> ... ) (VC ... 
# (SE<syn<-main» # (COMP ... ) # (S .. . # 
(NC<sem<i2»3 ... » (Case ... )* # ) # 
(VC # ... # (V2 # ... # ( 1<вуп<>4> # ... # 
(V # ... ) # (fcTENSE<tense<>5> ... ) # ... ) 
# ) # . . . # ) . . . ) # . . . ) . . . (V<vtype<>6> 
—> COND: (il is i2 t f6 has.featnres "<+act>" ft 
Filter "Fails, because of Equi-NP.") 
I 
( ( ( i l is_not І2 ft f6 has.featnres "<+act>") 
I f6 does_not_have_features "<+act>" 
) ft ftSuf is .retr ieved.suf f ix f6 ) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 
We assume that S and SE are identical to V2 and V3. 
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#15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20 ==> 
#1 (NC<Ml,eyn<+nominal,ki4>,tenBe<M5>> 
(M0D<*f3> #5 (Case<gen> "+[n]In#" ) ) ) (N2 #9 
#11 (N1 #13 (NK #15 tSuf #18 ) 
At this point, we must return to the Subject Control and Object Control 
cases. In these case, the embedded clause must also be nominalized to allow 
syntactic case marking. Although it is possible to implement nominaliza-
tion in the two Control rules, according to the same pattern of the nomi-
nalization of Object Sentences (see above), we have chosen here to design 
a nominalization rule which nominalizes all controlled sentences possible: 
RULE 7.46 
"¿Rule: Nominalize.Control.SE 
--> SD: . . . (SE . . . (S . . . (NC<eem<il» . . . ) (VC . . . 
# (SE<eyn<-main» # (COMP . . . ) # (S . . . # 
(NC<eem<i2» . . . # (Саве . . . )* # ) # (VC # 
. . . # (V2 # . . . # (VKsyn<>3> # . . . # (V # 
. . . ) (IWF . . . ) . . . ) # ) . . . ) . . . ) # 
. . . ) . . . (V<syn<>4> 
—> COND: ( ( i l i s І2 к f4 has.features "<+SC>" ) 
I 
( i l ie.not І2 к f4 hae_featuree "<+0C>" ) 
) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 
#15 #16 —> 
#1 (NC<ftfl,eyn<+nominal,*f3» (M0D<sem<i2» #5 
) #7 (N2 #9 #11 (N1 #13 (NK #15 ) 
A thorough explanation of this rule will be superfluous, because the rule 
has in principle the same function as the object clause nominalization rule 
has. A main difference is the omission of a niter in the COND, because this 
filtering has already been done by the Control rules. 
An issue that has been brought up in $6.5.4 is the question of how 
to deal with the verb beginnen ( = t o begin), the Turkish counterpart of 
which does not have the raising feature. Insertion of a special rule is also 
necessary here. Just like in the case of weather verbs, a special lexicon 
adaptation is in order. The lexicon entry of beginnen is the following: 
(7.53) begin (OR-(V<sem<+age,+obj>,Byn<+abe,+dat,+SC,-lin»-
#basla#) 
(V<sem<+obj> ,eyn<+abe»-#baala#) 
)« 
Two alternatives are included in the lexicon: one with a two-place predicate, 
and one with a one-place predicate. Let us recall the example of §6.5.4: 
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(7.54) Jan. begint t¡ 'π liedje te zingen 
Jas begins a song to sing 
Jan begins to sing a song 
The embedded clause of example (7.54) will be put to subject position, 
resulting in a nominalization: 
(7.55) Jan'm gaiki söylemesi baghyor 
Jan sarki söyle-me basla-iyor-0 
Jan song say-INF begin-PASTl-3rd.Pers.sing 
the singing by Jan begins 
This nominalization cannot be the result of one of the nominalization rules 
discussed above. We defined a new rule to nominalize clauses which have 
not been affected by the other nominalization rules: 
RULE 7.47 
'¿Rule: Nominalize.SE.Otherwise 
—> SD: . . . (SE . . . # 
(SE<eyn<-main>> # (COMP . . . ) # (S . . . # 
(NC<sem<i2»3 . . . » (Case . . . ) • # ) # 
(VC 9 ... 9 (V2 # . . . # (Vl<syn<>4> 9 
. . . 9 (V # . . . ) * (fcTENSE<tense<>5> . . . 
) # . . . ) # ) # . . . # ) . . . ) # 
—> COND: fcSuf is_retrieved_suffix "SHORTINF" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 «8 «9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 
#15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20 ==> 
#1 (NC<kfl,syn<+nominal,M4>,tense<ki5» 
(M0D<M3> #5 (Caee<gen> "+[n]In" ) ) ) (N2 
#9 #11 (N1 #13 (NK #15 fcSuf #18 ) 
An embedded sentential clause gets nominalized according to the way ob-
ject clauses are nominalized, but instead of the insertion of the regular 
infinitive suffix, the short infinitive suffix -mE is inserted. 
The Turkish verb baslamak, however, can appear also as a two-place pred-
icate assigning an AGE and an OBJ role: 
(7.56) Jan §arki soylemege bagkyor 
Jan saxki söyle-meg-e bagla-iyor-0 
Jan song say-INF-DAT begin-PASTl-3r<i.Pers.sing 
Jan begins to sing a song 
To generate this translation, we need a subject raising rule. Although 
Turkish is not unfamiliar with raising phenomena, raising is applied only in 
situations in which exceptional case marking verbs (ECM verbs) appear. In 
§6.5.4, while treating the Turkish verb baslamak {— t o begin) , we already 
stated that the raising rule needed should be applied in the BASE component 
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before the filtering rules ECP and Case Filter, and after the matching of 
possible case candidates. The raising rule is the following: 
RULE 7.48 
'/.Rule: Raising.to.Subject 
—> SD: ... (SE ... (S # (NC ) # (VC ... 
(SE ... (S -=> # (NCOl ...) # 
--> COND: Hone 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> 
#1 #4 #3 (NC<«l,eem<+trace» (NK "t" ) ) 
The rule is straightforward: the syntactic subject of an embedded S is raised 
to the empty subject NC of the higher S. 
Finally, we like to pay attention to the Dutch verb schijnen ( = t o seem) 
in the following example: 
(7.57) Lucie schijnt 'η liedje te zingen 
Lucie seems a song to sing 
it seems that Lucie is singing a song 
The best way to translate the verb schijnen into Turkish is to use the so-
called inferential present/past imis. Lewis (1984; 101) reports that imis 
means "he is/was said to be" or "I infer that he is/was although I had 
not realized it before". Though some grammarians have termed it the 
dubitative, in itself it does not imply doubt or uncertainty. It is formed 
by adding to the base imis, or the suffixed -(у)т із, the personal suffixes of 
type I. In the lexicon of TRANSIT, the entry schijn is coded as follows: 
(7.58) schijn (T<semO,syn<»-(MIS<type<+I»-[#i] [+y]mls.#))e 
Although imi§ is the Turkish counterpart of the verb schijnen, it is not a 
verb itself, and it does not assign -roles or syntactic cases. If the SELANCA 
expression of example (7.57) after being fed into TRANSIT is discarded from 
the BASE component, its structure is: 
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Lucie garlti löylr V I 
FIG. 7.12 Deep structure of (T.57). 
In the TRANSFORM component, this structure is pruned. Especially in 
the theory of generative syntax, it is not unusual to prune an SE if it looses 
its V or its subject (cf. Seuren (1975; 81)). In the structure above, we 
have in principle an SE without a V: the V above the MIS node cannot be 
interpreted anymore as a V, because its head is a suffix. 
RULE 7.49 
'/.Rule: SB-Pruning 
--> SD: (SBOl (COMP ) (S # 
(SE ... (V2 »»> (VI ... (fcTENSE<tense<>2>3 
...) ... ) * ... ) ... (AGE ... ) ... ) ... 
# (ÎC (V2 (VKtenee<>4> (V # (MIS ... ) 9 
) ) ) ) ) ) # 
--> COND: (13 i s "PAST" I f2 i s .not f4 ) 
-> F i l ter "Filtering * -diymiS" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 ==> #2<*fl> #5 #3 
The condition has been formulated to niter translations of past-tensed ma-
trix clauses which result in the suffix sequence -Dlymls: 
(7.59) Lucie scheen 'η liedje te zingen 
Lucie seemed a song to sing 
it »temed that Lucie was singing a song 
(7.60) Lucie garki söylemis,mis, 
Lucie §axki soyle-mi§-mi§-0 
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Lucie song say-PiST2-MIS-3.Peru.eing 
(7.61) Lucie garki soylediymig 
Lucie garki söyle-di-ymi§-0 
Lucie song 8ay-PASTl-MIS-3rti.Pere.sing 
The resulting structure of RULE (7.49) is asimple SE in which the inferential 
has been attached to V2: 
COMP 
К 
FIG. 7.13 
V PROG 
Lucie Qarki ftôyle (I)yor mlg 
Intermediate structure in the translation of (7.57). 
After the execution of Subject-Verb Agreement, the correct surface 
structure of the Turkish translation of sentence (7-57) is delivered. 
We finish this section with a survey of rules needed to generate object 
sentences: 
GRAMMAR 7.8 
"¿Granulai: BISE 
— > Rule: Raising.to.Subject 
— > Stop 
^Grammar: TRANSFORM 
— > Rule: SE-Pruning 
— > Rule: Subject.Control 
— > Rule: Object.Control 
— > Rule: Nominalize.Control.SE 
— > Rule: Nominalize.Object.SE 
— > Rule: Nominalize.SE.Othervise 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
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7.3.β Copula constructions 
To translate the copula constructions discussed earlier in §6.5.5, we imple­
mented three rules in the grammar BASE, and two in TRANSFORM. 
B a s e 
One rule in BASE is called Generate Predicate Structure. It is executed with 
the parameter Once. Clauses with the copula verb to be are problematic, 
because we assume that its Turkish counterpart does not exist, or at least, 
is not realized phonetically. In the lexicon, the entry is coded as follows: 
(7.62) i s (V<Bem<+obj>,eyn<+abs»-(PRED<type<+I»-))e 
Copula constructions in SELANCA with the copula to be always have a struc­
ture in which a second CL node is present below CL next to WW: 
(7.63) (VC-.. . (V1-(V-(PRED-...)) (CX-) (CL-.x . ) . . . ) . . . ) 
The PRED node under V must be moved to the position directly above 
VC, and must be substituted by the content ζ of the second CL node. The 
empty CL is deleted. This normalization of nonverbal predicate structures 
results in: 
(7.64) (PRED-(VC-.. . (Vl-(V-.x.)) (CL-) . . . ) . . . ) 
The formal notation of the rule is as follows: 
RULE 7.50 
'/.Rule : Generate .Predicate .Structure 
—> SD: . . . # (VC . . . (Tl (Τ # (PREDOl # ) . . . ) . . . # 
(CL ) # (CL # ( . . . ) # 
—> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #Б #6 #7 »=> 
#1 #3*<tfl> #2 #7<И1> #6 #4 
The rule only normalizes the copula construction in favour of the rules Gen­
erate (Subject) NC which can be applied to the structure provided. 
The second rule in BASE is a lexical rule that concerns copula construc­
tions in Dutch with the verb worden ( = to become). This verb is found in 
the lexicon under the entry word: 
(7.65) word (V<sem<+obj,+att>,syn<+abe,+abe»-#ol#)e 
If the semantic nucleus in these constructions is an adjective, it is often 
translated into a main verb in Turkish. The adjectival semantic nucleus 
forms the basis of this verb. By affixation with the suffix -IE, followed by 
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the reflexive/passive -n or the reciprocal suffix - j , it expresses the meaning 
to become .... The suffix -IE is the most productive of all verbal suffixes. 
Because it is not clear which suffix combination is used with which adjec-
tive, the adjectives which allow suffixation are marked in the lexicon. This 
decopulation process is applied by the following rule: 
RULE 7.51 
'/.Rule: Decopulate 
--> SD: . . . (Vl<syn<stem<eord»> . . . # (V # . . . ) # 
. . . # (AJ . . . (AK<syn<cop01» # 
. . . # ) . . . ) # 
—> COND: 4Suf is_retrieved_euffix f l 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 ==> 
#1 #2~<sem<+att» #6 tSuf ) #4 
In the SD of the rule, a syntactic feature [ c o p [ ] ] is searched for and as-
signed to the variable fl. In the conditions part, this feature is looked up in 
the suffix lexicon and it is inserted into the analysis string in the sc . The 
content of the V node, which is at the moment of execution the Turkish 
counterpart of worden, is substituted by the content of the AK node to-
gether with the retrieved suffix. The semantic role [ + a t t ] is removed from 
the theta grid of the verb, because the thematic role has been incorporated 
into the verb. 
To handle the appearance of adverbs adequately, the rule Decopulaie does 
not suffice in its present form. During the translation of: 
(7.66) Ahmet wordt erg ziek 
Ahmet becomes very i l l 
Ahmet is falling very ill 
the adverb erg disappears. To preserve the adverbial phrases below AJ, the 
rule Decopulate must be extended as follows: 
RULE 7.52 
'/.Rule: Decopulate 
—> SD: . . . » (V2 . . . # (Vl<eyn<etem<Bord»> . . . # 
(V # . . . ) # . . . # (1J * . . . # (42 # . . . 
# (Al # . . . # (AK<eyn<cop01» # . . . # ) 
. . . ) . . . ) . . . ) # 
—> COND: *Suf ie_retrieved_Buffii f l 
—> SC: «1 #2 #3 «4 «5 «6 #7 #8 #9 #10 «11 #12 #13 
#14 #1S ==> 
#1 #8 #2 #10 #3 #12 #4-<eem<+att» #14 fcSuf 
) #6 
Example (7.66) is now being translated into: 
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(7.67) Ahmet çok hastalaniyoi 
Henceforth, the structure is treated as a genuine verbal structure, as is de-
scribed in §7.3.2. 
If the rule Decopulate cannot be executed, for instance, because the adjec-
tive does not allow affixation, or the semantic nucleus is not an adjective 
at all, we normalize the structure by means of the rule Generate Copula 
Structure: 
RULE 7.53 
'/.Rule : Generate. Copula.Structure 
—> SD: (SE<syn<-Hnain» (VC . . . (V<sem<+att>> . . . ) 
. . . (CL # (ftMajorConst . . . ) # ) . . . ) (SF # 
--> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #3 #2<sem<+att» 
The candidate for the semantic role [ + a t t ] is the major constituent 
under CL. This phrase is moved to SF and it receives the [+a t t ] node to 
prevent rejection of the analysis by the ECP. 
Transform 
The first rule implemented in the TRANSFORM component, is the rule Ol-
mate Insertion. In embedded clauses, a Turkish copula construction always 
contains the verb olmak 
RULE 7.54 
'/.Rule: Olmak. Insert ion 
—> SD: (SE<syn01> ==> (S ==> # (PRED # . . . # (VI 
(V # . . . # ) ) . . . # ) # 
—> COND: f l has.features "<-main>" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 ==> 
#1 #3 #Б #4 "#ol#" #6 
The verb stem ol- is inserted as a terminal node under the V node. The 
node PRED is deleted from the structure. One condition has been defined 
for this rule. SE must be an embedded clause (viz. containing the syntactic 
feature [-main]). 
Another condition, however, must be added to the rule. It concerns main 
clauses which have been subjected to the rule Restructure Auxiliary, such 
as: 
(7.68) Ahmet zal ziek zijn 
Ahmet Hi l l i l l be 
Ahmet will be ill 
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(7.69) Ahmet kan ziek zijn 
Ahmet can i l l be 
Ahmet can be ill 
The auxiliary has been translated into the future suffix ((7.68)) and the 
potential suffix ((7.69)) respectively, and a main verb is missing. Olmak 
must also be inserted in these clauses. The SD and the COND part must 
thus be extended as below: 
RULE 7.55 
'/.Rule: Olmak.Insertion 
—> SD: (SE<eyn01> ==> (S ==> # (PRED # . . . # (VI 
(V # . . . # ) (<>2 . . . ) ? ) . . . # ) # 
—> COND: ( f l has.features "<-main>" I 
12 i s .anxi l iary ) 
An optional node under VI with the label of a defined auxiliary (i.e. FUT 
or POT in TRANSIT so far) makes Olmak Insertion acceptable in embedded 
clauses as well as in main clauses. Although the future and the potential 
suffix are treated the same way here (they are both analyzed as an auxiliary 
in Dutch, and they must both be translated into a suffix), there is an im-
portant différence: the structure with the potential suffix still needs a tense 
suffix, while the future suffix takes the place of a tense suffix. The rule In-
sert Time by which the tense suffix is inserted (cf. §7.3.2) excludes insertion 
of tense if the future suffix is present in the structure under analysis. 
The second rule introduced in this section relates to the translation of 
Dutch past-tense copula constructions. In Turkish, an auxiliary tense suffix 
is used to indicate the past tense of the sentence. We have named this rule 
Insert Aux Time: 
RULE 7.56 
'/.Rule: Insert.lux.Time 
—> SD: . . . (VC . . . # (Vl<tense01> # . . . (V # 
. . . ) . . . ) # 
—> COND: tSuf i s . re tr ieved .suf f ix '"IUI" fl> 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> 
#1 #2-<tense<fcfl» #3 #4"<type> ftSuf 
In structures in which a VI node still bears a [ t ense [ ] ] feature which is 
normally deleted during the execution of the rule Insert Time, an AUX-
tense suffix is retrieved from the suffix lexicon and put behind the VI node 
at V2 level. The [ t y p e [ ] ] feature of the suffix preceding the newly in-
serted suffix is removed by the SC, for it is not useful anymore: the new 
suffix bears its own [ t y p e [ ] ] feature. Recall that this feature is necessary 
for the agreement of the personal suffixes with the tense suffixes (cf. the 
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discussion about Select AGR Type in §7.3.2). 
To prevent the incorrect application of the rule Insert Time to SE cycles 
with a PRED node resulting in the following ill-formed structure: 
(7.70) Ahmet hastayor 
Ahmet hasta-yor-0 
Ahmet ill-PR0G-3rd .Pere.sing 
Intended reading: Ahmet is ill 
we must exclude copula structures from the scope of the rule. This has 
been done by adding a third condition relating to the presence of a PRED 
node in the structure to the rule: 
RULE 7.57 
'/.Rule: Insert.Time 
— > SD: ...1 (VC02 «=> (V2 ==> # (Vl<tenee<>3> # 
... (V ... ) ...4 # ) 
—> COND: x l containB_no_t>oundaries_of 12 t 
i l does_not_contain "PRED" & 
x4 does_not_contain "FUT" ft 
ftSuf ÌB_retrieved_suffix f3 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #2-<tense<fti3» #3 *Suf 
Recapitulating, we present the rules needed to process copula in the 
BASE component: 
GRAMMAR 7.9 
'/.Granmar: Generate.S.Structure 
—> Rale: Generate.Predicate.Structure (Once) 
—> Rule: Decopulate (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.Copula.Structure (Once) 
The grammar Generate S Structure has been included as a sub-grammar 
in the BASE grammar. 
We implemented the following rules in the TRANSFORM grammar: 
GRAMMAR 7.10 
'/.Grammar: TRANSFORM 
— > Rule: Olmak.Insertion 
— > Rule: Insert.Aux.Time 
— > Stop 
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7.3.7 Operators 
B a s e 
In §6.5.6, we mainly paid attention to the negation operator, because of 
its multi-structural appeaiance in Turkish. The variety asks for a lexicon 
entry of niet (= not) followed by three possible translations: 
(T.71) niet (OR-(BW<type<+verb»-+mE#) 
(BV<type<+var,+I>>-(AJ-(A2-(Al-(AK-#yok#))))) 
(BW<type<+pred»-*degil#) 
)e 
The three appearances of the Turkish negation forces us to consider care-
fully the place in the grammar where the negation must be dealt with. Two 
alternatives can be thought of. 
Firstly, the negation rules can be seen as transformational rules: the 
appropriate negation is moved to its surface position, and the structures 
containing the other negation candidates are rejected. We can think of 
two disadvantages for this alternative. A linguistic disadvantage is that the 
supposed deep structure of negative clauses is not met. An algorithmical 
disadvantage is that, after the execution of Consult Lexicon, which inserts 
the three alternatives of negation, and the execution of Expand-OR, the 
number of structures under analysis has been multiplied by three. It slows 
down the system considerably. 
Secondly, we can introduce rules in the BASE component which reject 
structures containing the incorrect negations, and which put the correct 
alternative into place. In the case of negation of the verbal clauses, these 
rules can now be seen as lexical-forming rules. Thus, we opt for the second 
alternative: to control negation in the BASE component. 
The possible translations have forced us to implement more than one rule, 
because of the structural differences. The type markers [+verb] , [+var] 
and [+pred] are used to trigger different negation rules in appropriate 
situations. 
The first rule we want to discuss, Verbal Negation, is called in the BASE 
sub-grammar Generate S Structure and takes care of the replacement of 
the verbal negation -mE from SF to the position directly behind the verb 
stem: 
RULE 7.58 
'/.Rule: Verbal.Negation 
—> SD: (SEOl ==>2 (VC . . . (V . . . # ) . . . ) = = > (SF 
»=> # (BW<sem<+neg>,type<>3> t . . . ) # . . . ) 
—> COND: x2 does_not_contain "PRED" ft 
f3 has_features "<+verb>" 
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—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 (NEG=<sem<fcf3» #4 #2 
In the COND paît, it is checked whether the V does not contain a nonverbal 
predicate node, and whether the adverb BW belongs to the class of adverbs 
with the feature [+verb] . In the SC, a new node NEG is inserted with the 
marker [+neg] added to its feature bundle. 
The following three negation rules concern the negation of the nonver-
bal predicates, including the var sentences, the implementation of which is 
discussed in §7.3.11. We need three rules, because of the structural differ-
ences between verbal and nonverbal clauses and between nonverbal clauses 
with var and other nonverbal clauses. Furthermore, a distinction must be 
made in the treatment of nonverbal main clauses in which a lexical item 
must be chosen, and nonverbal sub-clauses in which the verb olmak must 
be inserted. Although Olmak Insertion is a rule in the TRANSFORM compo-
nent, it is possible to anticipate to it in the BASE on the basis of the present 
structure. We start with the negation of hebben ( = t o have). 
RULE 7.59 
'/.Rule: Var.Negation 
— > SD: (SE ... (PRED ... (V ... # 
(AJ<eyn<+poB8verb»l ... ) # 
... ) ... (SF ==> # 
(BW<eem<+neg>2ttype<>3> 9 
(1J . . . ) # ) # 
—> COND: f3 hae.features "<+var>" 
—> SC: #1 «2 «3 «4 #5 #6 ==> «1 #B<fcf 1 ,eem<tf2» #3 
In §7.3.11, it is discussed what the structure is of the Turkish counterpart 
of the Dutch verb hebben and its additional features. One of these features 
is [+possverb] which is used in the rule above. In §7.3.11, we will justify 
the introduction of this feature. The possverb-marked adjective (i.e. vor) is 
removed from the structure and substituted by the negative adjective yok 
under BW[sem[+neg],type[+var]]. The features of this BW node are moved 
to this negative adjective. The [ро в гЬ] -marker is replaced from the 
adjective var to the adjective yok. The effect of the rule is not only the 
deletion of var from the structure, but also a normalization of the structure 
into other nonverbal predicate structures. An embedded possessive clause 
which is negated can now be generated automatically. We will return to 
possessive clauses in §7.3.11. 
Other nonverbal predicate constructions are processed by the two rules 
below. A distinction had to be made between the treatment of these cases 
in main clause and sub-clause: 
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RULE 7.60 
'/.Rule: Hain.Predicate.Negation 
—> SD: (SE<eyn<-Hnain» . . . (PRED . . . (V . . . # 
(AJ<type<>l> . . . ) # (CL . . . ) . . . ) 
. . . ) (SF ==> # (BW<eem<+neg>2,type<>3> 
--> COND: Í3 has.features "<+pred>" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 -=> #1 #2*<type<M 1 » 
(NEG<eem<fci2>,type<«fl» #5 ) #3 
In a main clause, the content of the BW[sem[+neg] ,type[+pred]] is moved 
to the position directly adjacent to the V node under a newly introduced 
node called NEG. 
With respect to embedded clauses, the following rule has been defined: 
RULE 7.61 
'/.Rule: Embedded.Predicate.Negation 
—> SD: (SE<eyn<-main» . . . (V . . . # (CL . . . ) ) 
. . . (SF ==> # (BW<type<+verb>l> . . . ) # 
—> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #3=<sem<*fl» #2 
In the design of the rule, we took into consideration that the target struc-
ture has a verbal nature, for in the TRANSFORM component the verb olmak 
is inserted in the structure. Therefore, the rule replaces the BW[+verb], 
although the rule is designed for embedded nonverbal structures. 
After consultation of the lexicon to pick up the negation suffixes, the 
number of structures under analysis is multiplied by three by the rule 
Expand-OR. To prevent a combinatorial explosion, a match is done im-
mediately after the negation rules to check whether there is still a negation 
adverb present in SF: 
RULE 7.62 
'/.Rule: Check.Negation 
—> SD: (SE . . . (SF =«> # (BW<Bem<+neg>,type01> . . . ) 
—> COND: None 
—> FILTER: Wrong Negation Type. 
If no negation rule could be applied in the cyclic domain of SE, the presence 
of the negation type is apparently wrong and the structure will be filtered 
out. 
Operators other than negations are generated in the same manner as 
the case candidates of the verb. The rule Generate Operators is more or 
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less a copy of Generate NC, the main difference being that the information 
on operators does not come from the case frame of the verb, but from nodes 
containing an operator under SF. The same number of operators present in 
SF is generated in the VC structure of the clause under analysis as possible 
landing sites for operators: 
RULE 7.63 
'/.Rule: Generate.Operators 
—> SD: . . . (TC . . . # (Y . . . ) . . . ) . . . (SF ==> # 
(<веш<>1> . . . ) # . . . ) 
—> CONO: f i ie.operator 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #3 #2 
The operators are directly moved to immediately preverbal position, and 
not, just like Case candidates, by the rule Match Сазе Candidates. Op­
erators are not subject to the principle of the -Criterion; they are not 
claimed by the sub-categorization rules of the semantic nucleus. 
There is one restriction to this rule: the candidate must be an operator. 
An operator always carries the semantic feature [+oper]. Because more 
than one operator can occur under SF, the rule is called with the parameter 
Always. The rule must be called in the sub-grammar Generate S Structure 
before the rule Split Optional Сазе. 
Operators which are PCs need special attention here. As prepositions 
are not defined as semantic nuclei in SELANCA, they did not get any atten­
tion so far in this study. The translation of PCs, however, is rather complex. 
Firstly, if they are subcategorized by the Dutch verb, the preposition will 
disappear and it will be replaced by a syntactic case suffix (cf. §7.3.2). 
Secondly, if they have the function of an operator, we meet the problem 
whether they must be translated into a genuine postposition, or into a sec­
ondary postposition, whereby genitive case must be inserted to the speci­
fying NC of the resulting phrase. We designed a sub-grammar to generate 
PC structures, analogously to the generation of NCs and SEs. Secondary 
postpositions get their structures from the lexicon the moment the Dutch 
prepositions are translated. For instance, the lexicon entry of the Dutch 
preposition door ( = by) is coded as follows: 
(7.72) door (NC<Bvn<+erc»-(N2-(Nl-(NK-#taraf#))))0 
Thus, secondary postpositions are treated as NCs. The Turkish represen­
tation is inserted under the VZ (in Dutch: VoorZetsel, = P r e p o s i t i o n ) 
node of the PC. After entering the PC structure grammar, the first rule 
to be executed is a rule to reverse the structure in such a way that the 
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preposition is put under AZ ( = P o s t p o s i t i o n ) and behind the NC under 
PC. The rule is straightforward11: 
RULE 7.64 
'/.Rule: Ие егве.РС 
—> SD: (PC # (VZ<ayn<-post»l # (<>2 . . . ) . . . ) # 
(NC03 . . . ) # 
—> COND: 12 = "NC" -> "<eyn<name»n is.taken.from f3 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> 
«Kfcf3> #4 UZ<tfl> #3 
The node VZ is deleted, the content of VZ is put behind NC, and a node 
AZ (in Dutch: AchterZetsel, = P o s t p o s i t i o n ) is inserted. The feature 
bundle of the former VZ has been transported to AZ; the feature bundle of 
the embedded NC has been copied to the top node of the structure (PC). If 
the first node of the content of VZ is an NC, the syntactic feature [name] is 
deleted from the feature bundle f3 of the daughter NC of PC, because the 
preposition has been translated into a secondary postposition, i.e. an NC. 
This deletion is necessary to prevent prime insertion, which is obligatory in 
suffixation to a proper name, but forbidden in all other cases. In the cases 
where the PC is not a PC anymore in Turkish, because the VZ has been 
translated into a syntactic case suffix, the following rule is defined to prune 
the node in question: 
RULE 7.65 
"¿Rule: Prone.PC 
--> SD: . . . » (РСОІ # (NC . . . » ) 
(AZ # (Саве . . . ) # . . . ) # 
—> COUD: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 ==> #1 #3<tfl> #Б 
The following rule takes care of the secondary postpositions: 
RULE 7.66 
'/.Rule: Prepare.Secondary.PoetP 
--> SD: (PC<eem01,syn<eFT,CST>2> t (NC ==> (N2 . . . 
(DT<syn<>3> . . . )? . . . ) . . . ) # (AZ 
(NC<eyn<>4> # . . . # ) ) ) # 
—> COND: ( f3 has.features "<+pro>" 
I f4 hae_features "<+gen>" 
) -> f3 is .suppl ied.e i th "<+gen>" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 »S —> (NC<eem<*fl>,syn<«4,tf3» 
(M0D<eyn<M2>> #2<eyn<*f2,fcf3» ) «4 ) 
1 1
 We assume here that all PCs must be reversed; we already saw in §6.5.6 that tía 
must be excluded from this rule. This is easily done by adding a marker [syn[-post]] 
to this preposition. 
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A PC containing an NC under AZ is transformed into an NC, the head of 
which is the head of the NC under AZ, and with a modifier containing the 
NC which was governed by the AZ. The relevant additional features are 
copied to the correct nodes; if there is a pronominal determiner or if the 
NC under AZ contains the feature [+gen], both the top NC and the pre-
modifying NC should be marked [+gen]. In the TRANSFORM component, 
the correct case suffix will be inserted by Insert Case Suffixes: 
(7.73a) jij zal de door mij te schrijven brief lezen 
you v i l i the by me to write l e t t e r read 
you will read the letter which is to be written by me 
(7.73b) benim tarafxmdan yazilacak mektubu okuyacaksm 
ben-im taraf-tm-dan yaz-il-acak mektub-u oku-yacak-ein 
I-GEN side-Pott.f'.Pert.ting-ABL write-PASS-PARTIC.FUT 
letter-lCC read-FUT-2'"'. Pere, sing 
(7.74a) jij leest de door mij çeichreven brief 
yon read the by me written l e t t e r 
you are reading the letter which has been written by me 
(7.74b) benim tarafxmdan yazilan mektubu okuyorsun 
ben-im taraf-xm-dan yaz-il-an mektnb-n oku-yor-em 
I-GEN side-Pott.5"'d.Pert.ting-ABL write-PASS-PARTIC 
letter-lCC read-PR0G-2nd.PerB.eing 
If the secondary postposition always requires a genitive, the feature must 
be added too. So much for the generation of PCs. 
Transform 
The implementation of our negation rules give rise to a complication of 
(7.69), Olmak Insertion. This can be illustrated by: 
(7.75) ik zal niet ziek zijn 
I v i l i not i l l Ъе 
7 ioti/ not be ill 
which is falsely translated into: 
(7.76) ben hasta degil olacagim 
ben haeta degi l ol-acag-rm 
I i l l not be-FDT-l".Pers.sing 
We already saw in §5.6.2 that verbal predicates in Turkish are negated 
by concatenation of the suffix -mE to the verbal stem of the clause under 
analysis. The correct translation of example (7.75) is: 
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(7.77) ben hasta olmayacagim 
ben hasta ol-ma-yacag-im 
I i l l be—NEG-FUT-l". Pere, sing 
The rule Olmak Insertion is getting quite complicated now: in the SD, an 
optional seaich must be performed under the V node to find the negation 
node. Moreover, the COND part must be extended with a suffix generating 
statement by which the main-predicate negation degil can be replaced by 
the verbal negation suffix -mE. This replacement implies an extension of 
the SC with one hash mark. The updated version of Olmak Insertion is 
now: 
RULE 7.67 
'/.Rule: Olmak.Insertion 
—> SD: (SEOl ==> (S ==> # (PRED # . . . » (VI 
(V # <=» # (<sem<+neg»2 . . . ) ? # ) 
« > 3 . . . ) ? ) . . . # ) # 
—> COND: ( f l has .features "<syn<-main»" I 
13 i s .auxi l iary ) к 
(f2 has.features "<eem<+neg>>" 
-> (*Suf becomes '"(NEG-+mE#)">)) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 ==> 
#1 #3 #5 #4 "#ol#" fcSul #7 
Another rule with respect to operators concerns operators with a time 
feature. In some cases it is not appropriate to use a particular form of tense 
in Turkish, while it is perfectly alright to use it in Dutch. An example 
previously presented is: 
(7.78) ik kom morgen 
I come tomorrow 
I will come tomorrow 
The adverb tomorrow definitely has a futurish meaning and forces a fu­
ture suffix into the Turkish translation. The rule below takes care of that, 
provided that the adverb has been marked for tense in the lexicon: 
RULE 7.68 
'/.Rule : Adapt. Operai от. Time 
—> SD: (SE . . . # (Tl<tense01> ==> # 
(BW<time<>2> . . . ) # . . . ) 
—> COND: f l does_not_have.features "<+paet>" 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #2<tense<kf2» #3"<time<tf2» 
The rule searches for adverbs containing a time feature. It is important 
that the node VI carries the correct time feature ( [ ± p a s t , ± f u t ] ) at the 
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moment that tense is realized in the structure. Adverbs marked with a 
tense feature trigger the replacement of the feature from adverb to VI. The 
adverbial time feature is given to the dominating node of V. Because the rule 
precedes the rule Insert Time, the correct tense suffix will be concatenated 
to the verb. This way, both (7.78) and 
(7.79) ik sal morgen komen 
I v i l i tomorrow come 
I will come tomorrow 
are translated into: 
(7.80) ben yarm gelecegim 
bon yexin gel-eceg-im 
I tomorrow come-FUT-l" .Pars.sing 
Without the condition to fl, the translation of: 
(7.81) ik zou morgen komen 
I would tomorrow come 
I should come tomorrow 
would fail, because the time feature of the adverb ( [+f u t ] ) would replace 
the tense feature ( [+pas t ] ) of the auxiliary resulting in (7.80). With the 
condition, example (7.81) is being translated into: 
(7.82a) ben yarm gelecektim 
ben yarm gel-ecek-ti-m 
I tomorrow come-FDT-PiSTl-l".Pers.eing 
(7.83a) ben yarm gelecekmigim 
ben yarin gel-ecek-mie-im 
I tomorrow come-FDT-PAST2-l".Pere.eing 
In §6.5.6, we referred to Ergunvanb (1984), who stated that the un-
marked position for adverbs was the preverbal position, except for time 
and place adverbs. In TRANSIT, all operators are generated in preverbal 
position. Thus, we need a rule to move time and place adverbs to a posi-
tion on the right-hand of the syntactic subject to get the right word-order, 
which is Subject, Time, Place, Indirect Object, Direct Object, Modifier of 
the Verb, Verb: 
RULE 7.69 
'/.Rule: Move.Adverb<time|place> 
— > SD: (SE ==> (S -=> (VC (<+time> ...)?#<•» 
(V2 ==> (VI ==> # (<sem<+oper»l ... ) # 
--> CDND: fl has.features "<+time>" 
I 11 ie "NC" 
— > SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #3 #2 
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Because of the fact that the output of CASUS does not contain an elabo-
rated feature system to differentiate between different kinds of operators, 
we could not make use of a feature [ l o c a t i v e ] . The rule presented above 
must be considered ad hoc for the time being. More research is needed in 
the analysis of the source language before we can implement a valid adverb 
movement. The rule in its present form, however, seems to fulfil our needs 
for the moment. In the SD, an operator is looked for at VI level. If it is 
found, it is replaced to VC level to the right of a node marked with the 
feature [+t ime] . This way, time operators will always precede operators of 
place. 
The last rule we want to discuss in this section concerns mainly PCs. In 
§4.2.1 and §6-5.6, we touched upon the possibility of words to fuse optionally 
with the preceding word, i.e. to become a suffix. We refer here, for instance, 
to the postposition He which can be attached to its preceding lexical item 
or to the auxiliary time lexicals idi and imij: 
(7.84a) araba ile 
caz with 
(7.84b) arabayla 
araba-yla 
car-eith 
by car 
(7.85a) guzel bir gun idi 
beautiful a day was 
(7.85b) guzel bir gundû 
güzel Ъіг gün-dü 
beautiful a day-vas 
it was a beautiful day 
As one can see, the i is dropped after a consonant (cf. (7.85b)) and becomes 
y after a vowel (cf. (7.84b), Lewis (1984; 86)). The lexicals which can turn 
into suffix have been marked in the lexicon with the feature [+suf ] . This 
feature functions as a trigger to the rule. The rule has been formulated as 
follows: 
RULE 7.70 
'/Rule: Be. Suf fixed 
--> SD: ... (tPcOrVc ... (kVosorConsOl ... ) 
(VBound ... ) ...2 # (<adm<+suf» * 
(VBound ... ) # ( ...)3 # ... ) 
— > COND: x2 alloBS_no_othex_nodeB к 
( ( 11 is "Cons" к x3 becomes tempty ) 
I 
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( l i i s "Vow" к іЗ becomes ·"(Cone-[y])"» ) 
) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 #2*<adm<+euf» (MBound "+") 
tx3 
==> #1 #2"<adm<+suf» #3 #4 
The node which triggers the rule contains the additional feature [ + s u f ] . 
Execution of the rule is restricted to the cyclic domains PC and VP. The 
node (WBound . . . ) behind the node marked with [+suf ] must be re­
placed by a morpheme boundary (MBound-+). Thus, the node marked by 
hash mark #3 does not return in the SC. The node following the replaced 
word boundary contains the vowel i, which is to be deleted or substituted 
by y. This is performed by the second part of the COND by using the in­
formation on the variable 11 about the nature of the last phoneme of the 
word to which the would-be suffix is attached: if this node is a consonant, a 
variable x3 is made empty; if it is a vowel, the string (Cons- [y] ) is assigned 
to the same variable x3. This variable x3 is now inserted into the SC of the 
rule. In this way, an optional consonant y is inserted. 
The first part of the COND assures that the two lexical items which must 
be concatenated are really adjacent; no other node but the [suf]-marked 
one is allowed between the two word boundaries. 
We finish this section with a survey of rules needed to generate opera­
tors. The rule Olmak Insertion is repeated here, because it needed to be 
changed in this section. 
GRAMMAR 7.11 
'/.Granmar: Generate.S.Structure 
—> Rule: Var.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Hain.Predicate.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Verbal.Negation (Once) 
—> Rale: Embedded.Predicate.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Check.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.Operators (Always) 
'/.Granmar: Generate.PC.Structure 
—> Rule: Reverse.PC (Once) 
—> Rule: Prepare.Secondary.PostP (Once) 
—> Rule: Prune.PC (Once) 
—> Stop 
'/.Granmar: TRANSFORM 
—> Rule: Adapt.Operator.Time О 
—> Rule: Olmak.Insertion О 
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—> Rule: Move.Adverb<time|place> () 
—> Rule: Be.Suffixed (Once,,optional) 
7.3.8 Interrogative sentences 
The implementation of interrogative clauses is split into two paits. Firstly, 
the WH interrogatives are discussed; thereafter the so-called Yes/No ques­
tions are treated. 
W H interrogat ives 
In Turkish, WH interrogative main clauses have a structure identical to 
the structure of embedded WH-interrogative clauses. We already saw in 
§6.5.7 that, according to Kural (1992a), Turkish lacks a WH-movement rule. 
Instead, the non-WH phrases moves from their base positions. Despite this 
insight, we opt for a WH-movement rule, because we are interested only 
in translations with an unmarked word order, and not in all translations 
possible. Hence, it is sufficient to define only one rule in the TRANSFORM 
component to generate the correct structures: WH-movement. 
Being a transformational rule according to the principle of Move a, WH 
movement in Turkish takes place at the transformational level. 
B a s e 
However, before we present this rule, we must be sure that the WH feature 
of premodifiers has been percolated to the maximal projection of the head 
of NC. This is done by a rule called Pop Up DT Features which is called 
in the sub-grammar Generate NC Structure with the parameter Once. The 
rule is necessary, because in CASUS not all WH words have been marked 
with the feature [+eh]. The addition of this feature to the Turkish lexical 
items in the lexicon solves this problem. 
Transform 
The important rule in this section is WH-movement: 
RULE 7.71 
'/.Rule : WH-movement 
—> SD: . . . (МГНЗОІ . . . » (iWH2<syn<+wh>,sem<*trace»2 
. . . ) # . . . ( . . . ) . . . # ( = = > # (tWHO 
—> COND: ( f l hae.featuxes "<syn<+main»" 
I f l has.features "<eyn<+nominal>>") 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 (M0D<*f2,sem<+trace» 
(NC "t" )) #3 #2-<syn<+eh» 
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The WH word always occurs in the position directly before the verb un-
der VI. The nominalization of the embedded clause already having taken 
place, the rule must be adapted both for SE cyclic domains with the feature 
[+main], and for NCs marked with the feature [+nominal]. The domains 
are defined by the variable &WH3; the features are checked in the conditions 
part. The node marked with Own] (&WH2) is either an NC (in the case 
of an SE domain) or a MOD (in the case of a nominalized NC). The WH 
word must be moved to the position preceding the head of the cyclic do-
main (¿WHO). This head is either V (in the case of SE) or NK (in the case 
of a nominalization). The original [+Hh]-node is substituted by a trace. 
To prevent a vacuous reapplying of the rule, the feature [+wh] is removed 
from the replaced node in the SC. 
There still remains one problem to solve in relation to WH movement. 
In sentences in which a syntactic object without syntactic case occurs, the 
WH word is not allowed to intervene between this object and the predi-
cate. Nilsson (1985; 27) states that the only words that may intervene are 
the question particle ml and certain adverbial particles, especially iE ( = 
and/ too) and bile ( = even). We can prevent this forbidden intervention 
by assigning the relevant feature in the structural description to a variable. 
This feature is present at the node which is left-adjacent to VI: 
(7.86) 
--> SD: . . . (к НЗОІ . . . » (fctfH2<eyn<+wh>,eera<-trace»2 
. . . ) # . . . (<eyn<>3> . . . ) . . . ( ==> # (fcVHO 
In the COND part, it is checked whether the variable /3 contains the feature 
[ - a c e ] . If so, the rule cannot be applied: 
(7.87) 
—> COHD: Í3 doee_not_have.features "<-acc>" It 
( i l has_featuree "<syn<+raain»" 
I f l hae_featuxee "<eyn<+nominal»") 
The rule takes care of the following situations now: 
• sentences with a syntactic object which is [ + s p e c , - u n i ] ; 
• sentences with a dummy object; 
• sentences with an incorporated noun. 
We are still not finished with the rule. In §6.5.7, we described the conditions 
in the case that more than one WH movement could be applicable within 
the same cyclic domain. The condition which prohibits the movement of 
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the WH phrase over phrases which are marked for the features [ + w h , + 0 ] , 
is not implemented yet. The feature [+Θ] is a semantic feature, and is 
present at the node from which the variable f3 has received its content. 
The complete rule including the matches of the features [+wh, +Θ] is: 
RULE 7.72 
'/.Rule : VH-movement 
—> SD: . . . (»WH301 . . . # (fcWH2<eyn<+sh>,sem<*trace»2 
. . . ) # . . . (<syn<>3,sem<>4> . . . ) . . . ( ==> 
# (feWHO 
—> COND: f3 does_not_have_featuxes "<-acc>" ft 
f3 does_not_have_featuxes "<+иЬ>" ft 
Í4 ÌB_not_theta к 
( f i has.featuxes "<eyn<-Hnain»" 
I f i has_featuxes "<eyn<+nominal»") 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 (M0D<ftf2,sem<+trace» (HC "t" ) ) 
#3 #2"<eyn<+¥h» 
Y e s / N o quest ions 
We already mentioned in §5.7.1 that Yes/No questions are analyzed by CA-
SUS without an indication of which phrase has been questioned. Therefore, 
we assume the predicate to be questioned. 
B a s e 
The phrase to be questioned should have received the [ques t ion] marker 
from CASUS, but CASUS does not administrate it. Turkish has an overt 
marker to indicate the questioned phrase. We assume that the insertion 
of this marker (the interrogative particle ml) is done in the TRANSFORM 
component. The BASE component does not require an extension here. 
Transform 
We need to insert two rules to get a satisfactory result. In the TRANSFORM 
component, we need a rule to insert the interrogative particle: 
RULE 7.73 
'/.Rule : Insert. Interrogative .Particle 
— > SD: (SE<syn<+queetion» ... (V2 ... 
(VI . . . ) # . . . ) 
--> COND: xl does_not_contain "PARTICLE" 
— > SC: #1 ==> #1 (PARTICLE<type<+I» "+ ml#" ) 
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In every SE marked with [+ques t ion] , the rule puts a PARTICLE node 
with the terminal ml under V2. This node dominates also the A UX node 
discussed in §7.3.6. The condition prevents multiple application of the rule. 
Although ml is not a suffix, it follows the fourfold vowel harmony. To en-
sure that the vowel receives the correct phonetic features in the PHONOTAX 
component, the particle is preceded by the morpheme boundary "+" fol-
lowed by a space. This way, the particle is interpreted by TRANSIT as a 
suffix, and it will undergo vowel harmony. The space assures the status of 
word instead of suffix. 
Depending on the type of tense suffix, the particle m/will either precede or 
follow it. The tense suffix is inserted in the TRANSFORM component. The 
rule to put ml in the correct place must therefore be applied after Insert 
Time. The rule is called MI-Hop, and uses the [type [] ] features of the 
tense suffixes: 
RULE 7.74 
'/.Rule: MI-Hop 
—> SD: . . . (VC . . . (Vi ==> (PAST<type<+II>> . . . ) 
. . . ) # (PARTICLE . . . ) # . . . # ) 
—> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 •==> #1 #3 #2 
We finish this section with a survey of rules needed to generate well-
formed interrogative sentences: 
GRAMMAR 7.12 
'/.Grammar: TRANSFORM 
— > Rule: Insert.Interrogative.Particle (Once) 
— > Rule: MI-Hop (Once) 
— > Rule : WH-movement (Once) 
— > Stop 
'/.Granular: Generate.NC.Structure 
— > Rule: Pop.Up.DT.Features (Once) 
7.3.9 Passive constructions 
B a s e 
As we saw above, Dutch passive constructions are interpreted by CASUS 
almost similarly to their active counterparts. In §5.8.2 and §6.5.8, we men-
tioned that passive voice serves different purpose in Turkish. We have 
chosen to generate both active and passive translations of Dutch passive 
clauses. First of all, we defined a rule to delete the passive auxiliary verb 
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worden (= t o become). Deletion of the passive verb does not do any harm 
since the syntactic feature [ p a s s i v e ] is maintained at the main veib of the 
clause: 
RULE 7.75 
'/.Rule: Delete.Passive.Verb 
--> SD: (SE<eyn<pasBive» . . . # (WW<syn<auiO»l . . . ) 
# . . . (CL # (WW * 
--> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 #3 #4<tfl> 
Moreover, passive has been proven to be a syntactic transformation rule. 
Furthermore, passive clauses are always depassivized and translated into 
active voice. 
(7.88a) de man wordt door Ahmet geslagen 
the man i s by Ahmet h i t 
the man is being hit by Ahmet 
(7.88b) Ahmet adami vuruyor 
Ahmet adam-i vur-uyor-0 
Ahmet man-ACC hit-PR0G-3r<i.Pere.sing 
(7.89a) ik zie de man die door Ahmet woidt geslagen 
I see the man eho by Ahmet i s h i t 
I see the man who is being hit by Ahmet 
(7.89b) (ben) Ahmed'in vuxdugu adami görüyorum 
(ben) Ahmed-'in vur-dug-u adam-i gör-üyor-um 
(I) Ahmed-GEN hit-PARTIC-Ροββ.3rd.Pere.eing man-ACC 
see-PROG-l".Pere.sing 
The formalization of the rule is: 
RULE 7.76 
'/.Rule: Depassivize 
—> SD: (SE<syn<passive>> . . . (SF . . . # (NC<sem<>l> 
(M0D<syn<prep<door»2> # (HC . . . ) # . . . ) 
. . . ) # 
—> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #l*<syn<passive» 
#3<sem<fcfl>,eyn<!fcf2» 
==> #1 #3<sem<fcfl>,syn<!W2» 
The depassivization rule contains two rewriting rules in the sc . In the 
first one, the [ p a s s i v e ] feature is removed. In the second rewriting rule, 
the [ p a s s i v e ] marker is maintained. Thus, both an active and a passive 
reading of the sentence under analysis are generated. The secondary post­
position containing the AGE or DAT is pruned to an ordinary NC. Before 
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the depassivizing rule is executed at SE level, the passive-by PC has al­
ready been transformed into an NC at PC level (cf. §7.3.7). The phrase 
door Ahmet is translated into Ahmet tarafindan: 
(7.90) [tic [NC Ahmet ] [лгг taraf-in ] [ca« -dan ]] 
Tarafindan is a secondary postposition which is transformed into an ordi­
nary NC by the depassivization process. 
If the passive-by phrase is absent, translation into active voice is impos­
sible: the argument which should be moved to subject position is missing. 
In SELANCA, the missing argument is realized with an empty head. This 
empty head is transformed into a pro by a rule called Rearrange Empty 
Passive By: 
RULE 7.77 
'/.Rule: Rearrange. Empty .Passive.By 
—> SD: . . . # (PC<eem<+age>l,eyn<prep<door»> ) # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 ™> #1 (NC<eem<fcfl,i+>,eyn<+FT,+ST,-plu, 
+аЪв» (N2 (DT "pro"))) 
The PC is transformed into an NC: its semantic features are copied to 
the new NC which also receives default values for number and person. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the NC bears the absolute case. The 
active-voiced structures delivered by Depassivize are subject to rejection 
by ECP; the passive-voiced clauses are correctly translated: 
(7.91a) de man wordt geslagen 
the man i s h i t 
the man it being hit 
(7.91b) adam vuruluyor 
adam vur-ul-uyor-0 
man hit-PASS-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
(7.92a) ik lie de man die wordt geslagen 
I see the man «ho i s h i t 
I see the man who із being hit 
(7.92b) (ben) vurulan adami gôrûyorum 
(ben) vur-ul-an adam-ι gör-üyor-шп 
(I) hit-PASS-PARTIC man-ACC βββ-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
Eventually, the rule Disambiguate DT which has been discussed in §7.3.3 
has been added to the PC grammar to disambiguate NCs, if necessary. 
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Before entering the section about the TRANSFORM grammar, we have 
to pay attention to the following. In §6.5.3 and $7.3.4, we discussed verbal 
phrases with the function of premodifiers to the noun. We announced a pos-
sible translation of the verbal phrases W2 and W4 through the passivization 
process. Both nodes received a [+paasive] marker. After passivization, 
a regular settlement of nominalization of the clause under discussion could 
have been expected. 
At the point of implementation, however, we discovered a difference in CA-
SUS output between these verbal premodifying phrases on the one hand and 
passive clauses on the other. Let us repeat here the relevant examples: 
(7.93) ik lees de geschreven brief 
I read the inritten l e t t e r 
I am reading the written letter 
(7.94) de brief wordt geschreven 
the l e t t er i s written 
the letter is being written 
The analyses of CASUS are the following: 
NC-Obj 
W4 
VD(ichrijf) 
NC-Age NC-Obj 
PRO dummy brief 
PIG. 7.14 SELANCA interpretation of underlined substring of (7.93). 
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SE 
VD(schrijr) 
14 PC-Age NC-Obj 
VZ NC N2 
NC D T N1 
I 
word door dummy de brief 
FIG. 7.15 SELANCA interpretation of underlined substring of (7.94). 
There are two differences found in both analyses: 
1. The Agent in FIG. (7.14) is analyzed as a PRO, but in the theory of 
CASUS the term PROis used as a syntactic subject. In FIG. (7.15), the 
Agent is interpreted as a PC: a prepositional phrase with the head 
door (= by) and a dummy NC; 
2. The Object in FIG. (7.14) is analyzed as a dummy, but referring to 
the antecedent by the same index. In FIG. (7.15), the object is a 
genuine NC. 
As TRANSIT works with output of TCASUS (which is the GRAMTSY version 
of CASUS), and as TCASUS does not provide semantic interpretations of W2 
and W4 clauses, we have the possibility to change the output of TCASUS 
manually. Moreover, there is a small difference in the interpretation of 
genuine passive clauses. Instead of a "dummy" terminal node, TCASUS 
keeps the terminal position of the Agent phrase empty: 
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SE 
CL 
WW CL P C < k g e > N C < o b j > 
D T N1 
word schrijf de brief 
FIG. 7.16 SELANCA interpretation of underlined substring of (7.94). 
Moreovei, the maximal projection chosen is PC (i.e. prepositional phrase). 
The adaptation made manually to the input of TRANSIT is the following: 
if a W4 node is found in the input string, the node is changed into an 
SE with the syntactic features [-main, - f i n , +part , p a s s i v e ] . Fur-
thermore, this SE node will dominate an SF node dominating an empty 
PC[+age] (as in the figure above) and an NC[+obj] containing the terminal 
pro. This semantic object is co-indexed with the NC that dominated the 
W4. All these changes result in the following picture: 
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N C < o b j > 
SF CL 
WWPC<»ge> N C < o b j > 
FIG. 7.17 
de achrijf pro brief 
Structure after manual adaptation of W4 sub-tree (cf. (7.93)). 
Now that we have normalized all passive-marked clauses, we can enter 
the TRANSFORM component to provide the correct surface structures. 
Transform 
In the TRANSFORM component, the main rule to implement is Passive: 
RULE 7.78 
'/.Rule: Passive 
—> SD: (SE<eyn<passive» ... (S # (NC<eyn<>l>2 ...3 # 
(Case . . . ) ? # ) # (VC ... # 
(NC<sem<+obj>,syn<>4> ... # (Case ... )? # 
) # ... (7 ... ) 
—> COND: f4 is_eynt_case_from f4 к 
fi ÌB_eynt_case_from fi к 
"<8yn<ftfl,-case>>" is_taken_from f2 к 
x2 becomes '"(NC" f2 "-" ' к 
"<syn<+gen>>" is_taken_from f2 к 
±2 is.supplied.sith "<svn<+src»" к 
( ( i3 is_not_pro ) -> 
( i3 becomes '"(NC" f2 "-(MOD" f2 "-" i2 
i3 "))(N2-(Nl-(NK-#taraf#)))"* ) к 
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x2 becomes kempty ) 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #S *6 #7 #8 =-> 
#1 #6<syn<+e.be>,*evn<fcf4,-caee» #8 «5 fcx2 
fcx3 #4 
In a passive-marked clause, the syntactic subject and semantic object are 
isolated in the SD. The COND part does not contain linguistic conditions 
to the rule, but consists of a number of statements which serve to put the 
correct substring with the former syntactic subject in the SC. We must 
keep in mind that the case-suffix insertion rule has already been applied in 
a lower cycle. The case suffixes must be removed from the structure, and so 
must their triggers (the case markers in the [ s y n [ ] ] feature bundle) from 
the feature bundles of the NCs. This is done in the first up to the third 
statement of COND. 
Now we have to deal with two possible cases: 
1. the syntactic subject is a pro (it was not realized in the Dutch sen-
tence). 
2. the syntactic subject is a lexical NC. 
In the first case, the second substring of SD ( # 2 ) can be put after the 
fifth substring ( # 5 ) , indicating that the phonologically unrealized subject 
is moved to object position. But now we get into trouble with the second 
case. In this case, tarafindan insertion must take place. If we insert this in 
the sc , the first case will become ill-formed. Therefore, we have replaced 
the problem to the COND part. We copy a new NC node with the changed 
feature bundle of the subject NC to variable x2. The N" subtree of the 
syntactic subject has been copied to x3 in the SD. Now if the subject NC 
is a pro, the concatenation of x2 and x3 is put into the SC, resulting in 
the same structure as described above. In fact, the original subject NC is 
moved to object position. If the syntactic structure is not a pro, the last 
complex condition statement is executed: 
1. the genitive-suffix marker is removed from the feature bundle of the 
subject; 
2. it is substituted by the ablative-suffix marker [+src] ; 
3. to the variable x3, a secondary postposition tarafindan is created with 
the syntactic subject (the combination of x2 and x3) as premodifier; 
4. after the creation of the secondary postposition, the variable x2 must 
be made empty. 
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In fact, only an abstract deep foim of the postposition is cieated: iaraf. 
After the execution of Agreement and Insert Case Suffixes, the possessive 
suffix agreeing with the modifier will be inserted as well as the ablative 
suffix. In the SC, the insertion of the concatenation of x3 and an empty x2 
results in the insertion of the newly made postposition. 
One problem has not been solved yet. If the syntactic subject is a pronoun, 
it must receive a genitive case suffix. This is done by adding the following 
statement to the top of the conditions part: 
(7.95) 
--> COND: ( f l has.features "<+pro>" -> 
f2 is_eupplied_vith "<syn<+gen»" ) 
If the subject contains the feature [+pro] in its syntactic feature bundle, 
the feature bundle copied to f2 must be enriched with the genitive marker. 
Because /2 is added to the premodifier of the secondary postposition, the 
rule Insert Case Suffixes will insert the correct suffix to the pronoun later. 
Furthermore, a rule is needed to concatenate the passive deep suffix to 
verbs in passive-voiced clauses. The deep form of the passive suffix can be 
determined on the basis of the form of the stem of the verb. The rule is 
printed below: 
RULE 7.79 
'¿Rule: Insert .Passive. Suf f ix 
--> SD: (SE<syn<passive» . . . » (V . . . (<> ===1 ) 
(VBound . . . ) # (NEG . . . ) ? ) 
—> COND: ( xl is_vo¥el_or_l t 
xl is_retrieved_suffix "<pass<+II>>" ) 
I xl is_retrieved_suffix "<pass<+I>>" 
--> SC: #1 #2 ==> #l -<eyn<paesive» #2 fcxl 
In the conditions part of the rule, the correct suffix is taken from the lex-
icon on the basis of the last phoneme of the verb. If this phoneme is a 
vowel or an /, the suffix wanted is -(I)n which is found in the lexicon under 
the entry < p a s s < + I I » ; otherwise it is -Л (coded <pass<+I>>). If the verb 
is negated, the passive suffix must be inserted left-adjacent to the NEG node. 
The rules to proceed the translation of the depassivized sentences are 
the ones defined earlier to translate sentences in active voice. 
We finish this section with a survey of rules needed to process clauses 
in passive voice: 
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GRAMMAR 7.13 
'¿Granulai : Generat e. S. Structure 
— > Rule: Delete.Passive.Verb (Once) 
— > Rule: Depassivize (Once) 
— > Stop 
y.Graimiar: Generate.PC.Structure 
— > Rule: Rearrange.Empty.Passive.By (Once) 
— > Rule: Disambiguate.DT (Once) 
'/.Granulai: TRANSFORM 
— > Rule: Passive (Once) 
— > Rule: Insert.Passive.Suffix (Once) 
7.3.10 Relative clauses 
B a s e 
Relative clauses in Dutch which are not fiee relative clauses aie postmodi-
fiers to NCs. As postmodifiers to NCs do not exist in Turkish, we need to 
define a transformation at BASE level to put the postmodifying clause in 
premodifying position: 
RULE 7.80 
7,Rule: Hove.Relative.SE 
—> SD: (NC «=> # (N2 . . . ) # (NP # (SEOl . . . ) # ) # 
--> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 ==> #1 (M0D<*fl> #4 ) #2 
In SELANCA, relative clauses under an NC can always be retrieved from un-
der NP. The SE node is moved to a newly introduced MOD node directly 
left-adjacent to N2. 
Furthermore, we must introduce rules concerning the translation of pro-
nouns with a genitive case, such as wiena ( = who в e [+mas cui ine,-pin]) and 
wier ( = whose[+piu] or whose[+feminine,-piii]). In the analysis of Dutch, 
all constituents marked with the feature O r e l ] follow the same path as 
constituents marked with [+wh]. In Turkish, these phrases behave quite 
differently, and it does not come to us as a surprise that the construction 
wiens vrouw ( = whose wife) in an interrogative clause must be transformed 
into a different structure than in a relative clause. Compare the following 
examples: 
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(7.96a) wiens vrouw ziet mij? 
whose wife веев me? 
whose wife is seeing me ? 
(7.96b) beni kimin kaiisi gôruyoi? 
ben-i kim-in k a n - s i gör-üyor-0 
I-ICC Bho-GEN «ifе-Ровв.3 r d.Pers.sing 
see-PR0G-3rd .Pere.sing 
(7.97a) ik zie de man wiens vrouw mij ziet 
I вее the man whose wife sees me 
I see the man whose wife is seeing me 
(7.97b) (ben) karisi beni gören adami görüyorum 
(ben) kaxi-s i ben-i gor-en adam-i gör-üyor-шп 
(I) wife-Pose.3 r d.Pers.sing I-iCC see-PiRTIC man-ACC 
see-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
In (7.97b), the Turkish counterpart of wiens has disappeared. In CASUS, no 
lexical decomposition is applied. Thus, the genitive form of wie ( = who) has 
not been recognized. We decided to insert manually a feature [+prongen] 
to the determiner wiens to become able to process (7.96a) and (7.97a) in a 
correct way. 
In (7.96a), the interrogative interpretation of wiens, the NC with DT must 
be transformed into a complex NC with a premodiñer under which the 
DT[+wh] is extended to a genuine NC including a genitive case suffix: 
RULE 7.81 
'/.Rule: Traneform.WH.Pron.Gen 
--> SD: (NC<eyn<*Crel» # . . . * (DT<eyn<+prongen» 
. . . ) # 
—> COND: None 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> 
#1 <Byn<+def» (H0D<syn<+FT, +ST, - p l u » 
(NC<syn<+gen>> (N2 #3 ) ) ) #2 
This rule moves the DT[+prongen] to the MOD position below NC and adds 
a [+gen] suffix to the syntactic feature bundle of the newly created NC. 
This feature triggers the the rule Insert Case Suffixes needed to insert the 
genitive case suffix. 
The NC[+prongen] in example (7.97a) is changed by the next rule: 
RULE 7.82 
'/.Rule: Transfozm.Rel.Pron.Gen 
—> SD: (NC<sem01,syn<-wh,+rel>2> . . . (N2 
(DT<+prongen>3 . . . ) # (N1 . . . ) # 
—> COND: f2 is .supplied.with f3 t 
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xl ÍB_retrieved_8ufíix "Pose+FT,+ST,-plu" 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> 
#l!<sem<Ml>,syn<M2» »3 «xl 
This rule combines the features of the NC node and its determiner, and 
transforms the DTOprongen] into a Poes which is retrieved from the lexi-
con by the first condition. The effect of the rule is similar to the effect of 
rule Move Poss. 
Both rules discussed here are included in the grammar Generate NC 
Structure. 
Transform 
Let us now focus on constructions of the following type: 
(7.98a) 
(7.98b) 
(7.98c) 
(7.99a) 
(7.99b) 
(7.99c) 
de man die ... 
the man who(m) ... 
...-(y)En adam 
...-DIgl adam 
het meisje dat ... 
the girl viho(m) ... 
...-(y)En luz 
...-DIgl kii 
In the TRANSFORM grammar, a rule is needed to nominalize relative clauses. 
The rule is similar to the one which nominalizes object sentences (cf. §7.3.5): 
RULE 7.83 
'/.Rule: Nominalize.Relative.SE 
—> SD: . . . (SE . . . (S . . . (VC . . . 
# (SE<syn<+rel»i (COMP . . . ) (S . . . # 
(HC02 . . . ) # ( СОЗ # . . . # 
(V2 # . . . # (VI # . . . # (V # . . . ) # 
(kTENSE . . . ) # . . . ) # ) . . . # ) . . . ) 
. . . ) . . . (V 
—> COMD: («Suf becomes "4PARTIC-"·) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 «4 «5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 
==> #1 (NC<«fl,ef3,Byn<+nominal>> (M0D<«2> 
(NC<syn<+gen» #3 ) ) #5 (N2 #7 (N1 #9 (NK 
#11 «Suf #12 #13 
In the structural description, an SE Orel] is searched for in the domain of a 
higher SE. This SE[+rei] has already been transformed into surface S form 
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in a lowei cycle, as if it were a main clause. The (&TENSE12 . . . ) node 
of the embedded S must be substituted by the node (PARTIC . . . ) , while 
the whole projection line of V is nominalized (cf. §7.3.5, where the nomi-
nalization of object sentences was discussed). The NC in subject position 
receives the syntactic feature [+gen] . This feature addition is sufficient for 
the rule Insert Case Suffixes to insert the correct case suffix later. 
The type of participle suffix which is to be added to the nominalized 
verb depends on whether the relative pronoun is the syntactic subject of 
the relative clause or not. The insertion of the participle suffix is done by 
one of two rules: Insert Object Participle or Insert Subject Participle: 
RULE 7.84 
'/.Rule: Insert.Object .Participle 
—> SD: . . . ( # <=- (NC (MOD . . . ) (N2 . . . 
(NC<eyn<+rel» . . . ) # . . . 
(PARTIC # ( O l . . . ) # ) # UGR . . . )? # 
—> COND: *Suf i s . re tr ieved . snf f ix '"OBJ" 11' 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 ==> #1 #2 #3 ftSuf #5 
an NC Orel] is searched for under N2; in the conditions part, the lexicon is 
consulted to find the correct suffix which is considered the counterpart of 
main clause &TENSE in relative clauses: 
(7.100) OBJFDT +[y]EcEG 
OBJMIS +DIG 
0BJP1ST +DIG 
0BJPR0G +DIG 
NC[syn[+rei]] is deleted in the SC. If an AGR node is present, it is also 
deleted from the structure. 
The plural marker of the relative NC must be added to the top node of the 
relative clause to ensure that free relative clauses get the plural suffix. To 
get this result, the rule Insert Plur must be executed after the nominaliza-
tion rules. As Insert Plur affects the result oí Insert Case Suffixes, this rule 
must abo be called after the nominalization rules. 
A similar rule was created for sentences in which the relative NC is the 
syntactic subject. The rule differs from Insert Object Participle in the SD 
and the COND: 
12
*TEHSE is a defined variable, containing the disjunction of PROG, FUT, PAST and 
MIS. 
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RULE 7.85 
'/.Rule : Insert. Subject .Participle 
—> SD: ...» (<synO> <-» # (HOD (NC (NC<syn<+rel» 
...) ... ) ...) ... (PARTIC # (Ol ... ) 
# ) # (AGR ... )? * 
--> COND: kSuf is_retrieved_suffix >"SUBJ" 11» 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 ==> 
#1 »2<syn<-posB» «3 »Suf #5 
If an NC[syn[+rei]] occuis in subject position of a nominalized clause, which 
can be found by a search foi the sequence (MOD (NC, the substring below 
the node PARTIC is substituted by the subject-participle suffix. Further­
more, the syntactic feature [-poes] is added to the feature bundle of MOD. 
The reason for this insertion is that the rule Agreement must be excluded 
from execution in these cases. 
Note that there has not been any identity check of the relative NCs with 
an antecedent in both suffix-inserting rules. The suffix insertion has been 
determined on purely syntactical grounds. Therefore, we do not have to 
introduce separate rules for genuine relative clauses on the one hand and 
free relative clauses on the other. 
If an NC[+prongeii] (e.g. wiens vrouw (— whose wife)) occurs in object 
position of the relative clause, the correct surface structure has been gen­
erated now. If it occurs, however, in the syntactic subject position of the 
relative clause, the genitive suffix which had been added to it by the rule 
Nominalize Relative SE must be deleted or absorbed. This is done by the 
rule Absorb Сале [gen]: 
RULE 7.86 
'/.Rule: Absorb.Case<gen> 
—> SD: . . . (MOD (NC (MOD (NC * (NC<eyn01> . . .) # 
(Case<gen> . . . ) # 
—> COND: f l hae.features "<+prongen>" ft 
"<+gen>" ie_taken_from f l 
--> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 # 2 < e y n < « l » 
This rule is applied under one condition: the subject NC carries the feature 
[+prongen]. The second part of COND removes the feature [+gen] from the 
subject NC to prevent Case attachment to the NC by Insert Case Suffixes. 
We finish this section with a survey of the rules needed to generate relative 
structures properly: 
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G R A M M A R 7.14 
'/.Grammar: Generat β. NC. Structure 
—> Rule: Transíorm.UH.Pron.Gen (Once) 
— > Rule: Transform.Rel.Pron.Gen (Once) 
— > Rule: Моте.Relative.SE О 
—> Stop 
'/.Granular: TRINSFORM 
—> Rule: Nominalire.Relative.SE () 
—> Rule: Insert.Subject.Participle О 
—> Rule: Insert.Object.Participle () 
—> Rule: Absorb.Case<gen> () 
—> Stop 
7.3.11 T h e possessive verb hebben 
Base 
To translate main clauses with the possessive verb correctly, we need to 
build a structure in which a predicate phrase plays a major role at the cost 
of the original verbal phrase. The structure must be similar to copula con­
structions, because var has been determined to be an adjective. All rules 
which have been designed to distribute main and embedded copula clauses 
can be used now to deliver correct possessive clauses. 
Moreover, we found in §5.10.2 that, for some reason that we do not know, 
the relativization of possessive verb clauses is prohibited in the case that 
the underlying syntactic object is co-referent with the antecedent. We sug­
gested the existence of a rule (obligatory in relative clauses, but optional in 
all other clauses) which takes care of the restructuring of the var construc­
tion into a predicate construction with the meaning to be of. 
First of all, we discuss the lexicon entry of the possessive verb hebben. 
It is important to include the adjectival structure in the lexicon - after all, 
var is an adjective -, and a PRED node: 
(7.101) heb (v<eem<+dat,+obj>,eyn<+gen,+abs»-
(PRED<type<+I>>-(AJ-(A2-(Al-(AK-#var#)))))))« 
The V node contains the semantic -grid and the syntactic requirements 
of the case candidates in Turkish. We will illustrate the rules required with 
the following example: 
(7.102) ik heb 'η boek 
I have a book 
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The structure generated so fai is the following: 
(7.103) (SE- (VC- (72- (VI- (V<sem<+dat ,+ob j >, syiK+gen, +abe>>- ( 
PRED<type<+I>>-(iJ-(12-(il-(AK-#var#))))))(CL-)))) ( 
SF-(NC<sem<+dat>-(N2-(DT-#ben#)(N1-(NK-))))(NC<sem< 
+obj>-(N2-(DT-#bir#)(Nl-(NK-#kitab#)))))) 
In a phrase marker: 
SE 
/ \ 
VC SF 
..-'•\ г-
V CL NC-D*l 
I 
F R E D 
I 
AJ 
I 
var ben 
FIG. 7.18 Input structure of Restructure Possessive Clause. 
After consultation of the lexicon, a restructuring rule is required to 
normalize the structure, and to establish the possessive relation between 
the thematic dative and object by means of the insertion of a possessive 
suffix, attached behind the N1 node of the object. This suffix agrees with 
the dative in number and person. The rule is printed below: 
RULE 7.87 
y.Rule : Restructure.Possessive. Clause 
—> SD: (SE . . . « (VC . . . # (FRED # . . . » ) # 
. . . (CL . . . ) . . . (SF 
(NC<sem<+dat>.eyii<CFT,eST>l> . . . ) 
(NC<eem<+obj>> ==> (N2 ==> (N1 . . . ) 
—> COND: èSul i s . interpreted '"SNA" f l ' 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 ==> 
#1 «3 «2 #4 «6 fcSuf #8 #5 
In the SD, both relevant NCs are searched for: the number and person of 
the dative NC are assigned to a variable xl. This variable is used to find 
the correct possessive suffix in the suffix lexicon, and it is attached right-
adjacent to N1 of the object NC. The structure provided after execution of 
Restructure Possessive Clause is the structure below: 
NC-Obj 
bir ki leb 
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(7.104) (SE-(PRED<type<+I>>-(VC-(V2-(VI-(V<eem<+dat,+obj >,eyn 
<+gen,+abe»-(iJ-(i2-(Al-(iK-#vai#)))))(CI.-))))(SF-(N 
C<eem<+dat»-(N2- (DT-#ben#) (Nl-(NK-) ) ) ) (NC<eem<+ob j » 
-(N2-(DT-#bir#)(Nl-(NK-#kitab#))(Poee<eem<+FT,-ST,-pl 
u » - + [ I ] m # ) ) ) ) ) ) 
In a phrase marker: 
SE 
SF 
CL NC-Dat NC-Obj 
var ben bir kitab + [ I ] m 
FIG. 7.19 Output structure of Restructure Possessive Clause. 
This structure is similar to the structures which are provided by Gen­
erate Predicate Structure. The generation of the correct translation will be 
made analogously to the generation of nonverbal predicate clauses. 
Translation of (7.102), however, results in the ill-formed translation: 
(7.105) benim kitabim varan 
Subject-Verb Agreement has been applied illegally. It must be excluded by 
demanding an absolute case suffix from the syntactic subject. 
The main advantage of the normalization of the structure is that the rule 
Olmak Insertion will be applied to the possessive structures, if necessary. 
Var and its negation yok are never used in Turkish main clauses with a 
future tense, or in embedded clauses. To express possessiveness, the verb 
olmak is used. The main difference with average PRED constructions is 
that the adjectives var and yok must be deleted from the clause in which 
olmak is inserted. The rule Olmak Insertion is subject to change: a new 
condition must be added, which says, that the adjective must be deleted if 
it is var or yok. Instead of testing the lexical items, which is rather complex, 
because of the division of lexical items into a stem-initial part followed by a 
row of one or more consonant and vowel nodes, the feature С+ровв гЪ] is 
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introduced1 3 into the structure during the structural change of Restructure 
Possessive Clause. The feature is assigned to the maximal projection of 
AK: A3. 
RULE 7.88 
'/.Rule : Restructure.Possessive. Clause 
--> SD: (SE . . . # (VC . . . # (PRED # . . . # ) # 
. . . (CL . . . ) . . . (SF 
(NC<Bem<+dat>,eyn<CFT,CST>l> . . . ) 
(NC<sem<+obj>> =»> (N2 =»> (N1 . . . ) 
# = = > # ) . . . ) . . . ) # 
—> COND: tSuf is. interpreted '"SNA" f l ' 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #Б #6 #7 #8 ==> 
#1 #3 #2 #4<syn<+poesverb» »6 fcSui #8 #5 
After the normalization of the possessive structure, a rule must be ap­
plied to reject the structures in which homonyms of hebben, viz. the auxil­
iary to indicate perfect tense in Dutch (cf. §7.3.2), have been inserted. The 
rules rejects sentential clauses with adjacent V nodes. To prevent a rejec­
tion of all structures, the rule must be called after Restructure Auxiliary: 
RULE 7.89 
'/.Rule: Filter.Double.V 
—> SD: (SE . . . # (V . . . ) (V . . . ) . . . ) 
—> COND: None 
—> FILTER: Wrong usage of possessive verb. 
The rule to alternate between the var construction expressing to have and 
the to be of construction is named Possessive to Copula: 
RULE 7.90 
'/.Rule: Possessive.to.Copula 
--> SD: . . . (VC . . . # (Τ (PRED # (AJ . . . ) # ) ) 
( . . . ) * (CL ) # . . . ) (SF <== # 
(NC . . . ) # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 
==> #1 #2<sera<*dat>,syn<*gen» #4 (CL 
#6<eyn<+gen,+possverb>,eem<+dat» ) #5 
-«> #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 «6 
The rule delivers two structures: a predicate structure from which the 
AJ node containing var has been deleted (#3) and in which the first NC 
under SF has been moved to the position of this AJ node to take over the 
1 3
 [+possverb] is also used in the translation of negated possessive clauses, cf. §7.3.7. 
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predicate function (the semantic function and the corresponding syntactic 
case feature have been removed from the verbal node and have been copied 
to the new predicate head), and the original structure. 
Transform 
Because of the normalization of the structure containing the possessive verb 
hebben into two nonverbal predicate structures, we do not need to imple-
ment new transformational rules at the level of the TRANSFORM component. 
However, some rules need to be slightly changed, as was already indicated 
in the former paragraph. 
The changes which must be made in Olmak Insertion relate to the content 
of the V node. This content is marked by the fourth, fifth and sixth hash 
mark in the SD: 
RULE 7.91 
'/.Rule: Olmak.Insertion 
--> SD: (SE<syn01> =»> (S ~ > # (PRED # . . . t (VI 
(V 9 <=» # «>2 . . . ) ? 3 # ) 
(<>4 . . . ) ? . . . ) . . . # ) # 
—> COND: ( f 2 hae.featores "<eem<+neg»" 
I ( Í2 hae_f «atores "<evn<+poeeverb»" 
к 12 i e "AJ") 
I i 3 is.empty ) к 
( f i has.featuree "<-main>" 
I 14 is_auzil iary ) t 
( f2 hae.features "<eem<+neg»" 
-> (tSuf becomes "4NEG-+mE#)"')) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 #4 «5 #6 #7 #8 ==> 
#1 #3<kf2> #5 #4 "#ol#" fcSnf «7 
The test whether the feature bundle of variable f2 contains the feature 
[sem[+neg]] is moved to the conditions part, because GRAMTSY does not 
have the equipment to test a disjunction at feature level in the SD. On the 
contrary, one could say that a generalization in TG is missed. It will go 
beyond the goal of this study to work out a theory on this matter, because 
this will probably consume much investigation. This section, however, can 
serve as a starting point for such a study. 
The node marked with the features of/2 is deleted if the feature bundle has 
the feature [sem[+neg]] . Its place is used by, amongst other nodes, the 
AJ[syn[+possverb]] which must also be removed, if present, but only if this 
node is an AJ! This last condition prevents the deletion of predicate nodes 
as generated by the rule Possessive to Copula. 
The presence of both a negative-marked node and a possverb-marked node 
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at the same time is impossible, because the negation rules have already been 
applied in the BASE component. Thus, the negated possessive verb var has 
already been substituted by yok which is marked with both [sem[+neg]] 
and [вуп[+ро8в егЪ]]. To make sure that the rule also be applied in the 
case that the optional node is empty (e.g. in a genuine copula construc­
tion), a third subcondition must be inserted in the disjunctive condition: 
x3 ів-empty. 
The rule Oimak Insertion is now adequately equipped to translate pos­
sessive verb constructions which are embedded. Take for instance the sen­
tences below: 
(7.106) Mehmet ziet dat Ahmet 'η boek heeft 
Mehmet sees that Ahmet a book has 
Mehmet sees that Ahmet has a book 
(7.107) ik zie de man die 'n boek heeft 
I see the man «ho a book has 
I am seeing the man who is having a book 
(7.108) ik zie boeken die de man heeft 
I see books shich the man has 
/ am seeing books which the man has 
Sentence (7.106) is translated correctly. After Olmak Insertion, both the 
structure that did not undergo the rule Possessive to Copula and the struc­
ture that did undergo it, have become ordinary object clause constructions 
as described in §6.5.4, resulting in: 
(7.109a) Mehmet Ahmed'in bir kitabi oldugunu görüyor 
Mehmet Ahmed-'in bir ki tab- i ol-dug-nn-u gör-üyor-0 
Mehmet Ahmod-GEN a book-Pose.3rd .Pers.sing 
become-PARTIC-Poss. 3rd.Pers.вing-ACС 
see-PR0G-3rd .Pers.sing 
(7.109b) Mehmet bix kitabin Ahmed'-in oldugunu görüyor 
Mehmet bir kitab-in Ahmed'-in ol-dug-un-u gör-uyor-0 
Mehmet a book-GEN Ahmed-GEN 
become-PARTIC-PosB.3rd .Pere.sing-ACC 
see-PR0G-3rd.Pers.sing 
Sentence (7.107) receives now a correct and an ill-formed translation: 
(7.110a) (ben) bir kitabi olan adami gôrûyorum 
(ben) bix k i tab- i ol-an adam-i gör-üyor-nm 
(I) a Ьоок-АСС become-PARTIC man-ACC 
see-PROG-l" .Pere.sing 
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(7.110b) (ben) bii kitabin oldugunu adami görüyorum 
(ben) bix kitab-in ol-dug-un-u adam-i gör-üyor-um 
(I) a book-GEN become-PARTIC-Poss.3rd.Pere.sing-ACC 
man-ACC see-PROG-1*'.Pers.sing 
The situation is identical to the translation of (7.108); here abo, the rule 
Insert Object Participle has been applied wrongly (cf. §5.10.2). 
The resulting translations of (7.108) so far are: 
(7.111a) (ben) adamm olan kitaplaii görüyorum 
(ben) adam-in ol-an k i tap- lar - i gör-üyor-шп 
(I) man-GEN become-PARTIC book-Plur-ACC 
eee-PROG-l".Pere.Bing 
φ 
(7.111b) (ben) adamm oldugunu kitaplan görüyorum 
(ben) adam-in ol-dug-un-u ki tap- lar- i gör-üyor-um 
(I) man-GEN become-PARTTC-Ровв.3rd.Pere.sing-ACC 
book-Plur-ACC вее-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
The errors are indicated by the underlining. A slight modification of the 
rule Insert Object Participle is necessary here. By excluding this rule in the 
case of the presence of the verb olmak ( = t o become), or even better: by 
rejecting these structures, the ill-formed translations will not be generated 
anymore. The most recent version of the rule under investigation is: 
RULE 7.92 
'/.Rule: Insert.Object .Participle 
—> SD: . . . ( # <== (NC<syn01> (MOD . . . ) (N2 . . . 
(NC<syn<+rel>2> . . . )?3 « 
. . . (PARTIC # (<>4 . . . ) # ) # 
(AGR . . . )? * 
—> COND: ( ( f l has.features "<+possverb>" I 
f2 has.features "<+роввтегЪ>" | 
i 3 is_empty ) 
-> F i l ter "Insertion excluded" ) 
ft fcSuf i s .retr ieved.suf f ix '"OBJ" 14' 
—> SC: #1 «2 #3 «4 «5 #6 ==> #1 #2 «3 feSuf #5 
The first condition in the COND part filters out all structures that match the 
sub-conditions written before the small arrow. The first two of these sub-
conditions relate to the possessive-verb structures; the third sub-condition 
rejects intransitive-verb clauses. 
Recapitulating, the rules introduced to translate clauses containing the 
possessive verb are: 
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GRAMMAR 7.15 
y.Gramnai: Generate.S.Structure 
—> Rule: Filter.Double.V (Once) 
—> Rule: Роввевві е.to.Copula (Once) 
—> Rule: Restructure.Possessive.Clause (Once) 
—> Stop 
Changes are made to two rules of the TRANSFORM component: 
G R A M M A R 7.16 
'/.Granular: TRANSFORM 
—> Rule: Olmak.Insertion () 
—> Rule: Insert.Object.Participle () 
—> Stop 
7.3.12 Phonotax 
After the top node has been reached in generating a Turkish surface struc­
ture, and all the TRANSFORM rules possible have been applied to the highest 
cyclic domain, the PHONOTAX component is called. This component has 
also been implemented cyclically: the rules are applied sequentially. To 
keep a good survey, the PHONOTAX component has been divided into two 
grammars: 
β Vowel.Harmony 
e Consonant.Alternation 
We must realize what we exactly must do in the phonotactical component. 
We do not want to deliver a phonotactical or a phonetic representation. 
All we want is to provide a syntactic surface structure in which the deep 
representations of lexical items and suffixes are transformed into surface 
.representations, i.e. Turkish orthography. 
Def in i t ion o f a word 
As the phonological rules work on words with vowels and consonants, we 
had divided both lexical items and suffixes into strings of labelled vowels 
and consonants. In $6.5.11, we have presented a formalization of the lexicon 
entries used in TRANSIT. In the output of TRANSIT'S second component 
TRANSFORM, the deep representation of a Turkish word is, thus, denned as 
below: 
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(7.112) 
Word Lexical-item, Morpheme*. 
Lexical-item : WBound, Stemlnit, StetnFmal, 
WBound. 
WBound : "#". 
StemFinal : Vow; 
Vow, Cons; 
Vow, Cons, Cons. 
Stemlnit string of characters; . 
Motpheme : MBound, MorphString, WBound. 
MBound : u+". 
MorphString: Vow; 
Cons; 
Vow, ConsOrVow; 
Cons, VowOrCons; 
ConsOrVow : Cons; 
Cons, VowOrCons. 
VowOrCons : Vow; 
Vow, ConsOrVow. 
An example of a word is: 
(7.113a) görüyorum 
(7.113b) #gör#+üyor#+um# 
gör-Iyor-Im 
see-PROG-l".Pers.sing 
I ¡ее 
(7.113ci) (WBonnd-#) (Stemlnit-g) (Vow-ö) (Cone-r) (VBound-#) 
(7.113CÜ) (MBound-+)( ои-ü)(Cons-y)(Vow-o)(Cone-r)(WBound-#) 
(7.113ciii) (MBound-+) (Vow-u) (Cons-ш) (VBound-tf) 
The nodes in the structures bear phonological features which are minimally 
necessary to apply the phonotactical rules: 
(7.114a) (WBonnd-#) (Stemlnit-g) (Vow<-high,-back, +roimd>-ö) 
(Cons<+voiee>-r)(WBound-») 
(7.114b) (MBomid-+) (Vow<+high>-ü) (Cons<+voice>-y) 
(Von<-high,+back,+ronnd>-o)(Cons<+voice>-r) 
(WBonnd-#) 
(7.114c) (MBoimd-+) (Vow<+high>-n) (Cons<+voice>-m) (WBound-«) 
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The input string of the phonotactical component is in this way enriched 
with the phonological infoimation by the lexicon component. In the rep­
resentation of the word so far, we have omitted the syntactic structure of 
the word. Because suffixes are attached to different levels within the max­
imal projections of N, A and V, we have to deal also with the structures 
of these maximal projections. A word does not come across the border of 
these maximal projections, and we therefore define NC, AP and VP as the 
cyclic domains to which the phonotactical rules must apply. Moreover, the 
maximal projection of Ρ has been defined as a cyclic domain, because of 
the possibility of some Ps to fuse with the NC they govern. 
In conclusion, the real representation of (7.113a) to which the phonotactical 
component is applied is: 
(7.115a) (VC-(V2-(NC-...)(VKeyn<+fin,+FT,-plu>,Bem<-mut>, 
adm<+lex> ,+T>-(V<vtype<fact<-Fut>»-(WBound-#) (St 
emlnit-g)(Vo¥<-high,-back,+round>-B)(Cons<+voice> 
-r) (WBonnd-*)) (PROG<type<+I>,tense<-past»-(MBoun 
d-+) (Vow<+high,+opt>-I) (ConaO-y) (Vo¥<+back,+roua 
d,-variant>-o)(Cons<+voice>-r)(WBound-#))))(lGR<s 
em<-plu,+l>,type<+I>>-(MBound-+)(Cone<+voice,+opt 
>-y) (Vow<+high>-I) (ConeO-m) (WBound-#))) 
(7.115b) (VC-(V2-(NC-...)(Vl-(V-gör)(PROG-Iyor))) 
(AGR-ylm)) 
Example (7.115b) shows the syntactic structure of (7.115a) without feature 
bundles and phonetic nodes. 
Two features important to the phonological component do not have a di-
rect phonological value: [+opt] and [ - v a r i a n t ] . The first one indicates 
an optional vowel or consonant (cf. the optional y of the AGR suffix, and 
the optional / i n the PROG suffix in (7.115a)). The second one marks vow-
els and consonants which may never be changed (the vowel о in the PROG 
suffix -(I)yor). 
P r e p a r a t o r y rules 
Before discussing the phonological rules described in the previous chap­
ters, we want to prune NC structures in which a syntactic case suffix has 
been attached through Chomsky-adjunction. This rule is applied before 
the PHONOTAX grammar is called. 
Furthermore, we must deal with nodes representing optional phonemes. 
The optional phonemes (e.g. the consonant η of the morpheme -(n)In 
indicating the genitive) are required if a sequence of two vowels or two con­
sonants produce an unpronounceable sequence in morpheme attachment. 
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Optional consonants interfere with the phonotactical rules if they are not 
removed from the input string in the cases in which they are not desired. 
We need two separate rules to achieve the deletion: Remove Buffer Vowel 
and Remove Buffer Consonant. The first rule deletes optional vowels which 
occur directly after another vowel: 
RULE 7.93 
'/.Rule: Remove.Buffer.Vowel 
--> SD: . . . ( O l . . . ) # (Vow02 . . . ) . . . 3 
(MBound . . . ) # (Von<+opt,C4high> 
. . . ) # 
—> COND: i 3 does_not_contain "Cons" ft 
z3 doee_not_contain " он" ft 
( x3 matchen "PROG" -> 
( f2 is_Bupplied_uith "<fta4high>" ft 
"<round>" ie_taken_from f2 ) 
) 
—> SC: #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 #2!<ftf2> 
In the SD, a sequence consisting of the string Vowel Substring Morpheme 
boundary Vowel is searched for, the second vowel of which is marked with 
[ + o p t ] . This vowel is subject to deletion. The substring x3 may contain 
neither a consonant nor a vowel (condition one and two). 
Buffer vowels can occur in suffixation of nouns and verbs. For example: 
(7.116) oku-[rjyor => oku+yor 
read-PRQG 
he ii reading 
(7.117) gel-[rjyor =>· gel+iyor 
come-PROG 
he is coming 
(7.118) oku-mE-[I]yor =>• oku-mu-yor 
read-NEG-PROG 
he is not reading 
(7.119) araba-[I]m => araba+m 
cax-Poes 
my car 
(7.120) kilim-[TJm =Φ· kilim+im 
cazpet-Poss 
my carpet 
The third condition relates to a deviating feature of the suffix PROG with 
respect to vowel harmony. Although the initial vowel of the suffix -(I)yoris 
to be deleted, the resulting vowel will undergo the fourfold vowel harmony, 
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even though it was previously subject to the twofold vowel harmony (cf. 
(7.118)). Without the condition, the result of vowel harmony will not be 
okumuyor, but * okvmayor which is ill-formed. The feature [-round] has 
been put to the final vowel of the negation suffix -mi? in the lexicon, because 
it undergoes the twofold vowel harmony. Without removing the feature, the 
[+round] specification of the preceding vowel и cannot be put to the vowel 
of the NEG suffix, because it is already there, but with the wrong sign (-
instead o f + ) . This is inherent to the way the features [back] and [round] 
are assigned. 
Have a look now for instance at the verb yemek ( = t o eat ) : 
(7.121) уе\+м
в
к,-ьаек]Уоі 
(7.122) yiyor 
yE-Iyor-0 
eat-PR0G-3rd.Pere.sing 
he із eating 
The feature [-round] has erroneously been removed from the stem vowel. 
The consequence is that the stem vowel e is maintained (cf. (7.121)). To 
prevent this error another condition must be added to the condition of RULE 
(7.93): if the node that is immediately preceding the searched sequence of 
nodes is a stem initial node (in other words: if the verb stem is monosyl­
labic), the feature [round] must stay at the vowel node, because it does not 
have a preceding node from which it can receive another value for [round]. 
Thus, the conditions parts of RULE (7.93) is extended as indicated below: 
(7.123) 
—> COND: i3 doeB_not_contain "Сопв" к 
i3 doee_not_contain "Vos" ft 
( i3 matches "PROG" -> 
( Í2 ie_supplied.Bith "<fta4high>" ft 
( 11 is_not "Stemlnit" -> 
"<round>" ie_taken_from f2 )) 
) 
The rule Remove Buffer Consonant does the same as the rule Remove 
Buffer Vowel, but with buffer consonants. We must consider from which 
positions optional consonants must be deleted: 
1. if a suffix-initial optional consonant is directly preceded by a conso-
nant: 
(7.124) * kitapsi 
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(7.125) kitap^i 
k i tap-[s] i [n] 
book-Pose.3 r d.Pers 
his/her book 
2. if an optional consonant is directly followed by a word boundary which 
closes the cyclic domain: 
(7.126) 
(7.127) 
(7.128) 
(7.129) 
arabas in 
arabasiji 
axaba-[e]i[n] 
car-Pose. 3 r d . Pere 
hi»/her car 
* o * 
o* 
o[n] 
(s)he 
(i)he 
We will tiy to put these two conditions into one transformational iule. The 
first case concerns only suffix-initial optional consonants. 
RULE 7.94 
'/.Rule: Remove.Baff ex.Consonant .1 
—·> SD: ( . . . (ConeO . . . ) (VBound . . . ) . . . 1 
(HBound . . . ) * (Cons<+opt> . . . ) # . . . ) 
—> COND: i l doee.not.contain " оя" t 
xl does_not_contain "Cons" 
—> SC: #1 «2 ==> #1 
A consonant is suffix-initial if it is immediately preceded by a sequence of 
another consonant, a word boundary and a morpheme boundary. These 
boundary nodes can occur at different levels. The substring between them 
is therefore assigned to variable xl. In the COND, it is checked whether 
there are phonemes present in the substring. 
The second case concerns only final optional consonants. 
RULE 7.95 
y.Rulo: Remove. Buff er. Consonant .2 
—> SD: ( ... (Vow ... ) # (Cone<+opt> ... ) # ...3 ) 
—> COND: x3 is_word_boundary 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 
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An optional consonant immediately following a vowel is deleted if the sub­
string assigned to ζ J is a word boundary. The stiing assigned to x3 is the 
substring which starts after the optional consonant and ends befoie the 
cyclic-domain-ending bracket. 
Now, if we want to put these two rules together, we have to deal first with 
the SDs. The nodes preceding the optional consonant are MBound and Vow 
respectively. They can be combined in a variable ftVoworMBound. 
The initial substring of the SD in RULE (7.94) searches for a Cons followed 
by a WBound; the same substring in RULE (7.95) may contain anything. If 
we insert the substring from RULE (7.94) into RULE (7.95), we set a struc­
tural condition to RULE (7.95) which will interfere with the deletion of the 
consonant in (7.128). The structure of (7.128) does not contain a consonant 
node at all, but only a vowel preceded by a word boundary. Now, if we 
first combine the Cons node from RULE (7.94) with a boundary node which 
is always present, then make the WBound from RULE (7.94) optional, and 
finally add a condition to the conditions of RULE (7.94) to check whether 
the first node is a consonant, we almost succeed: 
RULE 7.96 
'/.Rule : Remove. Buffer. Consonant 
—> SD: ( . . . (ftConsorBoundOl === ) 
(WBound . . . )? . . . 2 (ftVoworMBound === ) « 
(Cone<+opt> — ) # . . . 3 ) 
—> COND: ( x2 doee_not_contain "Vow" ft 
z2 does.not.contain "Cone" ft 
11 in "Cons" ft 
x3 w i th . in i t ia l "Vow" ) 
I x3 ie_word_boundary 
—> SC: #1 #2 =-> #1 
The conditions of RULE (7.94) and RULE (7.95) have been put together in a 
disjunction. An additional condition to the conditions of RULE (7.94) (x3 
w i t h - i n i t i a l "Vow") was necessary to prevent the erroneous maintenance 
of the suffix-initial a in: 
(7.130) kitapsinda 
(7.131) kitapsinda 
kitap- [β] ι [η] -da 
book-Роев. 3 r d .Pers-LOC 
in hit/her book 
Although there are more preparatory rules defined in TRANSIT, we will 
not discuss them here for reasons of clarity, but in more appropriate con­
texts which follow in the next sections. 
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Vowel h a r m o n y 
The g i a m m a i Vowel Harmony contains two rules: Backing Harmony and 
Rounding Harmony. 
The Backing Harmony rule is transformed into G R A M T S Y foimat as 
below: 
RULE T.97 
'/.Rule: Backing.Harmony 
—> SD: ( . . . (Vow<eiback> . . . ) . . . 2 # 
( ои<*СЪаск> . . . ) # . . . ) 
—> COND: x2 does .not .conta in " ов" 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<ка1Ъаск> 
The SD matches two consecutive vowels, the fust of which is [+back] or 
[ - b a c k ] , and the second of which does not contain a specification foi 
[ b a c k ] . The "@" (at sign) in the featuie bundle of the Vow nodes in­
dicates a wild card foi " ± n ; the " " " (circumflex accent) in the feature 
bundle of the second Vow node means NOT. The condition on the stiing in 
between the two vowels (z2) controls the adjacency of the two vowels. The 
featuie value [back] of the first vowel is assigned to a variable al. This is 
done by the sequence " 01" in the SD. In the sc , this feature value is added 
to the feature stiing of the second vowel. 
The Rounding Harmony iule is more complicated than the Backing Har­
mony rule, although its basis is the same: 
RULE 7.98 
'/.Rale : Rounding. Harmony 
—> SD: ( . . . (VoH<01round> . . . ) . . . 2 # 
(vow<*«ronnd,+high> . . . ) 9 . . . ) 
—> COND: x2 does .not .conta in "Vow" 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<fcalround> 
This rule satisfies the phonological rule described in $6.5.11, but it is not 
satisfactory in a case like: 
(7.132a) öldüimesiiii 
öldür-mE-sIn-I 
ki l l -Nominal . -Pose. 3 r d .Pers . eing-ACC 
his killing 
(7.132b) ôldû<+high,+roimd>rmE<-high>sI<+high>nI<+high> 
The vowel e of the nominalization suffix -mE does not receive any value 
foi the featuie [ r o u n d ] , and, hence, neithei do the following vowels. This 
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problem is solved by changing the feature [+high] in the SD into the se­
quence: [03high] . 
RULE 7.99 
'/.Rule: Rounding.Harmony 
—> SD: ( . . . (Vow<eiround> === ) . . . 2 # 
(Vow<rCround,e3high> === ) # . . . ) 
—> COND: x2 doee_not_eontain " ои" t 
( fca3 is.negative -> t a l becomes >"-·") 
~ > SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<ftalround> 
Furthermore, a condition is added: if the value of the feature [high] is 
negative, then make sure that the value of the [round] feature is made 
negative. 
A more pure solution from a linguistic point of view is of course the defini­
tion of a phonological redundancy rule which must be applied as a prepara­
tory rule. This rule must add a feature [-round] to the feature bundle of 
every Vowel<-high>: 
RULE 7.100 
'/.Rule : Redundant. Rounding 
—> SD: ( . . . » (Vow<-high,-round> . . . ) # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 *=> #1 #2<-round> 
Now that we formulated this rule, the rounding RULE (7.98) can be restored. 
After the sub-grammar Vowel Harmony has been applied, the sub-
grammar Consonant Alternation is called. 
C o n s o n a n t a l ternat ion 
The rule Devoice Final Consonant (cf. §6.5.11) is transformed into the rule 
below: 
RULE 7.101 
"/.Rule: Devoice.Final.Consonant 
—> SD: ( . . . # (Cons<+voice,-cont,*-vaxiant> 
. . . ) # (WBound . . . ) . . . 1 ) 
—> COND: xl vithout_initial_vovel 
I xl is_vord_Doundaxy 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<-voice> 
A voiced stop consonant immediately followed by a word boundary is 
searched for in the SD. The string behind this word boundary is assigned to 
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variable z i . It must be checked whether the first node on xl is a vowel. If 
not, the s e must be applied: the feature [+voice] is replaced by [ - v o i c e ] . 
The second condition controls whether the maximal projection under anal-
ysis has received an absolute case marker. If so, the rule must also be 
applied. Consonants marked with the feature [ -var iant ] are not affected 
by the rule. For instance: 
( 7 . 1 3 3 J d&g[+voice, —jonor,—uariani] 
mountain 
will not be changed in non-Turkish *dak. 
The second rule of consonant alternation, called Stop Voicing Assimi-
lation, is the following: 
RULE 7.102 
'/.Rule: Stop.Voicing.Assimilation 
—> SD: . . . (<Clvoice,*-variant> . . . ) 
(VBound . . . ) . . . 2 (MBound . . . ) # 
(Cons<-fcalvoice,-cont> . . . ) # 
—> COND: x2 does.not.contain ¿Boundary 
--> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<ftalvoice> 
A voiced phoneme immediately followed by a word boundary, and followed 
by a morpheme initial stop consonant (cf. RULE (7.102), (MBound . . . ) 
(Cons<" v o i c e , - c o n t > . . . ) ) which is not featured [ v o i c e ] is searched 
for in the SD. The rule is applied to such constructions as kitapta ( = i n 
the book) which has the form below at the moment the rule is called: 
(7.134) kitab[+tlo;<.e]+d[+„oiMi_con(]a 
The condition has been introduced to prevent application of the rule across 
boundary nodes. 
The condition in the SD concerning the feature [ -var iant ] has been in-
serted to prevent an erroneous devoicing in cases, such as: 
(7.135) adda 
* [+VOICC, —coni, — υ α π ' α π ί ΐ - d [ - f u o i c c , — c o n i ] * 
name-LOC 
at the name 
Without this feature, the rule will change the lexical item adda into atta 
which means at the horse. However, the use of this feature is justified, 
because in general Turkish words do not end in some of the voiced conso­
nants 6, c, d, g, a few exceptions such as ad ( = name), od ( = f i r e ) and ôd 
(- b i l e ) reserved (Köksal (1975; 38)). 
The first node in the SD of RULE (7.102) has not been labelled; it only 
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contains a feature bundle: ( <€1 v o i c e , " - v a r i a n t > . . . ) . It does not 
mattei whether this phoneme is a consonant or a vowel. However, as vow-
els are not marked with [vo i ce ] in the lexicon, a Vowel Redundancy rule 
must be applied in the preparatory phase: 
RULE 7.103 
'/.Rule : Redondant. Voicing 
—> SD: . . . » (Voe<*voice> . . . ) # 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<+voice> 
Spec ia l cases and except ions 
E p e n t h e t i c vowel 
Many Arabic and Persian loan words (especially nouns) in Turkish demand 
the insertion of an epenthetic vowel in certain cases. For example, the 
root meaning 'city' has the form sthir in isolation or when followed by a 
consonant, but §ehr when followed by a vowel. Only when the consonant 
cluster exhibits rising sonority, a vowel is inserted between the elements of 
the cluster, provided that the cluster is not followed by a vowel. The rule 
concerning this insertion must be applied before the Vowel harmony rules, 
so that these rules can be applied to the epenthetic vowel. This vowel, for 
that matter, is always [+high] . 
RULE 7.104 
'/.Rule: Epenthetic.VOBOI 
—> SD: (NC . . . (NK ==> ( ов . . . ) (Cone<eonor> ===1 ) 
# (Cons<e2eonor> ===3 ) (WBound . . . ) ) . . . 4 ) 
—> COND: ( x4 without_initial_vowel 
I i4 is_word_boundaiy ) к 
xl is_not хЗ к 
ta2 i s "+" 
--> SC: #1 ==> #1 (Vow<+high> " I " ) 
The rule works in two different contexts: in the first context, a vowel 
is inserted where two directly adjacent final (viz. (WBound . . . ) ) con­
sonants (assigned to xl and x3) immediately preceded by a Vow node 
are followed by a node which may not be a vowel (cf. the condition x4 
without j .n i t ia l_vowel ) . An example is the PC in de stad ( = i n the 
c i t y ) which looks like sehr-de the moment the rule is called. Between the 
h and the r, a vowel marked with the feature [+high] is inserted. The rules 
Backing Harmony and Rounding Harmony described above assign the fea­
tures [back] and [round] of the vowel e to the inserted vowel which gets 
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the following representation in the surface: i. 
The second context in which the rule should be applied is where the second 
consonant is the final consonant. In this case, z3 matches a word boundary. 
There are two situations in which the rule should not be applied: 
• firstly, in the case that the two concerning consonants are identical. 
An example is: 
(7.136) hakki 
hakk-x 
truth-Pose. 3rd.Pera.sing 
his truth 
• secondly, in the case of descending sonority. To detect descending 
sonority it is enough to check the value of the feature [sonor] of 
the second consonant. Of course, it is necessary to put the sonority 
feature to the feature bundle of consonants. Examples are: 
(7.137) 3eh[+Jonor]i[+Jonor) ~» sehir 
city 
(7.138) res[_,<,noPjm[+,onorj ~» resim 
picture 
(7.139) ûs[_Jonor]t[_Jonor] ~~> ust 
upper/outside surface 
(7.140) pasapor(+ionor]t[_,onor] ~» passport 
passport 
If the value of the feature [sonor] of the second consonant is not identical 
to "-", the rule will not be executed. The third condition prevents execution 
of the rule in this case. 
C o n s o n a n t redupl ica t ion 
Example (7.137) in the previous section brings us to another issue of redu-
plicated consonants. Compare the examples below: 
(7.141) 
(7.142) 
hak 
right 
hakki 
hak-k-I 
right-k-ACC 
right (accusative) 
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(7.143) haklar 
hak-lEr 
right-Plur 
rights 
In (7.141) and (7.143), the double consonants have been reduced to one 
consonant. These nouns aie written in the lexicon of TRANSIT with a redu-
plicated final consonant conformed with their original form (cf. Lewis (1984; 
33)): 
(7.144) recht (VBound-tt) (Stemlnit-h) (VoH<-high,-round,+back>-a) 
(Cone<-voice,-cont>-k)(Cone<-voice,-cont>-k) 
(WBound-«)« 
To provide (7.141) and (7.143), we designed a rule to remove the second 
consonant: 
RULE 7.105 
'/.Rule: Remove.Reduplicated.Consonant 
--> SD: (NC . . . (NK -=> (Cone ===1 ) # (Cone 
===2 ) 9 (WBound . . . ) ) . . . 3 ) 
—> COND: x2 i e r i t 
x3 ¥ithout_initial_vowel 
—> SC: #1 #2 « > #1 
The first condition assures the equal identity of the terminal nodes of both 
consonants. The word boundary of the noun must be immediately followed 
by either a consonant or nothing. This is checked in the second condition. 
The rule is called after the buffer-phoneme deletion rules. 
Lexical except ions to Vowel h a r m o n y 
By including morphophonemic information in the lexicon as described above, 
it is possible to write transformational rules in GRAMTSY which affect the 
surface representation of lexical items. Another major advantage is that 
borrowings with an apparently deviating vowel harmony pattern, such as: 
(7.145a) saat 
saat-0 
Hatch-IBS 
(7.145b) saati 
eaat-i 
eatch-ACC 
(7.146a) harb 
harb-0 
war-ABS 
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(7.146b) barbi 
haxb-i 
wax-ACC 
can be suffixed with the correct phonetic features in order to provide the 
correct vowels in the suffixes. For example: 
(7.147) horloge (WBound-#)(StemInit-ea)(Vow<-roimd,-bacl:>-a) 
(Cons<-voice,-cont>-t)(VBound-#)e 
It is explained above that only the features [round,back] are decisive in 
vowel harmony. Thus, the value of [high] does not matter here: only the 
sign of [back] must be reversed. The vowel α usually bears the feature 
bundle [-high,-round,+back]. The absence of the feature [high] even 
blocks the replacement of the Vow terminal a at the moment that the surface 
representations corresponding with the feature bundles are inserted. 
Lexical e x c e p t i o n s t o Consonant a l ternat ion 
Lexical exceptions to Consonant alternation are present in a small set of 
words which do not undergo Final Stop Devoicing. For example, dag ( = 
mountain) and çtg (— avalanche). These words are marked for their final 
consonant with the feature [ - v a r i a n t ] . A consequence is that the conso-
nant alternating rules must be provided with a condition to these invariant 
consonants. This is done by including the string [* - v a r i a n t ] into the fea-
ture bundle of the concerning node in the SD to prevent a successful match. 
Loan words ending in g, such as radyolog (= r a d i o l o g i s t ) , brifing (= 
b r i e f i n g ) and aysberg ( = iceberg) must not undergo the devoicing of 
their final consonant: 
(7.148a) radyolog 
radyolog-0 
radiologist-ABS 
(7.148b) ladyologa 
radyolog-a 
radiologist-DAT 
(7.149a) aysberg 
ayeberg-0 
iceberg-ABS 
(7.149b) aysberge 
aysberg-e 
iceberg-DAT 
(7.149c) brifing 
brifing-0 
briefing-ABS 
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(7.149d) brifinge 
brifing-e 
briefing-DAT 
It is not justifiable fiom a linguistic point of view to put the soft g (g) in 
the deep structure representation of nouns such as in (7.148a). One can 
find arguments neither from the language from which the word is borrowed 
nor from Turkish. Therefore, we must introduce the rule below: 
RULE 7.106 
y.Rule: Sof ten. Foreign, g 
—> SD: kV ( ===1 ) (Cons<+voice,-cont,-vaiiant> # 
===2 t ) (WBonnd . . . ) . . . 3 (Voe 
--> CONO: i l ie.not "n" с 
xl ie.not "г" к 
z3 does_not_contain "Cons" к 
aoften.consonant i 2 
—> SC: #1 #2 - О #1 t i 2 
To prevent application of the rule to (7.149a) and (7.149c), conditions are 
formulated to the content of the variable xl. Radyolog, however, undergoes 
the softening of the g and, thus, this g does not seem to be invariant under 
all circumstances. Oflazer (1993; 6) claims that if final g is preceded by η or 
r, it will not become softened (</). The last condition makes the consonant 
assigned to x2 soft, whereafter x2 substitutes the original consonant (hash 
mark # 2 ) in the SC. 
To prevent execution of the consonant-adapting rules, the consonant g 
in front of the final word boundary " # " bears the feature [-var iant] to 
prevent applying of rules concerning changes of final consonants. Examples 
taken from the noun lexicon are: 
(7.150) briefing (WBonnd-#)(Stemlnit-brif)(Vow<-round,+high, 
-back>-i)(Cone<+voice,-cont>-n)(Cons<+voice, 
-cont,-variant>-g)(WBound-#)i 
radioloog (VBound-#)(Stemlnit-radyol)(Vow<+round,-high, 
+back>-o)(Cons<+voice,-cont,-variant>-g) 
(WBound-#)C 
Except iona l pronouns 
Four pronoun forms may not appear with the syntactic case suffix which 
they have received in the second component of TRANSIT. These cases are 
known in literature as cases of suppletion. Their morphological alterna­
tion cannot be explained by any general rule, and generally speaking, the 
exceptional cases are included in the lexicon. We are referring here to: 
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(7.151a) 
(7.151b) 
(7.152a) 
(7.152b) 
(7.153a) 
(7.153b) 
(7.154a) 
(7.154b) 
bene 
Ъеп-е 
I-DAT 
baña 
to me 
* 
sene 
в en-e 
you-DAT 
sana 
to me 
benin 
ben-in 
I-GEN 
benim 
my 
bizin 
biz-ln 
ве-GEN 
bizim 
our 
As the suffixes have already been attached to the pronouns in this phase of 
the translation process, we opted foi two tules by which the phonemes are 
alternated. The rules are called before the vowel harmony and consonant 
alternation rules are applied. They are ad hoc, but necessary: 
RULE 7.107 
'/.Rule: Adapt .Dat i ve. Pronoun 
--> SD: (NC<eyn<ílFT,-ftalST,-plu» ... (DT ==> 
(WBonnd ...) ... * ( ои<-Ьаск> ...) 
# (Cons ...) ...) ... (Case<dat> 
—> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 #2<+back> 
RULE 7.108 
y.Rule: Adapt .Genitive.Pronoun 
--> SD: (NC<syn<+FT,-ST» . . . (N2 
. . . ) (Case<gen> (MBound . . 
(Cone # "n" # ) 
--> COND: None 
—> SC: #1 #2 «==> #1 "m" 
. . . (DT . 
.) (Voe . 
. . ) 
. . ) 
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In the SD of RULE (7.107), complementary values of [FT] (first person) 
and [ST] (second person) are searched for in an NC [-pin] which bears the 
dative suffix. The vowel undei a DT with the feature [-back] receives the 
feature [+back] in the SC. Because the rule is applied before the vowel-
harmony rules, the vowel of the syntactic case will be adapted later. 
In the SD of RULE (7.108), first-person NCs with a genitive case are 
searched for. The only consonant of this suffix must be an "n". This "n" 
is substituted by an "m" in the sc . 
Vowel-harmoniz ing part ic les 
There exist two particles in Turkish which both are under the influence of 
Vowel harmony. These particles are the interrogative particle ml and the 
particle dE ( = a l s o , t o o ; but; and then): 
(7.155) Duygu da Ali'yi vuruyor 
Duygu dE Ali '-yl vur-Iyor-0 
Duygu particle ili'-ACC vur-PR0G-3rd.Pere.sing 
Duygu also hits Alt 
(7.156) Ahmet Ali'yi vuruyor mu? 
Ahmet Ali-yl vur-Iyor-0 ml 
Ahmet Ali'-ACC hit-PR0G-3 r d.Pers.eing part ic le 
Is it hitting, that Ahmet does to All? 
In the implementation, it is assumed that these particles are attached to 
the maximal projection they modify. As the Vowel harmony rules apply to 
suffixes only, these particles are marked in the lexicon as suffixes: 
(7.157) (MBound-+)(StemInit- d)(Vowel<-high>-E)(WBound-#) 
(7.158) (MBound-+)(StemInit- m)(Vowel<+high>-I)(WBound-#) 
By interpreting the particle as a suffix with an initial space {+ ml, cf. 
§7.3.8), we introduce a stable solution to the problem of vowel harmony 
in these particles. The particle dE which also undergoes vowel harmony 
can be treated in the same manner without the risk of devoicing the initial 
voiced consonant d if the particle is preceded by a devoiced consonant: 
(7.159) kitap[_„
ol<:c] d( +„0 1«]a 
(7.160) kitap[_„01(!e) Ц_ о,сс]а 
book also 
also the book 
Moreover, by defining " " (space) as a possible character in the terminal 
definition of Stemlnit, space plays the role of an implicit word boundary at 
the level of orthography, not phonology. 
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N o n - p h o n o l o g i c a l rules 
Until now, we have only changed the features of the vowel and consonant 
nodes. All the stop consonant nodes dominate a voiced deep representa­
tion, and the terminal of vowel nodes is the deep representation I if it is 
a [+high] vowel, and E if is concerns a [-high] vowel. The terminals of 
these nodes must agree with their features. This agreement is performed in 
two rules: Replace Devoiced Consonant and Replace Surface Vowel. As the 
deep representations of consonants are voiced stop consonants, only those 
which are featured [ - v o i c e ] are candidates for a substitution: 
RULE 7.109 
'/.Rule: Replace. De voiced. Consonant 
--> SD: tV (Cone<-voice,-cont> # ===1 # ) 
—> COND: correeponds_eith_cons xl 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 t i l 
In the SD, the consonant terminal is assigned to a variable xl. This vari­
able is used in the conditions part to replace the deep form of the phoneme 
which is voiced, by its voiceless counterpart. 
The content of the vowel nodes is substituted according to: 
RULE 7.110 
'/.Rale: Replace.Surf ace. Vowel 
—> SD: tV (Vow<01high,C2baclc,C3zoand>4 # = = = # ) 
—> COND: "<talhigh,fca2back,fta3round>" 
correeponds_with_vow f4 
—> SC: #1 #2 ==> #1 t f4 
In the SD, the feature values are assigned to variables al, a2, a3. These 
values are needed in lexicon consultation to find the corresponding surface 
representation. The lexicon is organized as below: 
(7.161) <+high,+back,+round> ηβ 
<+high,+back,-round> ιβ 
<+high,-back,+roimd> ΰβ 
<+high,-back,-roimd> ів 
<-high,+back,-round> ав 
<-high,-back,-round> ев 
The condition corresponds_with_vow executes a search in the lexicon for 
(7.161) and assigns the information which is present in the lexicon after 
the space, to the variable f4- In the SC, the terminal of the Vow node is 
replaced by the value of Ц. 
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Concluding this chapter, we can say that the phonotactical component 
consists of a grammar containing 15 transformational rules, of which 2 are 
phonological redundancy rules; 3 are deletion rules by which superfluous 
optional phonemes are removed from the input structure; 1 is an insertion 
rule; and 3 are surface-form substitution rules. The most interesting part 
containing Vowel Harmony (3 rules) and Consonant Alternation (3 rules) 
has been split into two sub-grammars carrying the same names. 
GRAMMAR 7.17 
'/.Grammar: PHONOTAX 
—> Rule: Remove.Buffer.Vowel 
—> Rule: Remove.Buffer.Consonant 
—> Rule: Remove.Reduplicated.Consonant 
—> Rule : Redundant.Rounding 
—> Rule: Redundant.Voicing 
—> Rule: Epenthetic.Vowel 
—> Grammar: Vowel.Harmony 
—> Grammar: Consonant.Alternation 
—> Rule: Soften.Foreign.g (Disjunct) 
—> Rule: Replace.Devoiced.Consonant (Disjunct) 
—> Rule: Replace.Surface.Vowel (Disjunct) 
—> Stop 
'/.Grammar: Vowel.Harmony 
—> Rule: Adapt.Dative.Pronoun (Disjunct) 
—> Rule: Backing.Harmony () 
—> Rule: Rounding.Harmony () 
—> Stop 
'/.Grammar: Consonant .Alternation 
—> Rule: Adapt.Genitive.Pronoun (Diejunct) 
—> Rule: Devoice.Final.Consonant () 
—> Rule: Stop.Voicing.Assimilation () 
—> Stop 
The main grammar is to be executed cyclically. The cyclic nodes de-
fined are NC, P C and VP. After the execution of the grammar PHONOTAX, 
the rule Insert Apostrophe is called. In Turkish it is customary use to put 
an apostrophe ' between proper nouns and their case suffix. The rule is 
called with the parameter Disjunct. 
Finally, a few rules are called to eliminate the labelled bracketing struc-
ture, resulting in a surface representation of Turkish. The complete phrase 
marker under the top node is copied and attached under a newly created 
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sub-node of the top node: Utterance. Firstly, all empty terminals below 
Utterance are deleted. Secondly, all teiminal nodes below Vow and Cons 
nodes are concatenated to the terminal node of the Stemlnit to which they 
belong. Thirdly, right-attached sister nodes of Stemlnit are put together. 
The last rule deletes the morpheme boundaries + with which the Turkish 
suffixes were attached to their lexical items. In the end, this will result in 
a structure in which the left-branching node of the top node shows the un-
derlying structure of the generated sentence and the right-branching node 
contains the surface structure of the sentence, whereby all lexical items are 
separated by a space. An example is presented here with the translation of 
the Dutch sentence: 
(7.162a) Jan leest het boek 
Jan reads the book 
Jan is reading the book 
(7.162b) (Surface-Jan kitabi okuyor) 
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Chapter 8 
Discussion 
In the present chapter, we will discuss the results of the study presented. 
In §8.1, we pay attention to the question whether SELANCA in its present 
state suffices as a semantic language by evaluating the problems we met 
while making the implementation. 
Furthermore, we will match the translation system TRANSIT against 
technolinguistic criteria in §8.2. This match can be done at several levels. In 
Coppen (1991a, 1993) and Coppen & Van der Ende (1993), computational 
linguistics has been divided into two parts: 
• Language technology, and 
• Technolinguistics. 
Language technology is primarily the field of the implementation of lan-
guage processing automata whereas in technolinguistics, one is interested 
in the formalization and the implementation of linguistic theories. In lan-
guage technology, matters like efficiency, speed, compactness and memory 
are the big issues. The increasing efficiency of hardware and software has 
only recently made it possible to put these matters aside. It is probably 
one of the reasons that a technolinguistic approach (which is discussed be-
low) did not emerge earlier, although in Van Bakel (1983), a methodology of 
computational linguistics is presented in which such an approach is touched 
upon. Van Bakel pays much attention to the object and goal of models de-
veloped within the field. Criteria to evaluate language processing models 
are: 
• Are the results compatible with linguistic theory? 
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• Do the results comply with the objective for which the model has 
been developed? 
The second criterion can be taken as a technolinguistic way to evaluate 
as presented in the literature mentioned above. It asserts that the model 
should be an adequate implementation of an adequate formalization of a 
linguistic theory. Referring to the sub-title of this study, which is a Lin-
guistically Motivated Dutch - Turkish MT System, it is obvious that we 
prefer an evaluation on (techno)linguistic criteria, trusting that the results 
are adequate to the objective with which the model has been developed. 
In §8.3, suggestions will be provided for future research. Both the analy-
sis part of the system (AMAZON-CASUS) and the generation part (TRANSIT) 
call for further research. 
But first, I will discuss the semantic theory which has been formalized 
in SELANCA and which has been tested in the machine translation system 
TRANSIT. 
8.1 Discussion of S E L A N C A 
The Dutch sentences which are used as test sentences are all correctly trans-
lated into Turkish, without losing any semantic content according to the 
definition of semantics in SELANCA. The subset of Dutch sentences, how-
ever, provided some problems in the generation of its Turkish counterpart, 
but SELANCA could not be blamed for them, because they do not belong to 
the functional level of linguistic meaning, the only level that is accounted 
for by SELANCA (cf. JackendofF (1972) and ASI (1984; 43), as described in 
§2.1). The problems we had to tackle concerned in the first place tense. 
Tense belongs to the modal level of linguistic meaning. Although SELANCA 
preserves this type of information to the feature level, this does not suffice 
to translate tense accurately. Moreover, one can wonder whether tense is 
translatable at all, if one takes into consideration that for instance Dutch 
present tense does not exist at all in Turkish; in TRANSIT, it is translated 
into Turkish •progressive tense for lack of something better (cf. §6.5.1). 
A second problem concerned co-referential relations about which knowl-
edge is needed to translate embedded object clauses and relative clauses 
adequately. We manually adapted the SELANCA expressions by inserting 
these relations into the feature bundles of NPs. With respect to relative 
pronouns, co-referential relations had to be administrated by TCASUS. With 
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respect to free anaphors, I refer to the discussion in §2.1 and §5.4.1. 
A third problem concerned the lack of information about specificity 
and uniqueness of NPs. The problem has more or less been solved by in-
terpreting the feature [+def] as [+spec ,+uni] and the feature [ -def ] 
as [ - s p e c , - u n i ] , which is, of course, principally wrong. The feature 
[ ± s p e c ] , however, could have been derived from the syntactic structure of 
sentences. In the following example, the NP twee boeken ( = two books) 
must be interpreted as [+spec] : 
(8.1) ik heb twee boeken telkens gelezen 
I have two books at every turn read 
there exist two books which I have read at every turn 
Compare these sentences with the sentence below in which the NP twee 
boeken can never be interpreted as [+spec] : 
(8.2) ik heb telkens twee boeken gelezen 
I have at every turn two books read 
at every turn, I have read two books 
It seems that the word order1 (i.e. syntax) is related to the specificity of 
NPs. 
Another problem concerned lexical transfer. SELANCA does not pro-
vide enough distinctive features to lexical items to make a correct decision 
in the choice of a Turkish lexical item. We refer here to the discussion 
of §6.2, where we talked about the translation of the Dutch noun vrouw 
which can be translated into either wife or woman. The set of distinctive 
features, as described in §3.3.2, can of course be extended with the feature 
[ + r e l a t i o n a l ] . Here also, one can think of a syntactic solution of deriving 
the feature [-(-relat ional] . 
1
 Another phenomenon that affects the interpretation concerning specificity is intona-
tion. Look, for example, at the following examples: 
(8.3a) twéé boeken heb ik telkens gelezen 
t a o books have I a t every turn read 
there exist two books which I have read at every turn 
(8.3b) twee boeken heb ik telkens gelezen 
two books have I a t every turn read 
at every turn, I have read two books 
Lack of intonation onto the final part of the second example prevents a specific interpre-
tation of the topical]7.ed phrase. 
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(8.4) nújn vrouw 
my soman 
my wife 
(8.5) Piets vrouw 
Piet-GEN soman 
Piet's wife 
(8.6) de vrouw van Piet 
the vornan of Piet 
the wife of Piet 
If preceded by a possessive pionoun (8.4) or by a proper noun with a geni-
tive suffix (8.5), or if followed by a prepositional phrase with the possessive 
preposition van, the lexical item of the head which is marked [+human] 
should receive the feature [ + r e l a t i o n a l ] . Nevertheless, there are cases in 
which such structures cannot help to select the correct target language item. 
A simple example is the Dutch word oom (= unc le ) . In Turkish, there are 
three alternative translations possible, depending on the fact whether the 
uncle is a brother of the mother (= dayi), a brother of the father (= amca) 
or an uncle by marriage (= enijte). Unless explicitly mentioned in the sen-
tence, the correct choice can never be made. Native speakers tend to use 
the alternative amca. 
From the problems mentioned above, we can conclude that they all be-
long to the level of the feature system of SELANCA and that they do not 
relate to the semantic theory. From the point of view of the theory, we 
therefore must conclude that SELANCA in its present form can be used as a 
hinge in a translation system and thus suffices as a semantic language. Even 
in the case of the possessive verb hebben (= t o have), the Turkish coun-
terpart (the adjective vor (= present) ) behaves like a two-place predicate 
with the same thematic roles. We presented arguments to this statement 
in §5.10.2. 
If, however, research in SELANCA is extended to the two semantic kernels 
N and A, which have explicitly been excluded in ASI (1984) for the time 
being, we might get into trouble, as we already mentioned in §6.5.2 under 
the caption Lexicon. We discussed there the problems concerning the Θ-
roles which are assigned by nouns (e.g. picture) to their modifiers. 
We must further make some remarks concerning the feature system. 
We are convinced of the idea that the analysis of a source language in 
a translation system will never be explicitly enough to translate into a 
target language without knowing all the relevant features of the target 
language. Any analyzing feature system of a source language is deficient 
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in a translation model. This is directly entailed by the uncle discussion 
above. After an analysis of the source language, (by computer software, viz. 
CASUS, which has been developed independently from any target language), 
we always need to add extra information (either automatically or manually) 
to the semantic representations which are provided by the analysis system. 
Interlingua 
A 
Source Language Target Language 
FIG. 8.1 Model of an ideal translation system. 
Referring to FIG. 2.4 in §2.2, repeated here as (8.1), we must add an 
extra phase to come to extended SELANCA. We will repeat the intention of 
FIG.(8.1) here: the higher the transfer step takes place in the picture, the 
more language pair independent is the translation system. As said before, 
this extension is related only to the feature system of SELANCA: 
Interlingua 
Extended SELANCA A Д ^ 
SELANCA / λ 
Source Language Target Language 
FIG. 8.2 Model of a more realistic translation system. 
The claim investigated in this study was that if SELANCA is sufficient as 
a semantic language it can be used as a hinge in an MT system. In the 
pilot project by Senders (1984), which describes translation from Dutch 
into Dutch, SELANCA played the role of an interlingua. In a figure: 
SELANCA[/ n,e r f l n J U 0] 
Δ 
Dutch[5¿) Dutch[rí,] 
FIG. 8.3 Model of Senders (1984). 
Now that we have found in this study that SELANCA needs some extension 
in order to be able to maintain its role of interlingua, we can come up with 
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the following picture: 
Extended SELXHCA.[InteTlingua] 
S E L A N C A J / M 
Dutch[5£,] Dutch[7v,] Turkish[x¿] 
FIG. 8.4 Model of TRANSIT. 
This figure shows that the more the source language is analysed and the 
more the interlingua is elaborated, the greater the distance2 between the 
source language and target language gets. 
The figure suggests that the interlingua will again get more elaborated, if 
a third target language is introduced into the MT system: 
Interlingua 
Extended SELANCA 
SELANCA[/¿] 
Dutch[sL] D [ T i ] T [TL] TL 
FIG. 8.5 Model II of TRANSIT. 
A consequence is that the notion reversibility as used in ROSETTA is only 
valid if a finite set of languages is involved. Any addition of a new target 
language to the system demands an extra analysis phase with respect to 
the issues to which the feature theory needs adaptation. 
The impossibility to implement a universal translation system has hereby 
been stipulated. Without the study of all languages, the contents of the set 
of features will stay unclear. The study of all languages needs a definition 
The term distance enlargement must be interpreted in the sense that more analysis 
steps and generation steps must be taken to come to the target language. This way, even 
the distance between Dutch and Dutch (Senders (1984)) will grow. We will leave the 
question aside whether the analysis of the source language might be shorter if the distance 
between source language and target language is short in the context of the description 
of language families, although it may be an interesting topic for future research. 
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of axioms about the existence of languages. What distinguishes one lan­
guage fiom another, where are the boundaries between two languages, and 
by what features are these boundaries determined? Only after answering 
these and more questions, one could start to define and determine the set 
of features needed to come to a semantic interpretation of sentences of a 
language in terms of an interlingua. The intention of FIG.(8.5) would be 
better expressed in an asymptotic model: 
Interlingua 
Extended SELANC 
SELANCA 
Source Language Target Language 
FIG. 8.6 Asymptotic model of a translation system. 
The impossibility to reach an interlingua is expressed by the asymptotic 
lines in the top of FIG.(8.6): the lines approach each other, but they will 
never come together. The enlarging distance between two languages (en­
largement in proportion to the measure of source language analysis) is pro­
jected in the variable starting point of the source language (shifting to the 
left in the case of less analysis) and the finishing point of the target lan­
guage. 
In a discussion concerning the extremes of the scale of language-pair de­
pendency (cf. FIG.(8.1)), Van Eynde (1986) comes to a similar model. The 
bottom of the next figure (containing Van Eynde's model) represents the 
language-pair dependent MT system; the top represents the language-pair 
independent MT system. In the first case, monolingual analysis systems 
and generation systems do not play any role; the representations are the 
sentences itself, i.e. the distance between a source language sentence χ and 
its representation r(x) is zero. This entails that the distance between r(x) 
and its target language representation T(r(x)) is infinite. In a translation 
system without monolingual components, the transfer system must be in­
finitely great and therefore cannot be realized. This is expressed by the 
asymptotic lines approaching the χ axis: 
•x 
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Interlingua 
гоо(») = r oo(y) 
Γ|(Ό / \ г,(у) 
χ = ro(«) о го(у) = у 
FIG. 8.7 Model of a translation system by Van Eynde (1986). 
In a language-pair independent MT system, howevei, the bilingual transfer 
system does not play any role; the representations r(z) which are assigned 
to source language sentences consist of language independent universalities. 
The generation systems are powerful enough to transform these abstract 
representations into target language sentences. In other words: the distance 
between r(x) and T(r(z)) is zero. This is only possible when the monolin­
gual systems are infinite. This is expressed in FIG.(8.7) by the asymptotic 
lines which approach the у axis. In the fully language-pair dependent MT 
system, the representations of the sentences have an abstraction degree 0, 
and the distance between the representations is infinite. In the interlingua 
system, the representations of the sentences have an abstraction degree in­
finite, and the distance between the source language and target language 
representations has its limit going to 0. All the representations in between 
have an abstraction degree i, and 0 < i < co. 
Via a different (viz. mathematical) way of reasoning, Van Eynde comes to 
the same model as we do, although his method is more speculative. 
8.2 Discussion from a Technolinguistic View­
point 
It is interesting to match the TRANSIT system against the technolinguistic 
criteria mentioned above. To match these criteria, the model should be 
an adequate implementation of an adequate formalization of a linguistic 
theory. An implementation should have a modular organization in which 
each module should correspond to several abstract theoretical principles, 
i.e. should be directly motivated from a theoretical principle. It is thus 
necessary to indicate: 
• what is the linguistic theory used, 
• what is the formalization, and 
• what is the implementation. 
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With respect to the first question, several types of linguistic theory are 
touched upon in this study. In the next paragraphs, each related to one 
type of linguistic theory, the second and third question will be discussed. 
8.2.1 Analyzing theory 
In the formalization of the target language (cf. chapter 4), we used a 
theory about analyzing language. Since it is a copy of the AMAZON-CASUS 
analysis of Dutch, we do not think it is necessary to evaluate this theory, 
its formalization and its implementation here. We refer to Coppen (1991b) 
which presents a transformational, syntax-directed version of CASUS, to 
Coppen (1993) where Subject Control is discussed from a technolinguistic 
point of view, and Coppen L· Van der Ende (1993) which discusses the way 
the phenomenon Raising is treated in several versions of CASUS. 
The AMATUMOR-AMATURKA-ATMACA system should be evaluated along 
these lines, although this is beyond the scope of this study. 
8.2.2 Generation theory 
A second type of linguistic theory is the theory about the way Turkish 
sentences are generated from SELANCA expressions. Theoretical principles 
that are handled here are very much the same as the principles mentioned 
in relation to analyzing language: 
• elements of sentences (phrases) maintain logical relations with verbs; 
• there are several instances of agreement; 
• in the generation process, the principle is used that dependencies in 
sentences have a local nature. If a location (i.e. a cyclic domain) has 
been processed, it will not change anymore; 
• furthermore, there are dependencies between phrases on certain po-
sitions in the sentence and other positions in the same sentence; 
• sentences of natural language show a nested structure of VPs, NPs 
and APs. In the generation phase of sentences, phrases can be moved 
from their local structure to peripheral positions. We call this the 
de-nesting principle. 
The formalization of the generation theory is depicted in FIG. 6.1 in §6.2. 
Some of the principles mentioned above are reflected in this figure, e.g. the 
locality of dependencies and the generation bottom-up, others are expressed 
in the rules. The first principle concerning logical relations formalized in 
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©-Criterion, ECP and the Case Filter, is expressed in Generate S Structure 
(where structures are generated on the basis of the thematic roles found) 
and Match Case Candidates (in which the created NPs and PPs are occu­
pied by the Case candidates of SF), and in the rules ECP and Case Filter 
(which both reject NPs that do not agree with the theoretical principles 
concerning phonetic emptyness and -assignment). 
The second principle is included in Subject Verb Agreement, the imple­
mentation of which follows the linguistic formalization very closely; the rule 
Agreement which controls the Specifier-Head Agreement in NPs is another 
projection of the principle, at least in the case of a nominalized clause and 
of NPs with a possessive suffix. 
Dependencies between phrases on certain positions in the sentence and 
other positions in the same sentence are found in the Nominalization rules, 
where structural conditions are applied to anaphorical relations and rules 
such as Move a. In the implementation, both α and the structure of the 
domain to which the rules must be applied have been made explicit in every 
movement rule. 
Rules designed to recover the structure of a certain subtree (e.g. Insert 
N1) are linguistically motivated, because they agree with X-theory. The 
need to recover, however, can be seen as a flaw in the implementation of 
the analyzing theory. 
The de-nesting principle turns up in the direction in which sentences 
of natural language are generated: bottom-up. This is in contrast with 
the direction in which, at least by AMAZON-CASUS, sentences are analyzed: 
top-down. 
On the basis of these principles, it could be worthwhile to decompose 
complex rules into two rules. For instance, the adaptation of the Olmak-
Insertion rule in connection to the Negation rules turned out to be very 
complex. One could wonder whether this complexity might have been sim­
plified by re-evaluating the rule and matching it against the principles men­
tioned above. This re-evaluation, however, would be beyond the scope of 
this study. The point, however, is that these principles provide us an eval­
uation matrix with the help of which it always is possible to match models 
and parts of models (and thus: rules) against technolinguistic criteria. 
8.2.3 Phonotactic theory 
A third type of linguistic theory concerns the phonotactic part of TRANSIT. 
The theory used finds its basis in distinctive phonetic features which are 
used to realize the surface representation of the phonemes. Vowel harmony 
is controlled by assigning two phonetic features ( [±back, ±round] ) to the 
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vowels of the concatenated suffixes. The feature [ ± h i g h ] is only signifi-
cant in inserting the correct surface vowel as a terminal of the Vowel nodes 
which carry the phonetic features. Consonant alternation is mainly done by 
manipulating the feature [ ± v o i c e ] , sometimes in relation to the feature 
[ - c o n t ] . The realization of the surface representation of the consonants is 
not parallel to the realization of vowels, because the number of distinctive 
features of consonants is larger than the number of distinctive features of 
vowels. For our own convenience, we have decided to include the correct 
consonant surface form in the lexicon, except for the cases in which the 
underlying form is voiced. If these have to become voiceless, the rule Re-
place Devoiced Consonant inserts the correct form. If consonants may not 
be altered, they are marked with the feature [ - v a r i a n t ] . 
An implemented principle is that the phonetic alternations are applicable 
only to lexical items and their suffixes. They do not work across the bound-
aries of the word markers (i.e. double segment markers). One exception has 
been made to the vowel harmony of the interrogative particle ml, but this 
exception is a linguistic one and should be implemented. By interpreting 
the particle as a suffix with an initial space (+ ml, cf. §7.3.8), we introduced 
a rather stable solution to the problem of vowel harmony in these parti-
cles. The particle dE ( = and, a l s o ) which also undergoes vowel harmony 
can be treated in the same manner without the risk of devoicing the initial 
voiced consonant d, if the particle is preceded by a devoiced consonant: 
(8.7) kitap[_„oic(.) d[+voiee]a 
(8.8) kitap[_„„;«] t[_vo¡ce]a 
book also 
also the book 
If we compare this solution with the solution Hankamer (1986) offers in 
the parser keçi (where an input string is analyzed via generation) we find 
that in keçi also the interrogative particle is taken as a suffix, but without 
a space. We quote an example of Hankamer (1986; 3) here: 
"Given the input 
cöplüklerimizdekilerdenmiydi 
'was it from those that were in our garbage cans?' 
the analysis proceeds as follows: (...)" 
The underlining is by me. It shows that the particle has been concate-
nated to the word it follows, which is wrong in the surface representation. 
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Hankamer does not provide a solution for iE either in his paper or in his 
implementation, probably because of this concatenation problem, but also 
because of matching an initial voiceless d (= t ) generated by his computer 
application (cf. (8.8)) with the voiced initial that was fed into the computer. 
8.2.4 Translation theory 
A fourth type of linguistic theory is the translation theory described in §2.3. 
Theoretical principles handled are: 
• The competence of the ideal bilingual speaker forms the model of a 
translation system; 
• The set of translation pairs defined by the translation system has to 
be a subset of the set of translation pairs considered well-formed by 
the speaker. 
The formalization of these principles leads to the diagram of FIG. 1.6 in 
which a model of a translation theory is depicted. Although it has not been 
made clear in the diagram how the analysis of the source language should 
be done and how the generation of the target language must be elaborated, 
the following principles should be added to the principles mentioned above: 
• the analysis of the source language must be done in three linguistic 
phases: a morphological phase, a syntactic phase and a semantic 
phase; 
• intuitively, during the generation of the target language the same 
three phases should be run through in reversed direction. We refer 
here to the reversibility principle of ROSETTA (cf. §1.1.2). 
In the analysis of Dutch, we can state that the morphological phase is de-
generate. AMAMORPH is nothing more than a lexicalizer: it assigns lexical 
categories to lexical items in a rough way, without analyzing the lexical 
items thoroughly (cf. §3.1). CASUS will of course need lexical informa-
tion with respect to semantic information, but in our opinion the feature 
information as described in §3.3.2 belongs to the lexicon of the morpho-
logical analyzer. It is clear that the AMAZON-CASUS-line covers a purely 
syntactico-semantic analyzing process. 
With regard to the generation process, it is clear that the intuitive 
reversibility of the system is reflected in the TRANSIT grammar. After con-
sulting the bilingual lexicon (the execution of the transfer step), a deep 
structure is built on the basis of the thematic roles the verb assigns. After 
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the foundation of one 01 more deep structures in this Deep Syntax compo-
nent and the refinement of the number of possible translations by the Case 
Filter and Empty Category Principle (the combination of which can be 
considered a semantic operation), phrases are replaced, deleted or suffixed 
in the Surface Syntax component in order to provide correct surface struc-
tures. A great deal of morphology is involved in this syntactic restructuring, 
where it concerns suffixation of phrases with deep structure suffixes. The 
expected morphological phase has been restricted to phonotaxis to provide 
the correct surface representations of the lexical items. Thus, the modu-
lar organization of these theoretical principles is explicitly present in the 
implementation. 
8.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
The TRANSIT project has revealed some areas which need more attention 
in future. Both the analysis component and the generation component in 
their present state give rise to develop research projects by which more in-
sights can be gained in the field of mathematical linguistics, computational 
linguistics and theoretical linguistics. The reader should keep in mind that 
the list of suggestions presented below is not exhaustive. 
8.3.1 SELANCA 
The main issue for future research in the analysis component concerns the 
elaboration of the semantic theory in relation to the nominal and the ad-
jectival semantic nucleus. The problems indicated in the introduction of 
the present chapter and in §6.5.2 could function as a starting-point for 
long-term projects. Related to the problems concerning the nominal se-
mantic nucleus, is the tendency in the latest linguistic papers to opt for a 
Determiner Phrase instead of a Nominal Phrase. 
Another point concerns the development of the TCASUS version. The 
present program has not reached the analyzing power of CASUS yet. As 
an implementation in a transformational grammar (i.e. syntax-embedded) 
guarantees more stability in research than a syntax-directed implementa-
tion, further development of TCASUS is necessary. 
Smaller issues to develop relate to the loss of lexical information that 
takes place in the transition of analyses from AMAMORPH to AMAZON and 
from AMAZON to CASUS. Information such as the degrees of comparison and 
diminutives, which is analyzed by AMAMORPH, never appears in SELANCA. 
In the past, attention was paid to this matter in an undergraduate report 
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(cf. Heemels (1985)), but a direct link between the morphological analysis 
and AMAZON-CASUS has never been realized. 
The introduction of new features (e.g. [ spec i f i c i t y ] ) has been given 
thought in the text above. Specificity seems to be syntactically determined; 
the extension, thus, should be made in AMAZON-CASUS. 
8.3.2 TRANSIT 
Although THANSIT in its present form covers about eight research areas, we 
can come up with a number of other subjects that have not been treated. 
One of these is the implementation of causative constructions which have 
been given much attention in publications on Turkish linguistics. The con-
struction is interesting because a complex S construction in SELANCA must 
be reduced to a simple S construction. Another interesting research area 
is the treatment of conjunctions, especially those which contain a case of 
gapping or conjunction reduction. 
Furthermore, we did not implement transformation rules for the trans-
lation of sentential adverbial phrases. They can be translated into all kinds 
of gerund constructions (as mentioned in §4.2.1 under the caption verba), 
or in postpositional constructions. 
Both AMAZON and CASUS, and TRANSIT deal with NP structures as pro-
posed in Coppen (1991a). Although an extension of this theory to Turkish 
NPs has been elaborated in Stoop & Coppen (forthcoming), we did not 
implement the Case passing theory in TRANSIT. Only after an elaboration 
of SELANCA with respect to the noun phrase, it will be worthwhile to work 
on the implementation of the NP-Coppen in TRANSIT. For the time being, 
the NPs generated match with the theory, but only by provisory rules. 
An interesting, but rather small issue is the implementation of so-called 
ECM verbs: verbs with Exceptional Case Marking. They are described in 
§5.4.2, but not implemented in the present version of TRANSIT. 
All the adaptations and extensions described in the previous paragraph and 
to be included in the analyzing modules in future entail parallel research in 
the TRANSIT module. 
A major project could be developed to investigate the problems con-
cerning lexicon building. The lexicon of TRANSIT in its present form has a 
rudimentary form when it comes to the translation of lexical items which 
cannot be translated into a Turkish lexical item, except by paraphrasing. 
Moreover, it could be interesting to complete the set of verbs which perform 
Subject or Object Control, and which presuppose facts or actions of their 
sentential object. 
Finally, the reader should bear in mind, that we do not pretend to 
present the final solutions to the translation and generation problems dis-
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cussed in this study. Next to the fact that every newly introduced research 
area can lead to adaptations of the piesent rules and grammars (we al­
ready met the need of adaptations in this study), it could be worthwhile 
to decompose the "difficult" rules, such as the Nominalization rules, or the 
Olmak-Insertion rule. The complexity of a rule could imply a missed lin­
guistic generalization, which can be brought into the grammar by means 
of re-evaluation. So, re-evaluation could be an important item for feature 
research. 
TRANSIT could also be of good use in further research in the field of 
Government and Binding theory. Its modular structure has directly been 
derived from the Τ model in GB theory. If an integrated development tool 
could be designed to help theoretical linguists to build the deep structure 
of sentences under analysis, the TRANSFORM component could be used to 
calculate the effects of new propositions. A start in this direction could 
be made by adapting the generated structures by the BASE component and 
the transformational rules in the TRANSFORM component to increase agree­
ment in the description of structures by TRANSIT with the latest language-
theoretical publications. I refer here to the introduction of nodes such as 
CP and IP which will probably imply a small modification to the present 
implementation, but without much theoretical implications. The same goes 
for the introduction of English terminology (e.g. NP) in the implementation 
instead of Dutch (e.g. NC). Introduction of DP can be taken in considera­
tion, depending on whether the phrase will substitute the nominal phrase 
ІП AMAZON-CASUS. 
The main goal of the study presented above was to test the sufficiency of 
SELANCA as a semantic language by using it as a hinge in a machine trans­
lation system. The outcome of the research can be described as promising 
for the future, certainly if we look at the list of possible future projects that 
can be undertaken. 
We did not answer explicitly the question whether machine translation 
is possible at all. The question as such is not interesting for us. Fully 
automatic machine translation seems impossible as long as the problem of 
multi-translatability has not been solved. We rather like to see machine 
translation not as a goal, but as a tool. This study shows the merit of MT 
as a tool to test on the one hand a semantic language, and to develop on 
the other hand a system to generate automatically natural language (viz. 
Turkish) following the principles of the theory of language acquisition. 
Although the research done at the University of Nijmegen to work out the 
rules in order to analyze Dutch only relates to a small subset of Dutch, 
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the thought to use its output SELANCA as a hinge to show how Dutch and 
Turkish can be related through a small rudimentary bilingual lexicon and 
a set of transformational rules seems fruitful, now that we succeeded in 
translating this subset of Dutch into another language. 
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Transit: een linguïstisch 
gemotiveerd Nederlands -
Turks automatisch-
vertaalsysteem 
Samenvatting 
In deze studie wordt ondeizocht of de semantische taal SELANCA, ontwor-
pen door Jan van Bakel, op adequate wijze de semantische inhoud van 
Nederlandse zinnen weergeeft. De gedachte is dat wanneer SELANCA als 
een scharnier in een automatisch vertaalsysteem kan fungeren, waarbij de 
semantische inhoud van de resulterende doeltaalzinnen overeenkomt met 
de semantische inhoud van de als uitgangspunt gekozen brontaalzinnen, 
dit scharnier SELANCA dus blijkbaar ook deze semantische inhoud bezit. 
Het ontwikkelde vertaalsysteem heet TRANSIT. Het Nederlands fungeert 
ab brontaal; het Turks is als doeltaal gekozen. 
Hoofdstuk 1 presenteert een globale plaatsbepaling van TRANSIT ten 
opzichte van andere automatisch vertaalsystemen in Nederland (§1.1) waar 
terzelfder tijd aan gewerkt werd. De doelstellingen van de besproken sy-
stemen waren eerder praktisch dan taaltheoretisch van aard, hetgeen bijge-
dragen kan hebben aan het gedeeltelijk mislukken van deze projecten. 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een overzicht van de aard (§2.1) en de moge-
lijke toereikendheid van SELANCA (§2.2) gepresenteerd. Duidelijk wordt 
gemaakt op welke manier de term semantiek gehanteerd wordt binnen het 
model en welke semantische noties hun plaats vinden in de semantische 
taal. Tenslotte wordt in §2.3 de theorie verwoord die ten grondslag ligt aan 
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de vertaaloefening die in deze studie beschreven wordt. 
De analyse van het Nederlands, resulterend in SELANCA-expressies, woidt 
gepleegd door het AMAZON-CASUS-systeem dat Jan van Bakel in de jaren 
70 en 80 aan de Universiteit van Nijmegen ontwikkeld heeft. In hoofd-
stuk 3 wordt samenvattenderwijs in drie stappen uitgelegd hoe na lexica-
lizering van de inputstring (§3.1), via een syntactische parsering van het 
resultaat van de lexicalizering (§3.2) een semantische interpretatie van een 
subset van Nederlandse zinnen opgeleverd wordt (§3.3). In de laatste para-
graaf wordt tevens een inzicht gegeven in de organisatie van het lexicon 
en wordt gekeken in hoeverre het resultaat van de computerprogramma's 
overeenkomt met de theorie van SELANCA. 
Hoofdstuk 4 is gewijd aan een analyse van het Turks. De gedachte hier-
achter is dat pas op linguïstisch verantwoorde wijze overgegaan kan worden 
tot het genereren van (een subset van) Turks, nadat voldoende inzichten 
verworven zijn over de opbouw en structuur van woorden en zinnen van de 
taal. In willekeurig welk vertaalsysteem men ook werkt, altijd zal, voor-
dat men aan het genereren van een doeltaal kan beginnen, een diepgaande 
analyse van de structuur van de doeltaal gepleegd moeten worden. Om-
dat er computationele hulpmiddelen voorhanden waren, is een analyse van 
het Turks gepleegd op een wijze die parallel loopt aan de analyse van het 
Nederlands door AMAZON-CASUS. Al snel wordt duidelijk dat door de ag-
glutinerende aard van de taal de morfologische analyse (§4.1) van het Turks 
een groter gewicht krijgt dan de lexicalizering van het Nederlands. De syn-
tactische analyse in §4.2, gevolgd door een semantische analyse in §4.3 levert 
SELANCA-expressies op die een positieve afloop van het onderzoek met be-
trekking tot SELANCA doen vermoeden. 
Nadat inzicht is verkregen in de wijze waarop de analyse van het Turks 
gepleegd wordt, wordt in hoofdstuk 5 in een comparatieve analyse van het 
Nederlands en het Turks inhoudelijk naar verschillen en overeenkomsten 
tussen beide talen gekeken. Onderdelen uit deze analyse zijn: de enkelvou-
dige zin, de NP, de AP, niet-relatieve ingebedde zinnen, copula-constructies, 
operatoren, vraagzinnen, passieve constructies, relatieve bijzinnen en het 
possessieve werkwoord "hebben". Het resultaat van deze analyse wordt 
gebruikt om een aantal regels op te kunnen stellen volgens welke SELANCA-
expressies van Nederlandse zinnen omgewerkt kunnen worden tot Turkse 
oppervlakte-representaties. 
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een vertaalmodel gepresenteerd. Nadat eerst in 
een lexicale-transferslag alle "Nederlandse" terminals vervangen zijn door 
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hun Turkse equivalenten wordt via het botttom-up doorlopen van cycli in de 
SELANCA-expressie, in theoiie iedere sub-boom die gedomineerd wordt door 
een cyclische knoop zodanig bewerkt in een drie-trapsmodel dat een Turkse 
oppervlakte-structuur opgeleverd wordt: in de eerste fase worden diepte-
structuren gegenereerd; in de tweede fase worden deze diepte-structuren 
getransformeerd naar oppervlakte-structuren, waarin alleen de Turkse suf-
fixen nog in een diepte-representatie voorkomen. Deze diepte-representaties 
worden in een afsluitende fonotactische component bewerkt tot oppervlakte-
representaties. De wijze van vertalen van de bij de comparatieve analyse 
opgesomde onderdelen wordt per onderdeel theoretisch behandeld, waarna 
tenslotte de benodigde regels in de fonotactische component besproken wor-
den. Er is een model ontworpen waarmee de vocaalharmonie en de con-
sonantalternering in het Turks op transformationele wijze beregeld kunnen 
worden. 
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt de theorie uit hoofdstuk 6 geïmplementeerd in een 
computermodel. Nu pas blijkt hoe gecompliceerd de implicaties van trans-
formationele regels kunnen zijn, wanneer deze regels samengevoegd worden 
in één systeem. Tevens komen nu de onvolkomenheden van SELANCA boven 
tafel. De implementatie wordt aan de hand van de eerder genoemde on-
derdelen besproken. 
Hoofdstuk 8 geeft een discussie weer over het eerder besproken on-
derzoek en mogelijkheden voor vervolgonderzoek. De discussie wordt in 
twee delen gesplitst. Allereerst wordt besproken in hoeverre SELANCA vol-
doet als semantische taal (§8.1). Geconcludeerd wordt dat op basis van 
de linguïstische definitie van semantiek door Van Bakel, SELANCA inder-
daad voldoet. Problemen kunnen in de toekomst verwacht worden bij de 
uitwerking van de overige semantische kernen, met name de N. 
Wordt gekeken naar de distinctieve features die gehanteerd worden om 
tot een SELANCA-expressie te komen, dan blijkt dat deze onvoldoende en ad 
hoc zijn. Met gebruikmaking van semantische noties alléén blijkt automa-
tisch vertalen niet mogelijk; de distinctieve features bij nomina en verba 
spelen een belangrijke rol, waarbij gebleken is dat een onafhankelijke keuze 
van deze features (zoals dat gebeurd is in CASUS), onvermijdelijk leidt tot 
vertaalproblemen. Een aantal noodzakelijke, maar zeker niet alle, features 
kunnen in de SELANCA-expressie geïntroduceerd worden door opname by 
Turkse lexicale items in het lexicon. 
Ten tweede wordt in §8.2 een evaluatie gepleegd op basis van techno-
linguïstische criteria. Nu blijkt dat met betrekking tot de vier gehanteerde 
theorieën in deze studie deze alle (de analyserende, de genererende, de 
fonotactische en de vertaaltheorie) consequent doorgevoerd zijn in de im-
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plementatie en als zodanig ook herkenbaar. 
Tenslotte woidt in §8.3 een aantal mogelijkheden besproken met be-
trekking tot toekomstig ondeizoek. Zowel binnen het kadei van AMAZON-
CASUS als binnen het raamwerk van TRANSIT liggen legio mogelijkheden tot 
nader onderzoek. 
Op de eerste plaats wordt gedacht aan een uitwerking en een implementatie 
in CASUS van de semantische keinen van SELANCA. Een adequate imple-
mentatie van alleen de adjectief- en nominale constituent zal voor jaren 
onderzoek binnen de TRANSiT-component met zich mee brengen. 
Op de tweede plaats kan gedacht worden aan onderzoek ten behoeve van 
het verkorten van de afstand die momenteel bestaat tussen de taalkundige 
noties die in deze studie gebruikt zijn en de noties die tegenwoordig in de 
generatieve taalkunde gebezigd worden. 
Ten derde kan vervolgens gepoogd worden de transformationele compo-
nent van TRANSIT op dermate wijze te isoleren dat deze door taaltheoretici 
als werkbank gebruikt kan worden ten behoeve van vervolgonderzoek in 
de generatieve grammatica. Aan deze component dient dan een diepte-
structuurgenerator vooraf te gaan die niet, zoals bij TRANSIT, afhankelijk 
is van de analyse van een andere natuurlijke taal. 
Appendix A 
The rules of this grammar and their ordering are described in chapter 7. In 
GRAMTSY's main grammar, two grammars are called: TRANSIT and SUR-
FACE, TRANSIT belongs to the linguistic part of the system; SURFACE re-
moves the labelled bracketing from the structures in order to deliver Turkish 
sentences. 
The grammar TRANSIT has been split into three components: BASE, TRANS-
FORM, and PHONOTAX. 
Cyclic domains are set by the statement Sys.Cyclic = . . . . Rules 
without a parameter setting between brackets are called with the default 
parameters (Always, f i r s t occurrence, obl igatory) ; grammars with-
out parameter setting are called with the default setting (NonCyclic, 
TopDown, LeftRight). 
'/.Grammar: Main 
— > Rule: Check.Casus.Output.1 () 
(Sys.Cyclic = "SE" I "NC" I "PC" ) 
— > Rule: Check.Casus.Output.2 () 
— > Rule: Prune.Double.Nodes () 
— > Rule: Determine.Index (Disjunct) 
— > Rule: Adapt.Relative.SE<+wh,+rel> () 
— > Rule: Adapt<+wh,+rel> () 
— > Rule: PC.Features.to.NC (Disjunct) 
— > Rule: NC.Features.to.DT (Disjunct) 
— > Grammar: TRANSIT () 
— > Rule: Generate.Utterance (Once) 
— > Grammar: Surface (Cyclic) 
(Sys.Cyclic = "Surface" ) 
— > Rule: Show.Translation () 
— > Stop 
'/.Grammar: TRANSIT 
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—> Rule : Consult.Lexicon 
—> Rule: Expand-OR 
—> Grammar: BASE 
--> Grammar: TRANSFORM 
—> Rule: Prune.NC.Case 
—> Grammar: Control.Output 
--> Grammar: PHONOTAX 
(Sys.Cyclic = "NC" 
—> Rule: Insert.Apostrophe 
—> Stop 
"PC 
(Disjunct) 
(,every occurrence) 
(Cyclic.BottomUp) 
(Cyclic,BottomUp) 
О 
О 
(Cyclic.BottomUp) 
I "VC" ) 
(Disjunct) 
'/.Grammar: BASE 
—> Grammar: Generate.NC.Structure 
—> Grammar: Generate.PC.Structure 
—> Grammar: Generates.Structure 
—> Rule: Match.Case.Cands 
(Sys.Cyclic = "SE" I "NC" 
—> Rule: Hatch.Dummy.Cands 
—> Rule: Delete.Dummies 
—> Rule: Check.Minus.Case.and.Ace 
—> Rule: Delete.Lexicon.Dummies 
—> Rule: Delete.CL 
—> Rule: Delete.SF 
—> Rule: Object.Subject.Raising 
—> Rule: Raieing.to.Subject 
—> Rule: ECP 
—> Rule: Case.Filter 
—> Rule: Add.Index 
—> Stop 
"PC" ) 
:) 
:) 
:) 
:) 
[) 
[) 
I) 
t> 
¡) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
(Once) 
О 
'/.Grammar: Generate.NC.Structure 
—> Rule: Prune.Double.Nodes 
—> Rule: Default.Person 
—> Rule: Default.Plur 
—> Rule: Number&Person<+name> 
—> Rule: Disambiguate.DT 
—> Rule: Insert.N2 
—> Rule: Insert.N1 
—> Rule: Insert.DT 
—> Rule: Split<plu> 
—> Rule: Move.Poss 
—> Rule: Add.Izafet.Poss 
О 
О 
О 
(Once) 
О 
О 
О 
О 
(Once) 
(Once) 
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— > Rule: Transform.Rel.Pron.Gen (Once) 
— > Rule: Transíorm.WH.Pron.Gen (Once) 
— > Rule: Hove.Possessive.Genitive (Once) 
— > Rule: Move.Former.PC (Once) 
— > Rule: Move.Relative.SE () 
— > Rule: Move.Sentential.Premodifier () 
— > Rule: Move.NA (Once) 
— > Rule: Specific.Partitive.NP (Once) 
— > Rule: Nonspecific.Partitive.NP (Once) 
— > Rule: Partitive.NP.with.Complex.QP (Once) 
— > Rule: Block.Plur.Suffix.QP (Once) 
— > Rule: Pop.Dp.DT.Features (Once) 
— > Stop 
* * 
'/¿Grammar: Generate.PC.Structure 
— > Rule: Rearrange.Empty.Passive.By (Once) 
— > Rule: Disambiguate.DT (Once) 
— > Rule: Reverse.PC (Once) 
— > Rule: Prepare.Secondary.PostΡ (Once) 
—> Rule: Prune.PC (Once) 
—> Stop 
* * 
'/.Grammar: Generate.S.Structure 
—> Rule: Delete.Passive.Verb (Once) 
—> Rule: Depassivize (Once) 
—> Rule: Restructure.Auxiliary (Once) 
—> Rule: Filter.Double.V (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.VC (Once) 
—> Rule: Postpone.V (Once) 
—> Rule: Possessive.to.Copula (Once) 
—> Rule: Restructure.Possessive.Clause (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.Predicate.Structure (Once) 
—> Rule: Decopulate (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.Copula.Structure (Once) 
—> Rule: Var.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Main.Predicate.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Verbal.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Embedded.Predicate.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Check.Negation (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.COMP (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.Subject.NC (Once) 
—> Rule: Generate.NC () 
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— > Rule: Generate.Operators () 
— > Rule: Split.Optional.Case () 
— > Stop 
• * 
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'/.Grammar: PHONOTAX 
—> Rule: Drop.Empty.Plur 
—> Rule: Remove.Buffer.Vowel 
—> Rule: Remove.Buffer.Consonant 
—> Rule: Remove.DT.Buffer.Consonant 
—> Rule: Remove.Reduplicated.Consonant 
—> Rule: Redundant.Rounding 
—> Rule: Redundant.Voicing 
—> Rule: Epenthetic.Vowel 
—> Grammar: Vowel.Harmony 
—> Grammar: Consonant.Alternation 
—> Rule: Soften.Foreign.g (Disjunct) 
—> Rule: Replace.Devoiced.Consonant (Disjunct] 
—> Rule: Replace.Surface.Vowel (Disjunct) 
—> Stop 
* * 
'/Grammar: Consonant .Alternation 
—> Rule: Adapt.Genitive.Pronoun (Disjunct) 
—> Rule: Devoice.Final.Consonant () 
—> Rule: Stop.Voicing.Assimilation () 
—> Stop 
* Φ 
'/.Grammar : Vowel. Harmony 
—> Rule: Adapt.Dative.Pronoun (Disjunct) 
—> Rule: Backing.Harmony () 
—> Rule: Rounding.Harmony () 
—> Stop 
* * 
'/.Grammar: Surface 
—> Rule: Remove.PRO 
—> Rule: Remove.Trace 
—> Rule: Remove.Empty.Terminals 
—> Rule: Remove.Non.Terminals 
—> Rule: Remove.Connector () 
—> Rule: Reduce.WBounds () 
—> Stop 
'/.Grammar: Control.Output 
—> Rule: Error.Message.Nom-SE 
—> Stop 
* 
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Appendix В 
Results Transit 
A set of 123 sentences has been used during the development of TRANSIT to 
test grammars and iules. One must keep in mind that the translations have 
only been made within the definition of semantics in linguistic notions. A 
Dutch sentence, for example number 4, which receives also an interpreta­
tion by CASUS in which the DAT has been topicalized (visualized in the 
second translation), would be done more justice if the DAT had been post­
poned, resulting in: Ahmet, ( b i r ) k i t a p ver iyor, Mehmed'e. In §6.5.1 
is explained why we did not implement the so-called devrik cumie. 
In translations with an optional constituent (for instance, the pronoun in 
1.), this consituent has been put between brackets manually for reasons of 
economy of paper. 
Putting in punctuation marks, such as comma, colon, semi-colon, question 
mark, exclamation mark, has not been adopted in the Transit grammar. 
1. NL: ik sia de man. 
TR: (ben) adami vuruyomm. 
2. NL: jij slaat de man. 
TR: (sen) adami vuruyorsun. 
3. NL: hij slaat de man. 
TR: (o) adami vuxuyor. 
4. NL: Mehmet geeft Ahmet 'η boek. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'e ( b i r ) k i tap ver iyor . 
TR: Ahmet Mehmed'e ( b i r ) k i tap ver iyor . 
5. NL: Mehmet geeft 'n boek. 
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TR: Mehmet (bir) kitap veriyor. 
6. NL: Piet schrijft 'η boek. 
TR: Piet (bir) kitap yaziyor. 
7. NL: Piet schrijft. 
TR: Piet yazi yaziyor. 
8. NL: Ay' leest 'n boek in de tuin. 
TR: (o) bahçede (bir) kitap okuyor. 
9. NL: hij leest morgen 'n boek. 
TR: yarm (o) (bir) kitap okuyacak. 
10. NL: hij las gisteren 'n boek. 
TR:dün (o) (bir) kitap okudu. 
11. NL: Piet leest zijn boek. 
TR: Piet kitabini okuyor. 
12. NL: Hij leest 'n mooi boek. 
TR: (o) güzel (bir) kitap okuyor. 
13. NL: Hij leest 't mooie boek. 
TR: (o) güzel kitabi okuyor. 
14. NL: ti sloeg de man. 
TR: (ben) adami vurdum. 
15. NL: wij slaan de man. 
TR: (biz) adami vuruyoruz. 
TR: (bizler) adami vuruyoruz. 
16. NL: wij sloegen de man. 
TR: (biz) adami vurduk. 
TR:(bizler) adami vurduk. 
17. NL: de zoon leest 'n boek in de stad. 
TR: ogul §ehirde (bir) kitap okuyor. 
18. NL: de zoon leest 'n boek in zijn stad. 
TR: ogul §ehrinde (bir) kitap okuyor. 
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19. NL: Jan leest boeken. 
TR: Jan k i t ар okuyor. 
TR: Jan k i t a p i a r i okuyor. 
20. NL: Jan leest de boeken. 
TR: Jan k i t a b i okuyor. 
TR: Jan k i t a p l a n okuyor. 
21. NL: Jan leest Piets boek. 
TR: Jan Piet'in kitabini okuyor. 
22. NL: Jan leest Piet z'n boek. 
TR: Jan Piet'in kitabini okuyor. 
23. NL: Jan leest 'η boek van Piet. 
TR: Jan Piet'in (Ъіг) kitabini okuyor. 
24. NL: Jan leest 't boek van Piet. 
TR: Jan Piet'in kitabini okuyor. 
25. NL: Ahmet wil Mehmet vermoorden. 
TR: Ahmet Mehmed'i öldürmek istiyor. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'i öldürmek istiyor. 
26. NL: ik wil Mehmet vermoorden. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'i öldürmek istiyorum. 
27. NL: mij wil Mehmet vermoorden. 
TR: Mehmet beni öldürmek i s t i y o r . 
28. NL: Ahmet beveelt Mehmet AH te vermoorden. 
TR: Ahmet Mehmed'e Ali'yi öldürmesini emrediyor. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'e Ali'yi öldürmesini emrediyor. 
29. NL: Ahmet hoort Mehmet 'η liedje zingen. 
TR: Ahmet Mehmed'in ( b i r ) türkü söyledigini duyuyor. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'in (b i r ) türkü söyledigini duyuyor. 
30. NL: Ahmet hoort 'n liedje zingen. 
TR: Ahmet (bir) türkünün söylendigini duyuyor. 
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31. NL: ik schijn 'n liedje te zingen. 
TR: (ben) (bir) türkü söylüyormu§um. 
TR: (ben) (bir) türkü söyleyecekmis,im. 
32. NL: jij schijnt 'n liedje te zingen. 
TR: (een) (bir) türkü söylüyormugsun. 
TR: (sen) (bir) türkü söyleyecekmigsin. 
33. NL: Ahmet schijnt 'n liedje te zingen. 
TR: Ahmet (b i r ) türkü söylüyormug. 
TR: Ahmet (b i r ) türkü söyleyecekmis,. 
34. NL: Ahmet schijnt te zingen. 
TR:Ahmet garki söylüyormug. 
TR: Ahmet garki söyleyecekmic. 
35. NL: ik wil dat Mehmet komt. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gelmesini i s t iyomm. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gi tmesini i s t iyomm. 
36. NL: ik weet dat Mehmet komt. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in ge ld ig in i bil iyorum. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in g i t t i g i n i biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gidecegini bil iyorum. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gelecegini biliyorum. 
37. NL: Ahmet is ziek. 
TR: Ahmet has ta . 
38. NL: ik ben ziek. 
TR: (ben) hastayim. 
39. NL: ik weet dat Ahmet ziek is. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in hasta oldugunu biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in hasta olacagini biliyorum. 
40. NL: ik weet dat ik ziek ben. 
TR: (ben) (benim) hasta oldugumu biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) (benim) hasta olacagimi biliyorum. 
41. NL: Ahmet wordt ziek. 
TR: Ahmet has ta lan iyor . 
RESULTS 
42. NL: ik word ziek. 
TR: (ben) hastalaniyorum. 
43. NL: ik weet dai Ahmet ziek wordt. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in hastalandigini biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in hastalanacagini biliyorum. 
44. NL: ik weet dat ik ziek word. 
TR:(ben) (benim) hastalandigimi biliyorum. 
TR:(ben) (benim) hastalanacagimi biliyorum. 
45. NL: Mehmet slaat de man niet. 
TR: Mehmet adami vurmuyor. 
TR: adam Mehmed'i vurmuyor. 
46. NL: Ahmet wil Mehmet niet vermoorden. 
TR: Ahmet Mehmed'i öldürmek istemiyor. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'i öldürmek istemiyor. 
47. NL: ik wil Mehmet niet vermoorden. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'i öldürmek istemiyorum. 
48. NL: mij wil Mehmet niet vermoorden. 
TR: Mehmet beni öldürmek istemiyor. 
49. NL: Ahmet beveelt Mehmet Ali niet ie vermoorden. 
TR: Ahmet Mehmed'e Al i 'y i öldürmemesini emrediyor. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'e Al i 'y i öldürmemesini emrediyor. 
50. NL: ik schijn niet 'η liedje te zingen. 
TR: (ben) (bir) türkü söylemiyormugum. 
TR: (ben) (bir) türkü söylemeyecekmi§im. 
51. NL: ik wil niet dat Mehmet komt. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gelmesini istemiyorum. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gitmesini istemiyorum. 
52. NL: ik wil dat Mehmet niet komt. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gelmemesini istiyorum. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'in gitmemesini istiyorum. 
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53. NL: ik heb Ahmet geslagen. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'i vurdum. 
TR:(ben) Ahmed'i vurmugum. 
54. NL: ik zal Ahmet slaan. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'i vuracagim. 
55. NL: ik zie de man die Ahmet heeft geslagen. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'i vuran adami görüyomm. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in vurdugu adami görüyomm. 
56. NL: ik zie de man die Ahmet zal slaan. 
TR:(ben) Ahmed'i vuracak adami görüyorum. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in vuracagi adami görüyorum. 
57. NL: wij zien de man die mij geslagen heeft. 
TR: (biz) beni vuran adami görüyoruz. 
TR: (bizler) beni vuran adami görüyoruz. 
58. NL: wie heb ik geslagen. 
TR: (ben) kimi vurdum. 
TR: (ben) kimi vurmugum. 
TR: (ben) kimleri vurdum. 
TR: (ben) kimleri vurmuçum. 
59. NL: wie heeft mij geslagen. 
TR: beni kim vurmu§. 
TR: beni kim vurdu. 
60. NL: wiens vrouw heb ik geslagen. 
TR: (ben) kimin karisini vurdum. 
TR: (ben) kimin karisini vurmugum. 
61. NL: wiens vrouw heeft mij geslagen. 
TR: beni kimin karisi vurmug. 
TR: beni kimin karisi vurdu. 
62. NL: wij zien de man wiens vrouw ik zal slaan. 
TR: (biz) (benim) karisini vuracagim adami görüyoruz. 
TR:(bizler) (benim) karisini vuracagim adami görüyoruz. 
63. NL: wij zien de man wiens vrouw mij zal slaan. 
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TR: (biz) kariai beni vuracak adami görüyoruz. 
TR: (bizler) karis i beni vuracak adami görüyoruz. 
64. NL: Ahmet heeft 'η boek. 
TR:Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi var. 
65. NL: Ahmet had 'η boek. 
TR: Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi var id i . 
TR: Ahmed'іл (bir) kitabi vardi. 
66. NL: Ahmet zal 'η boek hebben. 
TR:Ahmed*in (bir) kitabi olacak. 
67. NL: Mehmet ziet dat Ahmet 'η boek heeft. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi oldugunu görüyor. 
68. NL: ik zie de man die 'n boek heeft. 
TR: (ben) (bir) kitabi olan adami görüyorum. 
69. NL: ik zie boeken die de man heeft. 
TR: (ben) adamin olan kitap görüyorum. 
TR: (ben) adamin olan kitaplari görüyorum. 
70. NL: Ahmet heeft niet 'n boek/ Ahmet heeft 'n boek niet. 
TR:Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi yok. 
71. NL: Ahmet had niet 'n boek/ Ahmet had 'n boek niet. 
TR: Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi yok i d i . 
TR:Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi yoktu. 
72. NL: Ahmet zal 'n boek niet hebben. 
TR: Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi olmayacak. 
73. NL: Mehmet ziet dat Ahmet 'η boek niet heeft. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi olmadigini görüyor. 
74. NL: ik zie de man die 'n boek niet heeft. 
TR: (ben) (bir) kitabi olmayan adami görüyorum. 
75. NL: ik zie boeken die de man niet heeft. 
TR: (ben) adamin olmayan kitap görüyorum. 
TR: (ben) adamin olmayan kitaplari görüyorum. 
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76. NL: wij dwongen Hasan de kreeft te eten. 
TR: (biz) HasanΊ ïstakozu yemege zorladik. 
TR: (bizler) Hasan'ι ïstakozu yemege zorladik. 
77. NL: ik geef jou onze boeken. 
TR: (ben) sana kitabimizi veriyorum. 
TR: (ben) sana kitaplarimizi егіуогшп. 
78. NL: mij geef je onze boeken. 
TR: (sen) baña kitabimizi veriyorsun. 
TR: (sen) baña kitaplarimizi veriyorsun. 
79. NL: jij geeft mij onze boeken. 
TR: (sen) baña kitabimizi veriyorsun. 
TR: (een) bana kitaplarimizi veriyorsun. 
60. NL: ik weet wie de man geslagen heeft. 
TR: (ben) adami kimin vurdugunu biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) adamin kimi vurdugunu biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) adamin kimleri vurdugunu biliyorum. 
81. NL: wie denk je dat de man geslagen heeft. 
TR: (sen) adami kimin vurdugunu dügünüyorsun. 
TR: (sen) adamin kimi vurdugunu dügünüyorsun. 
TR: (sen) adamin kimleri vurdugunu dügünüyorsun. 
82. NL: ik moet Mehmet vermoorden. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'i öldürmeliyim. 
83. NL: ik zal Mehmet vermoorden. 
TR: (ben) Mehmed'i öldürecegim. 
84. NL: ik zie de man aan wie ik het boek gegeven heb. 
TR: (ben) (benim) kitabi verdigim adami görüyorum. 
85. NL: jij weet dat ik Ahmet wil vermoorden. 
TR: (sen) (benim) Ahmed'i öldürmek istedigimi bi l iyorsun. 
TR: (sen) (benim) Ahmed'i öldürmek isteyecegimi bil iyorsun. 
86. NL: wie denk jij dat ik wil vermoorden. 
TR: (sen) (benim) kimi öldürmek istedigimi dügünüyorsun. 
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TR: (sen) (benim) kimleri öldürmek istedigimi dücünüyorsun. 
87. NL: jij weet wie ik wil vermoorden. 
TR: (sen) (benim) kimi öldürmek istedigimi biliyorsun. 
TR: (sen) (benim) kimi öldürmek isteyecegimi biliyorsun. 
TR: (sen) (benim) kimleri öldürmek istedigimi biliyorsun. 
TR: (sen) (benim) kimleri öldürmek isteyecegimi biliyorsun. 
88. NL: ik lees de ie schrijven brief. 
TR: (ben) yazilan mektubu okuyacagim. 
TR: (ben) yazilacak mektubu okuyacagim. 
89. NL: ik zal de geschreven brief lezen. 
TR: (ben) yazilan mektubu okuyacagim. 
90. NL: ik zie de schrijvende man. 
TR: (ben) yazi yazan adami görüyorum. 
91. NL: ik lees de drie brieven. 
TR: (ben) üc mektubu okuyorum. 
TR: (ben) üc mektuplari okuyorum. 
92. NL: ik lees de boze brief. 
TR: (ben) gücenik mektubu okuyorum. 
93. NL: ik zal de door Ahmet te schrijven brief lezen. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in yazdigi mektubu okuyacagim. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in yazacagi mektubu okuyacagim. 
94. NL: ik lees de door Ahmet geschreven brief. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in yazdigi mektubu okuyacagim. 
95. NL: ik zie de brieven schrijvende man. 
TR: (ben) mektup yazan adami görüyorum. 
TR: (ben) mektuplari yazan adami görüyorum. 
96. NL: Ahmet is niet ziek. 
TR: Ahmet has ta d e g i l . 
97. NL: ik ben niet ziek. 
TR: (ben) has ta degil im. 
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98. NL: ik weet dat Ahmet niet ziek is. 
TR: (ben) Aimed'in hasta olmadigini biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in hasta olmayacagiù biliyorum. 
99. NL: ik weet dat ik niet ziek ben. 
TR: (ben) (benim) hasta olmadigimi biliyorum. 
TR: (ben) (benim) hasta olmayacagimi biliyorum. 
100. NL: wie schrijft? 
TR: kim yazi yaziyor. 
101. NL: wie schrijft de brief? 
TR: mektubu kim yaziyor. 
102. NL: ik geef 'n man 'n boek. 
TR: (ben) (bir) adama (bir) kitap veriyorum. 
103. NL: wie schrijft 'n brief. 
TR: kim (bir) mektup yaziyor. 
104. NL: geeft Ahmet Mehmet 'η boek. 
TR: Ahmet Mehmed'e ( b i r ) k i t a p veriyor mu. 
105. NL: geef ik jou onze boeken. 
TR: (ben) вала kitabimizi veriyor muyum. 
TR: (ben) sana kitaplarimizi veriyor muyum. 
106. NL: geef je mij onze boeken. 
TR: (een) bana kitabimizi veriyor musun. 
TR: (een) bana kitaplarimizi veriyor musun. 
107. NL: gaf ik jou onze boeken. 
TR: (ben) sana kitabimizi verdim mi. 
TR: (ben) sana kitaplarimizi verdim mi. 
108. NL: heeft Ahmet 'η boek. 
TR:Ahmed'in ( b i r ) k i t a b i var mi. 
109. NL: had Ahmet 'η boek. 
TR: Ahmed'in ( b i r ) k i t a b i var i d i mi. 
TR: Ahmed'in ( b i r ) k i t a b i vardi mi. 
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110. NL: zal Ahmet 'η boek hebben. 
TR: Ahmed'in (bir) kitabi olacak mi. 
111. NL: is Ahmet ziek. 
TR: Ahmet hasta mi. 
112. NL: ben ik ziek. 
TR: (ben) hasta miyim. 
113. NL: wordt Ahmet ziek. 
TR: Ahmet hastalaniyor mu. 
114. NL: word ik ziek. 
TR: (ben) hastalaniyor muyum. 
115. NL: Ahmet slaat de man. 
TR: Ahmet adami vuruyor. 
116. NL: de man wordt door Ahmet geslagen. 
TR: Ahmet adami vuruyor. 
117. NL: ik zie de man die door Ahmet wordt geslagen. 
TR: (ben) Ahmed'in vurdugu adami görüyorum. 
118. NL: de man wordt geslagen. 
TR: adam vuruluyor. 
119. NL: ik zie de man die wordt geslagen. 
TR: (ben) vurulan adami görüyorum. 
120. NL: de man wordt door mij geslagen. 
TR: (ben) adami vuruyorum. 
121. NL: Mehmet ziet dat Ahmet zijn boek niet heeft. 
TR: Mehmet Ahmed'in kitabi olmadigiiu. görüyor. 
122. NL: ik wil Mehmet in de tuin vermoorden. 
TR: (ben) bahçede Mehmed'i öldürmek istiyorum. 
123. NL: de man wordt niet geslagen. 
TR: adam vurulmuyor. 
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Curriculum Vitae 
Albertus Maria Stoop werd geboren op 1 november 1957 te Utrecht. In 
1977 behaalde hij het diploma gymnasium β aan het Dominicus College te 
Nijmegen, waarna hij aanving met een studie Wiskunde aan de Katholieke 
Universiteit Nijmegen. In 1979 begon hij aan de studie Nederlandse Taai­
en Letterkunde en slaagde voor het kandidaatsexamen Nederlandse Taai­
en Letterkunde in september 1982. In mei 1985 studeerde hij af (met lof) in 
de Vrije Studierichting Letteren met als hoofdvak Computerlinguïstiek en 
als bijvakken Nederlandse Taalkunde, Taalfilosofie, Turks en Toegepaste 
Taalkunde. Verder behaalde hij een eerstegraads onderwijsbevoegdheid 
Nederlandse Taal- en Letterkunde. 
Van september 1985 tot september 1988 werkte hij aan de afdeling Com-
puterlinguïstiek van de KU Nijmegen op een onderzoeksproject getiteld 
"Automatisch Vertalen als toets van een semantische theorie", gefinancierd 
door de Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek 
(ZWO, thans NWO). Van 1988 tot 1993 was hij als taalkundig onderzoeker 
verbonden aan Stichting Euroterm Maastricht, alwaar hij zich in het alge-
meen bezighield met toegepast onderzoek naar de automatisering van het 
vertaalproces en in het bijzonder met de ontwikkeling van een veertientalige 
termenbank. 
Na een "sabbatical year" waarin de implementatie beschreven in dit 
boek voltooid werd, is Albert Stoop sinds 1994 in deeltijd als docent Neder-
lands werkzaam aan het Serviam RKSG te Sittard. In oktober 1994 richtte 
hij SVMBIOSIX op, een instituut dat zich beweegt op het vlak waar Taal 
en Informatica elkaar ontmoeten. De voornaamste activiteiten van SVM-
Biosix liggen in het verlengde van de activiteiten van Euroterm. Tevens 
is hij sinds 1994 corrector van de toelatingsexamens Nederlands van de 
Hogeschool Sittard, sector HSAO. 
Verder is Albert Stoop sinds 1987 bestuurslid van de stichting LOC, voor 
Linguïstisch en Letterkundig geOriënteerde Computerprogrammatuur. 
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